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Abstract 

The droughts of the 1920s and 1930s caused major problems for the dryland 

famen in souaieast Alberta. Many left the land during these periods. By the 

1950s, for those who rernained and succeeded in adapting to the conditions, 

mere survival was no longer a problern. Many had prospered. As a result of 

government intervention through aid programs, the reestablishment of the 

Canadian Wheat Board, and new technological and scientific improvements, 

many of which were hastened by the technological progress precipitated by the 

war effort, dryland faming changed from being subsistence farrning into the 

beginnings of extensive family faming operations. This historical geographical 

study examines the reasons for the changes and pays particular attention to 

those who suwived. Through detailed analysis of precipitation statistics and 

soils; through newspaper and local historical records; and through interviews 

and surveys the study provides an explanation of the transition of a specific area 

of dryland faming from the survival of the late 1930s to the development of the 

1950s. The principal conclusions of the study are that the dramatic change 

that took place in the 1940s and 1950s in the dry faming region of southeast 

Alberta was stimulated by the stabilization of wheat prices, the advance of 

technology as a result of the war, the development of improved varieties of 

wheat and the perseverance and determination of the 'suniivors" to succeed. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The MacouMalliser controversy over the agricultural value of the P alliser 

Triangle and. in partiailar, the heart of that triangle, southeast Alberta, was 

evident on out amval in Canada in 1966, even though, at the time, we knew 

nothing about either of the protagonists. 

In spring 1966 mile still teaching in England, my Mure wife and I were infonned 

that we had been accepted for teaching positions in Schuler, Alberta, 

commencing September 1966. We had no idea where Schuler was except that it 

was near Medicine Hat One of Our cdleagues in England was from Toronto 

and she had an aunt who was the librarian at Ralston, the Canadian military 

settlement, on the Suffield Expimental Range. She wrote to ask about 

Schuler. The letter that amved from Ralston detailed the trip arwnd the 'British 

BI& and described the HildalSchuler area as "dry, dirty, Rat" and genenlly 

'Yotally unappealing." In August 1966. one day after out amval in Canada, we 

left Medicine Hat to drive out to Schuler. The signpast indicated 35 miles. At 

about 33 miles north on Highway 41, we crested a rise and saw over to w r  right 

a blue lake (we wwld leam guiddy enough it was a 'slough'), three grain 

elevators, a host of white houses with r d  and green roofs and fields of green 

and gold-anything but "dry" or "difty" or 'Ylat." The Sdiuler we had imagined in 



Manchester as a result of the letter bore no resembianœ to the Schuler we saw 

in August 1966- M was, we were to discover, the differenœ between the view of 

Palliser and that of Macoun. 

The debate mer the productivity of the land has intigued me ever sinœ. What I 

saw in 1986 and 1 967 was field Mer field of wheat with yields of 25 and 27 

bushels per acre respectively. It seemed that this land was the richest wheat 

growing land in North America and yet the negative image of Palliser's Triangle 

still remained even well over one hundred years after it was first describecl 

(Francis, 1 987). 

Many economists and historians have shared the view of Palliser, and have 

suggested that the land in the study area should have been left as range land, 

for cattle ranching, that it should never have been settled and cultivated by 

homesteaders. The droughts, subsequent crop failures and signifiant 

movement ofF the land in the 1920s and 1930s provide the evidence, so it is 

claimed, for that enor on the part of the Dominion govemrnent Yet it is that 

transition fmm what was recorda as having happened in the dry periods of the 

1920s and 19309 to the relative prosperity that was evident by the mid-1960s 

that needs to be documented and explained because it is a dramatic transition 

from a virtwlly uninhabitable dry land to a mechanized, extensive wheat growing 

countryside. 

This thesis attempts to explain how people awld live through al1 that was thrown 

at them in the 1920s and 1930s in terms of natural and ecanomic disasters and 

stil l 'survivea and make a life for themselves and their children as dry land 

famers in the 1960s. What the thesis aims to show is that the generalizations 

about this southeast corner of Alberta and the daims that the land should never 

have been cultivated are just that, generalizations, and that a more detailed 

study of the area shows that far from simply being sensationalized by the 



drwghts and despair of the 19208 and 1930~~ the region developed through the 

19409 and on into a solid and pmsperws dry fming ama. 

Malin states that "the only justification for continueci scientific research is to 

discover more adequate desaipt ions" (1 948:iv). Using that rationale it is 

neœssary to look at southeast Alberta (Figure 1 ) and see whether writing ufF the 

land as too risky for wltivation and thereby candemning the whole settlement 

process as a mistake is a correct interpretation of the events. I is sometimes 

too easy and too simplistic ta dismiss an area as unsuitable for agriculture on 

the grouids that within the fi13 40 or 50 years of its settlement people totally 

foreign to their new environment, who brwght totally the mong tods, failed to 

adapt As Gray states 'they had to find these things out for themselvesn 

(1 967:10). Malin suggests that %ad oie line of settlement moved slowly through 

the transition belt into the plains . . . it is possible that the adjustment might have 

been made without excessive hardship" (1 936:118). White goes one stage 

further in suggesting, almost dispassionately, that those who tried to settle the 

land and failed were merely "unfwtunate saaifices' in the progression toward 

the "conquest" of the prairies by the dryland famen (1 985:320). 

The purpose of this study is to understand a very specific agriailtural 

community, that of the dryland farmer, during a specific time period, the 1940s 

and 1950~~  within the 'man-IanB relationship which has been the traditional 

purview of historical gqraphy. Though it covers only two decades in the 

sustained settiement of aie Canadian plains, those two decades represent one 

of the most drarnatic periods of change in this, the most and region, of those 

plains. The study also pemits, from those who fa- thmugh the period, the 

colleding of their memories and their interpretations of that period of change. 

There is no doubt that the eagemess to sale the wbdivided land on 

homesteads that were too small, with insufficient capital and poor equipment, 
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provided a serious obdacle and led to the unfortunate saaifices so vividly 

illustrated by writers describing the Meds of the droughts of the 1920s and 

1930s. Yet then were sunrivars, and in al1 but one case of those intervieweci or 

surveyed, they were bom and bred in the drylands, taught famihg by their 

parents and neighbours. and later were helped by federal and provincial 

govemment aid. Their stories of how and why they stayed and ultimately 

prospered are the other side of what happened. The transition, that in a Iittle 

over two decades, from the late 1930s to the very early 1950s, was to change 

their way of Me totally is the real foais of the study. Their stories are neither as 

tragic, nor as dramatic in many ways as those told dunng the 1920s and 1930% 

but, as Friesen suggests, their detemination to conftont the depression is both 

"surprising and even inspiring" (1 987389). Gray calls it "the greatest Canadian 

success story sinœ the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railwaÿ (1967:vii). 

But was it simply their faith and their persisteme, or was it the result of dimatic 

moderation, of changing agricultural policies, of haeased fam site and of 

adapting agricultural pradices that made those who asurvived" the successful 

dryland fanners we were to meet in l966? 

This study then is of the dryland famers of southeast Alberta. Dryland farming 

is defined by Webb as YamMg where the moisture is insuffcient" (1 931 :367), 

where the diief factor limiting aop production is moisture supply. The study is 

not topic specific. It does not look at only soil, climate or faming practices in 

isolation, but rather, it is a miaostudy of an area in a specific time period and an 

attempt to understand what took place and why. Was it part of an evolving 

process af adaptation as Cronon suggests and cordd it be described as the last 
of the six frontier-twegion processes that he describes as 'setf-shapiingm? 

(Cronon, Miles, and Win, 1 992). Cmnon describes the six step process from 

'species shifting,' the movement of 'alien organisms into ecosystems from which 

they were once absent"; through 'market making', involving the exchange of 

abjects; to 'land taking', where permanent alien settlement turned the land itself 



into an economic commodity; to 'boundary setting', as a way of newly amived 

settlers establishing their space; to 'state foming', the establishment of political 

authority over an area; to 'sel shaping'. It is this last stage that Cronon sees as 

L central challenge of mgional lib rigM d m  to the present" where specific 

groups assert th& separateness. This 'self shaping' process may well be 

applied to the dryland farmers of southeast Alberta. 

Were alose who survived and cantinued to fam Wotster's "arcadians" or 

"irnperialistsa? (1 977). Worstefs use of these tems describeci the battle over 

the use of the land in environmental protection tem, a battle between what he 

calls "arcadian and imperialist tendencies m i n  the scientific study of naturem . 

The two sides are easily distinguishable since the arcadians depict 'nature as a 

syrnbiotic communitf while the impetialists seek and praise human dominance 

of nature. 

Was, as Bennett suggests, aie environment the dominant factor with whicti those 

who settled the land had to leam to live?(l969). In his sociological study of 

Jasper (the name he used to describe Maple Creek, Saskatchewan), Bennett 

suggested it took three generations More the land was seWed most effedively. 

The first generation 'established the enterprise" in the new land; the second 

generation 'maintainecl it under conditions of dimatic and economic disaster*; 

and the third genemtion developed it to its modern stage of eniciency. In 

disaissing these three generationr, Bennett rejected pure determinisrn when he 

stated. 'men do manipulate their environment, they are not merely deterrnined 

by it" (1 969:Ig). 

What caused the transition from survival to development? Was it the result of 

extemal forces such as the outbreak of World War II? Was it the broad 

intervention of the federal and provincial govemments with aid for famers 

through the Prairie F am Rehabilitstion program or the stabilization of wheat 



priœs? Was it the technological and scientific advances surrounding World 

War II that changed the methad of dryland faming? Or did al1 these factors 

corne together during the same perioâ, stimulated by war tinte activities, to 

change dryland faming pemianently? tt is these questions which the sfudy 

attempts to answer, for, by the 1950s set in, most of the important changes had 

occurred and the good cmp years betwieen 1951 and 1956, though causing 

problems of their am, merely served to comolidate the faming style that was 

emerging to become known by the 1970s and 19ûOs as an 

agnbusiness. 

The study area lies wholly within the Palliser Triangle (Figure 2), an area so 

designated as the result of a report presented to the British House of Cornmons 

by Captain John Palliser in 1863.1 The "heafl of the Palliser Triangle 

(Richards, 1 968), desaibed climatolog ica lly as the sem iarid zone, is variously 

refend to as "the severe dmught area" or "the dry prairie belt" 

(Jones11986)(Figure 3). It is within this "heatt" that the study area is found. It 

stretches fiom the boundary with the United States in the south, to the Red Deer 

River in the north, approximately 130 miles, and from the provincial boundary 

between Alberta and Saskatchewan in the east to the edge of the irrigation 

areas in the west, appioximately to ranges 11 to 13, a distance of 78 miles 

(Figure 4). The eastem and southem boundaries of the study area are 
politically established. lndeed in no sense are they anything but convenient and 

arbitrary lirnits to the study. Equally the geographical bwndary in the north, the 

'The description of the Wliir Triangie nsPds 71s bese on the 49th paralY fmm a 
point near Turüe Mountain in Manitoba, wstward to a point on the intemational 
boundary, near the -nt point of entry of Carwsy in Alberta. From Turtle Mountain, 
the Triangk, which (is) nearly an imgular pentagori, (angles) northwestwadû through 
what is n w  the provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan to a point a fw miles south 
of the present city of Saskatoon. From there the line (angles) mmostly west by south, 
cmsing the AlbeRa boundary near the site of the present village of McLaughlin and 
continuhg to a point Iviown as b w  FOR on the Calgary-Banff Highway. From Bow 
Fort the line (angles) sligMly southeastward again until, just east of the foothilis, it 
(cuts) the international boundary at Carway." (Gard.194Sxii 



Figuie 2 Palliser triangle 
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Figure 3 'Heart" of the Palliser Triangle 

Source: Jones, DC. (1986) VVe'll al1 bs burieci domi hem', me Prairie Dryland Disader 1917- 
1928. (Calgary:Hiorical Society of Alb0ita)pmcvii 



Figure 4 Map of study area 
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Red Deer River, is a convenience. NoNi of the Red Deer River lies Special 

Area #1, so designated in 1938 under The Special Areas Act (Stewart and 

Porter, 1 942).2 

The study will cortœntrate on the dryland arable faming areas wiaiin this region 

because, mile realizing that both irrigation and ranching are adapüve 

techniques for famers in such areas of uncertain precipitation, it is the s u ~ v a l  

and adaptation of the drylanders, those who came to plough the land, that Q of 

specific interest Ranching had been the first choiœ for the use of the land in the 

south of the study area and even Viough some of the land was cultivated in the 

first two decades of this century, much around and south of the Cypress Hills, 

reverted to cattle ranching. The short gram prairie, however, required very large 

areas of land for cattle gmzing, and the need for M e r  and winter forage 

provideci problems. As Waines (1938) suggested, increased wheat pfices, 

newer and hardier varieties of wheat and improved faming techniques made 

faming on suitable brown soi1 areas maiin the study area more feasible. The 

real driving factor for settlement in the early years was the availability of ftee 

land, and that ftee land, once cultivated, would not be given up by the 

drylanders without a fight. As for imgation and its spread east and beyond 

Medicine Hat, the land proved to be too broken and hilly, them was a shortage 

of water and the costs were to pmve prohibitive (see 7.4.1 Irrigation). Dryland 

faming was, for much of Vie area, the obvious agridtural pradice if the land 

were to be cultivated at all. 

It wil l becorne evident that in the view of many economists and historians, the 

land south of the Red Deer River muld easily have been inciuded in the 

rFhe Ad designated as "Special Are8sm those amas of the province which "indude a 
considemMe amount of land wtiich by reason of insuffident rainfall, inferior quality of 
mil, and other causes, cannot by the use of ordinary methods of agriculture be made to 
yield over a period of years produce in SuffiCient amount to provide the persons 
fanning such land wiVi the rneans of livelihoodw (Alberta Statutes 1938). 



category of Special Ares, at least from an arable faming standpoint Thus the 

northern boundary too m I d  be viewad as artifial. The western boundary of 

the study area is more indeterminate. Norai of the South Saskatchewan river, 

the baundary of the Eastern Irrigation District (EID) determines the westward 

extension of the dryland faming, Iimiting it to range 1 1, west of the 4th meridian. 

South of the river, however, the6 is irrigation from the St Mary's River Irrigation 

District (SMRID) stretching through Bow Island to Medicine Hat. while in the 

extreme south the ranching area stretches westward from the Cypress Hills. 

However, between these irrigation and randiing areas, the dry famirtg area 

reaches -rd toward Lethbridge and an arbitrary western boundary has 

been selected as range 13 (Fiower, 1 968)(Figure 513. 

Figure 5 represents a picbre of the agriwltural regions that had emerged in 

southeast Alberta by the late l95Os. The map itself was d m  in the mid-i 960s 

but the District Agriailturalist was confident that the pattern had not changed 

very much ftom the mid-1950s. The areas west of the Cypress Hills (designated 

simply 'grains'), and an area of wheat cultivation in the extreme nom represent 

significant amas of crop wltivation. The emergence of mixed faming with some 

cattle, kept as an economic hedge against the inability to seIl al1 the cereal 

aops, resulted in the suggestion by the District Agriwlluralist that a more 

accurate subdivision would be to dass the areas north and east of the British 

Block as "wheat and cattle areas" and the area southeast of Medicine Hat as 

'grain and cattle". 

The historical context of this geograpliical stuây, dealing with the time period up 

to 1960, dictates the use of the impenal measure as the appropriate measure 

3 The  Mas of the Medidne Hat Region' was pfepareâ by David Flowar for use in 
some of the elementary schods in Medicine Hat as part of a geography pmjed. The 
agricultural regions map reproduced in this thesis was compiled by the late Jack 
Anderson who was the district agricutturalist in the a m  btween the rnid-1940s and the 
mid-1970s. He indicated at the time the rnap was drawn that there had been very littfe 
change in faming patterns since the early f 950s. 



Figure 0 Study area with agriwltural regions 

g P l û  

Source: Flower, D.J. Aüas of the Medich Hat Regim. n.p. lm, 



throughout (Smith, 1960:209). Attempting to convert data given in interviews and 

sunreys would not prwide an acaireite account presented by the respondents 

and mixing with the metric system of measurement wu ld  simply cause 

confusion- 

An additional factor of conœm that should be mentioned here occurs as a result 

of the changes to the fderal œnsw divisions b e w n  1951 and 1956, These 

changes are s h m  in detail in Chapter 3 but it is important to understand that 

the significant re-divisioning that took place makes it impossible to compare the 

statistical matetial for the two census divisions found from 193t to 1951 with the 

new single division aeated in 1956. 

The ted is divided into 8 chapters, with mis introductory one k i n g  the fint- 

Chapter 2 presents a review of the appropriate literature and specifically points 

toward the value in such a study of drawing together information from a variety 

of disciplines in order to provide as accurate a picture as possible of the events 

of the two decades. The ne& to put a human face on the transition that 

occuned suggested the need to adopt a pluralistic approach to the study, the 

better to understand why and how events happeneci. 

Chapter 3 explains the research methodology. The use of both surveys and 

interviews provides a wealth of information. However, it must be remernbered 

that much of it is based on questionable memory. Most of the respondents were 

in their late 60s and the oldest, and perhaps most knowledgeable, most 

forthcornhg and most dogrnatic, was in his 908. It was necessary to use the 

information collecteci with caution, to check fadual information and in many 

cases to cross check answers seeking verification fmrn other interviews or from 

maen material. In addition a great deal of fachial information came f m  curent 

farmers whose help in answerïng questions and providing additional suggestions 



was unstinting. A significant sowce of supportive material came from community 

sponsored local histories and many weful oaaps of information pertaining to the 

transition period being studied were located there (Voisey,1985). 

Chapter 4 provides a very traditional but absolutely essential background to the 

study area. It places southeast Alberta in its physical and human cantext and 

provides an understanding of the first 30 or 40 years, depending on when the 

area was settled, as eariy as 190546 in some areas and as late as 191 7-1 8 in 

others. The conditions that existecl before the transition peflod must be studied 

in detail in order to understand how and why the changes made such an impact 

Chapter 5 lodo at one obvious variable that could, by itself, have changed the 

picture significantly, namely the dimate. It is necessary to establish whether 

some significant change in total preci-pitation, or in annual distribution, oarirred 

in oie 1940s and 1950s which might explain in any way the transition from 

Bennett and Kohl's survival to development (1975). Predpitation is one of the 

uncontrollable variables which dryland farrners face and the obsession with not 

just how much precipitation ocwn but when was an early lesson I leamed. 

After a significant rainfall in the spnng of 1967, well Mer seeding, a visit to a 

local farm yielded the following kief discussion: 

Visitor: 'Well that was a good rainfal! Just what you wanted!" 
Famer: 'Yes! But unfoRunately it was a day or two too late." 

Al the farmers surveyed indicateâ mat if the precipitation would just fall at the 

rigM time, wheat needed very Iittle moisture to produœ a s u m l  aop in the 

southeast. 

Chapter 6 talks about suwival, about how and why those who were still faming 

at the end of the 1930s had managed to stay on the farm. If families around 



them were moving why did they chose to stay, or was it a matter of choiœ? Was 

it simply aiat they caild not afford to leave the land? Despite the original booster 

advertising by the railroads and the govemment, the prairie proved not to be a 

source of instant wealth, rsther it rewarded those with persisteme, faith and the 

ability not just to survive but to ad- This drepter looks at same of the various 

survival strategies that were used to stay on the land. 

Chapter 7 deals with the various adaptations that were so eageriy adopted by 

the survivors and which were to tum the region into a relatively prosperous grain 

growing area. These adaptations ranged from signifiant govemment 

involvement through stabilizing wheat prices and establishing legislaüve aid both 

pradical and financial to scientific impmvements with wheat varieties, 

insecticides and herbicides, to technical irnprovements with new machinery and 

equipment All these adaptations came together as a result of World War II 

which proved to be the catalyst for change for the dryîand farmen of southeast 

Alberta. 

The final chapter, 8, presents an assessrnent of the two decades and 

sumarizes the transition from survival to 'prosperity," while at the sarne time 

opening up fumer research questions on this southeast corner of Alberta that 

are worthy of study. 



Chapter 2 

Framework for the Study 

2.1 Literature review 

2.1.1 Historkal geography 

The definitive historical geography is '@a aeation of the present about the pst"  

(Moodie, Lehr, and 1991 : 196) and goes far beyond Sauer's belief that 

simply analyzing geographical processes and detailing their ongins and changes 

are suficient for a study to be classed as histm-cal geography (Guelke,1982). 

Attempts to difFerentiate history from geagraphy or, more recently, environmental 

history from historical geography oftm becorne a matter more of semantics than 

of substance. Kant's simplistic statement that 'history is narrative; geography is 

description" (Darby, 1 991 :76) no longer sasfies, and to suggest that there are 

strict boundaries between the two, each with its own field of study. is equally 

unsatisfactory. lt is true to suggest that history and geography have no subject 

matter that is mutually exclusive since both work with time and place 

(ClarkJ 975)- However, Williams suggests that aîthough the spacelame, 

naturelculture nexus should have been the purview of histotical geographers, 



the 7 950s, 1960s and 1 970s suffered from their "ever-pressing need to find new 

paradigms and overarching explanations [WhiCh] dive- energies and intefests 

away from the basic question of humans in nature" (1 994:9). The traditional 

geographical examination of what u d  to be called "man-land" relaüonships 

was, according to Kates (1987), relegatd or dmied in fawu? of the 

development of geography as a spatial science. It is to that relationship 

between human adMty and the environment that this hidorical geographical 

study attempts to retum. As Guelke points out, historieal geography seeks "to 

place geographical change in an appropriate historical context" (1 982:lg). That 

is what leads me back to a regional overview of the relationship between 

famen and theif environment and the ways in mich they adapted their 

pradices to make their enterprises successfirl. It is the attempt in this cantext "to 

understand and explain the nature of (social) reality@' (Eyles, 1988: 1 ). Thus, the 

historical geographer provides an analysis and then a synthesis of ideas by 

studying a region over time yet remaining aware of the geographical limitations 

within which the social picture emerges. 

There is a great deal of research in different disciplines on dryland farrning in 

North Amerka, Australia and Argentina, but much of it is topic specific. Studies 

related to drought and cmp failure in southeast Alberta wre either conducted in 

the late 1930s, and rdated to aie drought of th& decade, and in the case of 

Stewart (1937), specifically the economic impact of drought, or were the result of 

historical studies done in the mid 19ûûs by Jones with two b k s  detailing the 

drought of l9l?-l926. Jones adopts two different approaches. His earlier book 

is a compilation of reports fmm the period. His later one is a description of the 

"settling and abandoning" of the seMement of Alderson, 35 miles west of 

Medicine Hat on the CPR line. 

There have been studies of drought and relief measures across western Canada 

also. One of the earliest and most comprehensive, for its time, was the 



Stapleford Report, produced in 1939. It looked at rural relief resulting from 

drought and crop failure. More ment was the mirk of James Gray (1 967) 

entitled Men Aeainst the Desert which provided a detailed look at the attempts 

by famen in the dfought ateas of the Canadian prairies to leam to cope with 

their environment- 

Much has been written about the impact d drought on agriculture and the M8Ct 

of one upon the other- Environmental historians dehted this issue in recent 

studies on the Oust Bowl in the United States (see 2.1 -2 History). Othen have 

looked at the impact of drought on agriculture fmm a more technical point of 

view, Rosenburg (1 Qï8), while Diggss more recent study in 1992 looked in great 

detail at aie impact of draught on fout North Dakota fams, using case studies to 

understand the decision making processes sumunding faming in drought-risk 

areas. The studies of environmental perception, nsk and drought by Saarinen 

(1 966) on the Great Plains and by Heathcote (1 969) in Australia looked at 

drought hazard in direct relation to faming. 

There has been a great deal haen about frontier prairie faming pradices, both 

in the United States and Canada. Some, such as that by Malin (1936), Murchie 

(1 936), Norrie (1 977), Riœ (1 977) and Myen (1 gSO), concentrated partiwlarly 

on the decade prior to mis study. Riœ and Myen produced regional studies in 

Minnesota and eastem Montana comnftating not only on fanning but also on 

the evolution of settlement in the amas. Other studies of agricultural pradices 

prior to the two decades of this study indude Malin's study of the 

adaptation of the agriailtural system to the environment in parts of Kansas 

b e m n  1886 and 1893; Nome's study of 'dry-farming' particularly in relation to 

the Palliser Triangle between 1870 and 193û; and Murchie's comprehensive 

study of agricultural pgress on the prairie ftontier to the early 1930s. All these 

studies, as well as sedions in Dawson's study on pioneering in the prairie 



provinces (1 940) provided the essential background to the two decades of this 

study. 

Fite's wwk (1 977, 1979) gave a b r u  bnrsh approach to the evolution of dry- 

faming and as-ated rural developments on the United States Great Plains, 

Mi le  Riebsame (1 994) paid particular attention to the conflicting forces which 

have sustained dryland faming in such a marginal, refemng spdca l ly  to a 

'marginal dimate," and ris@ envininment as that found in the dry parts of the 

Great Plains. Symes (19616) looked especially at the tillage pradiœs that have 

evolved aKoughout the period of agriailtural settlement w*thin the Paliiser 

Triangle. Shaw and Gilstorf (1 954), and AnWi, Helsberg and Thompson (1 980) 

looked a the significance of fatm mechanization, more specifically to the 

emergenœ of the gaooline tractor, in evolving farming pradiœs between 1890 

and 1950. The evolving fam was studied by Conway (1 984) who presented, in a 

sociological study, a Maocist view d the decline of the family fatm in 

Saskatchewan beginning in aie eady 1950s. Carlyle (1963) laaked at types of 

organizations of farms with partiwlar interest in the development of separated 

fams in Manitoba. Bennett (1968) presented an anthropological study of the 

exchange of fam labour, services and goods among and between the various 

groups he identifid in his longitudinal study of southwest Saskatchewan. 

Finally, research on the soi1 itself is significant Soil suweys of the study area 

began in 1926 with the Medicine Hat Sheet (Wyatt and Newton); the area to the 

north, k n m  as the Rainy Hills Sheet, was cornpleted in 1937 (Wyatt, Newton, 

Bowser and Odynsky); and the ama to the south, the Milk River Sheet, in 1941 

(Ibid.). These suweys w e  condudeci through the College of Agriculture of the 

University of Alberta and followed a standard format looking at dimate, 

vegetation, anal- soi1 types, and assessing faming pradices. Several 

detailed studies of soils were conduded by staff from the Economics Division of 

the Canada Department of Agriculture in the 1940s and 1950s. The most 



significant of these covered the noraiem halof the study area and was 

conductecl in 1942 by Stewart and Porter. It lod<ed at the land classification and 

soils of the ama designated by the Alberta govemment as a 'special area'. Most 

of the others were conducïed outside the study area, either in Saskatchewan or 

in the area of Alberta to the west, in the LomoKVVulcan area. These studies 

looked at varying soi1 types, the dark b m  mils ( S m  1956) and the b m  

soils (Biehn, 1952) and anal- changes in fam organization, site, tenure and 

land use on the specific soi1 types. In the same period, Janzen and Korben 

(1 950) were conducting soi1 moisture studies thwgh the Swift Current 

Expeflmental Station in the brown soi1 zone of southweot Saskatchewan and 

southeast Alberta. More recent wrk on soi1 capability in Alberta (Knight, 1967) 

and on land qualit. and land alienation in the United States (Roet, 1985) 

showing the impact of soi1 capabilty on land abandonment, pointed to the 

important role played by marginal, poor and good soils on the settlernent 

patterns of the dryiand areas. Some specific soi1 problems were also studied: 

Stark (1 987) looked at soi1 salinkation, not only in the irrigaüon areas but also in 

the dryland areas of southest Alberta as did Bergman (1971) in Chubut, 

Argentins while Nikolaichuk (1 9û6) and Stark (1 987) shidied soi1 erosion. 

primarily wind erosion in the Canadian prairies. 

All these various reseanhers show an interest in attempting to understand some 

aspects of dryland fanning. But as Hams pointed out, 

if geagraphers are thought to have a distinctive point of view. then this 
point of view is charaderued by the habit of seeing together the cornplex 
of factors that make up the character of places, regions and landscapes; 
in a word, by acamipanied breadth of synthesis. (1 991 a: 1 53) 

Historical geography is a field to be expbred in large masure in Alberta. In 

1964, Wood cited R. W. WinKs Foramrd to H. A lnnis The Fur Trade in 



Canada, 1962 edition, when he stated 'historical geography in Alberta, in 

cornmon with the history of the West, has mained almost uniquely the 

stamping ground of the amateur, the fredancer, the commercial writef 

(1 964:V). There has been significant histoflcal work &ne on Alberta, at both 

the popular and academic levels, but historical geography. as a distinct 

discipline in Alberta, is süll very much where it was in 1964 when Wood wrote 

his original comment Much of the arment historicai work pre-dates the period in 

this study and is mcemed with the eady settlments and pre-European 
occupation, or the devastation of the a m  by the droughts of 191 7-1926 

and of the 1930s. The classic series Canadian Frontiers of Settlement 

(9 volumes) edited by W. A MacKintosh and W. L. G. Joerg provided some 

signifiant historical geography, but again, as a study, it pre-dates the time 

period of this thesis, notwithstanding the fact that it contains much valuable 

background information. Most of the later histotical work has been left to 

historians and populist writers. Historical geogaphy appears to have been 

subsumed to a large degree in historical shidies and an example of the merger 

is seen in Voisey's work on Vulcan, a comrnunity south of Calgary (1 988)- 

Voisey examineci 'a *de variety of topics grouped around three broad themes: 

settlement, agriculture and social IifeE and his completed wrk was in many ways 

an historical geography. However, pefhaps the diience for the geographer is 

that it was reported through the eyes of a trained historian. That distinction may, 

indeed, be very difficult to make but given a specific topic to study, the historkal 

geographer and the environmental historian, alaiough they might wll reach the 

same conclusions, would appmach the task from different directions. This thesis 

w*ll look at a partiwlar time period through the eyes of a geographer rather than 

those of a histon'an. 

Too men in an attempt to paint a broad picture, geographers and historians 

have made sweeping assertions about agricultural potential, particularly of the 

land within the Palliser Triangle. Friesen, for example. comments that "in 



throwing open to settiement the relatively dry regions of. . . southeast Alberta. . . 
the Canadian govemment was taking a gnwt nsK' (1 98?:328). There is 

considerable division of opinion ammg surviving famers wiü~ regard to the 

validity of such a staternent. That debate is examineci in m e  detail in 

Chapter 6. So a more fniitlul type of research might well lie within a narrower 

conte& This dudy is nanower, though not as narrow as Diggs' (1 992) study of 

four North Dakota farms. This study isolates a particular area of the Palliser 

Triangle and, within that area, defines a specific subgroup of famiers, namely 

the dryland grain farrners. In that context, it attempts to synüiesize and analyze 

gathered Monnation to assess specific survival and adaptive techniques. The 

study ties in with ClaKs "regional historical studies" (1 975: 1 31 ) though the size 

of the study area. a least in Norai Amencan ternis, rnight well make the study a 

miaostudy. It is an attempt to make sense of a particular period, the 1940s and 

1950s, and a particular world, that of aie dryland farmer of southeast Alberta. 

According to Fite, "in reœnt years many historians have ïncreasingly tumed their 

attention to what might be called miaohistory" (1981 :169). Their airn was to 

present what he called "a people oriented history" in which small areas were 

studied in great detail. At the same time, Swierenga was bemoaning the fact 

that the "new social history" had negleded rural studies; he believed that 

studying ''the development and subgequent histories of these communities is 

vital" (1 981 :211). In his view, rural history had becorne a "mere appendage" of 

urban history and was perceived as hardly relevant on its own. Swierenga 

defined "the new rural history as the systematic study of human behaviour over 

tirne in the rural environment" (1 981 212). He presented four components of his 

definition of the new rural history, namely, systematic study, human behaviour, 

what he termed "over time" and. finally, the rural environment It is within that 



definition that much of this study fits. He stated that "historians are primarily 

concemeci with change: they study $-*al behavioral change from one 

generation or historical era to the naxY' (lbkI:213). 

At the same time as Swierenga was appealing for a more strudureâ study of 

rural history, environmental histofians began 'providing a much needed balance 

by underscoring the contnnied importance of physiographic conditions" 

(Nash, 1991 :155). The philosophy of these environmental histonans is best 

expresseci by White's staternent that "nature does not dictate, but physical 

nature does, at any given time, set Iimits on what is humanly possible. Humans 

may think what they want, they cannot always do what they want, and not al1 

they do tums out as planned" (19û5335). White's remarks bring to mind the 

environmental detenninism-versus-possibilism debate, which represented 'Yhe 

first attempts at generalization by geographers" (Johnston, 1 991 :40). That 

debate over whether the physical enviwment cantrols human actions, or, 

provides for a range of human actionSIresponses and thereby gives people a 

choice was edipsed for a while by the quantitative revolution (Johnston. 1986). 

However the failure of the quantitative approaches to explain human bebaviour, 

to "show that motives other than economic maximization were held by decision 

makefs" (Golledge, Brown, and Williamson, l972:63) and that understanding 

those motives was crucial in understanding the relationship between man and 

the land, led to the emergence of behavioral geography. Put more simply, "the 

models being propounded and tested [by positivists] were not a very good 

description of realiv' (Johnstm,l991:137). That reality is made up of cornplex 

interdependencies, and it is that reality that is sought in environmental history. 

This study is, thus, a holistic study demanding coaperation from 0th disciplines 

and studying, as Nash suggests, "the past contact of man with his total habitat" 

(Williams, 1994:4). 

Recent examples of environmental histories generate an interesting debate on 

the relationship between human enterprise and the environment. In an 



assessment of three books on the Dust Bowl in the United States, McDean 

(i986) shows that they Mame its emergence not on drought and wind but on 

human actions and govemment policies. Bonnifield (1979), for example, 

maintains that many of the settlen couid have stayed on the land in the 1930s 

and survived by adapting to the new conditions- They were. he daims, driven 

ofF the land not by drought but by deliberate govemment policy aimed at 

retuming the land to grazing under govemment control- Worster (1979), on the 

other hand, argues that the capitalist culture in the United States was 

detemined to dominate and exploit the land and that this phiiosophy was 

exacerbated by the federal govemment's wilingness to place any restraints 

on capitalist fanners. Finally, Hurt (1 981 ) blames the Dust Bowl on new 

agricultural techniques though he is careful to assign the blarne not just on 

human faming of the land but also on the soils of the region. He daims that by 

the 1950s, the fanners undetstood very well the importance of soi1 conservation 

in sucœssful farming of sudi marginal areas. 

These three Dust Bowl studies illustrate the work of the environmental 

histonans and relate specifically to the concept of survival in southeast Alberta 

where famers wrvived the drought and depression through the 1930s by 

staying on the land and "making do." They also illustrate the value of synthesis 

in modem social science research. The use of other methodologies and 

material from other disciplines helps to provide a hiller explanation of an event, 

a period or a region. As Harris suggests, "our larger problems transcend narrow 

subject matter fields" (1 991 a: 162): 

Voisey summarizes synthesis by suggesting that "there is nothing figid about 

the sub-categories of history, they are merely convenient labels and the best 

history often defies classification8' (1 985:33Z). Indeed, he suggesîs that 

perhaps synthesis or, as Worster calls it, "a clustering of ideas" (1 984: 16) might 

lead to a study being deemed geographical or even social scientific. Synthesis 



was promoted as an important field of activity for historiam by Malin in his study 

of the grassland region of North Amerka (1 948:326). Malin chose to study the 

complete history of a region "by drawing upon knowledge from al1 relevant 

academic disciplines" (Swierenga, 1986: 1 3). Unfortunately, Williams suggests, 

Malin sUnered along with Webb for k i n g  ahead of his time, for k i n g  outside 
the intellectml milieu and for being dassed as s "determinist dabblef (1 9947). 

However, Malin's attempts to break down the interdisciplinary barriers make him 

an important advocate for those cufrently pramoting synthesis. Swierenga 

himself refers to this "interdisciplinary approach" that analyzes m a l  life over 

time as providing "an integrating theme for understanding the evolution of any 

nation" (1 981 220). 

Similar changes have occurred in Canadian history. Berger cites the editors of 

the Canadian Historical Review in 197'7 as stating that ''the last ten years have 

witnessed a revolution in historical miting in Canada" (1 986:319). He contends 

that historïcal study has taken on "an unprecedented complexity and pluralisrn" 

in which it draws from political science, historical geography, anthropology and 

the social sciences. The melding of methodologies and ideas from all these 

previously disparate studies produœs a synthesis that may well provide a more 

complete historical pidure than provided by each discipline in isolation. 

In commenting specifically on histwical methodology, Voisey States th& 

"bickering between quantifiers and traditionalists is no longer healthy-history is 

a dimailt waft and it must be attacked with any and al1 weapons that promise to 

defeat the problem at hand (1985333). The same can be said of historical 

geography. The impoRanœ of synthesis, "of viewhg holistically the cornplex of 

factors" (Baker, 1991 :21 Q), accarding to some the central task of geography, is 

basic to modem histofical geographical research (Mitchell, 1 954; Holt- 

Jensen, 1 980; Hams, 1989; Hams, 1991 a). It is no longer legitimate for the 

histoflcal gwgrapher to attempt to separate history as the study of time 



(chronology) and geography as the study of space (chorology) because in 

studying evolvirtg human relationships with the landscape, historical 

geographers can provide a distinct view of a region to complement that of the 

histotian (Hams, 1 991 b). Meinig sums up the reIaüonship behmen history and 

geography by stating that aiey "are rooted in the basic stuff of human 

existence" and that "as fields of study they are analogous. complementary, and 

interdependenr (1 978:1186). 

2.1.3 Grassland 

Thmughout the exploration and colonization of the western plains, Malin's 

grasslands (1948), the perception of their agncultural potential has vafiecl from 

desert to garden and back again (Bennett, 1990). The debate involving the 

Canadian prairies and, in particular. the Palliser Triangle paralleled that in the 

United States. Indeed, the Canadian prairies were considered by many writers 

to be sirnply an extension of the Arnerican Great Plains, and thus, Blodget's 

great Americân desert naturally spilled over into Canada (1 857). This idea of a 

"north-south con tinuity of physical features'' continues to exist, partiaila ri y in the 

driest sections of the Canadian prairies (Warkentin, 1 975: 149). As a result, 

many of the early assessments of the Great Plains, such as those of Webb 

(1 931 ) and Malin (1 W8), have relevanœ to the Canadian scene. 

Warkentin (1973) detailed much of the eariy description of the land in the 

Canadian prairies and pointed out that it was only when the question of 

colonking Rupert's Land arose in the 1 û5ûs that a "scientifid' assessrnent of the 

agriculturaVsettlement potential of the land, an active resource appraisal, was 

undertaken. The reports from Palliser's expeditions established that "the area of 

bad land in the North West was . . . the northem limit of the great arid region" 

(Owram, l980:68). The attacks on Palliser's findings by Dawson and Macoun, 



who daimed mat what had been ciased as desert was really a potential garden 

awaiting appropriate settlement and development, were in the ascendancy by 

the 189ûs (Bennett, 1990). The belief was that encouraging the migration of 

fanners from humid areas of eastem Canada and from Europe was al1 that was 

needed to cultivate the "gaiden." Hawever, as well as encouraging Migrants 

who "misundersfood the unfamiliar semiefid environment [and] la&d 

knowledge of the unpredictable cydes of wet and dry years" (Roet, l985:174), 

the government imposed a "cunœpt of fixed land tenure . . . [which] violated 

microhabitat variability" (Bennett, 1 9632). The continuation of this debate over 

the suitability of the land for faming was driven by the dry spells of the 1920s 

and 193ûs and led to the belief by some authors that certain settled areas 

would have been better left as the domain of the cattle rancher (Waines. l93û; 

Kollmorgen, 1 969; Friesen, 1987). Warkentin, in contrast, suggested that and 

conditions were a reality for those living on the plains but that they were 

nonetheless a 'proven area for settIement" as long as an awareness of the 

hazard for arable faming remained (1975:161). Francis summed up the debate 

by stating that "the negative image of 'Palliser's Triangle' . . . still remains one 

hundred and Wnty five years Iatef' (1 987: 1 81 ). 

2.1 -4 Adaptation and survival 

According to Kloberdam, adaptation denotes a process whereby a population 

alters itself w its relationship to its habitat in order to make that milieu '@a more 

fit place in which to live" (198054). The adaptation of the immigrant "European 

forest-culture people to the treeless grassland environment" was, according to 

Swierenga's attempt to define Malin's central thesis, slow and disorganized and 

only succeeded because of the "ingenuity and resourcefulness of individual 

settlers" (1 9û4:xk). The early failure to settle the land was not only "a failure to 

people, it was a failure to adapt" (Morton, l985:25). The "grassland 



environment" forced adjustments and adaptations; otherwise, the farmers 

simply would not have wrvived (Swierenga, 1986:l4). Hawever, it becornes an 

intriguing question whether that adaptation was rnolded by the landscape and 

the climat8 or whether the changes were aggressively dfiven by the desire to 

thrive and prosper. For example, Rees (1 9û8), l ike Bennett (1 969). 

d'ifferentiated between the attitude of the famer and that of the ranctter toward 

the land. 60th ciaimed that the farmer wanted '?O tame'' the virgin prairie by 

proving that it could be wltivated whereas the rancher, knawing the land was 

already productive, simply wanted to leam how to manage l eff8Cfively. These 

same views were depicted by Worster (1 977) when he talked about 'Yhe 

arcadians," who believed in the symbiotic relationship between man and nature, 

and "the imperialists," who believed th& nature should be subjected to hurnan 

dominance. This conflict over whether nature had "disciplined and shapecj" 

those who settled the land or whether, in their detemination to survive, the 

settlers simply exploited the land continues. Luebke (1 984) maintained that the 

environmental base did not determine aie culture of a region because the 

people settling that reg ion brought with them their own cultural and historical 

experiences. 

Othen viewed it differently. Malin, rather Vian accepting either end of the 

continuum, saw the adaptation as a evolving proœss, (White, 1985); it was an 

ecological dialectic in Wtttogel's mind (Worster,l 984) w perhaps even a self- 

shaping proœss (Cronon, Miles, and Gitlin, 1 992). Malin maintained that the 

agricultural adjustments were forced upon the settlers by the grassland 

environment (Werenga, 1986) but mat every ecalogic region was "amplete in 

itself, a relatively stabilized product of nature" that contained al1 the necsssary 

resources for human acaipancy (Swierenga,1984:x). Humans had to leam to 

live wïthin, and adapt to, the parameters set by the physical environment, and 

as long as that physical environment was the "principal deteminant of human 

behaviour," Iittle attention was paid to the cultural background uf the settlers 



(Luebke, l984:24). Bennett referred to this acceptance of the dominance of the 

physical environment as "adaptive behaviwr," allowing humans to cope with 

people and resources in order to attain goals and solve problems (1 969:l l), the 

mark, according to White, of "the utilitanans" (1 985SIl). 

Malin saw the whole process of adaptation as cydical, with certain dependent 

variables intervening to initiate a new cyde in what he called "the indeteminate 

process of readjustment" (1948:324). SuMval, after all. was not only the result 

of the "open-ended, perpetual process of readjustrnent" (Swierenga, 1 9 8 4 : ~ ~ ) ~  

but al- the result, like adaptation, of necessity. As Cronon pointed out, it was 

no longer possible simply to exhaust the soi1 and then move on (1992:40) 

because nowhere else would provide the same opportunÏty to secure free or 

cheap land. The frontier lands were all full. If the dream were to be realized, it 

would be necessary to stay put and adapt in order to survive and thus 

participate in the last of the s u  frontier-to-region processes4 referred to as "self- 

shaping," the process which gives a region a special cultural identity (Cronon, 

Miles, and Gitlin,1992:22). Perhaps it is just too simplistic to dismiss an area as 

unsuitable for agriculture on the grounds that within the first 40 years or so, 

people foreign to the environment failed to adapt. The land may be made to 

work th roug h persistence, faith and appropriate adjustments. Malin suggested 

that had the line of settlement moved more slowly through the prairies, the 

adjustment may well have been made without excessive hardship. In the short 

term, it was the railroad that "camed the rate of settlement much faster than the 

settlers wuld adapt the agricultural system to the new habitat" (1 936: 1 1 8). In 

"In con- to Tumets ftontierschool, a new approach to this history [of the WestJ is 
likely to stress the connededness of fronüer areas more than their isolation. Western 
history makes sense only when we see the cornplex Iinkages that tied ftonüer amas to 
other parts of the wwld . , . . The six fr~nüe~to-region ~mcesses that the authors 
describe are "species shifting, market making, land taking, boundary settiing, state 
fanning, and self-shaping . . . [ap? these suggest the success of the old world invasion 
in pmducing similar resub in al1 parts of the contherit-' (Cronon, Miles, and 
Gitlin, 1 992:3-27). 



the long tenn however, the railroad became essential for successful marketing 

of settfersz fami products. 

Much of the research related to an atternpt to understand and explain the 

behaviour of the dryland pion- œntred on the work of Saarinen in the United 

States and H e M e  in Austmlia. Both were particularly interesteci in the 

impact of drwght in high-risk dryfaming areas and what intrigueci &th was why 

fanners in these amas "constantly underestimatecl the fmquency of drought". 

According to these researctiers into environmental hazards, the only way to 

provide an understanding that would be helpful in planning, was to study the 

decision making of the inhabitants of those areas (Johnston:1991). What was 

needed was a mechanism for understanding human response to environmental 

hazard, in this case, drought Saarinen's work on drought hazard in the Great 

Plains studied the faners' reactions in order to understand what Mure steps 

might be taken to reduce substantially the potential effeds. Heathcde's work 

concentrated on human adjustment to agficultural drought in South 

Australia(l972:1074). It was aimed at testing a number of hypotheses on 

drought perception, adjustrnents to dmught conditions and adaptations to 

drought The work of both researchers was a pioneer attempt to understand 

human behaviour in the face of known environmental hazards. 

2.1 -5 Climate and drought 

According to Fite (1 979), much of the history of the Great Plains could be 

written around the uncertain, undependable and even destructive weathet of 

the region. Nothing in the region, he claimed, had so dominated life es rain or 

lack of it. mat is oertainly the case in southeast Alberta, and raises the issue of 

clirnatic determinism and Wether climat8 controîs the cause of hurnan action. 



Those dryland famen who persisted and survived might well daim that despite 

all the adaptations and innovations, they were Mill very much at the mercy of 

the dimate. 

The average annual precipitation for the city of Medicine Hat between 1890 and 

1988 was 13.57 indies, with a variation of between six inches and 26 inches. 

Medicine Hat is appmxirnatel y at the centre of the study area and, while I wil l 

assess regional variations in precipitation patterns in a subsequent chapter, this 

average annual figure indicates that the area lies well within what is classed as 

the semiarid zone. Climatically, the midcontinental, semiarid region is subjed 

to wide shifts in precïpitation. The saving graœ agriwltufally, as Norrie pointed 

out, is that the periods of maximum precipitation tend to coincide with the 

moisture requirements of the grawing mps, with between 75.0 percent and 

80.0 percent of the precipitation ocwning either in the previous fall or in the 

actual growing season (Bowser, 1942; Nome, 1977). Drought is an inevitable 

and reaimng feature of that clhate as it is of the Great Plains in general and 

thus must be reckoned as the principal natural hazard (Badq1978; 

Hewes, 1979). There is no single definition for drought since the economic 

impact of an extended period of time with inadequate precipitation can Vary 

widely. Thus, drought means difrent things to different people 

(Heathcote, 1 969). 

As a meteorological phenornenon, drougM implies an extended pend of 

moistwe defiaency usually lasting at least a year and on rare occasions for a 

number of years (Felch, 1978). In this spirit, the Amencan Meteorological Society 

defined drought as "a period of a b m a l l y  dry weather sufficiently prolonged for 

lack of water to cause serious hydrologie imbalance in the affected area" 

(Huschke, 1959). In summatizing a variety of definitions provided by Yevjevich, ' 

da Costa and Vlachos, Ripley (1 988: 1 ) came up with four simple ones: 



(1 ) meteorological drought-unusually low precipitation over a large area for a 
proionged perioû; 

(2) hydrological drought-wusualiy Iow surfaœ-water and ground-water 
levels over a large area; 

(3) agriwtkural drought+unusually low soi1 moisture levels over a large area 
for a prolonged period; 

(4) socio-economic drought-an unusual shortage of water that 
produces an adverse Mect on saciety and the aconomy. 

However, as Chakravarti pointed out, since there is no intemationally accepted 

definition of drought, and sinœ the moisture needed for farming in the Prairies 

depends on precipitation. precipitation is perhaps the best indicator of drought 

(Gibbs and Maher,1967; Chakravarti,1976). What is tnie in general is true in 

Alberta where there is no official definition of drought, such a designation for an 

area of the province being largely political and depending on a d e c i s i  by the 

leg islature (Dzikowski, 1 992). 

Despite this broad lack of consensus, in an attempt to find a unifom, objective 

measure for describing abnomally wet or dry weather, an Amencan, W. C. 

Palmer devised an index, fomlly k n m  as the Palmer Drought Index (PDI). 

The index is widely accepted because it takes into account the normal weather 

for each area, and it has proven both stable and reliable (Felch, 1978). 

Unfortunately, a significant period of unbroken weather records is required for 

the calculation to be Medive. Thus, in the study area, the only data set and 

locations where it can be applied are to aie climetic information for Meicinne Hat 

and Manyberries. 

Warrick and Bowden suggested that there was a clodonnse regularity to major 

droughts. Using tr-ng analysis, they sugg8Sfed a 32-year rhythm af drougM 

in the United States dating back to the year 1600. Such a belief, supported. 

according to a survey conducted by the US. National Defense Department in 

1 978, by 1 7 dimatic experts, mig ht cawe interest in the "lessening" hypothesis. 

This hypothesis proposed that sinœ the time of agriwltural settlement of the 



grasslands and the gradua1 adaptation of faming pradice to the environment, 

the impact of the droughts on the Great Plains had becorne less pronouncecl. lt 

was. after all, the impact of the drought axiditions on the fafmers and on their 

regions that was as important to historical geographers and environmental 

historians as the physical cause of the droughts themselves (Crw~m, 1992). 

Many Maal scientists support the belief that the hnio methodologies, namely 

idiographic and nomothetic, can work together and enhance research. There is 

still, h0wev8rI a significant dichotomy between the purists in both camps. This 

dichotomy ocwrs also in the debate mer methodology in historical geography. 

Baker, for example, saw a basic need 'Yor a change of atotude towards 

historical data, for the replacement whenever possible of impressionable 

surveys of data by appropriate quantitative techniques" (1 972:20). Billinge, on 

the other hand, proposed that 'Viere are nonquantifiable sources which 

deserve and demand our attention, and . . . a subjective viewupoint is not 

necessafil y il leg itimate" (1 991 :255). 

It is evident that many researdlers still see the two methodologies as 

incompatible sinœ 'Wey are based on pradigms that make dÏÏerent 

assumptions about the world and what constitutes valid researdi" 

(Firestone. 1 W7: 16). if, as both Filstead (1 979) and Smith (1 983) suggest, 

these methodologies were not just differences between research strategies and 

data collection procedures but indeed lay at the heart of the classic argument in 

philosophy betwwn the fchools of realism and idealism, then they did cornpete 

as research methodologies. Thus, the choiœ of either one must depend upon 

not only the subject matter but alsa the boundaries within which researchers 

structure their inquiry (Rist, 1977). 



00th methodologies have stnngths and weaknesses (Ham, 1995) but if they do 

exist indepenckntly of each other, each with its own intemal order and logic, 

then each will continue to prosper. The question is c m  the theoretical and 

practical measures in qualitative research be integmted with quantitative 

approaches? S o m  have daimed that compatibility and cooperation are 

impossible (Smith and Heshusius, 1 986); othen believe tbat integrated, holistic 

approaches are indead valid (lanni and Orr, 1979). Proposais for 

complementarity went beyond earlier ideas that qualitative research simply 

provided the pidure, which was then analyzed by quantitative methods or was 

used only to enliven a statisücal report Neither methoûology could be 

subordinate to the other. Freeman claimed that geography belonged neither to 

the natutal sciences nor to the social sciences: 

there is an element of disillusion quantification. Hopes that it could 
provide al1 the answers to human problems have proved 
to be vain, aiough this does not mean it was a Mile exercise but rather 
Viat man's life is so infinitely cornplex that geographen must be aware of 
al1 human study, including psychology (1 9ûû: 1 98). 

The two methodologies are "dialectically united by the very existence and work 

of the human geographer," who is tom between two oontradidory and yet 

wmplementary views, ''cornmitment to a society and cornmitment to the 

O bjectivity of scient ific knowledge" (Hasson, 1 984: 1 7). 

Attempts at combining the two research methoddogies are referred to in the 

social sciences as convergence or triangulation and are evident in what Eyles 

refen to as "interpretative geography" (1 988:l). In presenting the idea of 

triangulation, Ji& (1 979) pointed out that researchers axild improve the 

accuracy of their judgment by collading different kinds of data on the same 

phenornena. He saw triangulation as providing several major opportunities by 

(1 ) allowing researchers to be more confident of their results, (2) stimulating the 



creation of inventive new ways of seeing and understanding a problem, (3) 

helping to uncover elements that do not fit the mode1 so that old theodes can be 

refashioned and new theories developed, (4) leading to the integration of 

theones, and (5) serving as a critical test for cornpethg aieories. 

The use of convergence or triangulation is not appropriate for al1 research. 

However, when applied, it can generate holistic research wïth great density of 

information, enhanced vividness and clarity of meaning. As Rossman and 

Wilson suggested, "numbers (quantitative) and wrds (qualitative) can be used 

together in a variety of ways to produœ richer and more insightful analyses of 

cornplex phenornena than can be achieved by either one alone" (1 985:WI ). It is 

possible to accept a pluralistic approach, ensuring, as Papageorgiou (1 982) 

suggested, that *'the intuition gained . . . will, samehow, improve my modelling." 

However, although such an approach has been accepted in the social sciences 

where qualitative researeh is an acceptable methodology, it has taken much 

longer to find acceptance in geography. Buttimer claimed that "it is time we 

discovered that humanistic and scientific enquiry are not inevitably opposeci, we 

need to find their appropriate roles in the exploration of human experience" 

(1 976:BO). On the other hand, Johnston stated that "the two have Iittle in 

cornmon, and are competing for central positions as the philosophy of hwnan 

geography" (1 991 : 1 87). That the answer lies in a pluralistic approach to 

research seems most logical. Spate quoted Julian Huxley as saying that "one of 

the great needs of our time is to discover the means of coping with quality and 

value; after al1 out most important experiences are qualitaove, and when 

everything has been reduœd to mathematics, something essential has 

evaporated from reality" (1 96O[a]:39l). Human geography is, after all, both a 

hurnanistically committed undertaking and a scientifically committed endeavour. 

It is not just an "explaining science," and as such, it must apply appropriate 

methodologies to produce the rnost holistic results in studying people's 

relationship with place (HassonJ 984). As Voisey pointed out, "bickering 



between quantifiers and traditionalists [in history] is no longer healthy" 

(1985333). Perhaps the final word should go to Spate wtren he reminded 

geographen üiat "statistics are et best but half of life. The other haW is 

understanding and imaginative interpretation" (1 96ô[b]:facing page 1 ). 

In an atternpt ta understand how dryland famiers in souüieast Alberta adapted 

their farming pradices and thereby suwived the 19409 and 1950s. this study will 

adopt a pluralistic appmach using a mixture of qualitative and quantitative 

research methods. The quantitative base will be overlaid by qualitative research 

to place a strong human dimension on the interpretation of what happened 

during the Wo decades. 



Chapter 3 

Research Methodology . 

The essence of this study is qualitatively based. It is centred on a faming 

population which, at hast in part, survived diRcult climatic and economic 

conditions and adapta a faming style to handle climatic unœrtainty. However, 

the study has to be underscorecl by quantitative research. 11 is a blend of these 

two approaches, a methodological convergence, that will provide a 

wmprehensive study of the amiplex world of the dryland fanner during the 

1940s and 1950s. It is this %etween-method" strategy called "elaboration" by 

Rossman and Wilson (lm) involving qualitative data enriching quantitative 

data, and vice versa, that provides a greater depth of understanding. Eyles 

proposes that "one way in Midi the researcher can try to get to grips wiai the 

complexity of the social order is by adopting a multiple research strategy" 

(1 988:4). 

Multiple methods of data colledion, advocated and practised by early 

anthropologists such as Malinowski, and what Wafd refers to as "p1uralisüc 

rnethodologies," (1991 :203), were used in order to provide as accurate a picture 



of adaptation and suwival as possible. Bennett proposes this methodology in 

his book The Northem Plainsmen (1969:4). ï'here he supports the need to use 

a variety of data cdlecting instruments and approaches to provide a 

comprehensive study. Five of the instruments listed by Bennett have been used 

in this study- They are survey analysis and in depth interviewing, documentary 

and statïstical analysis, media analysis and "the full use of local people as 

participants and advisors" (8ennett and Kohl, 1981 :92). This methodology 

seemed particularly applicabb to this study because of my personal connections 

with the area. The pluralistic approach, that is using numbers and words, will 

pmvide a much richer, more insigMful and more awnprehensive analysis and 

interpretation of the phenomena of wnrival and adaptation than would be 

possible by wing either method in isolation (Rossman and Wilson.1985). 

3.2 The research population 

Two separate groups of individuals provided much of the stimulus for the study. 

The first involved a gmup of individuals who knew the Mole area intimately. 

They were the former director of the Medicine Hat Regional Planning 

Commission, the former manager of lrnprovement District #1 and the District 

Agriculturalist All three were wnsulted over time and it was the Distna 

Agriculturalist who, in 1969 assisted me to produce, for elementary student use, 

an unpublished atlas of Southeast Alberta. The second group involved a 

number of famiers and their wives who farmed in the Schuler area. Several 

evenings of discussion took place with these people who had been bom and 

raised in the Sdiuler area and whose parents had been homesteaders there. 

When the study was initiateci, the most dinicul task was to find famers who 

remembered the two decades involved in the study, the period from 1940 to 

1960. My assumptions were that almost al1 would have retired from faming and 



that on retirernent they may well have left the district, Neither af these 

assumptions proved correct Though in their sevenües and eigMies, many Hill 

continued to help out on the family fim whenever possible and especially at 

seeding and harvwng times. S o m  süll owned land and leased ît out to 

younger relatives or neighboun, but al1 still tod< a significant interest in famiing 

pradices. Most stayed in the a m  when they retired. Moving in most cases 

either to Medicine Hat or to one of the smaller communities, few left the district 

entirely, although there were some who retired in Calgary. Most felt such an 

attadiment to place, to aie "open prairie", mat they fwnd it very difficult to Iive 

outside the area. One described his stay in the mountains of British Columbia 

as daustrophobic and could not wait to retum to the "high sky" of the prairies. 

A great deal of initial assistance in finding famers who migM be prepared to 

respond to the questionnaire came from a retired teacher, Helen Carroll, who 

now lives in Oyen. She was bom and raised in the area nine miles south of 

Bindloss. Her research provided the names and addresses of a number of 

fatmers from that area, namely west of the South Saskatchewan River and 

across the norai side of the Suffield Gcperimental Station (known locally as the 

British Block). Lettem were also placed in local papers asking for assistance, 

including the Medicine Hat News, the 40 Mile Countv Commentator and Cmress 

Courier, and the local seniors' newspaper The Golden Gazette, published in 

Medicine Hat. Disappointingly only a few leads came ftom these sources. Part 

of the problem, 1 was pointed out clearly in a later interview, was that (a) too 

rnany of the dder residents did not believe they were sflciently familiar with the 

English language to respond to questionnaires; (b) an equal number simply did 

not like filling out surveys; (c) for many it was an unwananted intrusion into their 

past; and (d) many did not trust where the collecteci information might end up 

(Willis, 1 980:66). It was much easier for individuals to be intewiewed persona11 y 

sa that they oould just talk, though even then there was same reluctance about a 



taped interview. On more than one occasion an interview was intempted by a 

spouse suggesting that names should not be mentioned, or Soties should not 

be told, for fear that the information might somehow becorne public. What the 

interviews elicited, however, apart h m  the specific fads, was the 'mentality' of 

the people, a significant factor in discussing survival and adaptation strategies 

(Eyles, 1988). The conversations that wove themselves amund the questions 

served to provide "insights into how people felt about what happeneâ" rather 

than just 'Mat happened" (Allen and Montell, 1981 :21). 

Finally it was very important to ensure that when the questionnaires and 

interviews had been collected there had been reasonable merage over the 

whole study atea, Figure 6 shows the distribution of both rnethods of 

information calledion. 

3.3 Survey analysis and indepth interviewhg 

3.3.1 The questionnaire 

The self-administered questionnaire (Appendix A) was the simplest method of 

gathen'ng information. A very detailed and long questionnaire was developed. 

The questions that were asked were a mixture of fact and opinion in the h o p  of 

stimulating the respondent's interest The questionnaire was pre-tested by 

sending it to seven individuals. Four were famers chosen as representative of 

the individuals to whom the final document would be sent and the other three 

were long tirne provincial employees based in Medicine Hat but swing the 

surrounding rural areas and selected because of their detailed knowledge of the 

area. Several of the questions were rnodified as a result of comments received 

and one of the pre-testers did raise a concem that was to reocair later. After 

completing the questionnaire and suggesting a few changes, he suggested that 

perhaps too much detail was king requested sin- many people would not 

remember that amount of detail 30 to 50 years ago. His comment was 



Figure 6 Interviews and surveys 
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I found it hard to put mysel into the shoes of my dad to answer the 
questions- I think that may be the single most diffiwlt part of the paper. 
Maybe you should ask the question "do you, as a son or grandson, have 
acœss to information vital to these questions and *Il you plaœ yoursel 
in the position of mat farmer in i 940 and 195W' (8- 1 992) 

There is no doubt that in a number of cases individuals who had agreed to 

cornplete the questionnaire decided not to do so when it was mailed to thern 

either because of its length or because of the amount of detail k ing  sought. 

Several respondents assumed that the request was for anecdotal, local 

historical resear* and did not feel cornfortable answering the kinds of 

questions mat were in the questionnaire. Nonetheless in several cases there 

were family gatherings of parents and children, many of the latter now famen 

in their own right, answering questionnaires together and drawing on one 

another's mernories. 

The questionnaire consisted of an introductory letter explaining the reasons 

behind the research followed by a very brief series of historical questions 

relating to family origin and date of amval in the study area. The remainder 

was divided into four sections. The first dealt with the acquisition of land, since 

one of the suggested reasons for the sunrival of dryland famiing was the 

increase in the size of the individual famis- The second sedion dealt with 

climate and assodateci moisture problems, atternpting to assess famiers' 

readions to suggestions that the land should never have been cultivated in the 

first plaœ because it was too dry- The third section looked at survival and 

specifically why people stayed and continued to farm the land even after the 

dficulties encountered in the previous two decades. The final section dealt 

with adaptation aml attempted to faais attention on changes in faming 

methods which might have helped create more successsful agricultural practices. 

The final page pemiitted additional aimments to ba made. 



The distribution of the questionnaire was contrdled. As the names and 

addresses of prospective respondents were collected, a letter was sent asking 

whether they would be willing b participate in the study by completing the 

survey. The questions had also been put on tape for anyone who felt that 

hearing the questions might be more convenient. Seventy four letters were 

sent out and 56 responses (73.7 percent) were retumed indicating an interest in 

answefing the questionnaire. The quesüonnaires were mailed out immediately 

upon receipt of a positive response. They were accompanied by an addressed 

prepaid envelope and a letter thanking the respondents for agreeing to 

participate in the survey. Thirty six of the 56 surveys mailed out were retumed 

completed, 64.3 percent of those distn'buted. Thank you notes were sent to 

each respondent M e n  the sunrey was retumed completed and follow up lette= 

were mailed to those who did not answer the swvey within a mnth and again 

after two months. Most of the individuals who had been mailed swveys and 

who did not respond, failed also to respond to either of the follow up letters and 

in several cases even to telephone calls. Four of the surveys were simply 

retumed untouched, the reasons cited k ing  "too busy" and 'Yoo complicated." 

3.3.2 Interviews 

in addition to the questionnaire, 22 tape recorded interviews were conduded. 

Twenty of these were with cunent or retired fanners, one was with a former 

assistant to the district agriculturalist in the Medicine Hat area and one was with 

Dr. Fred Bentley, an agronomist who worked on the survey of famers for the 

Special Areas study produced by the Dominion of Canada's Department of 

Agriculture in Fekuary 1942. Most of these interviews lasted around an hour 

but fnre in particular ran to almost three houm. All the interviews were conduded 

between August 1993 and August 1995, exœpt that with Dr. Bentley which was 

conduded in August 1990. In al1 instances the interviews were conducted at the 

residences of the intenriewee and al1 of them were conducted by me. Three of 



those interviewed had previowly received Vie questionnaire and had failed for 

whatever reason to respond to it Because in each case the individuals had 

agreed to an interview, no effort was made to press for an explanation 

regarding the unfetumed questionnaire. Two individuals refused to be 

interviewad, one claiming that he did not want to wste his time and the other 

claiming that since the death of his brother six months earlier he had absolutely 

no interest in telking about fanning. 

The interviews were all fairly stnidured in that they followed the direction 

established in the questionnaire but they could not be classed as 'Yomal" 

interviews as defined by Moser and Kalton (1 971 ). There was a significant 

degree of latitude in terms of anecdotal information and in checking the facts, in 

the latter case by repeating quesüons or approaching the subject fiom a 

different direction. The advantage of the personal, more infonnal, style of 

interviewing ia that it permits the interviewer to attempt to verify information and 

to probe memory more effectively than is possible in simply providing answen 

to a questionnaire. As Wood suggested, verbal reports are often more 

instructive than hand-Men originals, 'because they pmide the scholar with 

relatively spontaneous, unprocessed information'' and perhaps as importantly, 

they add the advantage of "second thoughts', and the addition, elaboration and 

elucidation of ideas (1 9643 7). The aim was to cover a given set of topics in a 

more or less systematic way, allowing suffident time for stories and 

reminiscences (Moser, 1958). Eyles talks about the infonnal style of 

interviewhg where "it is not assurned that appropriate question phrasing and 

style of answer are knomi in advanœ. These ernerge as the interview 

progresses in the process uf interadion between the researcher and the 

respondent" (1988:7). All the tape recorded interviews were later transcribed. 

Figure 6 shows the distribution of both the respondents to the surveys and the 

interviewees. 



3.4 Documentary and statistical analysis 

The primary data for the area were collected from the federal census records 

from the peri~ds from 1936 to 1961. Part of the diïfiiculty with that statistical 

information is that both the œnsus divisions and subdivisions were changed 

between the 1951 and 1956 censuses (Figure 7). Prior to 1956, Census 

Divisions #1 and #t3 covered most of the area of the study but after 1956 the 

area was covered primarily by Census Division #l, with parts of Census 

Divisions #2 and W4. During this redrawing of the census division bwndaries, 

the subdivision boundaries were also redrawn. In the censuses pfior to 1956, 

the southern h a l  of aie study area (Census Division II ) was subdivided into a 

series of nine township squares thus providing detailed statistical information on 

the whole area lying south of Medicine Hat These subdivisions disappeared in 

1956 to be replaœd by much larger units. North of Medicine Hat in Census 

Division #3, the subdivisions changed with each census, only subdivision #121, 

north of Medicine Hat and east of the South Saskatchewan River, including the 

hamlets of Hilda and Schuler, remained constant until 1956. 

Additional information on precipitation and temperature statistics was supplied 

by Alberta Agriculture for al1 stations that have recorded or are still recording in 

southern Alberta. The daily temperature and prec@itation statistia are available 

from the detailed daily weather reports published by Environment Canada. In 

addition the calwlations of th8 Palmer Drought Index for Medicine Hat and 

Manybemes were provided by the Climate Adaptation Branch of Environment 

Canada. Information on aops, growing conditions and detailed crop yields were 

obbined fram the Alberta Wheat Pool. The reports submitted to elevaor 

agents, though sporadic, provide a useful assessment of the uop and rnoisture 

conditions in various parts of the southeast. Hand recotded statistics from 

individual elevator locations throughout southeast Alberta were also found in the 

Wheat Pod library in Calgary. These foms, obviously filled out annually, start 



Figure 7 Census divisiondsu bd ivisions 195 1 and 1 956 



in 1932-33 and provide Monnation on total deliveries to pool elevators, as well 

as annual average yields per acre for wheat, oats and barley. Archival matenal 

was also tesearctied in the Medicine Hat Museum and Art Gallery. There al1 

the the research documents collected during the Saskatchewan Cultural 

Ecology Research Program, conâucfed between 1960 and 1973 by John W. 

Bennett have been deposited and are to date uncatalogued. Similar archival 

work was conducted at the Etakom Museum, the Glenbow Archives in Calgary 

and the Provincial Archives in Edmonton- In the latter location interviews 

conducted in the eady 1970s by a member of the Archives staff were scanned 
for information- Unfortunately most of those tapeâ interviews dealt with 

settlement around the first two decades of the century. S o m  relevant 

information was gleaned nonetheless. 

The final source of local detail was the local histories. Each aimrnunity has 

produced a publication over the years, some associateci with Canada's 

Centennial in 1961 and others completed as late as 1994. Dempsey suggests 

that together "such histories provide an important source of primary information" 

(1 973:17l). The study area is covered by these "amateur" wnlten compilations 

of family detail, containing 'LI1 sorts of random facts about individuals of no 

apparent significanœ in themselves" (Voisey, 1 985:336). Nonetheless, these 

publications do pmvide some interesting and useful insights into both suMval 

and adaptation if the researcher is prepared to undertake the detailed work 

neœssary. 

3.5 Memory 

In canduding interviews and distributing surveys requesting recollection of 

events and situations that are anywhere from 35 to 55 years old, any researcher 

has to be cognizant of the inherent dangers. Memory is affected by time and 



subsequent work experience, by distortion, by limitations, and by the wnent 

psychologid and environmental sWe of aie respondents (Hoinville and 

Jow~I, 1 978; Baddeley, l979; Pearson, Ross, and Dawes, 9 992). As Voisey 

points out "memory can easily forget or cocifuse events and chrmofogy, but 

emotional reacüons are &en more vividly remembered, if sorn8What coloured 

by time." (1 985:335) 

Because of such limitations of memory, therefixe, it is important not to rely on 

responses exdusively but to link human memory to doaimented evidence. lt is 

important to have same specific time anchors which can help foais memory and 

which, in hm, help to eliminate problems associated with timing and with 

frequency of events. Rom that point of view the significant extemal events 

surrounding World War II provided those anchon. The memones can also be 

checked against the reports in the local press and against the generalised 

statistical infomiaüon available fmm the œnsus documents. Gittim suggests 

that although oral history, which is what is being collecteci thrwgh both surveys 

and interviews, presents many methodological problems, it also presents some 

positive advantages, not the least of which is "gaining an understanding on 

aspects of Iife and work that might not be available elsewhere" and thereby 

exploring people's ideas and beliefs (1 97996). 

So as long as the researcher keeps in mind the dangers of using memorized 

information obtained through surveys and interviews, those mernories can be 

valuable because they "focus on events that explain the coming of age in a 

distinct location" (Milner, 1992:205). 



3.6 Media analysis 

The principal newspaper covering the whole area durnig the period of the study 

was the Medicine Hat News. That name was used @or to June 30,1941, and 

was reverted to on March 11,1949. Behnreen those dates, the name was 

changed to the Medicine Hat Dailv News. The newspaper was produœd six 

days per week and induded irregular news round-ups from a nurnber of 

locations in the immediate area induding Bowell, Bow Island, Etzikom, Hilda, 

Irvine, Manyberries, Rose Glen, Schuler, Seven Persons. Suffieid, Vaudiall and 

VVinnifred. 

3.7 Participation and observation 

Bennett maintains that much of this research matenal is "aquired by the usual 

ethnological field techniques involving actual residence in the area and 

consequent involvement in the Iives and adivities of the people" (1969:4). 1 

spent one year as a schod teacher living in Schuler in 196647 during which 

time I was involved with the creation of a water CO-operative that brought piped 

water ?O the hamlet I spent the next 9 yean from 1967 to 1976 living in 

Medicine Hat also teaching high scriool and during that time I served on the 

Regional Planning Commission, initially being appointed to that body by the city 

of Medicine Hat but later appointed as a provincial representative. 

Participant obsenratïon has been dismissed by soma researchers as being 

idiosynaatic and therefore not sufficiently objective and scientntif However, 

Evans suggests that the success of such a qualitative tedinique results in a 

"profouml level of introspection on the part of the researcher" with respect to the 

subject being researched (1 988:l97). Involvement with the people about whom 



this research is being conducted, has provided an understanding and 

appreciaüon of their lives that could not simply have been gained through 

sunmys or interviews. 



Background to the Study: The Physical 

and Human Context 

4.1 Study area 

As was stated in Vie introduction, the study area lies wholly within the Palliser 

Triangle (Figure 2). It covers an area of approm'mately 1 0,000 square miles in 

the southeast corner of the province of Alberta. The area ha$ seen numerous 

changes in census divisions since the 1901 census. These dianges make 

cornparisons between the various œnsuses difficult In 1901 the bulk of the 

area was, with western Saskatchewan, part of the Assiniboia West œnsus 

district. By 1906, two thirds of the area and much of the rest of southem Alberta 

was named the Alberta census district. In 191 1, the whole area and more to the 

west, was listed as the Medicine Hat œnsus distrkt. By 1921 and 1926, despite 

some minor boundary changes, the Medicine Hat œnsus division fan north from 

the international boundary to beyond aie Red Deer River. In 1931 the area was 

divided horizontally between Census Division #1 incfuding al1 the area south of 

Medicine Hat and Census Division #3 coverîng the region nom of the city. The 

1 841,1946 and 1951 censuses showed the same approximate area: changes 

were made in 1956 when the census boundaries were redrawn. (Figures 7 8 8). 



4.1.1 Reg ional physiography 

Southeast Alberta is situatecl on the third prairie level of the Interior Plains of 

western Canada. These plains lie between the Laurentian Shield in the east and 

the Western Cordillera and their basic structure is steplike, nsing in three levels 

towards the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. The whole plain tends to siope 

both eastwards and norünivards. 

The whole of the study area, the Cypress Hills apart, lies within the short grass 

prairie region and comprises an undulating and gently rolling topography (Wyatt, 

Newton, Bawser, and Odynsky, 1 941 ). The general elevation of the area is 

between 2,400 and 2,800 feet above sea level with the Cypress Hills oiernselves 

rising to 4,500 to 5,000 feet The Cypress Hills fom a flat-topped plateau of 

very irregular outline, extending about eight miles north to south and 17 miles 

east ta west. The hills are dissecteci by many coulees carrying streams in a 

radial pattern to the sumunding plain. Cattle grazing predominates in the hills 

with very little arable farming practiced at all. The topography of the areas 

swrounding the hills, however, has had a considerable effect on settlement and 

faming practices. To the south the hills drop away gradually towards the plain 

and the area is heavily dissected by valleys both from present dey streams and 

from glacial melîwater mannels. A soi1 survey done by the Prairie Farm 

Rehabil itation Administration (PFRA) between 1 935 and 1 939 in this particular 

region showed that approximately one-third (31.4 percent) of the land was 

unsuitable for altivation (Wyatt et al., 1 941 ). The stuây covered an area that 

stretched from the 49th panllel north to, and induding, township 8, and west 

from oie Saskatchewan boundary to range 15. The assessrnent of the land 

surface showed: 
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32.6 percent (890,000 acres) level to undulating-mostly in the 

west away fmm the hills and as far 

as Nemescam, 

36.0 percent (1,005,000 acres) gently rollingaffering 1 ittle obstade 

to cultivation, 

1 2.1 percent (335,000 acres) rolling lanbpossible to cultivate 

but in brown soi1 areas rarely better 

than paor arable land, more 

expensive to farm, subject to greater 

water erosion and crops tend to 

ripen unevenly, 

7.0 percent (195,000 acres) hilly lanckisually too steep to 

CU ltivate, 

10.9 percent (300,000 acres) eroded land-note sand dunes 

around the inland drainage basin 

known as Lake Pakowki, 

1.4 percent (40,000 acres) water and rnarsbes. (/bide: 35-36) 

Most of the cultivated land lies to the west of range 8, leaving a large area of 

land in the southeast corner of the province as range land. In other w d s ,  

rnoving west away from the Cypress Hills, the land retums to the gentiy rolling 

prairie dissected by streams and riven which typifies the prairie landscape 

elsewhere. North of the hills, the land drops away rapidly towards the plains. In 

the area as fat north as the Red Deer River and sbetching westwards to Brooks, 

the land becmes much more level and 60.0 percent of this land is classified as 

gently rolling, with a further 24.0 percent as rolling. This means from a purely 

topographical point of view that 84.0 percent af the land is cultivable (Stewart 

and PorlerJ942). Hawever, as will becorne evident later in the study, the 



agricultural constraints imposed by topography are really a minor factor when 

compared to those resulting from soi1 type and precipitation. 

As far as oiis study is conœmed it is unnecemary to preoent a detailed study of 

the "bedrW9 geology since the landscape whidr afb8Cfs the agriculture of the 

region diredly is relatkely ment Only a brief ovetview of those aspects of the 

geology which directly the topography will, therefore, be addressed. 

Beatty presents a concise pidure: 

the aintemporary landscape of Southem Alberta (and Southem 
Saskatchewan) is comparatively young as geologists measure time. H is 
dominated by the presence of glacial and pst-glacial features including 
many dïfFerent types of adive and stagnant iœ depositional foms such as 
moraines, outwash sediments and till plains, as well as a number of large 
me1 water channels and spill-ways ait during the phases of active 
deglaciation (1 972: 16). 

In this region, ice from the last great glaciation, the latest Wisconsinan, moved 

into the area about 20,000 years ago and the retreat commenceci about 18,000 

years ago. The Mole of the study area, apart from the top of the Cypress Hills, 

was covered in ice and, therefwe, large amounts of moraine were deposited 

throughout the area. The presmt drainage system SM reveals signs of this 

early melting of the ice, particularly south and west of the Cypress Hills where 

huge melt water channels, now dry, nin northwest to southeast-for example, 

coulees sucb as Forty Mile, Chin, and Verdigris. The depth of the glacial 

material covering the bedrock varies considerably, from five feet to 200 feet, but 

the original bedrod< itseif is only exposed where rivers or melt water channels 

have cut deeply into the glacial deposits. Hence the adual Mect of the bedrock 

on the sail is limited. 



4.1 -3 Drainage 

The principal drainage system of the study area is the South Saskatchewan 

River. Its hno main tributaries, the Oldman River from the extreme southwest of 

the province and the Bow River fram Vie west, loin at the W e m  edge of the 

study area to form the South Saskatchewan River. At Medicine Hat the river 

tums north and flows to meet the Red Deer River near Empress and then east 

and north east tanards Hudson Bay. Figure 9 shows the three principal 

drainage systems: in the south the Milk River, in the centre the South 

Saskatchewan River and in the norUi the Red Deer River. There are two other 

points to note; the first is that there is an inland drainage system centering on 

Lake Pakowki, and the second is that streams in the exfreme south drain south 
into the Miosouri River system. The whole of the study area is covered with 

large numbers of dugouts, sloughs and man-made lakes. The sloughs occur in 

natural depressions and usually result from accumulations of snow me1 or 

intense rainfall. Many of these natural sloughs are highly alkaline and are, 

therefore, of little or no use either for local irrigation or for stock watering. 

Indeed, alkali is becaming an increasingly significant problem. The cause is 

easily understood when a cornparison s made between predpitation and 

evaporation. A Calgary Power report stated that 'We mean annual evaporation 

from large lakes and reservoirs in the periad behveen 1921 and 1950 averaged 

between 32.5 inches and 37.5 inches mpared to a precipitation of 13 inches" 

(1958,51). The dugouts and man-made lakes in Vie dry fanning area are 

almost al1 the result of PFRA policy enacted in 1935. This federal government 

initiative enwuragecl famers to store water wherever possible and, in addition, 

paovided physical and financial assistance for the building of dams and dug- 

outs. Thus, in a wet spring the southem prairies seem to be amply supplied with 

water but by mid-August most of mis water may have disappeared and semi- 

drought conditions may appear to prevail. 
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4.1 -4 Soils 

The general classification of the wils of the region were made by the Hudson's 

Bay Company stafting in 1879. The area arouid Medicine Hat  was categorized 

as Class 3 and 4. Montague Aldous, the chief surveyor. termed Class 3 lands as 

the plains 'kvhere the soi1 was light and shallaw and the ground dry and baked". 

He desaibed the Class 4 mils as basically worthless (Richtik, IQ8SZ42). This 

was the land the Canadian PacMc Railway (CPR) was to reject More specific 

and more detailed studies show that the whole of the study area lies within the 

brown soi1 zone, apart from two amas of dark bmwn ML, one around the 

Cypress Hills, aie other in an area dose to the Milk River, and one area of gray 

waoded soils on the Cypress Hills plateau. The brown soils are associated with 

the short gras prairie. They have an average five to six inch depth in the 'A' 

horizon comprising "light brown, cloddy to gfanular day loam" in which there is 

about hHO percent organic matter (Putnarn and Putnam. 1 WO:263). This lad< of 

organic matter causes the soi1 in dry conditions to look gray rather than Iight 

brown. Because of the and climate salts tend to accumulate through eluviation 

about 15 to 20 inches below the surface (Wonders.1969) and in some areas 

only eigM inches deep (Putnarn and Putnam.1970). This salt accumulation 

causes problems of alkali mils in both irrigated and non-imgated areas. though 

less M in the latter (Stark, 1 987). The brown soils are basically quite fertile 

given masonable precipitation, though the 19209 and 1930s proved that the 

saucture of the soil, unless carefully tended. will break dom fairiy rapidly under 

dry conditions and constat altivation. When this break down has occurred the 

soils are su- to rapid wind and water erosion. 

Within the study area, the amount of dark brown soils is very small indeed and 

as sudi has very little bearing on the agriculture of the region except where it 

surrounds the Cypress Hills. These soils have a deeper 'A' horizon than the 



brom soils, reaching seven to eight inches and are darker resulting from a 

greater build up of organic material, about four percent. The produdivity of 

these dark brown soils is much greater because they have a higher rnoisture 

holding capacity and are more resistant to erosion, as wd l  as having greater 

natural fertility (Putnam and Putnam, 1970). 

The gray wooded soils are associated with a subhumid climate where tree 

cover occufs. The soi1 has a thin hm inch mat of decaying leaves but below 

that it is iight gray in colour. Elsewhere where such soils are regularly 

cultivated, fertility has to be watched carefully. The small area of gray wooded 

soi1 in the C ypress Hil ls, however, barel y desewes consideration. 

Since the general terni brown soi1 denotes land suitable for wltivation with 

adequate predpitation, and since a very large percentage of the study area 

land lies within the brom soi1 m e ,  it is necessary to analyze the knom soi1 

differenœs a Iittle more closely. Three soi1 surveys conduded between 1927 

and 1941 mver the whole of the study area. These surveys were al1 

conduded by staff from the Soils Department of the University of Alberta, in 

cooperation with the Geology Department and the Dominion Department of 

Agriculture. Each survey covered an area of eight townships north to south by 

15 ranges fiom east to wst-an area approximately 49 miles by 90 miles. Each 

of the 'sheets' wi-Il be looked et individually in order to attempt to draw a broad 

general pidure of the soils of the region and their capabilities (Figure 10). The 

southem-most study wvers the Milk River sheet, the area south of Elkwater 

Lake, and was published in May 1941 as Bulletin No. 36. The area can be 

divided into two very general sections, the line of division ninning approximately 

north to south thmgh the centre of the area, between ranges eight and nine. 

To the east of this Iine the soils are predominantly loams *th patches of clay 



loams and silty clay loams and in the soUVl close 10 the United States boundary 

areas of fine sandy loams. The nofthern part of ais section lies within the dark 

brown soi1 m e  though the soils are still dominantly loams. The whole of the 

area south of the hills is dotted with numerous "blow outs's and extensive areas 

of erded lands rnostly assoc-ated with Weams and river valleys but much more 

extensive than in the western section. As a typical example of this loam soi1 

here is a more detailed analysis of residual solonized loams from the southeast 

corner of the region. Figure 11 shows the soi1 profile. 

In large areas where blow outs have ocarred the Ai  and most of the A2 

horizons have been eroded away leaving a hard baked day surface. Such soils 

are almost totally unailavable and are rated only one or two as "poor" or "fair to 

good" pasture lands. Ceftainly any attempt at cultivation is only sporadic. 

Out of 9,216 quarter sections in a 48 mile square area in the southeast corner of 

the province in 1940, only 1,824 quarter sections, or 19.8 percent showed any 

cultivation at all. Of these, only 226 were show as completely wlüvated, whilst 

441 had been abandoned totally and the remaining 1,157 were classed as 

partially cultivated with anywhere h m  10 to 140 aaes under wltivation (Wyatt 

et al., 1 941 :plate 5). The western section of the region shows a significant 

change in land use rating. The dominant soils in large areas west of Pakowki 

Lake are silt loams. 

Aloo called "defiation hollows" are fomed in plains regions in dry dimates. "Any mai l  
demon in the surface of the piairi, parücularly where the grass cover is broken 
thrwgh, may develop into a ûiw out. Rains fiIl the demon, creating a shaltow 
pond or lake. As the water evaporates, the mud battom dries out and cracks, forming 
maI l  ~ C a l p c  or pellets of dried rnud which are lifted out by the wind. In grazing areas, 
catüe may trample the margins of the demon into a m a s  of rnud, brealiing dom 
the protedive gras rads structure and facilitating rernovai men dry. Thus the 
depression is progressively enlargecl ." (Slrahler, l965:353) 



Figure 10 Soil sunrey sheets of southeast Alberta 
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Figure 11 Soil profile 
A l  Horizon-4-2 inchmne sandy 
loam, loosely textured 

A2 Horizon-23 inches-sandy loam 

61 H o r i z o ~  incbs-sandy clay 
texture-dark brown in colour 

B2 HorizoCt-6-12 inches-similar to 61 
plus lime 

C Horizorçat 16 inches, hard massive day 
almost black in colour. 
(Wyatt et al., 1 941 :42) 

Water and wind erosion of -ils is mainly confineci to stream and river valley 

sides, for example, along Etzikom Coulee and Chin Coulee as well as the Milk 

River and any blowsut areas tend to ocair in the south. As an example of these 
generally more fertile soils, the profile taken near Foremost, shown in Figure 12, 

is typical. 

Figure 12 Soil profile-Westem sedion 

r-l A 

A Horizorr-O-1 O inche-rown loam, ftiable 

Bi Horizon-1 û-22 incheFkrown loam- 
deposition stains and more compact 

82 Horizon-22-34 indies-lime deposition in 
loam. 

1 1 82 (watt et al., 1 941 52) 

By contrast to the previous area in the east the soi1 is rated mostly five and su( 

showing anything from "fair" to "goacr' arable land. As a consequence, apart 

from the south and obvious areas of erosion, the land is much more heavily 



ailtivated. For example, in the south west corner of the study area, by 1940, 

1,269 quarter sections, or 551 percent of the land had been ailtivated at sorne 

time. Of those 1,269 quarter sections only 69 had been abandonad, 552 were 

completely wltivated and 648 wcwe partially ailtivated. The amount under 

ailtivation increased notably towards the west 

It is important to realize that the soi1 ratings given by Wyatt were based on past 

performance up to 1940 under the existing fam practices. However, 

generalizations from the 1968 Soil Capability for Agriculture Maps published as 

part of the Canada Land lnventory suggest that most of the land in the eastem 

sedion should be ciassed as four or five whereas most d that to the west should 

be classified as two to four.= 

Csnada Land lnventory Capûility Classas: 

ClaSS 1 Soils in this class have no signifiant limitations in use for mps. 
ClaSS 2 Soils in this class have moderate limitations that the range of 
crops or require moderate conservation. 
Clas 3 Soils in this class have moderately severe limitations that resttid the 
range of crops or require -al conservation pradices- 
Class 4 Soils in this dass have severe limitations that the range of crops 
or require specispecial conservation pradices or both. 
Cl8ss 5 Soils in this dass have very severe limitations that restrid their 
capabili to praducing petennial forage wps, and improvement pradices are 
feasible. 
Clas 6 Soi6 in this dass are capabla of poduüng pacanïal forage cmp and 
improvement pradices are not feasible. 
Class 7 Soils in this dass have no capability for araMe culture or permanent 
pastute. 

Cornparison of Canada Land lnventory capability and the 1930s ang system, 
narned after R E Storie 

CL1 Capabiîii Corresponding Storie 
Cl= Raüng Index 
1 7-8 CroCl(arid 
2 6-7 Cropiand 
3 5-6 C w r i d  
4 4-5 Cropland 
5 3 4  Pastureland 
6 2 Pasture land 
7 1 Non-agricultural 

(Knight, 196722) 



The Medicine Hat sheet was surveyed much eariier, in 1926, and avers a 

sirnilariy sued region, from townships nine to 16 and from ranges one to 15 

inclusive. The dominant soils are, loam 22.1 percent, silt barn 1 3.2 percent, 

loam (hilly phase) 13.0 perœnt and loam (rolling phase) 10.6 percent. Loam 

soils in various capacities m e r  45.7 percent of the area with most of those 

classifiecl as loam being found west of Medicine Hat itseif, whilst those dassed 

as hilly or rolling are to be found to the east, between Medicine Hat and the 

Saskatchewan border, The basic loarns 

Vary in colour from very dark brown to brown with dark brown 
predominating, and the subsurface and subsoils Vary from brown to Iight 
gray, with gray dominating. The organic matter layer varies in depth from 
about six inches ta about one foot, the average depth k i n g  doser to the 
fornier figure than to the latter. 

w a t t  and Newton, 192628) 

This description fits 42.7 percent of the soils of the region though the hilly and 

rolling loams are obviously more mked and varied in nature Vian those of the 

flatter areas. The silt loams oaxrr north of the Cypress Hills and along the 

South Saskatchewan River valley. These silt loams by definition contain less 

than 20.0 percent clay and more #an 50.0 percent silt and there are few large 

unfonn areas of such soils. The surface soils Vary from brown to very dark 

brown with an average depth of organic matenal of about six inches. The 

agriwltural advantage of this sail is its de& silty subsoil and its consequent 

resistanœ to dmught 

Of the remaining soit types only the fine sands and the fine sandy loams make 

up any appreciable area, 9.3 percent and 7.4 percent respedively. The fine 

sand areas ocair on the AlbertalSaskatchewan boundary around Many Island 

Lake and around the jundion of the B w  and Oldman Rivers. These sandy soils 

are very susceptible to wind erosion if the surface vegetation is disturbed. The 



same can be said about the fine sandy loam though under irrigation these soils 

prove considerably more fertile than the sands. 

Considering the soi1 capability for agriculture there is tremendous variation 

within the area Rom sections classed as one and two ta smatl areas of class 

seven just south of lrvine and around Many Island Lake. Most of the dass one 

and two soils are in the areas to the west and souüiwe9t of the city d Medicine 

Hat and are mostly in imgated ateas. The remainder of the area is divided into 

four zones. East of the city of Medicine Hat the soils are classified as five and 

six which suggests that the area is not really suitable for crops but could be used 

for grazing. The central section from range 6 to range 1 0 and immediately West 

of Medicine Hat is dominated by class four soils though the subclass suggests 

adverse soi1 characteristics for good altivation. The northem part of this central 

area is dominated by silt-loam, blow-out or solonetlic soils. The soils, when first 

brought under wltivation, wre not as fertile or as desirable in texture as 

ordinary silt-loarns. This is part of the area which, in 1 940, was taken over by the 

Dominion Government for use as a military resetve. The extreme west section of 

the area is again influenceci otrongly by classes five and six soils with 

intervening small but very fertile areas. In general tenns Vien the soils of the 

Medicine Hat area are "wually fertile and well supplied with plant food, although 

as a nile they do not contain as muai organic matter and nitmgen as the soils in 

some other parts of the province" (Wyatt and Newton, 1 92656). 

The most northerly section of the study area is covered by the Rainy Hills sheet 

survey published in August, 1 937 as Bulletin no. 28. The surveyed area actually 

extends noroi of the Red Deer River as far as township 24 and includes the area 

as far west as range 15. The area includes within its boundaries hno sections of 

soils varying in texture from sand to fine sandy loam; one of these oaxirs dong 

the South Saskatchewan River and to the west of it into the Middle Sand Hills 

and the second occurs in the extreme north west corner around Patricia. 



The remainder of the region is dominatd by barns and silt loams interspersed 

with amas of clay and clay loams. lhere are two areas of clay and clay loams, 

one south and east of Jenner and the other be-n Tide Lake and Iddesleigh, 

the clays &en k i n g  referred to as 'gumbos'. The western haif of this sheet, in 

a line h m  Atlee to Bingville and west, is covered with 'blow-outs'; in fact 37.4 

percent of the total area is Meded by 'blowsuts.'7 The dominant soils affected 

by this type of erosion are toms and silt loams. 

These blow-outs are very poor agricultural soils as far as dry-farming is 

concemed. though irrigation might make them marginally productive. The other 

soils of signIficanœ are groupeci together as sands, or fine sandy loams. They 

are mostly either alluvial or aeolian deposits and lie priman'ly on either side of 

the South Saskatchewan River, covering approximately eight townships in 

ranges one to four and townships 18 to 21. The Middle Sand Hills are aeolian 

deposits showing definite dune formations and are made up of fine sands. 

However, these merge over fairly large areas with fine sandy loams where the A 

horizon is brown and practically stnictureless. The lime concentration is only 12 

to 18 inches below the surface. Part of the area to the west of the South 

Saskatchewan River was induded in the land expropriateci in 1940 by the 

Dominion Govemment, The land to the east of the river has been cultivated but 

is the first land to drift during dry pefiods. These sandy areas are classifiecl 1 in 

the suwey indicating poor to fair pasture Mile the majority of the remainder of 

the loam area varies ftom dass 2, fair to fairiy good pasture, to the odd 

township or two of ciass 4, fair to fairly good arable land, on the eartem end of 

the suweyed sheet- The 1968 Soil Capability maps show the whole of the 

Military Reserve as k i n g  unclassifeâ. To aie east of the Resewe, between the 

T h e  sob of the blm-out series a n  defined to inckide those soils having a hard 6 
solonetz-like horizon developed m i n  approximately one fout of the surface and a 
broken suifaœ topogmphy due to the patcciy mmoval by erosion of varying 
percentages of the A horizon. In the liiht b m  soi1 zone these Mow-out depressions 
average about ten feet in diameter and Vary in depth from about three to eighteen 
inches* ( Wyatt et al., 1 937324). 



South Saskatchewan River and the provincial boundary, the land is shown as 

predominantly dass 4 with classes 5,6 and 7 along the river itself. me same 

pattern exists north of the Reserve to the Red Deer River where classes 4 5 

and 6 dominate. West of the Reserve hawever, in the irrigation areas, the soils 

improve rapidly to classes 1 to 3. 

A general ovenriew of the stwJy area therefore, suggests marginal soîls whicf~ 

restrict the range of aops and require special conservation practices. As Wyatt 

and his various associates point out in al1 three soil survey reports: 

it would have been a kindness to many of the then prospective settlen if 
this [a mil survey] had bean done [before settlement ocairred], as many 
of the settlers have abandoned their farms after wasting a great deal of 
money, and years of their lives, in a vain attempt to produce wheat 
profitably on land that was totally inappropnata. (1 926:viii; 1937:~; 
1 941 5) 

The first fully doarmented expedition through the swthem prairies produced a 

most cuntroversial assessrnent of the agricultural value of the land. The report of 

the Palliser Expedition, published in 1 8 6 3 , s  following that of Hind, published in 

1860 ,9  provided "the basic conœptual framework for our present interpretation of 

the physical geography of Western Canada9'(Warkentin, 1 964: 147). These 

reports divided the western interior into hnro %est subdistricts . . . one rich and 

me Palliser Expediüon, kmmi offîcially as the British N O M  Arnecican Exploting 
Expediüon, was sponsored by the Royal Geographical Soa'ety, and the British 
govemment, "to explore the potential of the plains south of the North Saskatchewan 
River and detemine the nature of the southern passes through the R6cky Mountains." 
(Palmer, 1990;Spry, 1 963) 
%e expediüon of the govemment of the Canaâas in 1857 and 1858. headed by 
geologist Henry Youle Hind, was more enthusiastic than Palliser's about the agricultural 
potential of the West." (Palmer.tQ90) 



Edenic, the other sterile and forbidding" (Frhsen, 1987:108). This view of the 

western interior as a continuation nom of The Great Amencan Desert"10 

conflicteci with that of Lotin Bloclget who viewed aie commercial and industrial 

capacity of aiet m a  (m#t of the 98th mefidian and above the 43rd pareIlel) as 

@'gigantic". The desert was indeed a garda (Blodget, 1857; Dunbar, 1 973; 

Allen, 1 985; Francis, 7 989). Yet the "negative image" painted by Palliser of what 

has becorne popularly referred to as the Palliser Triangle (see Figure 2) still 

rernains (Francis, 1989)- Palliser summarked the area as: 

the trw arid district, whidi occupies most of the country along the South 
Saskatchewan, and reaches as far notth as latitude 52" North, has even 
early in the season a dry par- look. . . to the south the cretaœous 
and tertiary strata almost everywhere cornes to the surface, so that the 
stiff day, highly impmgnated wiai sulphates, bakes under the influence 
of early spring into a hard and cracked surface, that resists the 
germination of seeds . . . The grass is very short on these plains and 
fomw no turf, merely consisting of little wiry tms. Mudi of the arid 
country is ocaipied by trads of loose sand, which is constantly on the 
move before the prevailing winds. This district, although there are fertile 
spots throughout its extent, can never be af much advantage to us as a 
possession. (Egg leston, 1 938:ptefaœ). 

Despite Palmer's assertion that Hind was "more enthusiastic" about the 

agricultural potential of the area, Hinds report stated that the author considered 

the drainage basin af the South Saskatchewan river as "unfit for the permanent 

habitation of man" because of low rainfall (Easterbrook and Aitken, 1 956). 

This "negative image" portrayeci by Palliser and Hind was to be overwhelmed 

almost immediately by two factors-mmanticism and nationalism according to 

l%teh«, Long, through his chmnider Dr. Edwin James, wmte the term 'Great Deserta 
on the map that accornpsnied the report of his 1819-20 expexiition to the area west of 
the MiISSiSSippi River. it was an area that was desaïbed in the report as Wolly unfit 
for culüvation and, of course, uninhabitable by a peopîe depending on agriculture for 
their sub6isterice." Hind applied the term .Great American Desert" to the sauthem 
plains of the Canadian prairies seeing it as an extension of the Amen'can desert. 
(Franas,l989). 



Francis. He described the romantics as viewing this last remaining "pristine 

wildemess8' as a "source of serenity, a source of inspiration, a sanctuary . . . 
where man could tnily commune wïth Goâ." The nationalists, on the other 

hand, saw the vast region as having "sufFicient natural tesources and 

population potential to make Canada one of the most powvnirl nations of the 

world (Francis, 1-9). This nathnalistic boosterhm was to meive  scienMc 

support from the expeditions of John Macoun.tl Betwsen 1879 and 1 ûû1 he 

traveled through the southern portion d the North-West Territories and his 

resulüng book Manitoba and the Great NorthWest disputed Palliser's report on 

the agricultural value of the area. Macaun became ''a tireless advocate of the 

agricultural potential of the entire plains region" (Thomas, 198S227). In his 

book he stated: 

On my return from Winnipeg I announced the discoveries I had made, 
and in the presenœ of nearly one thousand of her citizens with the Chief 
Justice of Manitoba as chaiman, f8arIpccly annwnced that the so called 
arid country was one of unsurpassed fertility and it was literally the 
garden of the country. (Macoun, 1 ûû2:GI 1 ) 

The principal reason for the general acceptanœ of Macoun's assessment of the 

agriailtural suitability of the land, rather than that of Palliser, was that Macoun's 

was the assessment which the Dominion Govemment, the CPR and many of 

the general public wanted to hear. Macoun was a prophet of optimism in an 

expansionary age. For many who tned to settle the land, the truth lay 

"somewhere between the calculations of Macoun and those of Palliser" 

(Thomas, I985:ZZï). The pattern of unœrtainty and instability that was to Med 

settlement and farming in the area is evident in these two opposing 

assessments refieding altemately the &Mudes of plainsmen towards their 

environment, a blend of pessimism and optimism (Allen, 1985). 

ll~ohn Macoun was a Dominion govemmnt botrina and ir called by Friesen 'Vie 
single most important advocate of western fertilii and *one among many wtio 
celebrated western potenüal in the generation after Confederation" (Fn'esen,1987:302) 





by a variety of settlers were conduded to find just what was the most suitable 

type of agriculture to pradice in thispartiadar environment- 

In 1 ûû3, the consolidated Dominion Lands Act was introduced, stating simply 

that a settler could obtain a grant of 160 acres of land free on al1 even- 

numbered sections upon two conditions: 

1. the payment of a basic tMe fee of $10, and 

2. residence on the land for a three year period.14 

Under the revised A d  pre-emptions wre still permittecl though many politicians 

feared that speculators were benefiting more ffom the pre-emption pflvileges 

than were the original homesteaden (Morton and Martin, 1938). Eadi move in 

this area was made to attrad the farmer and so each move tended to confine 

the rancher a little more. In addition the coming of the railroad, amving in 

Medicine Hat in 1883, was bound to bting more problems for the ranchers. 

With the comparative ease of east-west transportation, more and more settlers 

could be induced to corne west for the abundance of free land. The boostensrn 

was still in evidence as the follawing extract from a letter to the editor in The 

Times of London, October 4,1883, shows: - 

Monday morning: the prairie is no more of a rolling charader and well 
fitted for grating, as water exists in plenty al1 along the line. At about 11 
a-m. we amved at Medicine Hat where the Saskatchewan is crossed. 
Rie place strikes me as one that will grow to be a very large town, being 
the centre of a most fertile district. _ . 

The dause in the CPR contract dealing with land grantsfs played an interesting 

role in the early development of the study area. In an effort to attract farmen to 

'*This second provision was Iater eliminated to peml  the se(tler to 'pmve up' his land 
by cuitkation, buildings or stock. 
%ne dause of Me 1881 CPR Chaiter deal with land gram. These grants were 70 
be taken up nat in Macks, as originatly planned in 1872, but in alternate sections-the 
add-nurnbered sections exlending back 24 miles deep on each side of the raiiwây from 
Winnipeg to Jasper House' - . . thus the responsibility for settlement . . . was evenly 
shared piwmeal . . . by the govemment and the raiiway-ttie one with the free 



the area a series of experiments were undertaken. if the "country might be 

found suitable for grain fanning . . . [it would] provide a greater volume of traffic 

Vian that resulting from ranching operations." (Hedges, 1939:49) 

One of these expetiments, camecl out by the CPR itseff, was to establish in 

1883 a series of small experirnental plots (15 to 40 acres in size) at various 

points along the main line between Swift Current and Calgary to determine the 

value of the land. Ten fans were established, two at Stair and Dunmore, 

within the study area (Manitoba Dailv Free Press, 1 884). In 1 884, the 

enthusiasm for these fams was considerable and the results of the first year 

warranted that enthusiasm: 

the land wes broken and seeded-the yields of wheat of the ten fams for 
the year 1884 averaged 22.33 bushels to the acre; oats 54.75 bushels to 
the am;  barley 18 bushels to the acre; and p a s  11 bushels to the acre. 
The highest yield was at Farresls where wheat went 30.83 bushels to the 
acre. (Strange, 1 95462) 

Despite such results t h e  were still doubts being expressed about the nature of 

the land. A debate in the Canadian House of Commons on June 19,1885, 

illustrates these doubts: 

Mr. A W Ross, MP (Member for Lisgar) 
For any 300 miles west of Moose Jaw there is better soi1 to be found 
than along any 300 miles over any line of railway in Canada. The 
soil, sir, is excellent But here cornes the question about the dryness 
of the dimate. I examined the grass in the North West country, and I 
came to the condusion that, where such grass as that can be gram. 
though it does not compare mai the grass in the east part of that vast 
plain, there is moistue enough in the soil to p d u œ  any quanüties 
of crops we wish. 

homestead as the stapîe of land policy, the other with land for sale contiguous to each 
quarter section of free land. The value of this arrangement was a-ated only with 
the development of dry fanning requifing a half sedion for the best resuItsa(MoRon and 
Marün.1938268). 
16~ocated some 15 miles east of the Alberta boder Mter Me community of Hatton. 
Saskatchewan. 



Watson, MP (Member for Maquette) 
I mua d#@r a little from soma honorable gentlemen as to the 
charader of the land west of Moose 3% Frorn al1 I have learned I 
believe those lands are uf very little consequenœ for the purpose of 
wltivation . . . that the country is almost a barren wildemess. 

Mr. T m ,  MP (Member for South Perth) 
After Ieaving Regina, and more particularly Moose Jaw, üie country 
is not adapted for successful settlement It may be, in course of 
time, but it is my impression mat it is banen. 

Mr. McKenzie, MP (Member for East York) 
I arranged to visa seven out of 10 excellent farms. I obsewed 
throughout the Mole length of the road that there was scarcely any 
poor soi1 to be seen. In quarters between Medicine Hat and Moose 
Jaw there was an appearanœ of dryncss in the general aspect of the 
Prairies visible, whidi was not apparent where the land was 
ploughed . . . Generally speaking the soi1 is deep and good. As to 
climate, I am convinceci that early and properly taking care of 
the land almost invariably result in a good early crop. 
(Canada, 1 885) 

The outcorne uf the CPR experiments was failute aftet a series of dmughts but 

before the experimental farrns were abandoned an attempt was made to settle a 

group of immigrants in the area. The location was named Josephsburg and was 

situated about six miles norai of the Cypress Hills and 15 miles south of the main 

CPR Iine. The settiers were fmm Austria and amved in 1 88917 (Hedges, 1 939; 

MacDonald, 1966; Mohr, 1967). Mer only Iwo years of faming most of the 

settlers were moved nom by the CPR to land east of Edmonton. A few adjusted 

and stayed. However, the failure of the colony and of the CPR exprimental 

fams seerned to support Palliser's assessrnent of the land. Nonetheless it was 

thought that al1 that was necessary was to bring settiers to the area and allow 

them to use the sarne agricultural practiœs that -y had used in humid areas 

and success was assured (Baltensperger, 1 9n). The belief continueci that if the 

17The setüers al1 came from an area arwnd Josefburg and Brigidau in Ausûia. They 
left there in 1887 and am'ved in Halifax in 1888. Some of the settlers stayed in 
Winnipeg on the way west and others came to Dunmore. 60 families settled the land 
nonh of the Cypress Hills. 



cfop failed it was only a temporary set back and an even more grandiose 

scheme. headed by Sir John ListerXaye, was tried.18 It suffered the same fate 

as the CPR experimental fams. What was needed was a farming technique 

more suitable to the soi1 and dimatic conditions of the area. 

Dry farming techniques, witable to the suMurnid area were begun on the 

Canadian prairies as eariy as 1885 but were not widely understooâ "until very 

late in the nineteenth œntury"(AnWi and L i  1978). However, in addition to dry 

land farming techniques, the expansion of the wheat grm-ng area and thus the 

settlement of much of the study area, can be assodatecl with the development 

of Maquis wheat in Canada? This wheat variety ripens from 98 to 135 days 

after sowing and produces a higher grade of wheat than Red Fife. It was a 

widely available variety by 1 909 (Buller, 1 91 9). 

The apparent failure of fanning in 1890 led to some interesthg speculation in 

The Medicine Hat Times as to aie suitability of the land. In an editorial, 

referenœ is made to the fact that it would be almost criminal to bring settlers 

here to try to make a living out of stmight fanning. (The Medicine Hat Times, 5 

Febniary, 1891 ). A second ditonal makes reference to a growing tendency to 

embark on the raising of sheep. (lbid., 14 May, 1891). 

18St John Lister-Kaye, an Englishman, arriveci in 1885 an4 planncd to estaMish under 
the auspices of the Canadian Agricultural Coal and Colonmon Company (CAC.C. & 
Co.) 10 Mocks of land, each of 10,000 acres, along the line of the CPR, behmen 
Bslgonie in the east and Langdon in the west. He would "show Canadians how to grow 
wheat and catHe .. . - he would be kinging British families to work for him and then 
settle them on half-SBdiOn units of la* (MacEwan,19sO:60). This attempt to mate 
English-style estates proved a failum but as McGowan suggests tnere were sorne 
major bene- from Lister-Kaye's scheme-narnelyil) he expanded the livestock 
iirdustry by kinging in excellent anirnals, (2) he brought in settlers who would later 
establish f a m  and ranches, and (3) he generated large amounts of investment capital 
for the region (McGawan,1982). ListeFKaye resigned frorn the C A.C.C. 8 Co. in 1889 
though some of the ranching enterprises under various managers lasted until1909. 
%r. Charles S8unders deveIo(#d Maquis wheat at lndian Head Experimental Fam 
between 1904 and t 907. The wheat was made availabîe in fivepound samples to 
gnzwers M o  requested it in 19094910 (MacEwan,1960:101). 



In a commentary, reference is made to the advantages the country possesses 

for ranching and dairying (Ibiid, 2 July.1891); Mi le  another talks about the 

superlative ranching and dairying pidure is repeated (Ibid., 24 December, 

1891), and a third makes reference to mixed farming as k ing  more profitable 

(ibid, 4 February, 1892). It seerned there was developing a never ending 

search for the most suitable agriailtural use of the land. 

In the decade between 1901 and 1910 the problems of faming in the semiarid 

regions of North Amenca were partially solved. Wth wheat prices rising. 

transportertion costs falling, new and hardier varieties of wheat being 

developed. and dry faming t-niques emerging, the surveying of the land for 

possi Me homesteading was speeded up (Waines, 1 938). By 1 91 0, only a few 

townships remained unsurveyed. For example, in souüieast Alberta only three 

townships were unsuweyed, townships seven, 17 and 19 al! within Range 4 

(Wenders, 1 969). Hawever, despite Sifton'sa promotion of a new immigration 

policy, the withdrawal of pte-emptions by the Dominion governmenta and the 

growing shortage of available familand over the Mole North American sub- 

continent, the anticipateci "invasion of what is known as 'Palliser's Triangle' by 

the grain farmer" did not ocwr (Alberta Govemment, 1936). DrylandersP were 

allowed to move into the area. however, despite Sifton's department's 

understanding 'Wat the land in question was mostly unsuited to homesteading. 

It was too dry, the homesteaders would fail and in the meantirne would d8stroy 

the prairie sod that made a natural pasturage'' (Hall, 1985 2386). 

qlifford Sion, MP for Brandon North, Manitoba, became Dominion Minister of the 
lntenor in 1896. a post which iriduded resporisibility far immigrsüon. His golicy was to 
fil! the vacant lands of the west and to attempt to do Mis (1) the railroad land grants 
policy was abandoned, (2) the process of securing a homestead was sirnpiifmd, and (3) 
the immigration service was highly organited Seeking out vigorously settiers from the 
United States, Britain, and Eastern Europe- 
aThe preemptions which were withdrawn in 1896 were reinstated in 1907 ater the 
apparent failure to attmt famiers. 
%mers who practised dry land faming using techniques such as summer fallowing. 



According to Breen, the growth of settlement in this region coincided with 

almost a decade of above average precipitation. In Vie 1 1 years fmm 1885 to 

1895. the annual precipitation, recordecl in Medicine Hat, had varied between 

6.72 inches in 1886 to 14.67 inches in 1888, averaging only 9.74 inches. In the 

succeeding æven yean, the average jumped to 18.49 inches, wiai thme 

consecutive yean, from 1899 to 1901, reœiving over 20 inches per year. 

Breen points out that 'Wh such ancouraQement, settlers and govemment 

officiais, who should have known better, were not inciined to listen to those who 

had lived in the region during the previous decade" (Breen, 1 9û3: 130). 

By 1 901 the population in southead Alberta was still very spam. The township 

maps showing density of population (Figure 13) indicate approximately 80 

percent of the population lived in the area between the Cypress Hills and 

Medicine Hat while north and west of that city settlement was restfided to 

following the CPR lire. By 19û6 the population in the souüieast had doubled but 

the real growth was to ocarr in the succeeding decade, coinciding with the 

CPR's announcement Mat southern Alberta was "the domain of King Wheatl'- 

The anticipated 'invasion' of the dryiand area of the sautheast took place over 

the five years leading up to 191 1, and the attraction was not the dimate or the 

cmp yie1ds.P The real attraction was the availability of free land. By 191 1, 

"large scale ramhing on open and leased range" had been significantly artaileci 

by the influx of dryland farmers (Lupton, 196757). As more and more settlen 

arrived in western Canada, the supply of better land became increasingly limited 

precipitaüon for Medicine Hat for the fWe year period fmm 1907 to 191 1 
averaged only 9-16 indies, compared to the one hundred year average of 13.20 
inches, and the wheat yields ranged betwieen seven bushels per acre in 191 0 and 22.8 
bushels per acre in 1909, averaging only 13.7 bushels per acre over the five year 
pen'od (Mackintosh,l934)- 



Figure 13 Township population 
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and new arrivals had to be content with land in the drier areas of the southeast 

This land, dassed as marginal fami land, would be settled despite evidence 

that it might be unfit for the type of agriculture praposed. Perhaps the 

govemment's desire to have the and lands settled was refledeâ in the revisions 

to the Dominion Lands Act in 1908. In introducing the bill in the House of 

Commons, the Honourable Frank Oliver alluded to: 

the belief th8re is that 160 acres may be a good fami but that 320 acres 
is a very much better fann and the fact that a 320 acre fami could be 
acquired at a reasonable priœ by locating a homestead on an aven- 
numbered section and punhasing from the raiiway on the odd-numbered 
section, we believe has been a very great inœntive to the settlement of 
Our country by the best dass of people, that is, people with the means 
and ability to carry on faming operations on a considerable scale. (as 
cited in Morton and Martin, 1 938:415) 

The possibility of being able to acquire an extra quarte? section of land had 

ahmys proved invaluable in settling the dry fanning area. The real settlement 

boom thus began in lm. Geman immigrants, sorne diredly from Russia, 

others fnim the mid-western United States, began amving and settling the 

HilddSchuler area and the area around lrvine and Walsh (Lentz, 1965). As 

Jarneson explains "south of the border, homesteads were gone and land prices 

were high, so the fanners' trek northward was an attempt to grasp a fast 

disappearïng opportunity to obtain a homestead or to buy cheap land" 

(1 986234). As settlers came into the area the lands south and south west of 

Medicine Hat were settled first, the lands to the north and north west Iater. 

This pattern of settlement is illustrated by two examples, one near Bow Island, 

west and south of Medicine Hat, and the other near Schuler, 35 miles north and 

east of the city. The peak period for the settlement amnd Bow Island was 

1908-09, whereas in the Schuler area l ocairrd in 191 0-1 1. In Township 10, 

Range 10, west of the fourth meridian and immediately southeast of Bow Island, 

57 families are Iisted as original homesteaders, although only 37 of those 



families were traced in the local history of the Bow Island area. Of those 37 

homesteaders, two settled in 190s; four in 1 907; 13 in 1908; 14 in 1 909; and 

four in 191 0 (Thomas, 1 972). In the second example around Schuler, in 

Township 15, Range 2, only 35 of the original 59 families who homesteaded 

between 191 0 and 191 8 have been traced. Of those 35 families, 19 seffled in 

1 91 0; eight in 191 1 ; five in 191 2; and the remainder Iater (Wiedemann, 1973). 

Census staüstics for 1906 and 191 1 bear out this influx of immigrants with 

Census Division #l showing a 300.0 percent increase in the rural populaüon, 

from 3,987 in 1906 to 15,903 in 191 1 and Census Division #3 showing the rural 

population growing by almost a 1000.0 percent, from 675 in 1906 to 7,326 in 

191 1 (Canada Bureau of Statistics,l913). 

The decade between 1910 and 1919 wuld be classed as the decade of 

expansion and disillusion. It c m  be divided into two main sections. From 1 91 0 

to 1917 can be categorized as a period of high prices for wheat, of relatively 

moderate climate. and of rapidly expanding railroad construction. The result was 

that famers ploughed everything that was available to produœ "cash wheat" 

The outbreak of WorM War 1 concentratecl that Mort. By 191 5 there was a huge 

wheat yield and it was asswied that the "bounty, kioyancy, and expansion" 

would continue (Jones, 1 Qû6:miv). However from 191 8 onwards there were a 

series of low wheat yields, wheat prices crashed, and a drought period led to the 

abandonment of the drier land. Initially, the influx of settlers appeared justified. 

Fmm 191 0 to 191 7, the priœ of wheat dimbed fmm 50.70 per bushel to $2.20. 

During the same period the precipitation, as recorded in Medicine Hat, fluduated 

from a low of 6.45 inches in 1910 to a high of 17.9 inches in 1916. Railway 

branch line construction sparked more oettlement A line thtough the northem 

part of the region, leaving the main CPR line at Swift Current and rejoining it 

again at Bassano. was built in 191 1-12, h s  speeding up settlement in the area 

irnmediately south of the Red Deer River. Another branch line was built through 

the south country from Weybum in Saskatchewan to Lethbridge (Figure 14). 



Figure 14 Raiiway lines 
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This iine, though not cornpleted until 1923, opened up the area south of the 

Cypress Hills. These additional railway Iines opened up areas which had 

previously been so remote from the main CPR Iine as to be wmsidered 

uneconornical for dry land faming, and had remained therefore as ranching 

land. As McGowan points out 'the mers commencement of suweys for these 

lines late in 191 0 was sufficient to spark a rush for the remaining fannlands that 

these brandies would senre" (1 Q83:3l). By 191 6 the wal populaüons in the 

two census divisions had imased by a further 23 percent and the inaeasing 

numbers were parüwlariy evident south and west of the Cypress Hills and in 

the HilddSchuler area- The good harvests of the three yean between 1 91 5 

and 191 7 aeated an air of confidence and prosperity which was destroyed 

almost irnmediately by another dry spell. The precipitation and crop yield 

figures in Table 1 show dearly the fluctuations (the data are for Medicine Hat). 

TABLE 1 : Precipitation and crop yields, 191 5-1 91 9 

Even though prices for No.1 Northem wheat were still high at 52-20 per bushel 

in 191 8 and 191 9, yields of under thme bushels par acre were far too low to 

1916 
1917 
tg18 
1919 

2 

make farming profitable on quarter section f a m .  The over optimism which had 

charaderizeâ Vie eariy settlement was severely damaged by the droughts of 

1 91 8 and 191 9. To many observers it proved amclusively that these arid 

Source: Mackintosh, 1934; Jones,1986 

17-90 
13.42 
10.20 
7.66 

regions w r e  "more suited to catUe and sheep than to wheat" (Easterbrook and 

23-33 
20.00 
2.99 
2.36 

Aitken, lS6:47Q). "Drought, discouragement and despair" were beginning to 

spread amongst the settlers (Alberta Govemment, 1 936: 1 3). They had to make 



choices. They cuuld either stay and hope that next year would see a retum to 

good aops, or they could Ieave everything and move either north to another 

homestead or fa* west Some left, but many stayed believing in 'hext year 

country'' (Bumet, 1951 ; Flower, 1972). Jones (1 986) chronided the prairie 

dryiand disaster which Iasted ftom 191 7 to 1926. His assessrnent that aie 

Dominion govemment committed a great blunder by pennitting settlement to take 

place in southeast Alberta is echoed by Friesen. It also reinforced the view 

expressed in the Govemment of Alberta's report on The Rehabilitation of the Dry 

Am ofleased in 1936, mat the opening up of this "short gras 

prairie" for widespread and almost indiscriminate mpping by inexperienced 

settlers was "one of the greatest mistakes of national policy ever made" 

(1 936: 1 3). 

Friesen agreed that 'Yhe decade after 1908 was marked by a great error in 

Canadien domestic policy. In thmwing open to settlement the[se] relatively dry 

regions . . . the Canadian govemment was taking a grave nsk" (1987:328). 

That risk, according to Baltensperger (1977), was primarily the resuit of the 

discrepancy between the farming experienœ of the settlers coming from humid 

areas and the reality of the subhumid prairies. That disaepancy existed in the 

Canadian "subhumid prairies1' in much the same way that it did in those similar 

areas of the United States. 

By 1921 same emigraüon had already started. In Census Division #1, for 

example, 15 of the 22 œnsus subdivisions showed a slight decrease in rural 

population (Census of Canada, 1 921 ). The successive crop failures in 191 8 and 
1919, Mation and depression al1 aeated impossible conditions in the marginal 

dry lands and 'Men prolonged drought was accompanied by unprecedented 

dust storms, in- plagues and weeâ infestations, the outcorne was calamitous" 

(Jones, 1986:xxxvi). The picture was not quite the same in CensusDivision #3. 

There the population inaeased by a further 34.0 percent the attraction being the 



continuhg availability of land and the development in the west of the irrigation 

areas. 

The rnovement of people away from the dry lands of oie southeast began as 

early as 191 8 and by 1920 wind erosion had becorne a serbus problem in the 

area on the Saskatchewan boundary and was threatening to engut other areas 

as well (GrayJ967). Emigfation had begun and in Alberta, 

the movement out of the border cwntry became almost a stampede 
behNeen 1921 and 1926. Over the mole of the Triangle the previously 
heavy immigration becâme heavy emigration. M e n  the cemus was 
taken in 1926, more than 10,000 abandoned farms were counted in 
Alberta. Half of them were in Census Divisions 3 and 5 which hug the 
border north of Medicine Hat. In the division immediately no* of 
Medicine Hat the population dropped by 30 percent within 5 yean. 
(lbie15) 

Similar farm abandonment occurred south of Medicine Hat and partiwlarly in 

the Manybemies area. In fad, some movement out of that area began as early 

as 191 2 but definitely reached a peak in 1921. 

It was the beginning of a period that prornpted the provincial govemment to 

ptovide massive amounts of relief aid (Stutt, 1947). As early as 1920, the 

province of Saskatchewan established a Royal Commission to study the 

problems of dry land faming. The report, presented in 7921, made some very 

specific suggestions relating to the south west corner of the province, 

suggestions that were just as applicable to southeast Alberta. The Royal 

Commission proposed: 

1. that a greater part of the region cornprised good faning land; 

2. that those parts considered unfit for grain farming should be made 

community grazing lands for cattle; 



3. that famers settled on impossible land should be assisted to good 

homesteads; 

4. that a soi1 survey of the region should be done; 

5. mat research should be canied out to find crops suitable to the 

conditions in the area (Morton and Martin, 1 938: 1 1 6). 

Some of the suggestions wwe hplernented quiddy and the Dominion 

Govemment established an experïmental fami at Swift Current to carry out 

research into crops suitable foc the area. The govemment of Alberta 'reversed 

its previous order of importanœ from grain and Iivestack to livestock and grain. 

With two or three sections of Pasture land, plus a section of wheat land, Alberta 

ofFicials thought a farmer might prosper even in the dry beK8 (GrayJ 967:16). 

The real problem lay not just in the lack of precipitation and in soils that were 

not suited to continual wheat growing, but in a combination of circumstances 

including 'Yhe radical change in faming systems and methods" that resulted in 

a "risky oneaop system", high rates of interest, short terni credits, excessive 

freight rates and @the demoralization of the agicultural markets" 

(Jones, 1 9û6: 1 O). The latter factor is best illustrateci by the drop in the price of 

No.1 Notlhem wheat from $2.21 per bushel in 191 8 to $0.65 cents per bushel in 

1923. 

That the exodus of people was significant is evident in the 1926 census in tems 

of the number af abandoned fams: 1,336 in Census Division # l  and 2,352 in 

Census Division #3. Of those abandoned fams 60.0 percent in both Census 

Divisions were under 160 acres. Of the 3,377 fams still in operation in Census 

Division #1 in 1926,53.0 percent comprised two quarter sections (320 acres) or 

less. Of the 2,118 fams in operation in Census Division 3#, 66.0 percent 

wmprised 320 acres or less (Census of Canada 1926). That picture would 



change dramatically in the next decade with average fam sizes doubling in 

response to the special cunûitions of the dryland region. 

From 1924 to 1927 aop yields impmved, and the @ce of wheat rose, creating 

again, for those h o  stayed behind, a belief that the worst of the drought and 

the depression was over. This marginal upswïng in prices would cause even 

greater problems according to Gray (1967). Farrners who had rernained in the 

dry ana, bouyed by optimism, bommed money to buy abandonecf land to 

expand their holdings and to purchase tractors and cars. So when the crops 

failed again and grain prices dropped, those farmers were faced with deMs they 

were unable to meet Gray's contention of expansion by those who rernained is 

supported by œnsus Riformation, as illustrated in Table 2, which points to f m r  

and larger farm units, plus inueased mechaniration in the decade 1921 -1 931. 

The exodus from southeast Alberta continued in the 1920s despite al1 attempts 

by the CPR through its Department of Colonization and Development to 

encourage immigration. Settlement of eastem Europeans wwld continue into 

the early 1930s, but those amving were greatly outnumbered by those leaving. 

By 1925, the 160 or so Dutch settlers who had established themselves near 

Aldenon in 1921 had departecj-driven out because the land was too dry. lnitially 

a colony had been established in 1910 at New Holland, 20 miles north east of 

Alderson. When they left same went to Monarch in southern Alberta but most 

left for the state of Washington. In 1925 and 1926, poor crops in the Foremost 

region led to an exodus of Estonian families to Oregon and Washington 

(Palmer,l972). Movement even taok place within the study area. In 1920 the 

CPR had constnicted some 25 ready-made fams in the area south of Tilley for 

the eventual use of soldiers returning from World War 1. Apparently the soldiers 

were not interested in settling on the fams. Most of the parœls were operateci 

by the company until 1927-28 when several were sold to dryland wheat famers 

h m  the Medicine Hat-Aldenon region. 



TABLE 2: Fam size and mechankation, 1921-1 931 

The provincial govemment made some attempt to assist beleaguered farmers in 

the dry faming belt It initiated a resettlernent project that moved between six 

hundred and seven hundred families from the drought area to new land in the 

Red Deer/Rimbey area (Gray,1967). In 1926 it passed the Land Utilization Act 

which pennitted the province to withdraw land from cultivation and bring it under 

govemment control. Along with changes to Dominion govemment regulations, 

this new provincial legislation permitted and encwraged homesteaders to 

acquire additional land either by pre-ernption or by purdiase. The changes 

permitteci those who stayed to expand their farms. There penisted the belief 

that larger fam units of even one or two sections (640 to 1320 acres) were 

essential ta fanners' sumival in the dryland reg ion. Indeed, most of the failures 

tabulated in the 1926 Census were applied to fanns of leos than three quarters 

of a section (480 acres) in siz+Q?.S percent of the failures in Census Division 

#l and 96.8 percent of the failures in Census Division #3 (Census of Canada 

1926). By 1931, the number of farms ovet one section (64û a m )  in both 

Census Divisions had inaeased significantly. 

f a m  
Average size 
(a==) 
Tractors 
Combines 
Trucks 
Source: Censuç of Canada, 1921 and 193t 

509 

- 
O 

O 

962 

1492 
503 
332 

452 

- - - 

1122 

873 
161 
769 



TABLE 3: Farrns over one section. 1 926 and 1 93 1 

583 17 1663 45 
CD #3 227 11 969 35 

Source: Census of Canada, 1931 ; 
Census of the Prairie Provinces, 1926 

As Mackintosh pointed out, "the larger fann is definitely on the increase. In view 

of the lower yields of the semiarid belt, the profitable fam enterprise is one 

which wohs large areas of cheap land quickiy and cheaply by means of 

machinery" (1 934;ll6). Stewart and Porter conwrred-"a producer of typical 

ability, seairing this area (480 acres) of marginal land without payment for its 

use, cwld exped to obtain a level of retums already referred to as sufFicient to 

induce continuity of produaion" (1 942;19). Others, hawever, felt that something 

was still wrong in the undying faÏth of the dry land farmer in a single wheat crop. 

Symptomatic of mat feeling is a reference in a House of Commons address by 

Robert Forke, leader of the Progressive Party, to 'West mininga(Canada, 1924)- 

In the previous year Forke saw the solution to the problems of the prairies in a 

reorientation of the agricultural life of the Canadian west In a speech in the 

House of Cornmons he commented that it seemed to him 'mat different methods 

will have to ôe adopted if the farmer is going to succeed. We will require to 

have small fans, more intensive cultivation, and what rnight be called mixed 

faming. The day of wheat growing has gone by" (Canada, 4923). In a similar 

vein Hud and Grindley commented that "wheat growing will persist until 

economic limitations make it impossible by making it unproftable. Only then will 

western faming be condudeci upon the recreative lines of an economically 

sound and pemanent human industry" (1 931 1185). Monoculture persisted, 

however, and despite a sligM boost in wheat yields in 1927 and 1928 to 20 

bushels per acre, the low wheat prices, averaging only $0-98 cents par bushel 

from 1922 to 1929, meant that the inwme needed to support a fann of 160 acres 



was not available from single cropping of wheat in the dry land area of the 

southeast, 

The census statitiçs in Table 4 indicate mat 1926 was the low point for rural 

population in the region and that by aie 1931 œnsus the nmber of ocaipied 

fams had inueaseâ, as had the rural population. 

TABLE 4: Numbers of ocaipied fams and population, 1926 and 1931 

Nuniber of occupied 3377 3709 21 18 2754 
famis 

Total rural population 13471 158û9 9075 11831 

Soutce: Census of Canada, 1931 ; 
Census of Prairie Provinces, 1926 

The decade from 1928 to 1938 has becorne known as the "dirty 30s" in western 

Canada. This generalizatim masks a number of factors which collectively 

caused a farming disaster. Annual precipitation statistics for the city of Medicine 

Hat do not reveal an exœptionally dry period except at the beginning and the 

end of the decade. In 1928 and 1929 there wwe only 7.64 inches and 8.17 

inches of -pitation respectively and in 1936 and 1937, only 9.63 indies and 

9.80 indies. During the intenrening yeam, hwver,  the precipitation matched 

very ciosely the 100 year average of 13.20 inches, 1930 to 1935 having an 

average of 13.37 inches. Precipitation was not the main problern. The famiing 

pradiœs that had pulverized the top soi1 and left it exposd to the high winds 

sweeping aaoss the prairies caused massive soi1 erosion. In addition very low 

wheat prices, as lw as $0.35 cents per bushel in 1932, plagues of 



grasshoppers in 1933 and heavy August frosts and wst in 1935 al1 wnspired 

against the faner who attempted to make a living growing wheat 

Hawever, despite al1 these pmblems census statistics do not reveal the same 

exodus from the region as had ocarrred in the 1920s. Indeed. statistics for the 

period 1931 to 7941 show slight increases in the numbers d fams in the 

Census Divisions (CDS) and in the total rural population. 

TABLE 5: Oaxipied farms and rural population, 1931-1 941 

Census Division #1 
Nurnber of occupied fans 
Rural population 

Census Division #3 
Number of occupied famis 

1 Rural population 1 11831 1 1 1836 1 12151 
Source: Census of Canada, 1931 and 1941 ; Census of Prairie Provinces, 1936 

The area suffered seriously from the drought but the mass exodus from the 

land similar to that of the 1920s did not ocair. Relief was supplied botb 

federally and provincially through the municipalities not only in terms of food, 

shelter and medical assistance and in some cases seed, fuel and other supplies 

but equally important in developing improved farming techniques. This was to 

provide the base for the emergence of a more stable fam economy in the 

region in the 1940s and 1950s. 



Chapter 5 

Climate as a Variable in Survival and Adaptation 

5.1 Introduction 

7 said O.K., maybe we do cornplan but we have reason to. We /ive &y fhe 

weather, we /ive by the fempetature, w e  /ive &y t .  things. These things dont 

always fit Wh what we need and so that's what people comp[ain about. ' 
(Interview, 1 995) 

When disaissing fanning pcadices in southeast Alberta with dryland wheat 

famers, the conversation invariably tums to the clirnate, prïnciplly precïpitation 

and occasionally temperatures. Dryland fanners are certainly aware of drought 

hazard 'in faQ, preocaipation with precipitation seems diaracteristica 

(Saarinen, 1966:14O). Whether there is precipitation. when it occun and how 

much, are integral fadors in the production of a paor, average or good uop in 

the region in any one year. It must be established, thetefore, whether a 

signifiant variable in the survival and adaptation of dry land fanning in 

southeast Alberta in the 19408 and 1950s was the result of a change in the total 

precipitation and its distribution or in any other climatological fador. 



Waines maintained that 'dimate is beyond man's control. He must adapt 

himself to i t  Adaptation involves the two-fod pmblem of the uses to which the 

land is to be put and the techniques that are to be applied to it" (7938215) This 

view of dimatic determhism, that the dimate in such a adironic fringem region, 
controls the course of human adion, pewades a study of southeast Alberta to a 

very large degme and justfies a separate assessrnent of its impact 

After the difficuities encountered during the "dirty thirties," higher amounts of 

precipitation could have made survival somewhat easier by improving aop 

yields, aiough impmved precipitation alone certainly would not have solved all 

the economic pmblems. Additional adjustrnents were also occurring . A 

significant nurnber of maI l  famiers left the land in the 1920s and 19308, during 

the drought periods (Jones, 1 9û5; 19û6; 19û7; Berton, 1 Sm), thereby providing 

room for those who remained to expand the size of their farms, or for the land to 

be allowed to return to the short gras prairie. Tedrnology improved. Trial and 

error farming techniques showed that wme areas of the souaieast were, 

indeed, not suitable to arable faning (Murchie, 1936; Gilchrist, 1955; 

Carlyle, 1 983; Friesen, 1 987). Nonetheless, because of variable soi1 types within 

the area there were locations where arable faming m l d  be practised 

successfully provided there was adequate precipitation. 

The question of adequate precipitation is an intriguing one. In the introduction 

reference was made to a bnef commant by a local famier Mer a rainfall 

suggesting that Vie rain 'was a day or two too late.' This comment led to an 

interesting disaission about how much precipitation was needed to grow a 

reasonably good wheat aop on dry land in souaieast Alberta. Figures 18 and 

20 show mat the best yields acair in wet yeam and yet the impact of even a 

short rainfall can be quite dramatic. In the survey, the question was " h m  much 

precipitation is needed to produœ a good wheat cropY The definition of a good 

crop was not sought so for some of the respondents crops of over 30 to 35 



bushels an acre were considerd good, mi le  others felt that 15 to 20 bushels 

would be a gaod aop. Approximately 20 percent responded that precipitation 

of 12 inches or more wwld be needed for a good aop, some going as high as 

18 to 24 inches, others adding the pmiso that it mnild Wepend on aie time of 

year it falls8 or it would =depend on heat and wïnds.* The majority however 

responded with figures of less than 10 inches but once again there were, in 

most cases, caveats such as 'six inches of water at the right time will produce a 

good wheat crop," 'if moisture is conserved from the year befwe thru (sic) 

summer fallow, then two inches or thme inches is enough," 'this depends on 

timeliness, five inchss will produœ a good m p  if reœived at optimum time," 

'about three good rains totaling about s u  inch& and 'one inch Mer seeded, 

two inches in June and July to finish off." All felt that the land was productive if 

only the moisture, and in most cases a relatively small amount, would fall at the 

rïght time in spnng and summer. It was this belief that kept many of those that 

suntïved on the land, kn&ng that if this year the crop failed, next year it might 

be the 'million-dollar aopu (Bumet, 1951 ). 

The question then is were there any significant changes in temperature or 

precipitation patterns during the 1940s and 1950s which might explain improved 

faming conditions for the dry land farrners? In order to answer this conœm it is 

necessary to look at dimatic relationships through both space and time. In 

addition to understand the microclimatic variations and impacts within the 

region a comparison will be made of five stations where continuous climatic 

records have been collected. Finally an assessrnent of precipitation 

effediveness will be made by laoking at both monthly and daily prdpitation 

patterns for certain locations within the study aiea. 



5.2 General climate 

Locally it is common to heat that anyone who tries to predict the weather in 

southeast Alberta is "either a fweigner or a fool." The unpredictability inherent 

in this saying is obvious simply by understanding the different analyses of the 

suitabiiity of the land for agriculture producd by Palliser and Macoun. 

The climate of the a m  comes under the general KBppen classification of a 

C d  Middle Latitude Steppe Climate (BSk). This system ciassifies it as a dry 

climate (B), where potential evaporation exœeds precipitation on the average 

thrwghout the yeac a steppe clirnate (S), a semiarid clirnate with about 15 to 

30 inches of rainfall a year; and a drycold climate (k) with mean annual 

temperatures under 64.4' Ç (Strahler, 1 96S:lOSO6). 

The study area lies partially in a rainshadow area on the lee of the Western 

Cordillera. This mountain barrier affeds maritime air masses ftam the Pacific 

Ocean. In summer the high temperatures are the result of madified Maritime 

Polar or Maritime Arctic air which has crossed the Westem Cordillera and has 

been heated adiabatically. Day-time temperatures in the 90°F range are not 

uncornmon between June and September. In winter the prevalent air masses 

are polar continental and their Meds can be felt over long periods of stable 

cdd weather, with temperatures in the O°F range in January. Such intense cold 

weattier car, be disrupted in the region by the occurrence of the chinook, a 

wam westerly wind, capable of raising the temperatures by as much as 50 

degrees in a very short period of time. The lndians named the chinook wind 

"the snow8afeV (Gershaw, l967:99) and indeed the beneficial effects of the 

chinook were used as a selling point by the CPR in sorne of its early advertking 

of this agricultural land. 



Precipitation is usually deficient in the mole study area and amounts c m  Vary 

significantly both annually and regionally. Most of the summer precipitation is 

convectional though it can be augmented in May and June by low pressure 

systems bringing fain in h m  the coast !n winter the precipitation is mostly 

frontal brought by the occasional depressions which replace the continental 

high pressure areas temporarily. The amount of winter precipitation rarely 

averages much above one inch in any one month. Thus the soi1 is &en m e n  

to a depth d several feet during the winter because of little snow aiverage. 

CritcMield sumrnarized the necessity of more in-depth assessrnent of the 

climate of the region well by stating that "in no dimate is there more danger in 

the use of statistical averages than in mid-latitude semiand climates" 

(1 966: 1 96). 

5.3 Relationship through space 

Palliser clearly delineated his "semiarid belt" which was to becorne known as the 

Palliser triangle (Palmer, 1990), the area calleci the "prairie dry belt" 

(Jones, 1 987). The centre d this semiarid belt lies in southeast Al berta and 

southwest Saskatchewan (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). In order to measure 

whether the designation was justified the precïpitation figures for a 30 year 

period fmm 1931 to 1960 for 37 kcaions in southem and central Alberta and 

southwestern and central Saskatchewan were mapped. Although precipitation 

figures alone are no indication of suitability for aop production 

(Thomümaite, 1 S48), they do provide an indication of the relative status of one 

area in cornparison 4 t h  anofher. There are many problems assaciated with 

annual precipitation figures since they do not describe the distribution on a 

monthly or, in the case of dryland fanning, on an almost daily basis because, as 

will be shown later, when the precipitation falls is men more important than how 



mudi falls (Gibbs and Maher,1967). The figure of 12 inches of precipitation was 

chosen as the "dry end" of Stone's semiarid definition (McGinnies, 1 969:282).24 

In addition Mackintosh praposed that on the Canadian prairies if the annwl 
predpitation is less than 12 inches, then it is insufficient for crop production 

(1 934). Figure 15 shows the percentage based on number of yean between 

1931 and 1960 when the precipmon was 12 inches or less in the area. From 

an Alberta perspective the driest areas oaxir around Manybemes in the south of 

the study area and the Jenner-Empress area to the north. In both locations the 

percentage of dry yem exceeds 50. In the case af Jenner in 17 of the 30 years 

(57.0 percent) there was less than 1 2 inches of precipitation. In the case of 

Manyberries 16 of the 30 years (53.0 percent) were considered dry while in 

Medicine Hat in between these two locations, in only eight of the 30 years was 

precipitation below 12 inches (27.0 percent). Precipitation figures as low as 

these in Jenner and Manyberries indicate a potential for drought conditions. 

Using any statistical rneasure available for precipitation, southeast Alberta is the 

driest corner of the province and along with southwest Saskatchewan the driest 

area of the prairies. 

5.4 Drought 

The problems of fanning on marginal land and the consequent impact of 

precipibtion are summeâ up very simply by Fite. In the introduction to his essay 

on 'The Great Plains: Promises, Problems and Prospects," he suggested that 

much of the history of the Great Plains cm be wnDtten around the 
uncertain, undependable, and &en destniave weather of the region. 
The cycles of hope and despair, prosperity and poverty have been 
associated with periods of relatively abundant rainfall and severe 
dmugM Other factors such as fam prïces have also MBCf8d the 
region,but nothing has so dominated life on the plains as min or the lad< 
of it (1 979: 1 87). 

24 "Semisrid: Partially arid: on the bas& of rainfall, a region in whidi the mean annual 
rainfall is 12 to 16 inches. and, by some obsenrers, between 10 and 20 inches." R- O. 
Stone "A desert glossary," Eadh-Wmm Review 3 (1967), 21 1-268. 



His assessrnent followed that of Robert Dale presented over a decade earlier at 

a symposium on the Great Plaim. Dale commenting on the clknate of the Great 

Plains, stated: 

the recumng droughts, intersperseci with sedudive rainier periods. are a 
m a l  feature of the Great Plains. The camparatively wet years 
between droughts provide settlers in the Great Plains with a false sense 
of ctimate and invite over+xtension of wheat production and land 
speculation, which require relief measures or emigration from the area 
during the ensuing dry periods (1967:35). 

It is necessary to understand the impact of drought, not simply for the 

phenornenon itseif and what might cause it, but also for its direct impact on the 

settlen and the famiers who live in areas affBCfed by it In addition, how the 

threat of its recunence affects the+ famiing patterns, their lifestyles, and their 

expedations has also to be considered. It is the impact of drought conditions 

on the famers that is as important to histoncal geographers and environmental 

historians as the physical cause of the drought itsel (Cronon, 1992). Drought is 

difficult to define. According to Heathcote "a general and useful definition of 

drought seems to be virtually impossible" (1 969: 1 76). The u s d l  starting point 

might be a "severe water shortage" but that statement in itself presupposes that 

there is a definition of Mat is a suitable amount of water in any partiwlar 

district. Talking to dryland famiers, for example, reveals that provided there is 

sufficient ground water at planüng time, a good wheat crop could easily be 

grown with as little as three inches of rain if it fell at the appropriate times. 

However, thme inches of min during the growing season, that is from late April 

through to the end of August, wouM be considered very dry indeed aven for 

southeast Alberta. Heaaicote suggested that a drought may not be recognized 

as such unless ' k m e  economic setback ocairs as a result of the shortage'' 

(1 969: 176). Going one step further and difierentiating between a metearological 





drought and an agriwltural dmught Chin defined the latter as beginning when 

"vegetation can no longer obtain water h m  aie soi1 rêpidly enough to replace 

that lost to the air by transpiration," in other mxds an agricultural drougM really 

only begins when the soi1 moisture is exhausteci (1978:69). 

Gibbs and Maher (1 967) Stated that rainfall is the best single indicator of 
drought, alaiough they agree that drwght will Vary wïth the nature and intensity 

of the land and the water use- Chakravati reasoned that "since there is no 

universally agreed definiüon of drought, and since the availability of water for 

fanning in the prairie is largely dependent on precipitation," predpitation 

amounts will be the logical ones to use in attempting to determine drwght 

(1976:95). In supporting this view Ripley stated that "sinœ precipitation is the 

dominant frash-water input to the biosphere, meteordogical drought usually 

precedes, and is the originating cause of, ail other categorias of drought" 

(1 98811 ). 

There is no official definition of drought from a provincial perspective in Alberta. 

The decision about what constitutes a drougM and thereby when provincial 

funding is required as a fom of relief is left to the provincial politicians 

(Dzikowski, 1 992). 

In the conted of souüieast Alberta since the amival of the white settlers, drought 

can never be viewed merely as a meteorological phenornem. It has been "a 

ailtufal phenomenon woven into the economic and -al fabric'' of the soc- 
(Dando, 1977: 198). It is a phenomenon to which farrnen have had to adapt to 

survive and it is important to assess the impact of drought conditions on those 

faners over time (Bennett, 1 990; Cronon, 1 992). According !O Chin 

"unsatisfactory distribution of precipitation throughout the year for aap 

germination and crap maturing rnay be as effective a factor in causing drought 



as a shortage in total amount Timely rainfall can terminate an agriailtural 

drought" (1 978:69). 

One of the more successful procedures that has been developed to measure 

drought was devised by Wayne C. Palmer in 1965. its success is based on 

taking into accwnt the nomal weatherfor each area (Felch,1978). Variously 

called the Palmer Index, the Palmer DrougM Index, or the Palmer Draight 

Systems lndex (PDSI),= the procedure "treats dmught severity as a fundion of 

accumulateci weight diierenœs between actual precipitation and the 

precipitation requirement [of the land for agticultural produdionr' (Fieldhouse 

and Palmer, 7 965:4). Provîded that any single iocation can have at least a 30 

year period of meteorological records a monthly PDSl can be calculated. Only 

two locations in the study area have such cantinuous records and they are 

Medicine Hat and Manyberries. Figure 16 shows the PDSl for Medicine Hat 

h m  1890 to 1960. The figure shows Wo "moderate drought" pefiods in the 

1940s,1943 to 1945, and 1948 to 1950 and one period dassified as "much 

wetter than normal" ftom 1951 to 1954. 

Figure 17 shows for Medicine Hat the two decade period of the study in more 
detail with monthly PDSl figures. This graph shows that a period of "moderate" 

to "severe" drought ocaimed between July 1943 and June 1944, and a second 

one, though less severe, between October 1948 and November 1949. If the 

average wtteat yields as recorded at the Alberta Wheat Pool elevator in 

Medicine Hat are supeflmposd as in Figue 18, the relationship between 

precipitation, or the lad< of it and aop yield becornes even more apparent. The 

average wheat yield over the 20 year period was 15.5 bushels per aae. Ouring 

the I M  drought period yields were six bushels in 1943, four bushels in 

25 The terni Palmer DmugM Systems Index (PDSI) is the one used by Chmate 
Adaptation Branch of Environment Canada and is the terni which will be used in this 
research. 



1944 and three bushels in 1945. Similarly for the 1949.50 dry period yields in 

those two years wiere five and seven bushels per acre respedively. 

Figure 19 shows the POSl for Manybemes during the twenty years from 1940 to 

1960. Although the two major dry periods coriespanding to those on the 

Medicine Hat graph are evident here too, there are many more short dry spells 

refiected kt üiis graph than are found in the Medicine Hat one. Where. on the 

Medicine Hat graph, over 39.0 percent of the months show an index of beiow 

normal (94 OM of 240), in the case of Manybemes, that figure is 60.0 percent 

(1 44 out of MO). In the case of wheat yields, from Alberta Wheat Pool figures 

from the Manyberries elevator, in only two yean between 1943 and 1951 did 

yields mach double figures, in 1946 when 12 busbels per acre were hanrested 

and in 1948 when the yield was 10 busheis per acre. Figure 20 shows the 

details of the wheat yields in and around Manybemies. 

5.5 Relationship through time 

Temporally üiere was some slight moderation in precipitation patterns 

particuiarly in the 196ûs. Figures 21 and 22 show the precipitation figures for 

Medicine Hat from 1890 to 1985 using actual annual precipitation amounts 

(Figure 21 ) and a five year running average (Figure 22). The period 

highlighted, from 1931 to 1960, shows that 18 of the 30 years had precipitation 

amounts vuhich were above the 95 year average of 13.2 inches. These figures 

are more significant if they are broken down by decades, as in Table 6. 





FIGURE 17 

MEDICINE HAT - AUGUST 1939 TO JUNE 1960 
PALMER DROUGHT SYSTEM INDEX 



FIGURE 18 

ANNUAL YIELDS PER ACRE OF WHEAT SUPERIMPOSED ON THE PDSl FOR MEûiClNE HAT 



FIGURE 19 

MANYBERRIES - AUGUST 1939 TO JUNE 1960 
PALMER DROUGHT SYSTEM INDEX 



FIGURE 20 

ANNUAL YIELDS PER ACRE OF WHEAT SUPERIMPOSED ON THE PDSl FOR MANYBERRIES 



TABLE 6: Number of years with precipitation above or below long terni 
average (Medicine Hat) 

lnterestingly there were more years with precipitation below the average in the 

decade of the 1940s in Medicine Hat Vian there were in the socalled "dirty 

thirties." Also in eigM cons8cutive years from 1951 to 1958, Medicine Hat had 

precipitation that was above the long terni average, ranging from a high of 

23.39 inches in 1954 to 13-40 inches in 1 957. Figure 21 shows a precipitation 

peak during that period that was only exœeded during the period from 1896 to 

1902. Fmm these figures it would be correct to suggest that improved 

precipitaîion amounts over the s u  years from 1951 to 1956 may well have been 

one of the fadors that contributed to the success of the dryland famiers. 

1951-1960 

5.6 Regional variations 

Although the predpitation figures for Medicine Hat have been used throughout 

aiis chapter as apparently representing the whole study area, it is very important 

to point out the diversity in the distribution of precipitation, and perhaps even 

temperatures, within the region. To illustrate this diversity four stations in 

addition to Medicine Hat have been seledeâ (Figure 23). The locations of 

stations along a north-south axis were fairiy straighfforward as there were two 

stations that had continuous records over the two decades concemed within the 

study area. The north-south axis then cornpriseci Jenner in the norai, Medicine 

Source: Climate Data, Alberta Agriculture, June 1990 
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Hat in the centre and Manybemes in the south. The east-west axis was more 

difficult to detemine. To get cantinuous records it was necessary to go outside 

the reg ion at both ends of the axis. Brooks in the west lies m i i n  the Eastern 

Imgation Distrikt and, thersfore, outside the saidy area, though within 60 miles 

of Medicine Hat In the east Maple Creek is in Saskatchewan but is the closest 

location to the east of Medicine Hat that could be used. 

Correlations were calculateâ fint wing annual temperature statistics. A high 

degree of uniformity was assumed and indeed was found. Over the 20 year 

period from 1941 to 1360 the conelations with Medicine Hat were, Brooks 

(west) 0.81, Maple Creek (east) 0.99, Jenner (north) 0.84 and Manybemies 

(south) 0.97. Such results would suggest a fairly unifonn temperature pattern 

over the whole study area with a slightly lwer correlation associated with the 

irrigation area to the west. 

The annual precipitation figures, however, show a quite different picture. Figure 

15 suggests variations in precipitation patterns throughout the region and this 

pattern is borne out by the correlation of annual precipitation figures berneen 

1941 and 1960. The correlations between the four stations and Medicine Hat 

show the following results, Brooks (west) 0.78, Maple Creek (east) 0.89, Jenner 

(nom) 0.65 and Manyôerries (south) 0.77. These figures suggest that there is 

a wider divemity of precipitation patterns northlsouth than there is eastkest- 

Because of the partiailar importance of precipitation in detemining crop yields, 

it is worth lod<ing at monthly precipitation conelations to see just how wide the 

divergence in precipitation is between Medicine Hat and the other stations. 

Simply stating that the Medicine Hat area receives an average piecipitation of 

13.20 inches in any one year masks a quite difrent pidure from a dry farming 

point of view. 



The rnonthly correlations have been tabulated for convenience in Table 7 and 

Figure 24. The variations over aie mgion are significant- 

Table 7 reveals that in 20 of the 21 years from 1940 to 1960 at least one of the 

four stations had a correlation with Medicine Hat that was below 0-75 and that 

in one-third d the years (seven out of 21) at least one station had a correlation 

that 

TABLE 7: Annual correlation coefficients of monthly precipitation figures with 
various locations and Medicine Hat, 1940-1960. 

L 
1951 0.95 0.29 0.92 0.95 

1952 0.72 0.90 0.81 0-79 

1 053 0.89 0.74 0.78 0-88 

1 051 0.72 0-75 0.83 0.87 

1955 0.79 0.47 0.74 0.65 

1958 0.91 0.93 0.69 0.60 

1957 0.41 0.47 0.27 0.57 

1 958 0.76 0.65 0.59 0.87 

1 959 0.89 0.84 0.52 0.87 

1960 0.67 nia 0.69 0.86 

Source: Climate Data, Alberta Agriculture, June 1990 







Figure 23 Location of five seiecteâ stations for regional weather variations 

w 
South Saskatchewan River 

Manybenies 

Lake 

Mapie Creek 



was less than 0.50. The graph which shows a distribution of the correlations 

confims that any signifiant diversity in pfecipitaüon occurs northlsouth through 

the region rather than eastlinest, with Manybemes sh-ng five of 21 years with 

cmeiafions af less than 0.50, and Jenner with four of 21 years less than 0.50. 

By contrast on the eastkest a i s  Brooks shows only iwo of 21 years below 0.50 

correlation and Maple Creek shows nom. 

These variations in precipitation aaoss the region would suggest a variety of 

difFerent conditions for crop growing and these conditions need more 

investigation. The question of when the pmpitation occurs and its consequent 

impact on crop yieiûs is Ïnteresting. Most of those questioned believed that it 

was spring and early summer precipitation that had the most direct impact on 

crop yield though a number did suggest that the impact of fall moisture on eariy 

germination was also important A study in the brown soi1 zone of southeast 

Alberta and southwest Saskatchewan by the Swift Curent Experimental Station 

released in 1950 looked specifically at the effet3 of the depth of moisture at 

seeding time on yields of wheat The summary of some 224 field tests of 

moisture depth over a twelve year pend is summarized in Table 8. The clear 

indication ftom the study by Janzen and Korben (1 950) is that whatever the 

average precipitation in the three growing months, soi1 moisture can have a 

marked effect on the wheat yield; the deeper the soi1 moisture, the bettet the 

wheat yield. What it does not td<e into accwnt is the significance of when the 

precipitation actuall y falls. 





The question still rernains then whether monthly figures alone give an acwrate 

picture of the efFW on the aop yields or wtiether the distribution of that 

precipitation thmugh the month can have an impact In orûer to indicate aie 

relianœ on timely pmcipitabion the following information was gleaned frorn the 

regional reports appearing sporadically in Medicine Hat Dailv News for 1942. 

Three l d o n s  have been chosen, seleding a nonh/south line thrwgh the 

study area, since the precipitation correlation nortwsouth was the more 

significant of the two. The three locations are Empress in the north, Medicine 

Hat in the centre and Manyberries in the souai (Figure 25). The accompanying 

monthly figures show temperatures and precipitation for each of the three 

locations (Figures 26,27,28,29). 



TABLE 8: Field tests of soi1 moisture and crop yietds 

0-20 

21 -27 

28 - 83 

34-39 

40 - 45 

over 45 

I . 
Source: Jenzen and Korben, 1950 



Figum 25 Map showhg locations of Ernpress. Medicine Hat 
and Manybenies 
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Figure 26 Daily Precipitation and Temperature-May 1942 

Medicine Hat 



Date 

May 1 

May 3 

May 4 

May 8 

May 1 O 

May 11 

May 14 

May 24 

Comrnents from the 

Medicine Hat Daily News 

Sub-soi1 rnoisture content 

deficient 

Seven Persons-rain very 

welcome-small amount of 

moisture will help, but a little 

Wmout min soon the 

situation will becorne serious 

The much hoped for min is 

stiil to be hoped for4he 

water supply a present is 

lwer than it has been for at 

least the past 16 years 

Farmers happy-farmers 

awss the drought belt uf 

solnheastern Alberta wore a 

smile today for the first time 

since spring seeding began- 

only light rains northwards 

LigM snw 

Heavy precipitation-a 

drenching rain-crop 

prospects for the area took 

Precipitation Information 

No rani is recorded in any of 

the ttiree stations 

Manybem'es received 1 -3" 

rain, Medicine Hat 0.67, and 

Empress received no rain. 

A furthet 0.1 5" rain in 

Manybemies, less than 0.1 " in 

Medicine Hat 

Less than 0.1" in both 

Medicine Hat and 

Manybemes 

Just under 0.5" in 

Manybmies, about 0.25" in 

Medicine Hat, and O.in in 



May 25 

May 26 

May 28 

May 30 

May 31 

on a more cheerhil note! 

Prairie land and famland in 

the district had been 

desaiWbed by famers and 

ranchers as the driest in 40 

m m -  

Seven Persans-a very 

beneficial rain-badly 

needed after two days of 

intense heat and wind which 

dried up the very littie 

moisture that was in the soi1 

Additional heavy rains 

fumer brightened the 1942 

crop pidure 

Empress 

1 .S rain in Manybenies, over 

1 .3m in Medicine Hat, and only 

a traœ in Empress 

No min in Manybemes but 

0.25" in Medicine Hat and the 

same in Empress 

Empress reœives a traœ of 

preeïpitation 

0.25" of min in Empress and 

less than 0. 1 * in Medicine Hat 

All three locations had a 

furthet 0.25 to 3.0'' of rain 



Figure 27 Daily Predpitation and Temperature-June 1942 



1 me 
June 1 

June 3 r 
June 4 

June 5 

June 7 

1 

June 9 

June 10 

June 11 

Comments fiorn the 

Medicine Hat Daily News 

Adequate moisture in 

district411 suffice for at 

least three weeks- 

HilddSchuler area, where 

recent rainfall fias b e n  

much Iighter, is the one 

exception 

Goad rainfall in Schuler 

area-very much needed to 

start the iast sown grains 

The southeast is under 

water 

raiwprospects for 1942 crop 

are good ngM naw 

Precipitation Information 

Trace of fain in Medicine Hat 

0.7" of rain in Manybemes, 

0.2" in Medicine Hat, 0.1 " in 

Empress 

1.0'' rain in Medicine Hat and 

0.27" in Empress 

0.9" fain in Manyberries, 0 . r  

in Medicine Hat 

0.36" min in Manyberries 

Trace of Rain in Medicine Hat 

Trace of rain in Medicine Hat, 

0.7' in Empress 

Traœ of rain in Manybemes 

Trace of rain in Medicine Hat, 

just over 0.2 in Empress 

0.2' of min in Manybemes 

and Medicine Hat, a trace in 

Empress 



1 good to excellent condition 1 
June t4 

June 15 

June 16 

June 17 

June 18 

June 19 

June 22 

June 23 

June 24 

June 25 

~ u r k  26 

June 27 

Alberta Wheat P d  reports 

that southeast Alberta has 

the finest crop outlook at the 

present time of any part of 

the province-some wam 

weather would be welcame 

No womes about moisture 

for the crop 

Seven Persons ideal 

growing weather 

Trace of min in Manyberries 

0.15'' rani in Manybemes and 

0-3" in Medicine Hat 

0.Z" of rain in Medicine Hat 

and 0.68'' in Empress 

O *  of min in Empress 

0.7 in Manybemes, 0.3" in 

Medicine Hat, and 0.1 5' in 

Empress 

Less than 0.1" of rainfall at al1 

three locations 

Less than 0.1' rain in 

Medicine Hat 

0.15" rain in Manybemes and 

0.Y in Empress 

2.55" of rain in Manyberries, 

0.6" in Medicine Hat, and 0.7" 

in Empress 

A Iittie less than 0.2" rain in 

Empress 

0.25 rain in Manyberries, 

0.8" in Medicine Hat, and 



June 28 r- 
June 30 C 

1 0.1 5" in Empress 1 

Ii 

Less than 0 2  min in 

1 Medicine Hat 

Seven Person-at we 

need now is some wann 

weather to make the aops l 
wow 

iI 

About 0.1' of min in Empress 



Figure 28 Daily Precipitation and Temperature-July 1 942 



July 5 

July 9 

July 10 I 
July 1 1 

July 12 

July 15 

July 17 

1 July 18 

July 20 r- 
July 23 t 

1 July 24 

Comrnents f i m  the 

Medicine Hat Daily News 

General condition of aops is 

exœptionally good this year 

Major wind damage-despite 

June rains, heat is taking its 

toll 

General rain badly needed 

to fiIl out heads of crops 

Wheat fields are buming up 

in distn'ct-promising crops of 

h m  weeks ago are now 

bumt badly 

Showers and good weather 

have been a relief to the 

Precipitation Information 

0.1 ' min in Empress 

0105" of min in Medicine Hat 

0.2" of rain in Manyberries, 

0.SS rain in Medicine Hat 

Traœ of rain in Medicine Hat 

0.2" rain in both Medicine Hat 

and Empress 

0.1 ' rain in Manyberries, a 

little less than 0.2' in 

Medicine Hat 

Trace of rain in Medicine Hat 

0.28" of min in Medicine Hat 

0.1 5" of fain in Manyberries, 

0.57 in Medicine Hat 



July 25 

July 26 

July 27 

July 28 

July 29 

July 31 

aops but ineff8duaf 

showers in the north 

General rains brought relief- 

timelyif the min hadn't 

corne, the crops wuld have 

been the same as those of 

1939 when kemels never 

properiy filled 

General condition of crop 

fair to good-average yield 

estimated at 12 ta 15 

bushels per acr8-Rose Glen 

wheat buming very badly- 

some of the fields neariy 

gon+crops at Schuler 

better 

Generai showers, 

Manmes 0.27, Medicine 

Hat O S " ,  and Empress 0.28" 

Manybemes 0.3" min, 

Medicine Hat 0.1 7" 

0.3" rain in Manybemes, less 
than 0.1 " in Medicine Hat, 

and just under 0 2  in 

Empress 

0.1 5" of rain in Medicine Hat, 

lem Man O. in in Empress 

0.25" min in Medicine Hat, 
0.2' in Empress 



Daily Precipitation and Temperature- August 1 942 



Date 

August 1 I 
1 August 4 

August 6 

August 7 

August 10 

August 1 1 

- 

August 12 

August 13 t- 
August 19 

August 20 C 

Good uops in the south-20 

bushels per acre Seven 

Persons south to 

Manybefries 

West returns 

disappointing-intensive heat 

has burned wheat-some 

yields 1 O bushels per a- 

others nothing-oeveriy 

disappointing, if not tragic 

Timely rains urgently 

required 

Precïpitaion Information 

Trace of min in Medicine Hat, 

0.1' in Empress 

0.15 of rain in Empress 

0.2" of rain in Medicine Hat 

Less than 0.1 * rain in 

Medicine Hat 

0.1 " rain in Empress 

Trace of rain in Medicine Hat, 

0.1 3" in Empress 

0.5" of min in Medicine Hat. 

0.2" in Empress 

Trace of rain in Manyberries, 

just under O 2  in Medicine 

Hat, 0.1 2" in Ernpress 

0.1" rain in Manyberries and 



August 21 

August 24 

August 25 

August 27 

August 28 

August 29 

August 30 

August 31 

Crops from Whitla to 

Winnifred nnining 25 to 3û 

bushels per amsouth 

towards [Cypress] Hills up to 

30 bushelw~orth of 

Medicine Hat, aops quite 

rate 

Many days showery or 

doudy-season about three 

weeks late 

in Medicine Hat 

Almost 0-2" min in Medicine 

Hat and Empress 

0.2" min in Medicine Hat, 0.1 " 

in Empress 

Trace of ptecipitation in 

Medicine Hat and Empress 

0.2 rain in Manyberries 

O. 1 " rain in Empress, trace in 

Medicine Hat 

0.5" rain in Empress, 0.3" in 

Medicine Hat 

Trace of rani in Manyberries 

and Medicine Hat 



There are a number of interesting lessons that can be leamed ftom the above 

chronology for the growing season 1942 which certainly can be applied to the 

general dry fanning conditions of the prairies and attitudes of the famiers. 

Perhaps the most obvious frorn the reporting in the newspaper is how quickly a 

wind dried or sun bumed crop c m  be tumed around by appropriate 

precipitation, the speQk example being the change of aop assessrnent 

between May 8 and May 10. Such a rapid tran&maüon œrtainly supports 

Chin's earlier comments that a 'Itlimely rainfall c m  terminate an agriailtural 

drought" (1 978:69). Equally there is evidenœ in the reporting of what Bennett 

calls the "cautious," perhaps even psimistic approach toward the aop yield 

(1 969:BS). There are occasions where the crop lodo good; for example, the 

July 9 report rads "general condition of crops is exceptionall y good this year" 

but by July II indications are that the heat is taking its toll, as the result of a 

sequenœ of 10 days with daytime temperatures in the high 80°F range. Such 

rapid changes in the prospects for a good crop are bound to make the dryland 

farmers cautious, certainly not risk-takers. The Meds on the farmers of the 

extreme variability rdected in these nawspaper reports, the absolute reliance 

on the weather with no opportunity to be able ta control it, results in what 

Bennett in his conversation with J.R. Clark calls "psychological 

adaptationl'(Bennett,l 964). As Saarinen points out "even if market conditions 

were stabilued, there w l d  still be a great differenœ in crap and pasture yields 

from year to year due to the wide variation in rainfall from season to season . . . 

tnily here are conditions of great risk and dramatic unœrtainty." (1 966:2) This 

suggests that the famers have become used to variability and tend to be 

almost resigned to seeing a good crop deteriorate before it can be harvested. 

That same resignation can be seen in the comments in the newspaper for 

August 10 where r8fwence is made to 'Yragicl' crop yields. It is an uneven cycle 

of success and failure that leads to this resignation. The famer does his job, 

preparing the ground and seeding the aop, then he has to hand over the next 

phase, the success or failure of that crop, to the weather which can toy with his 



emotions daily before the crop is ready for harvesting. Saarinen's study of 

drougM hazard suggests some of the personality characteristics of Great Plains 

famiers, charaderistics which closely parallel those of the dryland famiers of 

southeast Alberta and which are evident in their determination to survive anâ 

fam the land (1 966:l O4). As Sinclair Ross pointed out in his short story "A 

Field of Wheat," 

[fjor the wheat allowed no respite. Wasting and unending it was 
stf~ggle, struggle against wind and insa%, drought and weeds. Not an 
heroic struggle to give a man courage and resolve, but a frantic 
mavailing one- They were only taunted, driven things; it was the wheat 
that was invincible. . . . (Francis, l989:165). 

The results of the aop yields for 1942 are most interesüng. In Manyberries the 

yields averaged out at 25 bushels an acre, those of any 0 t h  year 

between 1934 and 1951. Those for Medicine Hat averaged 28 bushels an acre 

and those for Empress at 25 bushels per acre. Despite the occasioml 

pessimism after planting, the wheat yield in 1942 was good throughout the 

whole area. 

Variations in the climate during the 1940s and 1950s were within the normal 

pattern for the region and therefore wwld not explain the relative fam stability 

that emerged in swtheast Alberta during the post-war years. The 1940s had 

more years below the long tem precipitation average than did the 1930s and 

the 1950s. Inâeed, 1951 to 1958 proved to be the wettest seven consecutive 

yean in Medicine Hat sinœ 1902. it proved to be an anomaly. however, rather 

than a long temi change, so it is necessary to seek other causes to explain the 

pst-war pr~sperity~ 



Chapter 6 

According to MacPhenon and Thompson 'Wen war broke out in 1939, most 

informed observers [of Canadian prairie agriculture] simply assumed that the 

main effect would be the retum of $3.00 wheat" (19841 1). These prices had, 

after all, occurred during World War 1, in May 191 7, though for most of the rest 

of that war the prices had hovered amnd $2.25 to $2.45 a bushel 

(Fowke, 1957: 169-3 71 ). Such prices, hawever, did not materialize after 1 939; 

indeed the price of wheat only broke the $2.00 per bwhel bamier between 

1 940 and 1960, sp8cifically in 1948 and 1949. Nonetheless, the low prices and 

the large accumulatecl surplus of wheat did motivate the governent to a d  

However, before looking et adaptations which dianged the egriculhrral 

practices in the dry lands of southeast Al berta, it is necéssary to address the 

issue of survival. 

Those who were still dryland faming in 1940 had swived many natural hezards 

and were prepared to bear the losses supported by the underlying belief the 

"next year" would produce that bumper aop which would solve al1 their problems 



(Burnet, 1 959 ). In the ''choice tree of adjustment," Burton, Kates, and White 

(1 993) point out that one of the options is to choose change as a way ta deal 

with the dmught conditions. A brief look at the census statisücs will indicate the 

significanœ of choice of change (Table 9). The statistics show that the number 

of ocaipied fams in Census Divisions (CD) #? and #3 dropped by over 22 

percent betwwn 1921 and 1931, by 16 percent in the area south of Medicine 

Hat (CD #1) and by almost 39 percent in the m a  north to oie Red Deer River 

(CD #3). 

TABLE 9: Ocarpied Fams and Rural Population. 1921-1941 

Census D"sion R1 

Number of occupied 

farms 

Rural population 

Census D M S ~ O ~ ~  #3 

Number of occupied 

f m s  

Rural population 

Census of the Prairie Provinces, 1926 and 1936 

The decrease in the number of ocaipied fams in both CDS is most dramatic 

between 1921 and 1926,23 percent in CD #1 and 46 percent in CD #3, with a 

slight recovery taking place by 1 931. The devastation of what Jones called 'the 

prairie dryland disaster frorn 1 91 7 to 1 926" was doamiented in his books 'We'l l 

al1 be buried dom here.' (1 986) and 'Emipire of D u e  (1 987) and desaibed 

that period of the major abandonment of the dryland in southeast Alberta. From 

a population standpoint the 1930s proved to be a period of slight growth in both 

CDS. Those who chose to change locations, to abandon the land, moved either 



on their own or as a resuk of opting to accept a program that would assist them 

in finding help in other parts of îhe province. The Relief Settlement Plan was 

introduceâ in Alberta in 1932 in order to assist seleded families who wrwld 

otheninse be in receipt of direct relief to -le upon the land with a view to their 

becoming self-supporting. Applications for sual relief resettlement had to be 

submitted to the Advisary Board composeci of representatives of the Dominion 

and Provincial governments and the Colonkation Deprîments of the Canadian 

Pacific and Canadian National raiiways. The numbers being re-settled declined 

significantly as employment conditions improved in the 1940s, down to only 14 

in 1941 (Govemment of Alberta, 1942a:ll). Goman, however, describes the 

program as moving as many as "1,305 familias and 2,216 rail car loads of 

settlers' effedsn from the dried out areas, mainly though not exclusively north of 

the Red Deer River (1 988:gl). 

The ocarpied fam statistics for 1931 through 1 941 show that in southeast 
Al berta the drought, though serious, did not result in further large scale 

abandonment of the land. The farrners chose to bear the losses and remain on 

the land. Tables 9 and 10 show cleariy the stability that ocairrd through the 

"dirty thirties." 

TABLE 10: Famers and Population of the Municipal DistrÏcts of Flowery 
Plains and Forty Mile, 1930-1 939 

F lowery Plains W3 

Number of famers 

Total population 

Forty Mik #64 

Nurnber of fanners 

Total population 

Source: Annual Reports of the Department of Municipal Affairs of the 
Province of Alberta 1931 -1 940 

125 

525 

180 

1 O50 

119 

41 9 

N/A 

MA 

115 

410 

21 5 

1tSO 

125 

550 

200 

1140 

130 

550 

225 

1150 



Oetailed statistics of population in two rnunicipalities in CD #1, narnely Flowery 

Plains and Forty Mile (Table 10) show an interesting pattern through the 1930s. 

CD #1 was subdivided into nine township bl-s for œnsus purposes, only four 

blocks of which were Iisted as Municipal Districts. The rest were lrnprovement 

Districts. Flowery Plains #33 included townships 4 to 6 and ranges 7 to 9 and 

Forty Mile #64 townships 7 to 9 and ranges 10 to 12. Both sets of population 

figures in Table 10 show that though there was oorne variation during the 

decade, by 1939 the total population and the number of farmers were both 

higher than they had been in 1930. 

These were the famers who in Gray's tenns 'Yought the scorching wind, the 

blowing dust, the drouth (sic), hail, frost, grasshoppers and nist fmm one cfop 

failure to another and never gave up" (1 967:vii). 

Before examining factors affwing the survival of dryland famers referenœ 

should be made to the quotation by Gerald Friesen referred to in chaptet 2 of 

this thesis. In that quotation Friesen suggested that the Dominion govemment 

took a signifiant risk in opening up some parts of southeast Alberta to 

settlement In essence he is reflecting the continuing debate, admittedly for a 

much smaller area, that twk plaœ as a result of the divergent reports of 

Palliser and Macain. His staternent, however, was significant enough to be 

included as one requesting comments fmm those responding to the survey 

sinœ, as one of the interviewees suggested '1 don? think that you cm make 

blanket pronounœments and it rather annoys some of my friends some there 

[the Hilda area] Men  people do make these blanket pronounœments that 

nothing in the Palliser Triangle should have been settled." There is value, 



therefore, in assessing how those who actually farmed that land might react to 

such a statement, 

Many of the respondents were quite brusque in their answen suggesting that it 

was the farrners who were taking the risks, not the govemment Staternents 

such as Yhe famers were the hard workets and the risk takers," "I think it was 

the settiers that were taking the great risk, M a t  was the govemment to lose? 

and =the government was taking no rïsK were common. Two respondents even 

suggested that the govemment, in hind sight, did reasonably well out of the 

settlernent by filling unocaipied land with people who "were prepared to work 

and make the land the best they could" and 'the move paid off handsomely." 

Such sentiments expressed by some famers are perhaps best summed up by 

the fo l ldng comment from an interview: 

I dont know aban a risk for the govemment I think ihe people who made 
those decisions would be pretty immune from their effects and I think that 
the people who came out, a lot of them. did suffer and lost their initial 
investment and were very bitter and disillusioned. AI1 over that area 
[arwnd Foremost and Etu'kom] there were farms that had been 
abandoned. People had left because they could not rnake a go of i t  But 
the risk wasn't to the govemment, the govemrnent didn't pay for that, as I 
see it, aie individwls did. 

But several of the respondents had doubts. Three came out strongly supporting 

Friesen's statement Others were a little more cautious suggesting that aie 

statement "was probably ûue, as a large percentage of famers starved out" and 

'it was an unavoidable risk, big trads of land were available with people wanting 

to make a living." Yet othen suggested that though there œrtainly was some 

good land in the area 'if they [the govemment] would have had a Iittle better 

survey of it and not opened up the poor sandy parts it would have saved those 

homesteaders a lot of problems and heart breaks." Perhaps the most poignant 

comment came h m  a mixed farrner who retumed to the area after serving in the 

amed forces in World War II. He suggested 'yes, there were many risks. 



Originally the area as we know it was overpopulated. The risk was that many 

settlers had sacrificeci everything. including their heaith, More  they vacated 

their dream famis." 

The debate over the assessments made by Palliser and Macoun of the 

agricultural value of the land continues. In responding to Palliser's comment 

that Wis area has no agricultural future whatsoever," only one respondent felt 

that Palliser was correct, if he meant that 'it should have been left for ranching 

and sheep." This individual had started out as a dryland farmer but had moved 

gradually into more and more Iivestock and believed ranching was a more 

economic and suitable aaivity for his area, to the south and west of the British 

Block. Seven other respondents agreed that FaIlisets assessrnent was 

partially right Some indicated that 'in a dry year it would appear so." Others 

suggested that since Palliser 'had never put a plow (sic) to the soi1 . . . he 

lacked any significant knowledge as to productivity' and that 'too many were 

allowed to seffle - . . fanners needed a minimum of two sections to survive." 

The majonty, huwever, simply believed that Palliser was m n g ;  that the 

statement was Yalsen, and that they adisagreed." For those who elaborated on 

their response the vast majonty talked about good faming pradices, 'suitable 

fanning rnethods and machinery" or 'good management" being a neœssary 

prerequisite to succes. The land, they claimed, was good fanning land and 

statements like 'it will produce mare grain per acre on less rainfall than 

anywtiere in Alberte,' "the land is easy to fim (no rocks) and has b e n  very 

productive since mechanized methods have been used and 'a large number of 

people make a very good living on this lanB echo through the mponses. But 

t h e  is also a caution, well expressed by one of the respondents. It was his 

contention that 'the soi1 rnainly proves quite fertile when suffident rain or 

irrigation is available. The opportuiity for a livelihood must be crafted to many, 



many small segments in this triangle. It is not a get rich quick area raising only 

wheat" 

The responses to Macoun's statement that this "will yet be k m  as one of the 

best wheatlandsm revealed some signifiant reservations. Only two gave the 

comment unqualifieci acoeptanœ and only one totally disagreed. The remainder 

added riders, most of which centfed around an adequate moisture supply; for 

example, 'if the rain cornes at the nght time there is no better faming area," or 

%th the tight amount of rain in this area we can produœ the world's best wheat 

and probably at the cheapest pria," or 'only in wet years." There is a definite 

feeling expressecl by many that the land they fanned, given the nght 

circumstanœs, grew gaod wheat Statements such as 'it always had producecl 

good quality yields, not ahvays quantity but always quality," 'this [land] has 

grown a lot of goad wheat over the years, mostly al1 #1 or #2 gradeu and "much 

of the best hard wheat is grown in this are# reinfomed a belief amongst the 

rnajority of those who farmed aial though Macoun's statement rnight have been a 

little 'overly optirnistic," it nevertheless reflected what many of them felt. 

So, despite this debate, the potential of the majonty of the land is never really 

in douM; however, for all respondents agreed that with adequate precipitation at 

the right time the land would produce good crops. The keys, of course, were 

"adequate precipitation" and "at the ngM timem and it is those "annual 

unoertainties' that aeated the continuing debate over the merits of the dryland 

faming in the area. 

The 1941 Census gives some indication of the diffiailt ciraimstances fadng 

many famers by the time the "dirty thirties" were over. Of the 4,107 fams in CD 

#1, 31 percent reported mortgage debts and over 15 percent indicated liens 

against crops, livestock and equipment The picture was similar in CD #3 where 

27 percent of the fams reported mortgage debts and over 23 percent indicated 



liens. Certainly between 1936 and 1941 some famw were abandoned but the 

extent of the abandonment, less man one percent in each CD, was small in 

cornparison to H a t  happenecl between 1921 and 1926. 

So what factors drove this will to survive? Thwe must have been Mer ail, 

motives other than economic rationaMy involved in the decisionniaking 

processes of those who suwived (Golledge, Brown, and Williamson, 1972). A 

former assistant district agriwlturalist in the area, Mel Camem (1 994) argued 

that many of the dryland fanners in the southeast were short terni decision- 

makers who believed that once they had "got the fann" they had achieved their 

long-terni goal. Question 28 of the survey asked respondents to rank on a four- 

point sale from 1 (not important), to 4 (very important), five reasons for staying 

on the land during the "dirty thirües." The individual rankings were Vien added 

together and divided by the number of respondents to decide the final rankings 

of the five reasons. The two highest ranking reasons were economic secunty 

(3.36), which supporteci Cameron's belief, and the will to succeed (3.32). Most 

of the respondents believed that despite Mures the land provided security and 

that despite everything that had happened the land would produce good cmps. 

It is this optimisrn about the next aop being a bumper one that led to the area 

k ing popularly referred to as "next year country." 

The belief presented by Bumet (1951) 'that every uop they planted might be a 

'million dollar uop," elicited a large number of positive responses. None of the 

respondents disputed the statement and many suggested that farrners in the 

area süll think that way and that %me years it tums out that way." Others 

showed their conbinuing faith in the potential ofthe land with staternents such as 

Yanners have faith in the land, if catastrophe strikes this year, then we'll live for 

next year.' Others suggested the statement refiected the 'hopen on which the 

farming was based. Still others argued that it was part of the optimistic, positive 

attitude of the famer with statements such as Were was never a more optimistic 



person than a drylancier" or "we always had a positive outlod< for the following 

year." There wss a finnly entrenched belief that ttie land would produce given 

the rigM set of circumstances but equally that it was necessary to persevere, 

that "you have to stay at it year Mer year to make it go" and had to exhibit 

ingenuity and detemination, men by gambl ing 'Wh their rnoney, their families 

or their lives [and] sametimes with very Iimited other oppdunities." 

Reading many of the local histories, one of the primary attractions, particularly 

for settlers fnmi eastem Europe. was ownership of land. They had b e n  

encouraged to corn to the west in the belief, supported by promotional, 

'booster." literature. that ftee land was available. They had heard "of virgin 

fertile land to be had free in Canada where fortunes could be made faming" 

(Hilda,1974:68). The homesteaders came "in search of land on whidi to build a 

home. a land that promised a future, a new land with freedom to expand and 

bting up a family" (Wedeman, l973:Zl). 

As one inteMewee put it, refemmng to her famer. 'I never heard him say that it 

was a mistake [to move to the fami]. I think he thought that the land had 

something to give and land was a very important thing. if you had land you had 

something. Yes I think the land meant a great deal to him reaily-" 

Another interviewee described the Russian Geman people in particular who 

settled in southeast Alberta and souttiwest Saskatchewan as 

a hard working people . . . you will fhd Mat many times the Russian 
Genans were able to settle an area that anyone else would have 
abandoneci. They were twgh. The Russians in some places [claimed] 
. . . that the Gemans can tum a desert into productive land . . . they were 
of the soil, with the soi1 (Grimm,1995). 

A third reason listed was the belief that the fanners could not Mord to leave the 

land (2.73), that since al1 their assets were tied up in land, animals and 



machinery it was not possible simply to move away. Besides there was pride in 

Vie ownership of the land and signifiant communïty support which tied people 

to the land. The final two reasons were attachment to place (2.42) and social 

status provided by aming land (2.03). These two reasons for staying were 

ranked as not very impoitant by most of the respondents though in both cases 

certain individuals ranked either one more highly than the average. Reading 

the local histories there is litüe doubt that one of the initial attractions in the 

homesteading procBss had been family connections, seMing close to frïends or 

relatives or dose to people of the m e  ethnic, and even in some cases, 

religious background. Hawever, over time these were not important reasons for 

staying put 

A second question relating specifically to reasons for survival was question 30. 

In this question the respondents were asked whether there was a specific 

personal quality to which the survival instinct might be tied. They were given 

four possibilities and could mark more than one and a blank space was 

provided to add any additional ones. The rnost popilai of the four listed 

qualities was previous experienœ, followed very closely by pride. By "previous 

experience" some rneant their own or their parents' dry fming experience in 

North Dakota H i l e  others refemed to faming in Southem Russia. As one 

respondent put it "Grandad famed in Souaiem Russia under similar 

conditions." As was indicated in the introdudion al1 but one of those surveyed 

and intenriewed were bom and r a i d  in the area. They were raised as dryland 

famiers, taught the dryland faning pradices by their parents, relatives and 

neighbours, and in the vast majority of the cases took over the original 

homestead and additional acquired land when their parents died, or moved ofF 

the land into town. For them previous faming experience also mant leaming 

by praaice. As one of the interviewees stated, they leamed to fam 'an 

extensive tract of land with methods you know and understand and that you 



have figured out how to put together." Using that knowledge may well make 

these individuals successful dryland famrers. 

Kloberdanz, in his work on the Volga Gemans, refend to "latitude pullN as a 

reason why immigrants are d m  to new amas that possess the same climatic 

features as those of their homeland (19ûO:61). Familiarity with the land and, to 

some degree, wiai the dimate provided a definite advantage. Pride was also 

important, not only in owning the land but also in making it productive; it was, as 

one intewiewee put it "my land, my mots, my space," providing a kind of spatial 

fteedom. There was also the desire to build up a fami for Mure generations, of 

developing the land 'Tor their sons, that they should stay with agriculture was 

very important." Only a few of the respondents Iisted ethnic background as a 

reason for surviving, though it was more prominent with those who had amved 

later from eastem Europe, in the 191 0s and l9ZOs. either direct or via the 

United States. Even fewer respondents listed stubbomness as a factor though, 

on reflection, the terni may well have had negaüve connotations for some 

people. Under the category "othef ', the respanses wuld be categorized under 

three headings: 

(1 faith in the land, with comments such as "the opportunity 

was here if the economy would tum around," "1 felt sure 

I could make a living here," and "my parents loved the land 

and sa do we." 

(2) faith in themselves, with wmrnents such as "my parents 

succeeded because of their upbringing," 'ke were happy 

Ming mixed famiers," 'bue didn't really want to do anything 

else," "belief in hard worlc," ''no other training but farming," 

and 'Yaith in Our own ability." 

(3) religious faith, "closeness to nature, dependence on God." 



Bennett summed up the "survivors" by suggesting that there were a number of 

fadors worknig together, "their obligations to their families, and the prohibitive 

cosi of moving large families out of the region; their ability to curb ambition; 

the& patience and fnrgality" (1 969:216). He believed that these suwivors 

pradiced Velayed gratification" fw a generation and aien todc advantage of 

the irnpravements in aie post-World War II penod. He also maintaineci that they 

manipulated their environment, using 1 for their omi purposes, "cwwtantly 

transfoming nature into natural remmes* (1 969: 19). 

6.3 Farm labour 

Census information for CD #l and CD #F3 show that in 1936, 51 -2 percent of al1 
fann labour was dassified as that provided by members of the family, and 

almost 9û percent of that was listed as male labour. Those figures are matched 

fairly dosely by the answers provided by survey respondents. When asked "did 

the family provide sufficient labour year round to operate the famir, 55 percent 

responded that they did and 45 percent indicated that wkide help was needed. 

Of the latter group approximately two-thirds classed that labour as outside paid 

labour and one third as unpaid assistance from neighbours. In the category of 

outside paid labour the majority indicated that they employed hired men, usually 

year round, one even indicating that they had the same hired man for 23 years, 

another indicating that the man was hired because he was 'too old for military 

serviceu and a third hired a Dut& immigrant to work on the fann in 1951. Rates 

of pay in 1940 ranged from S i  -00. to $2.00 per day plus board and m m .  to 

$4.00 or $5.00 per day for local assistance where no board or m m  was 

required. By 1950 those rates of pay had increased in most cases to between 

$5.00 and $7.00 per day plus board and r o m  for regular hired workers and 

between 58-00 and $9.00 per day for local assistance, rising to $1 0.00 per day, 

or $1 -00 and $1 -50 per hour in 1956. The hired men usually were employed 



year round on seeding, cultivating, harvesting and summerfallowing while daily 

labour was employed primarily at hawest time in threshing aews. ûften 

neighbours would Save money by exchanging labour and working on one 

another's threshing wewst Viaigh by the 1950s the amival of the combine 

harvesters meant that, for the most part, the threshing bees were a thing of the 

past- 

In order to eam sufficient money for the family to survive on the fam it was 

&en neœssary for the fanners, or members of the family to spend some time 

each year 'wwking o t f ,  that is working away from the fann and usually, Mile 

doing ais wofk, living away from the fann too. In 1940 approximately one 

quarter of ail fanners spent some time off the fam. In Umt same year a national 

registration twk  place of al1 1 Syearolds and campulsory military training 

began. There was a signifiant movement from the farrns to the cities and 

toms where, in addition to al1 the other attractions there was an "expansion of 

industrial production to meet avilian and military requirements" (Britnell and 

Fowke. 1 962: 177). By Mar& 1941, military service for fann workers was 

postponed wherever it was felt that such service would jeopardize food 

production. An example of such a postpanement cornes f m  an interviewee 

who told of a War department man out of Regina" who came to examine his 

farrning operation in the Schuler area. Mer following the farmer around al1 day 

and eventually having supper *th him at 9 pm, the visitor stated "there'll be no 

more notices coming to you to corne to the reauiting office, you will stay here 

and raise food for the nation." 

Any impact of labour shortages on the dryland fams wcis not really felt until 

1942. A report in the Medicine Hat Dailv New in 1941 stated that 'famers with 

large families are seIf-suffident in harvest matters but fam labour demand 

otherwise is being taken care of by transient workers arriving in the district. 

Daily wage at present Mered is $3.00" (August 9, 1941 ). For many of the 



smaller famiers, if labour was scarce during the national emergency they 

retumed to the strong sense of community that had developed during the dry 

years. They helped one anoüier. lncreased and speedier mobility, resulting 

from more available transportation, provided an added benefit As one survey 

respondent reportecl mdue to the shortage of labour during the war it was 

necessary to help each other et the busy ümes of the year.' However, that was 

really only an answer for the smaller fans. 

For the majority of farmers the really serious shortages began in both labour 

and machinery in 1942. The 1942 annual report of the Alberta Department of 

Agriculture ciaimed that the problem was that 'farrn wages are not high enough 

to retain men on the fann in cornpetition with wages offered elsewhere and the 

freezing order of March 23, 1942, has not appeared to have been wholly 

effective in keeping men in agriculture . . . the labour situation continues to be a 

major problern facing the famiers" (Govemment of Alberta, 19436445). In that 

year the aAgricultural Division of the National Selective Service established the 

DominionProvincial Fam Labour Program" (Isern, 1 982: 1 86). The aim of the 

program was to ensure that there were sufficient workers available particularly 

for harvest üme. As mentioned earlier, additional regulations passed in 1942 

attempted to *freezen the farm labour on the fam, allowing work off the farm 

only for 60 days in any year. For a longer period, a permit was needed. Many 

farmers then found work off the fam during the winter months but had to retum 

to the land by certain dates. But there were some real conœms. A report 

stated 'the problem of manpower is a serious one on the famis and will 

continue until some rneans is devised to utilke the available labar (sic) in the 

most efFicient manner." In a brief subrnitted in 1942 by the Alberta Fanners' 

Union several suggestions were made 'in hope of ameliorating what has m e  

26 An untitled. undatecl and unsigned three page document in 'Y iscellaneous notes, 
papers and correspondence re: agricuîtural affairs in Alberta, c 1942-1947. P M  
68.328 94. 



to be a desperate situation and not wwth any thought that they will provide an 

efiactive remedy." The bnef Iists six remedies induding free transportation for 

farm labour to wherever it is neded. the exemption of young men fnxn amiy 

senrice unül the harvest is in, the use of 'm criminab and of sJap" labour, 

the employment of elevator agents in aie fields and delaying the Hart of high 

school until the harvest is in? T w  similar recomrnendations h m  a cornmittee 

established in 1942 by the Alberta Fedsration of AgrÏculture were sent to the 

Minister of Agriculture. The cornmittee mprised representatives of the 

provincial Department of Agriculture, the local Mœrs of the Unemployment 

Insurance Commission, the Alberta Federation of Agriculture and other 

organizations. The recomrnendations paralleled two of those from the Alberta 

Fanners' Union. They were: 
1. requesting the Minister of National Defenœ to grant furloughs 

to the members of the Armed Forces stationed in Canada 

possessing farm experienœ, in order that these may work in the 

hanrest fields, and 

2. petitioning the Minister of Education to defer the opening of high 

schwls until October ist, that the older boys and some of the girls 

of the province may assist directly or indirectly, in bringing in the 

a0p.a 

The 1943 annual repart of the Department of Agriculture explained that 'during 

the late Fall an effort has been made to encourage men who are not needed on 

fams during the winter to take employment in essential industries such as 

mining, logging etc. Pemits given to these men expire on March 31, 1944, thus 

assuring that they will be retming to the farms for spring wrK (Government of 

n A h m g e  unâateâ 'Brief submitted by tha Alberta Fanners' Union wiM suggestions 
for alleviaîîng lahr sitortage for hawesting this cmp.' Presumably the bfief was 
submitted to the Alberta govemment. P AA 68.328 94. 
28 Letter minen by E.W.Bnnuden, secretary, on behaif of the directors. Alberta 
Federation of Agricuiture to the Minister of AgBcukure, August 7,1942. PAA 68.328 94 



Al berta, 1 944a: 1 1 ). The newiy appointed district agriculturalist for the Medicine 

Hat area, J.W-Taylor, reporteci in the 1944 annual report that that year was the 

second conSBCUfiSBCUfive dry one in the dis- and 'in co-operation with the National 

Seledive Service, 340 farmers were issued pennits for winter employrnent in 

essential wwk These were absorbed by local industries'' (Govemment of 

Alberta, l945a:gO). The Medicine Hat Daiiv News, April 14, 1943, reinforced 

the return to the land reportïng aall fann labour mu& retum to that industry" and 

again on March 25,1944, 'agriwltural workers must retum to the land by March 

31 '" and finally April13,1945, the paper announced 'the f m  wotkers are 

streaming back to jobs on the land, retuming in Alberta from bush work and 

fmm industrial plants.' 

TABLE Il: Yieldsperaaeofwheat in bushels-variow locations, 1941-1947 

Schuler 

Walsh 

Irvine 
Seven Pemns 

Whiüa 
Manybemes 

Ekikom 

Orion 

Fommost 

Em- 
Jenner 
Hilda 

Nemiscam 

AVERAGE 

VELD 

3 

3 
3 

1 

3 
4 

3 
3 

8 

2 

3 

4 

3.3 

ieat Pool 



With reasonable hanrests in 1941, 1942 and 1943 (Table 1 1 ) averaging 

1 5 -8, 1 3.0 and 23.2 bushels per acre respective1 y, the need for harvest 

assistance was signifiant Thmghout 1942 and 1943, the Medicine Hat Dailv 

News reported 'labour shortages for harvest? (August 25, l942), L inen help - 
harvest mps' (November 25,1942), 'continuecl dernand for agriculhnal help" 

(June 21,1943) and 'soldiers available for 1943 harvest? (July 21, 1943). 

In 1943 the provincial govemment created a 'Famfor-Victory" program and set 

up community cornmittees to oversee the program. Part of the rssponsibility of 

those cornmittees was 'to assist in the distribution of fam workers, and to deal 

as vueII with other problems pertaining ta farm labour" (Govemment of Alberta, 

1944a:64-65). However the succeeding years proved le- demanding with 

yields averaging 5.0 kishels per acre in 1944,4.0 bushels par acre in 1945, 3.3 

bushels per acre in 1946 and 8.4 bushels per acre in 1947, with the result that 

the demand for assistance at harvest time diminished. Before the yields would 

pick up again in 1951, the need for transient human labour for harvesting had 

been replaced in large measure by machines. 

As early as 1942 there was talk in the agricultural subcommittee of the Joint 

Econornic Cornmittees established by the United States and Canada of the 

shortages of labour and rnachinery and in particular of 'the need for more 

efficient use of wheat hanresting machinerf (Isem, t 982: 187). However, it 

w l d  be 1946 before cross-border harvesting was pennitted, with equipment 

going from Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba south into the United States 

and even later, according to the annual reports of the Department of 

Agriculture, More U.S. equipment came north specifically into Alberta: 

Six famers, two trucks and two combines (self-propelled, 1 4 foat) left 
Granlea and plan to harvest in Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, South and 
North Dakota and retum home. [Medicine Hat Dailv News, June 12, 
1946). 



Alberta combines to help U S  harvest The rates for straight combining in 
the US. are from 53-00 to $5.00 pet acre while rates in southem Alberta 
fun between $1 -25 and $2.50 depending on yields. (Ibrid, July 27, 1 946). 

The 1952 annual report sbted This year for the first tirne grain combines 

entered Canada hwn the U.S. for custorn combining in this province . . . pennits 

were granteci for entry of 33 machines mich operated south and east of 

Calgav (Govemrnent of Alberta, 1953:m). Apparently 9 1 combines from the 

US. harvested in Alberta in 1955 and 29 in 1956, though by 1960, as uop 

yields deteriorated only five U.S. hanresters came to the province. 

On March 31, 1946, the Dominion-Provincial Fann Labour Agreement was 

terminated. The assessrnent of the program appeafed in the 1945 annual 

report of the Department of Agriwlture where the agreement was termed 

'eminently satisfadory. It is doubtfi~l if, under the cirwmstanœs, a more 

effective method could have been devised to serve the farmers of the Province" 

(Govemment of Alberta, 1 947:77). 

The medianical changes were wming. The newspaper tnimpeted the arriva1 of 

the seW-propelled combine in the Hilda area in July 1947 (Medicine Hat Daily 

News, July 16,1947). In the same month a report from Rose Glen [on the road 

from Medicine Hat to Schuler] stateâ that Yanners are busy getting headers and 

threshing outfits in readiness for the wming harvest Many of the farmers will 

be heading and threshing at the same time. This operation lessens the amount 

of handling and reduœs the cwt of labor (sic)' (lbid, July 23, 1947). 

As machinery became more available and Mordable, the transient fann labour 

problems of the early 1940s lesseneâ. Even as early as 1946 the percentage 

of the fam work being undertaken by family members had increased to 83.0 

percent Hired labour dedinecl by 71 percent between 1 936 and 1 950 in CD #1 



and by almost 50 percent during the same period in CD #3. Neither the need for 

"off-fami" work nor the need for hired labour entiraly disappeareâ dunng the 

period 1940 to 1960 but with wheat yields mging from 14 to 28 bushels an acre 

through the early 1950~~ the amount of 'off-fam,' non-agricultural wwk certainly 

lessened ainsiderably and 'Yhe vast improvement in harvesting machines and 

harvest methods . . . resulted in a marked decrease in seasonal requirements for 

fam labour" (Shaw and GilstorF, 19Sk9). That did not mean that as the fann 

grew in ske there was not need for permanent paid fami labour. By 1956,41 .O 

percent of the famers in the new CD #l indicated they employed full-time paid 

labour over and above the unpaid family labour which wntinued to contribute 

significantly to the success of the fam. 

The 1960 annual report of the Department of Agriculture summed up the state of 

farm labour by that date: 

Prominent among the changes in Alberta's Agtiwltural Econamy has 
been the significant change in the f m  labour picture. Transient and 
general farm labourers have decreased in numben to the degree that 
they are of little economic importance. Workers fonnerly depending on 
mis type af employment preferred the apparent benefits of urban jobs with 
their shorter hours and unemployrnent payments. Fami labour wae 
supplied, on the fami, by fam families using their own resourœs, taking 
advantage of labour saving equiprnent, and more pawerful machines. 
Neighbours and emenced fami workers in local urban centres are now 
depended on to help with peak labour requirements (Govemment of 
Alberta, 1961 a: 125). 



6.3.1 The role of the women and children 

In a traditionally male dominated rural the work of women and children, 

in partiadar, wwld not likely be considered under the census category as part 

of the fam work force. Much of the survival through the 1930s had a more 

practical aspect primarily seen in the importance of the family and the role that 

the womm and diildren played in ensufing survival. Aloiwgh not a question in 

the survey, the role of the wornen became well M n e d  both in interviews and 

when reading the local histories. Not a h y s  clearly spelled out, individual 

references to the role of the mother or the wife revealed that in some cases, at 

least, that role was significantly more Vian that of the traditional housewife. In 

many cases f i  work was quite foreign to the women who came and 

homesteaded: 

when she was out on the prairie picking up buffalo chips forfirewood with 
her bare hands, aad<ed and bleeding, with three little children hanging 
on to her skirts, she used to wonder Mat  had possessed her to bave 
her niœ cornforta ble home (Wedeman, 1 Q?3:38). 

I'm sure many times mother must have wished she was back in Scotland, 
but wifh hard times and no money and five children to keep her busy she 
contmted herseff by talking about scem bad< home 
(Buttenniick, 1 975375). 

There is no doubt that the hardship of dryland famiing took its toll on m e n  

who were expeded rot only to be rnothers and hous8~1~ves but also to do their 

share of the fam 'chores.' This ability to be a partner in the farming operation 

was a recognized role for the women, pitching in when needed. One of the 

interviewees in talking about the mie of the wornan stated 

we got married in 1942 and, of course, she was a school teacher at the 
time but she helped with everything. She could do just about everything I 



could do. She would run the tractors, and swathers and everything else 
and pi& Stones even. 

This partnership role is repeated in many of the local histories, 

mother, with the starnina of a pioneer woman, helped stack at headernig 
time, raised an abundance of garden vegetables, bumed thistles and 
milked many cows . . . she also made butter which they would take to 
town in bade fw grocisties (Medeman, 1 S73:Sl); 

mother helped dong with field work, as we did, picking and harvesting. 
There was work for all even caying plow shares to the blacksmith's shop 
(Hilda, 1 974: 1 74); 

one time during hanrest I drove four horses on a binder. I had never 
driven four horses More  but I must have mastered the art because that 
night at supper time, Mr. Broten said "1 didn't know I mamed a teamstet' 
(Iddesleigh, 1 961 :35); 

The sometimes short growing season and the possibility of early froas 
made the fall a rough üme indeed and Men this busy mother found 
herseif hitching up a team for harvesting while husband, John, hauled the 
wheat to Orion in a grain-wagon with another team 
(Manybenies,1983:111). 

In partiwlarly bad years. economically, it was &en mœssary for the man to 

"work out," that is to lave the farm for a period d time and find a job elsewhere. 

In alrnost al1 cases the wife and family would stay on the fam and maintain it- 

This resulted in some cases in the woman carrying out the tasks around the fam 

usually perfomied by the husband: 

he went back to Regina in the fall to wrk again. Mrs. Bauer stayed on 
the homestead during the wintei (Wiedernan11973:1 5); 

my dad went out west harvesting in the fall to eam some money, mile 
mother stayed home and milked some cows which supplied the groceries 
and clothing (/&id. : 1 O); 



the women were left at home to look after the diildren and the fam. 
Some of them had many hardships while their husbands were away 
(lbid-:181); 

Dad had ta go to North Dakota to wofk, as there wasn't any crop that year 
and therefore no money for neœssary things. Mdher was carrying on 
with the work left behind, and decided to do summer fallmnhng, using oiree 
horses and a disc (Hilda,1974:45); 

then f i e r  retumed to Calgary to work When he had eamed $8û.ûû he 
sent mother the money. She bought a cow. for milk, from Fred Zoner of 
Hatton, Saskatchewan . . . during the sunmer mnths rnother used clay 
and straw to plaster the inside, the outside and the roof of the house. 
That fall, #ter harvest, she hauled same wheat to the elevator at lrvine 
(lbid- : 56); 

my father soon went to Calgary to earn money ta take care of his family. 
My mother and I [Charlotte] were the famers, with the h8lp of the two 
Heine brothers (/&id.: 1 28). 

In the rnost extreme cases, on the deaths of their husbands, some women 

attempted to carry on with the homestead with help not only from their children 

but also from neighbours: 

John died . . . Maria stniggled on the fann, the youngest chiid two, and 
the oldest fAeen, seven in all. Joseph left school to work to bfing in 
revenue. John, quite small, with the oldest girl. Annie. and Mm. 
Andreseck, worked the fann (Wiedeman, 197334); 

In June . . . Karl passed away after a short illness. The crops were poor, 
but I stayed on the fam w i i  the four younger children until1937 
(\Md. : 59); 

My father helped me put in my aop which tumed into a bumper harvest. 
With hired help and neighbom assisting, I managed to f a n  for two years 
as a widow ( Hilda, 1 974: 1 1 0). 

The role played by women in the homesteading and the development of these 

fams is &en neglected simply by default Perhaps that role is best summed up 

by one of the interviewees who stated: 



samethes we Say behind every successful famier there's a good wife . . . 
for famien at that the,  if the wife didn't help them, they weren't 
successfi~l- mat is ail thete is to it, 

There is no doubt that in attempting to assess how and why the dryland fannen 

survived into the 1940s a very signifiant amount of aedit has to go to their 

women without whose labour and drive many of the family fams certainly would 

not have survived- 

An equally important role in the survival process was the availability of nocost 
labour in the fom of children. The many chores so essential for oie simple 

maintenance of the fam and the land could not possibly have besn cam-ed out 

by one man- Although some hiring of extra help might be a possibility, for most 

dryland famers the work of the children made it possible to continue operating 

the unit since "the income off the fatm was aRen (sic) very meagre in the dry 

years" (Wiedeman, 1973:4). The 1943 annual report of the Department of - 
Agriculture recognized the value of children's labour with regard to the survival 

of the fam. It reports rhat surveys reveal that 7,366 boys and girls assisted with 

the harvest for a period of at least two weeks between September 1 and October 

10 . . . this is a source of labour which made a very substantial contribution to 

the harvesting of aie 1 943 uopD (Govemment of Alberta, l944a:ll). 

The implication in some of the local family histories is that a large family was 

essential, "they also reared a family of four boys (one set af Wns) and two girls 

to help IigMen their work" (Wiedeman, 1 973:W ). In most cases the chores were 

routine and each child was designated some, 'tve tried to cope as best we could 

with the houseuwrk and what chares we could do and gradually we were able to 

hel p mai the field work as well" ( l M :  1 83). However, if there was a single dr ild, 

or if the diildren were al1 girls, the expectation of help could becorne onenxs: 



I [Inga] was the only child so I had to help with al1 Vie work We al1 
worked together helping one anoaisr . . . I remember one spring, just as 
seeding had starteci, dad got blood poisoning in the middle of his hand. I 
was e>cpeded to put the aop in. We had horses to work *th so dad had 
to explain everything to me. I got the m p s  in al1 right, but what an 
experienœ for me k ing a girl (lbid.:l21). 

1, Bertha, being the oldest, had to help with oie farm work. plowing and 
hananing, al= chopping oats for fead (Hilda, 1 974236); 

My sister, Amanda, and I wed to help dad with the farming operations, by 
driving four horses on the hanmm or a plow (ibid.:274). 

There can be no question that the assumption of basic chores such as feeding 

animais, picking rocks and generally helping around the farm, and later, as the 

children grew, helping with seeding, ploughing and harvesting, al1 provided a no- 

cost mechanisrn for ruming the fann unit and made the difference in difficult 

yeam between survival and abandonment So the involvement of al1 the family 

in the day-to-day operaüon of the single family farm conûïbuted significantly to 

its survival. 

6.4 Additional work 

Another survival technique adopted by those wanting to stay on the land 

involved eaming cash by taking additional jobs. It appears "pradically every 

homesteader had a practised skill in addition to farming" (Bennett and 

Kohl, 197521 ). Of those suveyed 57 percent indicated that they took jobs M the 

fann to eam additional cash. The majority of the ta* were local fann related 

tasks such as wstom tilling , seeding , harvesting, threshing , or cumbining, for 

neighbours who did not have their own machinery. Som were local service jobs 

such as "hauling" mail, wstom tnicking af grain and coal, driving a school bus, 

drilling water wells, fencing land, ploughing fireguards or working as the local 



blacksmith or carpenter- Some spent profitable time hunting and trapping 

coyotes, badgers and weasels and selling the pelts. 

Other jobs involved time spent away from the fam, knawn as k rk ing  out,' as 

mentioned above (page 145). Approximately 20.0 percent of those surveyed 

indicated that some member of the family went harvesting to other parts of 

Alberta and Saskatchewan, hiring out their labour. The crops between 1944 

and 1948 in most localities in southeast Alberta were so poor that fanners lef€ 

after their own hanrest was completed and went to other fanns to help out as 

hired labour. For example, in the Schuler-Hilda districts yields of spring wheat 

between 1944 and 1947 were in the three to six bwhels an acre range (see 

Table 1 O), so it was not surprishg to read reports such as: 

quite a number of young farmers around here went north and west for 
harvest work as most of the work is over in the district, with aops very 
poor (Medicine Hat Daily News, September 16, 1944); 

Andrew Krassman and sons Bill and Vic went to Carbon, Alberta, for 
harvest wwk and Ben Weisgerber left Tuesday for harvest work (Md-, 
September 21,1944); and 

most of the young men are away assisting in the harvest out west and 
north (Ibid., October 5, 1 944). 

The annual reports of the Department of Agriculture provided additional 

evidenœ of this 'off-fam" work. In 1943, for example, the report stated 'over 

200 fanners from the south-eastem part of the Province, wtiere aops were poor, 

were recniited and given transportation to other areas" to assist with the harvest 

(Govemment of Alberta, 1944#a:65). And again in 1945, "300 harvest hands from 

the south east part of the Province were given transportation to distrWs faraier 

norai when they had harvested their own aop . . . but on account of a relatively 

short crop in most districts the demand was not urgent" (lbEd.,1946a:73). The 

need for 'off-fam' work continued into the early 1950s and in 1950 the census 



reported 14 percent still claiming to be taknrg such employrnent, though by 1956 

that figure had dropped to only 7.1 percent 

Oaiers took jobs relateâ to previously leamed trades as in the case of Anton 

Gatner who, in 1920, SOM hîs shoe and hamess repair business in Napoleon, 

North Dakota, for "brïghter prospeds" in Canada. As World War II began: 

Dad went off to help lay cernent for the local airport outside Medicine Hat 
Later he worked at the Bullivant Shoe and Repair Shop in his old trade, 
spending months at a time away from us. This work enablad him to save 
the down payment on a John Deere Model " D  tradof and a Cockshutt 
one-way dise tiller by 1942 . . . custom tilling . . . came available on those 
neighbours' fams whose boys went off to war and allowed us to meet the 
payments on the new trador and one-way tiller (Wiedeman,1973:47). 

Yet others simply 'worked out' wherever there were jobs. Bill Clarkson, for 

example, 

worked out in the winters. He worked in the woods in BC. One winter he 
worked in the Dmmheller area. He also worked in the mines at 
Lethbridge (Manybemes, 1 983:99), 

and the family stayeâ on the land. In other cases the whole family rnoved away 

for a period of time. Such was the case of the Holdenhaw family originally of 

Orion and later of Manyberrîes. In wïnter, George Holdershaw would seek 
outside work and take his farnily wîth him. 

One *ter we spent in Lethbridge where Dad worked in a tailor shop [he 
had been a professional tailor in Ontario]. Another winter we spent in 
Medicine Hat where Dad worked for the city es a labourer and another 
winter he worked at the Lane Ranch a few miles nom of Orion. Mother 
helped wïü~ the household duties there (lbid.:239). 



The farnilies did whatever had to be done in order to ensure their survival. 

Times were hard and many worked off the fam much d the time in the 1930s 

and 19409 especially, just to support mir families (Pendant DgOreille,l 970). 

The pay range for wotking 'off-fam* in the 19408 accwding to the survey 

responses was around $4.00 per day. rising to around S5.ûCM7.00 by the early 

19509, and even as high as $1 0.00 in the later 1950s. Those raspondents who 

either worked '&famin themselves or remembeied other family members 

working 'ufF-famn indicated Mat by fat the cornmonest type of work ocairred 

during harvest time. Several indicated absences of four to six weeks 'to help an 

unde in RWcyforâ" with harvest, or to spend 'a month or so in the Brooks area 

where irrigated crops were good during hanrest time. One respondent claimed 

to spend about üiree weeks each year aistom canbining in the 1950s using his 

own machine and charging anywhere from $1.50 to $3.00 per acre for the w o k  

Yet another joined a threshing operation for four to six weeks for a number of 

yean in the 1 WOs, eaming amund $3.00 per day. 

Another option, under the Dominion-Provincial Farm Labour Agreement, was 

that funds were provided to assist harvesting units 'to move fmm areas of short 

crops to districts where extra aid was required.' Financial assistance was made 

available if the approved moves were 50 miles or more and payrnent was made 

on the basis of adual transportation costs. that is, by fteight or truck, or in the 

case d outMs moved by rad, an allowance of $0.30 per mile was provided 

(Govemment of Alberta, 1944a:66). 

The need for cash to keep the family an the fann was still an important aspect of 

'off-fam" labour in the 19409, particularly when wheat yields weie so poor. 

However, in the 1950s much of the 'off-farmn work and even the non-fam tasks 

were more significant for those who. for whatever reason, chose to stay on the 

land even though their farm might have comprised a section or less in site. By 



1951,28.3 percent of the farms in CD #l were 640 acres or less in sire and in 

CD n3 that percentage was 54.2 percent. It was those smaller farmers in 

particular who mntinued to hoid additional jobs in order to stay on the fann, 

these are what Flower called "the small resident farrnef who 

&en exists b8caus8of his mm determination to stay on the land. He 
owns insufficient acreage to provide an adequate income [simply from 
fanning], and though he may rent more land fnmr an absentee landmer 
[or fmm relatives] he stili needs to supplement his income. Part-time jobs, 
sudi as wstom spraying or combining, driving a school bus, e ledrk l  
work, etc., provide this supplement He may have one or several such 
jobs. In al1 cases the fam provides the bulk of the income (1 972:ilg). 

M e n  asked in question 38 to indicate 'in 1940 approximately what was the total 

income meded to keep your fam commercially workable,' most declined to give 

a dollar figure, sorne tried, but the figures, of course, varied with the site of the 

fam, anywhere from $1,000 to $1 0,000. What was interesting was that most 

who did choose to respond indicated that in the 19409 approximately 10 percent 

of the income needed to maintain the fam came from "off-fami" sources while in 

the 1950s though the cost of maintaining the fam had risen by 50 to 70 percent, 

the percentage of 'M-fann8 income had decreased to four or five percent Most 

also put govemment payments as a source of income foc both periods at around 

10 percent, only the occasional respondent indicating that no revenue came 

from the govemment Obviously by the early 1950s the more reliable wheat 

yields (Table 12) meant that the need for 'off-farm" work to augment fam income 

had dedined significantly. 

Cameran describeci these dryland wheat fatmers as "satisficers"," they 

managed from year to year leaming 

This term was coimd by H. A. Simon to expiain the concept of satiicing rpther 
than optimizing the decision making pmcess and is describeci in his book Models of 
Man: Social and Rational, Wiley, New York 1957. 



to gmw wheat, maybe a little barley, or a liffle a s ,  or a little rye, a little 
flax, depending on what the market conditions are but primarily they grow 
wheat I have seen famers who should have been growing osier things 
grmOWIng wheat because they liked grwuving wheat (1 994). 

TABLE 12: Yields per acre of wheat in bushels - various locations, lS51-19S 

Walsh 

lrvine 

Seven Pemns 
Whitla 

Manybefries 

Etzikom 

Orion 

Foremost 

Empress 
Jenner 
HiIda 

Nemiscam 

AVERAGE 8.0 19.0 25.4 20.7 16.6 26.7 

VELD 

Source: Staüori Records, Alberta Wheat Pool 

Wheat was the dominant crop grown by dryland farrners in this area. Table 13 

shows that in CD #1 although the total acreage in wheat had declined, in 1951 

77.3 percent of cropland was still seeded in wheat. The proportion was 

traditionally less in CD #3, in the mid to low 60 percent range over the 10 year 

period. Perhaps the most interesting featroe in Table 13 is that no other single 

crop threatened the position of wheat. The explanation for the dominanœ of 



wheat and other small grains was simple according to Wreford Watson. He 

small grains like wheat, rye, oats, and barley, were replacing wheat- 
grass and rye-grass and other seed-bearing grasses. In other words 
grain fanning was a nahrral adjusûnent to the environment It 
mamhized al1 its advantages, while sMenng the f w s t  disadvantages. 
Like the grasses, the small grains could spring up and corne to seed in a 
short growing season, unM8Cted by aie extreme severity and 
length of winter. Like the grasses they could make do with rather scanty 
rainfall and, perhaps more important still, adjust to the variability of 
rainfall- Wth the breeding of drought-resistant and frost-resistant grains, 
the two principal hazards were ait d m  (1 963:264). 

The dominance of wheat as the crop of choiœ is shown clearly in the census 
statistics. Of al1 the aops grown in CD #f in 1931, for example, wheat 

accounted for 81 -5 percent of the total wltivated acreage, rising to a high of 

85.9 percent in 1936 and remainnig over 80.0 percent through the 1951 census. 

In CD #3 in 1931 wheat ocaipied 75.5 percent of al1 cultivated cropland, 

declining to 62-6 percent ni 1941 when there was a higher perœntage of land 

devoted to flax (1 -1 percent in 1931 and 6.9 percent in 1941 ), barley (3.7 

perœnt in 1931 and 7.5 percent in 1941 ) and oats (1 0.2 percent in 1931 and 

9.4 percent in 1941 ). 

But the conditions in the 1 930s were difficult for cmp ailtivation. Drought, nist 

and grasshopper infestations al1 seemed to conspire to cause aop failure. 

Statirücs showing average yields per acre of wheat for various locations 

throughout the study atea illustrate the problern (Table 14). Even when yields 

were slightly improved, low grain prices meant that in order to survive it became 

neoesfary to diversify. Eighty percent of those surveyed indicated that they 

either tried different uops andlor raised cattle, but mued faming also involved 

in rnany cases pigs, sheep, paultry, and milk cows. 



TABLE 13: Main Crops grown in CD #1 and CD #3, IW-'i95'i 

1 Wheat 870,885 ac 

Oats 41,717 ac 

Other mps  1 30,790 ac 

Source: Canada Census ?O41 

25,353 ac 

and 1851, Census O 

4,341 ac 

5.7 50,787 ac 

the Prairie Provincf 



TABLE 14: Yields per acre of wheat in bushels-various locations, 1934-1 940 

Eightyaight percent of those who claimed that they diversifiecl simply grew a 

variety of what Watson calls the 'small grains," in other words they rnerely 

inueased their acreages of bariey, oats and rye, and induded the occasional 

crop of fall rye, durum wheat (what one interviewee refarrad to as 'macaroni 

wheat*), 'pearling' barley and fall wheat, though they did experiment with other 

crops including some flax, rnustard, sunflower seed and safflower, usually on 

contract. One example, mustard, was usually grown on contract to a Company in 

Great Falls, Montana. As one intewieww put 1 We grew a little rye, not a hell of 

a lot of rye [and] sorne fia One year I had a field of canary seed. We tned just 

about everything." One of the respondents reported 'only when we cauld not 

seIl much of our wheat did we seed a good deal of flax with reasonable 

success,' anothet 'grew sunflowers because wheat was not moving and I could 

seIl sunflowers,' and a third stated "we grew other crops in the 50s only because 

we could not seIl al1 Our wheat" Noneaieless wheat remained aie crop of 
choiœ. In answer to question 47, 54.4 percent claimed they pradiced 

"monocuiture,' that is they only grew wheat. The comments from these farmers 

included 'it was most suitable to the a m ,  the easiest to handle and produce, 

and most famers had better experience with wheat," 'less work and a surer 

crop," 'it was the best crop to grow in our area," and 'wheat was an important 
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crop and it took less care and was les$ flsùy." For the other 45.6 percent 

experimentation wîth cash crops for survival made a great deal of sense. 

Despite the 54.4 percent who claimed they practicd monoculture, many of 

thern also answered questions 45 and 46 by indicating that they tried other 

crops. Mer al1 88.2 percent had already indicated that they had diversifid and 

67.7 percent claimed to have tned growing flax However, all those interviewed 

who had tried to grow flax ciaimed that it left a mess in the fields. It was diiwlt 

to get rid of the 'leftovers' and to replough the land. S o m  even claimed that 

fiax tod< too rnuch moisture out of the land. But, despite such problems, some 

farrners found flax growing, l only occasionally, a very proffiable venture. One 

raspondent stated '1 grew flax in 1958 but the priœ went down to $2.50. I had a 

good crop and it paid for a new home on the fami.' That response, however, 

was unique, al1 the rernaining flax growers were not irnpressed with the crop or 

its residue. 

It was equally interesting to find out whether after partiwlarly good moisture 

conditions in the fall or early spring, farrnen were prepared to take full 

advantage of the situation and plant every available acre. The majority of the 

respondents, 77.1 percent, claimed they were never tempted to seed every 

available acre, claiming that 'experienœ has show better average yields on a 

50/50 sunmerfallow aop rotation." Othen exhibited the caution and 

conservatism that Bennett claimed typified the dryland f a m n ,  with comments 

such as ustubMe seeding was not a good practice because the next year you 

may not have a wet falllwinter and therefore not be able to g m w  any crop" or 

'because if it tumed bad I had no summerfallaw for next year, besides it created 
more work in spring and fall." Some were tempted but they daimed they 

resisted temptation and one response, in particutar, explained why, 'the thought 

occurred but we didn't do it, first because we were afraid there would not be 

suffÏcient rain to carry the crop through to maturity and second that there would 

be no swrnerfallow for next year, rneaning perhaps two lost years in a row." 



Then there were the 22.9 percent who indicated that they were prepared 10 take 

the risk by seedhg Weat on the summerf&llow and rye on the stubble for cattle 

feed." 

However, attempts to find the right crop for the area went beyond the traditional 

grain aops. The Medicine Hat Daih News reported on November 16, 1948, 

that "Aldeman Scott plans to test the belief that Medicine Hat can g m w  cotton." 

The January 1 3, 1 949, edition reported that the plan was to plant four actes of 

Texas cotton seed. The newspaper's editorials of March 17 and March 29, 

continuing the booster-like support for irrigation and for crops that would benefit 

from irrigation, supported the experiment despite comments from a dominion 

agricultural expert that there was "not a hope" of grwing the crop. Nothïng 

more was reported about the experiment until September 19 when the 

newspaper mentioned that the ''test'' continued. Then on September 30, the 

Medicine Hat News% reported the first "Hat cotton ball" pops. 134 days after 

planting. The promise for the folloMng year was to try Californian cotton seed. 

The only comment in 1950 occurred on August 21 when the newspaper 

reported that 'lcotton is proving a dud in Medicine Hat this year" (Medicine Hat 

News, August 21,1950). 

In other words, many of the fams attempted to becorne self-sunident and 

throughout the local histories comments such as 'Men crops failed we relied 

on the caWe to pay the bills" (Bindloss, 1 985: 1 44) and 'Tt was the farmer who 

cared enough to keep a small hetd of cattle that suvived" (Wiedeman, IW3:66) 

are frequent Figures 30 and 31 show the relationship between the numbers d 

beef cattle and other major stock between 1831 and 1951 in both œnsus 

districts. 

The Medicine Hat Dailv News became the Medicine Hat News on Mar& 11,1949. 
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A signifkant feature was the rise in the numbers of beef cattle by 1936, an 

increase of 13.5 percent in CD #1 and 43.8 percent in CD #3. By 1941 there 

had been an equally significant drop in the numbers. Aczording to Gray 

much of this increase in livestock nurnbers was on the ranches for the 
simple reason that the prices Memd at the stockyards &en barely 
covered the freighting of the anirnals to market The ranchers were able 
to keep their steers at home and let üwmi grare for another year. . . [blut 
when famers reached the point where they had no more feed, they had 
no such choiœ. Their cattle had to go to market' ((1967:l45). 

During the 1930s when aop yields were poor (Table 14) the poor conditions for 

growng ffops made the diversification to other grain cfops unpmductive alsa 
Many fams became small mixed f ans  with a milk cow or two, sarne pigs and 

some chickens. Providing for their own immediate foad supplies allowed them to 

survive with only a minimum need for cash. Traditional dryiand wheat famers 

were forced to diversify if only ternporarily to suMve. Question 32 in the survey 

asked whether, "in order to survive," diversification either with the addition of 

animals or dierent w p s  took place. What the responses indicated was a drift 

to more "mixed faming, emphasiring self-sufficiency: 

our family milked a few more caws and r a i d  a few more hogs; 
came, including a few milk ams for cream sales, chickens for eggs, pigs 
for rneat; 

raised crested wheat and tall wheat grass and Russian wild rye for seed, 
also more cattle; 

it was very necessary to have a small mixed farm operation to survive, for 
example. milk corn, chickens, pigs, etc.; 

milk cows and I grew sunflawer seeds when wheat was not selling and 
also flax and mustard; 

only when we could not seIl much of ow wheat . . . then I seeded a good 
deal of flax with temarkable success. 



A fuller description of this self-sufficiency cornes ftom Schuler Stalwarts where 

one of the contributors, Mm- Joe Shank, describes 

the 'Thirties" . . . [as] a time to test one's ability to cope with each 
situation as it arose. One had to depend on his selfielianœ. 
We, like ouf neighbaurs, had a big garden, from which we canned, dfled 
or salted down al1 vegetables th& wwld not store well. Flow8rs for 
beauty, intemiixed with vegetables, attraded inseds which aid 
pollonization. We kept enough cattle, pigs and poultry for our own use, 
wring and canning meats for summer use. We renderd down Our own 
lard and made our own soup. Ouring the dry years, when some 
vegetables wouldn't grow, in spite uf watering , pecidlers carne from 
Medicine Hat and traded garden products for chickens. We aushed 
whgat fw porridge, sa that a few staples foods suai as flour, sugar, tea 
and Mec were about al1 we needed (Wiedernan, 1973,146). 

For many, the adversity imposed by having to modify their fanning style 

somewhat, provided some lessons which proved lifdong, rnany claiming to have 

been 'Yaught thrift" and the benefit of k ing  "self-sufficient." 

This diversification from a more traditional monoculture did not 'Yopple . . . king 

wheat" in sooaieast Alberta because with changing technology, improved pfices 

and more appropriate weather conditions wheat was to reassert its dominance, 

though never quite to the same extent (Macpherson and Thompson,l984:11). 

Diversification proved to be a relatively short-terni measure aimed at surviving a 



6.6 Govemment assistance 

We had quite a stniggle in aiose dry yeam, but with help from the 
govemment and municipality, we somehow made it 
(VViedman, 1 973: 1 18) 

Concem about drought conditions in southeast Alberta was expressed by the 

Alberta provincial govemment as early as 1925. The first steps it took were to 

attempt to irnplement a scheme that would help wheat famers relocate and 

thereby encourage an extension of ranchhg operations or ranchinglfaming 

combinations in the dry areas. Both levels of govemment, provincial and 

Dominion, participated in a joint commission to study the area and its problems, 

in partiwlar related to 'charges against the lands and the indebtedness of 

vanous munidpalitiesm (Stapleford, 1939:77). The commission repotted in 1 926 

but the withdrawal of Dominion govemment support left the mole scheme in 

the hands of the provincial government which chose not to act until 1929. In 

that year it aeated the Tilley East Area Board which covered the area east of 

Brooks and north of Medicine Hat In t 932 the Tillev East Area Act was 

amended to include land north of the Red Deer River and an administrator was 

appointed to administer the area. The provincial government provided seed 

and fodder relief from 1 931 and even fuel oil relief in 1 935 (Stapleford, 1 939). A 

description of evailable relief occurs in the Bindloss local history: 

There was no crop insurance, unernployment insurance, baby bonus or 
weifare, but aiere was "relief." The provincial govemment [actwlly the 
Dominion Govemment] paid farmers S5.m a month for keeping a hired 
man, and paid the hired man $5.00 also. Most of the famers gave their 
$5.00 to the hired man. There was also "relief" seeâ and feed, and 
carloads of 'Mid" food-vegetables, apples and fish. The faod came 
from the Maritimes, BC and Ontario where they were not experiencing 
drought. Families might also reœive a dreque for $12.50 a month. 
(Bindloss, 1 985: 3)31 

3' The Federal Govemment assumed full responsibility for the dmugtit area in Alberta, 
known as the "federal area," and wtiich inciuded the southeast of the province. 



A second short comment from the Hilda local history is woRh retelling. The 

writer remembers 'We govemment useâ CPR box cars to ship apples, beans, 

and cheese, and cod fish to people in the welfare areas. All those items were 

appreciated, exœpt in some cases where people didn't know how to prepare the 

cod fish. Some people used them as snow shoes, for patching holes on the 

roofs etc. (Hilda, 1974:74). Similar stories about relief ocair throughout the 

vanous local histories of the area and al1 refer to the "dtied fish." By 1937 direct 

relief from the provincial govemment to the lrnprovement Districts in CD #3 

totalled $47,853.67 and a fumer $59,736.45 in 1938. The figures are more than 

ten tÏmes higher than the direct relief paid to the farmen in CD #1 and are 

attributable to two causes: the poorer soils in many areas of CD #3 and the 

larger number of smaller fam units, 61 -8 percent k i ng  l e s  than 640 acres in 

sire (Govemment of Alberta, 1 938 and 1939a). 

In 1935 the Dominion govemment, in response to the need to provide "the back- 

stop necessary if the famen were to survive drought and aop failure until the 

rains came again", passed the Prairie Fann Rehabilitation ActJ thereby creating 

the PFRA (Morton,1985:29). All the emphasis of this act was to provide very 

practical help to individual farmen to control soi1 drifting on their land, constnict 

dugouts to catch spring wndf  waters, build stock watefing dams, regrass their 

land, and even move, if necessary, to more suitable land (Gray, 196799). 

The agricultural departments both provincislly and nationally combined to 

publidze the effediveness of the new conservaüon methods with the imrnediate 

emphasis on the prevention of the blowing away of the top sail (Palmer, 1990; 

Gayton, 1996). The response to the plans was dramatic as famers bambarded 

the organization with requests for assistance. Between 1935 and 1946, the 

PFRA completed 28,431 small water projects across the three prairie provinces, 

However, Yhe actual administration of dired relief. . . [wasJ the fesponsibility of the 
provincial govemment' (Stapleforô,1939:72), 
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22.971 dugouts, 4,439 stock watering dams and 1,021 small irrigation projects. 

In l94Sf46 alone, 4,605 small water development projects were completed, 485 

in Alberta (PFRA, 194622). The success of the proposais to store water either 

in dug-auts or by building small dams is evident Rom the fact that 91 -0 percent of 

those surveyed indicated that they had received PFRA assistance to constnrct 

dugouts or build dams. The vast majority of the famiers surveyed viewad the 

involvement of PFRA in a very positive light though, naturally, there were some 

detractors, one suggesüng that "as with al1 govemment agencies they were too 

far behind" and the other claiming there was 'Yoo much of a hassle for al1 the 

benefit that was available." lt appears that only a fw took advantage of the 

offer to move away, ''there had been no crops, so the govemment assisted 

famen who wanted to move. We applied and were pemitted two train box cars 

where we loaded our belongings, and headed north to Uncle John's [near 

Ponoka] in the fall of 1937" (Hilda, l974:247). The work of the PFRA continued 

in the 1940s and 1950s with regrassing large areas of abandonad cfop land with 

crested wheat grass,z establishing community pastures, helping to create 

shelter belts and providing copious amounts of information about faning 

pradiœs for this semi arid land. District experimental stations were estabiished 

by PFRA across the prairies. Wree in particular in the study area, in Bindloss, 

Foremost and Whitla, These substations were 

essentially outposts of the Dominion Expanmental Fams, so 
distributecl as to make accessible to al1 famers in the PFRA area 
such services as demonstration and experirnental plots as well as 
aid in showhg local problems arising from the ever-present 
hazards of drougM and soi1 driffing. Each substation is a privately 
m e d  fam, usually of 640 acres in exterf (PFRA, 1 946:30). 

32 R e m  studies at the Lethbridge Researeh Station are questionhg the value of 
"Cresfed wheat gmss." lhough it serveci its purpose in the 19- by helping ta prevent 
soi1 erosion, "it is not nearly as effedive as native grasses at building organic matter in 
the soil." As a result its value is king questioned. @on Gayton, "Turf Wars,' 
Canadian GeoaraPhic, MayfJune 1996:f 0-78) 



Gray sums up the work of the PFRA by stating: 

[anain ternis of money spent and pmjeds completed the 
accomplishments of the PFRA are impressive. In the ternis of the 
transfonnaüon of the Palliser Triangle from an arid. wind swept and 
beaten dom countryside into a prosperous country in which the fanners 
have corne to enjoy the ameniües of civilûed living, the accomplishments 
are also massive. But what makes them so is not the sight of the land as 
it has becorne after everything was done. It is the memory of what it was 
like More  the fint halting steps were taken to beat back the encroaching 
desert in 1 935 (1 967: 1 85). 

But there was a second piece of Dominion govemment legislation passed which 

was also to assist dryland fanners to survive. In 1939 the Prairie Fam 

Assistance Act (PFAA) was passed. This new law provided a modified fom of 

compulsory crop insurance for the Western grain growers. MacEwan explains 

that famers could "contribute one percent of their retums from wheat, oats, 

barley and rye delivered at the elevators. Thereafter famers in townships 

declared to be part of a crop failure area qualifieci for assistance payrnents fmm 

the fund (1 98O:l57). The reacüon of those surveyed to PFAA's drought bonus 

scheme rangeâ from ''no good for nothing" to "it was a great help." Seventy- 

seven percent of the respondents claimed to have taken advantage of the 

program at some point and while some thought the payments "so small as to be 

of no bendit," others felt they "did help as living costs were rnuch less and a 

dollar could still buy something," to others who saw the program as most 

beneficial, "it was only part of k ing  able to survive. It was this cash to plug 

holes Iike land taxes, machinery repair bills, doctor and grocery bills, to help 

keep the local economy stable." Thete were al1 kinds of concems expresseâ 

about the administration of the PFAA most notably revoiving around the fad that 

in making the initial assessment for payment purposes, it applied to the mole 

township rather than to the individual units within the township. The result was 

that some farmers felt that they had been cheated: 



[t]o add to the misfortune, that happened to be the year which the Prairie 
Fann Assistance Plan used as the base year for Mure payments of fam 
assistance. Wthout any crop that year, we were never eligible for any 
payments under the plan, Mich deprivd Dad of rnuch needed funds to 
operate the fann. (Wiecfeman, 1973:47) 

Both these pieces of legislation, to paraphrase Morton, placed the stability and 

skills of govemment behind the farmero gamblnig with the unpredidable 

chances of an area of marginal rainfall and assisted in their survival(1985:29). 

But the relief wasn't altogether fim. Thmughout the local histories there are 

references to famers paying the goverment back for relief they had received. 

After harvest we would wme home and work with four horses on the 
scraper building up the mads for the municipality to pay back for our relief 
feed for the stock (lbH.:80) 

The cost of relief was to be repaid. When defaulted it was charged 
against the land titles. Many farmers repaid their bills. (lbidd:67) 

This "relief" had to be paid back, and was charged against the land titles. 
(Bindloss, 1 9853) 

The lmprovement District reports for the southeast show that in 1938 $2,394.55 

was listed as 'road uedit worK and by 1940 the amount being charged under 

that category had risen to $41,706.60 (Govemment of Alberb, 1939a and 1941 ). 

In 1941, hmver,  the Social Credit provincial govemment passed legislation 

that would in essence wipe the slate clean and forgive al1 tex debts amula ted  

during the "diity" or "hungry" thirties, thus providing one more aid to survival. 

This move was to make quite a diiff6mœ to the budgets of the 18 lmpmement 

Districts in the region which by 1941 had accumulated tax amats totalling 

$4641 0,960.94 (lbEd.,1942b). As one of those surveyed stated, govemment 

assistance %as helpful to get us over the hump." Not everyone felt that the 

govemments, Dominion, Provincial and municipal had paid 'adequate attention" 

to the needs of the dryland famer. When qwstioned on mis issue, only 55.6 



percent of the respondents thought that the Dominion govemment had done 

enough to assist them, only 50.0 percent fe l  that the Provincial govemment had 

and only 33.3 percent aedited the municipal level of government with providing 

smcient assistance. There was an emeous feeling among the dryland 

farmen that they had been left to survive as best they could. They had been 

helped but rnuch of that help was not obvious to them. 

6.7 Wheat prices 

In discussing the improvements in farming conditions between the 1930s and the 

1950s one of the questions asked of the interviewees was "could you name one 

particular thing that you believe caused the change?" One of the most m u e n t  

answers was the stabilization of the price of wheat, or as one individual 

commented, "l'd have to give a lot of -dit to the Wheat Board." As anothet 

famer commentecl in the survey, "it did away with speculators in the market it 

paid you maybe skty cents in the fall when you had to seIl some of your wheat to 

live, and maybe one dollar ne* summer. So you knew how much you wuld seIl 

and what price you were going to geet" 

The Canadian Wheat Board was r~stablished in 1935.33 FOwke maintains that 

the reason for its re-esbblishment was clear, 'Matever preference the growers 

had for a wheat board over a voluntary m-aperative . . . the one insistent 

33 aR8QStsbiiShed" because a Canadian M e t  Boaid was created bythe Dominion 
Govemment in 1919- me Board %tas given a mnopoly in the sale of the Canadian 
crop both in domesüc and foreign marlrets" (F:awke,l W:l72). The "controlled period" 
of the operation of the Canadian Wheat Board ended by the eariy fall of 1920. Prior to 
the 191 9 Board there was a h  established on June 1 l , I W ? ,  a Board of Grain 
Supewisors %y Order-in-Council and under the Warürne Act, the purpose king Yo 
prevent to the utmost possible extent any undue inflation or depreci-ation of values by 
speculating. by the hoarding of grain supplies, or by any other means.' The Board took 
over al1 the wheat supplies in Canada and had a monopoly of whea! sales botn in the 
domestic and export rnadcets. Producers were paid a unifom p f b  based on the 
various grades and kinds of wheat" (Nesbitt,196OZi). 



element in the western viewpoint after 1920 was the belief that the open market 

or speailative system was detnmental to the producers and therefoie awld not 

be tolerated" (1957263). In 1931 IYhe bottom fell out of the world price of 

wheat The Canadian wheat price for the year fell by 53 percent and for the 

rest of the decade oversupply and compeüüon among wheat exporthg nations 

kept the priœ depressed (Kerr and Holdsworth, 1990:99). In addition the 

testfiction of aie world expart grain market, as a result of newly erected tariff 

barriers and increasd foreign produdion, reduced the value of prairie wheat by 

almost a thirâ between 1929 and 1932 (1bWPlate 43)- 

The Canadian Wheat Board Act of 1935, originally aimed at giving the board a 

monopoly not only for the marketing of wheat, but also for coarse grains (oats. 

barley and rye) and flax seed, was amended prior to beaming law 

(Dunbabin, 19551 03). Significant political opposition to the bill resulted in 

amendments which required the board 

to establish annually a minimum price at which it wuld purchase wheat 
offered for sale by the grower, and to issue participation cerüficates 
mich would entitle hirn to share in any additional proceeds. The 
individual grawer might seIl all, or none, of any intemediate portion of 
his whea crop to the board. The board's fixed prices provided a fioor 
beiow which no gr- needed to dispose of his crop (Fowke, 1957:265). 

There was a great deal of lobbying for higher wheat ptices throughout the west 

and considerable opposition to the Dominion govemment's belief that it should 

remain out of the grain trade. Sorne of the opposition is refîecteâ in the 

Medicine Hat newspaper reports. The United Grain Growers urged wheat 

pricing policies which wouid match more ciosely inaeased costs of lNing 

(Medicine Hat Dailv Newq September 20, 1941). Famers held a mass meeting 

in Lethbridge demanding $1 -00 per bushel wheat (\bu., Odober 2,1941 ). The 

same newspaper supporteci the dernands for increased wheat prices with 

editorials on October 24, 1 941 ; January 30,1942; and September 1 1,1942. 



The Canadian Chamber of Commerce urged the Dominion govemment to 

provide more adquate income for farmers (Ibid., November 13, 1941 ). The 

premier of Alberta, William Abernard, supported demands for inaeased wheat 

priœs daiming in a report in the Medicine Hat Dailv News, May 7, 1942, that 

"agriculture was k ing  treated as the Cinderella of Canada," being exploited 

and bullied "by the Iwo ugly sisters of money-lending institutions and the market 

manipulators who Iive by their wits at the fannemg expense." In addition, the 

United ~armek of Alberta et the March 31, IQ41, meeting passed a resolution 

going on record as "favouring a scheme whereby the fanner (bona fide) be 

permitteci to seIl 1500 bushels of wheat each year and reœive $1 -25 per bushei 

for same, basis No. 1 Northem at local points; al1 wheat above this amount be 

sold by govemrnent wheat board" (Priestley and Swindlehwst, 1 967:182). On 

September 20, 1943, the Dominion govemment finally assigned to the 

Canadian Wheat Board the monopoly on the sale of wheat and in 1949 that 

monopoly was extended to include barley and oats. 

According to Nesbitt "the Wheat Board demonstrated its value to the grain 

producers of the prairie provinces during the war years" by reducing the 

unmarketable supplies of wheat fmm 495 million bushels Ri July 1943 to just 74 

million bushels in 1946 (1 960:320). The impad of the stabilization of priœs for 

the dryland famers was partiwlarly significant. 

Table 15 shows the prices paid for No. 1 Northem wheat at Fort WilliamY 

behnreen 1931 and 1947 and shows over a 400 percent inaease in price. The 

immdiate impact uf sudr price increases can be calwlated by using figures 

provided to the Medicine Hat Chamber of Commerce by C.M.Moore, a district 

engineer for the PFRA In a speech reported in the Medicine Hat Dailv News, 

This pria per bushel is not the pnce received by the famer. Fmm it is deduded 
Wheat Board administration cwls, countiy elevator handling charges. freight, terminal ' 
and dorage charges (Nesbitt, 1960). 



TABLE 15: Canadian wheat prices per bushef to producers for No. 1 

Northern wheat at Fort VVilliarn 

Febwary 29,1942, Moore cumpared the costs of dry fanning wheat and spring 

flooded wheat in 1941. Assuming a aop yield of 10 kishels per acre, he 

showed that the expenditure for seed and seeding, combining and hauling the 

wheat to the elevators as $4.30 per acre. The revenue calailation was straight 

forward. At a selling prie of $ M O  per bushel, revenue came to $500, showing 

the fanner making a profit of 4.70 per acre. if the selling price of the wheat 

increased to $0.70 per bushel at the elevator, as it did by 1942, the profit per 

acre becornes $2.70, a signifiant inaease. The re-establishment of the 

1 935 1944 $1 -373 

Canadian Wheat Board and the stabilizatim of wheat priws had a significant 

impact on the chances of swvival of dryland famiers, partiailady during the 

1936 

1 937 

1 938 

1 939 

194ûs when, in some years yields were not much greater than they had been in 
the 1930s. 

The crop situation did not improve much in the 1 940s. The three years 1 94OMl 

Source: Stewart and Porter,1942; Britnell and Fowke.1962 

$0.875 

$0.875 

$0.875 

$0.80 

to 1 WU43 saw reesonable crops amss the whole study ares but the next three 

yean produced yields well below average, five bushels an acre or less. making 

1 945 

1 946 

1 847 

$1 -439 

$1 -834 

$f -834 



huge areas eligible for PFAA support When asked about the prïmary causes of 

crop failure in the 19405 in question 22. every single respondent pointed to lack 

of moisture as the number one canœm, follami by heat (77.8 percent), wind 

(69.4 percent), &y (38.9 percent), hail (223 percent) and rust (5.6 percent). 

When asked for other causes, two of the respondents answereâ grasshoppers. 

The lad< of moisture and excessive heat are seen as major contributors to cfop 

failure in the section in chapter 5 where daily temperatures and precipitation 

along with newspaper reports are tabulated for May through August 1942- A 

single response sums up the frustration associatecl with heat and wind. "I have 

lost many a good crop in late July and eariy August in a three day blistering 

Chinook" 

The real question that should be asked is whether the individual famien were 

prepared to try and help themselves in these cimmstanœs, or whether they 

were only interested in waiting for help from any one or al1 three levels of 

govemment. Only six of the respondents indicated that they believed there were 

no measures that they could take on their farms that might provide some 

protection against drought, and one of the respondents simply stated 'no, just 

prayed.' The remainder, hawever, felt that there was sorne action that they 

could take and indeed some of them believed that the only solution that would 

work would be one they found themselves. They did not see themselves 

dependent on govemrnent for assistance. 

By far the cornmonest answer to ameliorate drought conditions was given as 

summerlallowing. Answers such as 'be careful to conserve as much moisture as 

possible by good summerfallow,' 'summerfallaw half the land for a year," and 

"proper methods of ~ummerfall~ng,' al1 supported the belief that this single 

irnproved faming pradice would make a significant differenœ. But it was not 

the only ansuver. Others suggested, for example, 'leave the stubble standing 

and by not to bave the soi1 black to prevent dtifting," 'We manufadured sub-soi1 



cultivators to leave the trash on top, this also protected the land from drying 

winds and caugM extra snow,' and 'recognke the hazards of a potential drought 

and conserve moisture, capture srw, and altivate to retain mulch.' Riere was 

a recognition by the 19409 of a need for some strategy to protect as much of the 

land as possible against d w g M  But there seemed to be a reluctance, oc 

perhaps a caution, amongst most of those who responded to pursue innovations 

and there seemed to be a surprising la& of interest in Qing to understand, in a 

semi-scientific mannef, the two basic variables on whiai their livelihood relied, 

namely precipitaüon and the soil. Only 14.0 percent of those surveyed indicated 

any interest in precipitation records and only 19 percent indicated any 

knowledge of soi1 testing on their fann. Of the latter group only four had actually 

requested soi1 tests on their land, aie remainder had been involved in a more 

general survey of the whde area. One tespondent even indicated that a soi1 

survey of his land would be a waste of time and money mi le he was dryland 

faming. Of those who requested soi1 tests two were interested in seeing if their 

land was suitable for irrigation; one was interested in what fertilizers if any might 

improved his uop (he found that the assessrnent was that fertilizers were not 

generally needed in the area); and the fourth wanted to know what type of soi1 

he had and what kind of grain would grow best 

Such findings tend to reinforce Bennett's belief that dryland farmen "were 

extremely cautious about agmnomic innovations and 0 t h  risky ventures" 

(1 96921 3). This cons8rvatisrn leads to a wide variety of responses related to 

govemment involvement The question asked whether aadequate attention in 

ternis uf funding, research or pradical assistance was provided" by each of the 

Viree levels of govemment The responses were wide ranging, with 55.6 

percent believing that the Dominion govemment had done a good job, 50.0 

percent thinking that the Provincial govemment Md, and 33.3 percent feeling 

that the various municipal govemments had helped. The responses ranged fmm 

receiving no help and, by extension, indicating that setfielianœ was the only 



answer, with comments such as 'famen did not know any better in those days 

and had no help from any level of govemment," '1 do not believe in depending 

on govemrnent," lue had no government assistance at ail then- You either 

survived on your awn or went d m , "  'it was up to the individual famers to look 

for answers,' and 'Qovemment in general did very little to aid famem," to the 

other end of the speanim. Six of the respondents refefred specitically to the 

P.F.R.A as beirtg very beneficial, thwgh thete was one individwl who was very 

critical of P.F.A.A claiming that it waî inadequate in tenns affamer contribution 

and financial payment. Others felt that they received a great deal of help from 

both the Dominion and Provincial govemrnents through experimental fams, 

departrnents of agriculture and the work of district agriculturalists. But others, 

while praising govemments for theîr help, w r e  criticai of the la& of research 

suggesting that 'the msponse carne slowly. It might also be fair to say the 

research was not ahvays amrate" and uthere is never enough research but 

research is very slow and costty. The P.F.RA. pmvided much assistance but 

govemment cannot spend too heavily on one industry at the expense of others 

and the taxpayers." 

For some, then, it appeareâ that there was little they either could or were 

prepared to do to help themselves, relying almost exclusively on whatever 

nature provided. The majaity, on the other hand, seemed prepared to try 

whatever was necessary to ensure survival, even if it meant having to accept 

help from govemment. 

Additional Meral legislation that had an impact on the dryland wheat farmer 

was the Wheat Acreaae Redudion Plan, introduced Ri March 1941. The 

purpose of this program was to reduœ dramatically the acreage of wheat 

planted and thereby help to reduce the acamulating surplus. The proposal was 

that for every acre converted ftom wheatland to summerfallow, the famer would 

receive $4.00 per acre as compensation, or 52-00 an acre if the conversion was 



to coarse grain or hay. Census statistîcs for the Wo divisions suggel that the 

program had a definite effect, more so in CD #3 which showed a 13.0 percent 

reduction between 1936 and 1941. than in CD #l which had a four percent 

reduciion in the same period(see Table 16). 

TABLE 16: Wheat aaeage CD #1 and CD #3 1936-1946 

According to the readion to the program from the Medicine Hat Dailv News 

commentator, Bab Tms, 'scvheat acreage here will not be greatly reduced in 

1 941 . . . because the adoption of the summerfallow policy in this area would 

quiddy tum the district into a dust bowl" (ml 10, 1941 ). However, Tufts' 

comments appear to have been quite wrong. On August 12,1941, the paper 

reported that "3,400 final daims under the Wheat Acreage Reduction Program 

have been made in the Tilley East and Cypress areas of southeastem Alberta, 

comprising 240 townships essentially in CD #3. Of those who answered 

question 3qa) in the suwey about pafticipating in the program, 48.5 percent 

indicated mat they had participated and that they had reduced their wheat 

acreage between 20.0 and 50.0 percent. Most had simply summerfallowed, 

though two indicated they had sown coarse grains. Most of those intenriewed 

daimed to have viewed the govemment's initiative with some scepticism, four 

responses typifying the general feeling: 

No because we had no guarantee of how much we were getting. How 
can you say on the fam that you cut your acreage dom because there is 



too rnuch wheat? Next year I migM not get a crop at al! and how do I Iive 
or how do I manage? 

There was one year that they paid w not to plant wheat, a m a t  
redudion pmgram. I don? think we used it because it would thrw our 
whole rotation off. But it was used by many of the farmem and probably 
helped s a .  I don't know. 

You're dam fight There was a wheat acreage redudion in 1941. You 
know there was too much wheat They couldn't store it so they paid you 
to keep your land in summer fallow. And l'II give you an instance of a 
guy that made thousands. In 1941 he just summer fallowed a lot of his 
land. Sa in 1942 he puts in a aop and gets a bumper. He had the most 
wheat of anyone in western Canada besides getting the payment the 
year More for not putting in the wheat 

In 1941 the PFRA paid the famers for summer-fallowing, Carl [Olson] 
did just that In 1942 he seeded sucteen hundred acres and raised 
enough wheat that year to fiIl his quota for five years. 
(Iddesleigh, 1 961 58). 

MacEwan sums up the dilemma faced by the federal govemment: 

followi.ng the good crop of 1939, the effusive farmen planted heavily in 
1940, too heavily for an export market that would take only 230 million 
bushels a year, and the 514 million bushels of wheat harvested resulted 
in glut and more depression in prices. The Canadian carryover of 480 
million bushels at the end of the 194041 crop year brought the Wheat 
Acreage Redudion Program . . . but in spite of the subsidized reduction, 
the western wheat aop of 1942, totaling 529 million bushels, was the 
biggest in the west's history (1 98û: 1 58). 

Matever the outcorne of the acreage reducüon program, the dryland fanners, if 

they participated at all. saw it only as a temporary measwe, though statistics for 

both CDS (see Table 17) indicate that the very high percentage af wheat 

acreage to total aop aaeage reached in 1936 was not to be approached in the 

next two decades. 

When asked in question 39, what was the impact of increased wheat prices, by far 

the commonest two responses wwe that it allawed the famers to stay on the 



faml and, in addition, provided many of them with incorne which pennitted them 

to consider expanding the fam. In response to question 1 1, for example, 71 -4 

percent of those surveyed indicated that they had acquired more land in the 

decade 1940-1 950. Only a single r8spondent indicated that the increases in 

wheat prices had a impact on the Wsion  to seIl the land, sinœ the lessee of 

the land, benefiting fmm improved wheat prices, was able to purchase the land 

outright. For a minority of those msponding the suggestion that increased wheat 

prices had Iittle impact was a consideration, though, for two, ca le  were 
becoming a major factor on their fams and for the others fiugality was important, 

the need to be prepared for another possible reversal, either with poor crops or 

low pnces. But the persistenœ theme kept surfacing in the respondents' 

ans-. Comments such as 'it never entered my mind to stop fanning but it did 

make life easier to get a better price" and "never had any thought or intention to 

seIl or move our suppork the earlier reported responses to question 28 when the 

second highest ranking was given to the Wll to succeed" as a reason for staying 

on the land. The persistenœ was rewarded as grain pnces rose and as 

weather conditions improved, acoording to 38.2 percent of those responding to 

question 42, and as fanning pradices irnpKwed and more and better madiinery 

was available, responded to by 44.1 percent As one famer put it 'our mental 

attitude became rosy again. We had hop, it was not just a gamble." But for 

several it was very specifïcally the fanning pracfiœ of summerfallawing that was 

to change wheat fanning for the better. Four of the respondents when asked 

what single factor tumed things around replied 'summerfallowing.' 

An interesthg experiment on the benefits of summerfallow is reported in the 

Medicine Hat News. The story desaibes some work done by Asael E. Palmer of 

the Lethbridge Gcperimental Station. In four sites in the brown soi1 zone, two 

plots of wheat were grown. One was planted in soi1 which had been in summer 

fallow for a year, the other in soi1 which had g r m  wheat the previous year. The 

results shwed that the wheat yield on land which was in summerfallow the 



previous year was at least twice Mat on the land which had grown wheat the 

previous year. Two of the sites used by Palmer were in the study area and 

were, in al1 probability, hvo of the aime expe-ntal substafions referred to 

earlier. At the Bindloss substation the yields were 15.7 bushels an acre on 

summerfallawed land compared to 6.7 bukishels on non-summerfallowed land and 

at the Whitla substation, 8.5 bushefs compared to 4.1 bushels. At least 50 

percent of the tannefs suweyed indicated that they consciously changed theîr 

fanning style in the 1 W s  to aâopt the use of trash cover sumrnerfallow in order 

to improve their fanning practiœs. Palmer's expriment dearly, for them, 

reinforced what they believed to be rigM (August 6, 1949). 

TABLE 17: Percentage of crop land under specific crops-CD #1 and CD #3 

L 

m u s  of Canada 1931,1941,1951, and 1956 
Census of the Prairie Provinces 1938 and 1946. 

Britnell and Fowke (1962) pointed to aaither fedor which, because of its 

temporary nature might well be viewed as a survival strategy, rather than an 

adaptive one, though even more legitimately it might be simpl y classed as a 

bonus (MacEwan, l m ) .  The British demand for Canadian bacon increased 

significantly as a result of World War II because its traditional markets were 

closed. MacEwan states that in 1944, for example, nine million pigs were 

rnarketed in Canada and "hm-thirds of them came from western farmsn 

(1980:159). This dividend to western famers was also a benefit to some of the 



dryland farmers in southeast Alberta. Census statistics alone show how the 

famers were able to take advantage of the temporary demand. In 1936 there 

were 35,989 pigs in CDS #1 and #3. That number had increased to 63.761 in 

1941 and retumed to 31,388 in 1946. When asked whether Viey had kept pigs 

for commercial purposes during the war. 47.2 percent of the respondents 

indicatd that they had and al1 ïndicated that they had no pigs by 1950. For 

some this 'bonus' proved a boon, 'we had dry years ni the 40s too but had both 

pigs and cattle to keep us going" (Buttenivick, l975:255). 

6.8 Financial assistance 

Bennett rekn to the dryland famers as "fiscal conservatives" (1 96621 3) and 

that conservatism is most evident in their use of part of their net cash income to 

reduce the debt on their fams and land (Britnell and Fowke, 1962). As Sam 

Elford's son Edgar claimed "Me was a constant battle with the elements, bank 

loans and mortgage payments. Where there was money it was used, and 

borrowing took place again as 'next year' would ahways be better" 

(ButteNvick, 1 975:2?l). 

There were at least four types of debt mat famers could acaimulate during the 

1930s. The first involved mortgages, though if additional land was king 

purchased from a neighbour or a trust Company there were other ways of 

conduding that purchase rather than simply taking out a mortgage. Three 

examples from the local histories show Johnnie Stelter "bought the "Stone 

Place" . . . for 1400 bushels of wheat from the Great West Trust Company" in 

1 942 (Bindloss, 1985321 ); Jacob Kirschenman "bought the one sedion of land 

at one dollar down and the balance in bushel payments. until total bushels paid 

in full, with a ten year interest ftee period' (Hilda,l974:159) and "1 sold Stan 

Albertson a quarter secîion of land for ten dollars an acre. When I offered him 



the land Stan said that he had no money. 'Weil,' I said, 'you've got a dollar, that's 

al1 that's needed to make it legal.' So he gave me a dollar and wd signed the 

papers" (Buttemi* l975:28l). 

The second rewlted fmm liens placed against property and equipment as a 

result of non-payment of bills. An example of the occurrence of liens is shown in 

a letter from lessee J.J.Novy of Foremost to landowner T.H. Walker: 

1 will need a loan from you of $1 O0 until this fall. Will pay you interest on 
you money. Also give you a lien on my share of the crop, if you so wish. 
I need the money to buy fuel with. The govemment is going to furnish 
some fuel but not enough (lbid.:388). 

The third resulted from unpaid municipal and provincial taxes, which by March 

31,1941, had risen to over $41 1,000 in CWl and a furthet $100,000 in Cm3 
(Govenment of Alberta, lS42b). 

The forath resulted fnmi the requirement by the provincial govemment for those 

who had received relief during the very dry periods, in whatever fom, to pay for 

that relief when they were able, "the cost of relief was to be repaid. M e n  

defaulted it was charged against the land titles" (Medeman, l973:Gf ). In 

passing a 1938 amendment to the Amicultural Relief Advances Act 1936, the 

provincial govemment authorïzed the bomming of money by rnunicipalities from 

the General Revenue Fund to fumish '"the necessitous f a m  al1 or any of the 

follwing oornmodities, namely se& grain, fodder, feed grain, fuel oil, and 

lubricating oil." The amendment also required the publishing in The Alberta 

Gazette names of individuals who receive such advances. The June 3ûth 1939 

issue of Rie Alberta Gazette Iisted those fanners who receked advances for the 

1939 yecrr, listing for exarnple 33.0 percent of the famers in the Municipal 

Distnct of Bow Island, receiving relief totalling $7'7,64459, and 42.5 percent of 



the farmen in the Municipal District of Forty Mile with relief totalling $1 28.74 0.85 

(Govemment of Alberta, 1941 ). 

Many dryland fannen acaunulated debt thmghout the 1930s as they struggled 

to survive but as the economy began to pi& up, parücularly between 1944 and 

1946. that debt was paid back quickiy. lt was noteworthy that an editorial in the 

Medicine Hat News in 1947 wmmented that Yann mortgage debts have 

dsdined 73 percent since the end of 1937 (May-2, 1947). The following table, 

Table 18, looks at fam revenue between 1940/41 and 1950151 and shows very 

clearly the source of any increased pmsperïty by 1950151. 

TABLE f 8: Fann revenue 1940/41 and 1950/51 

VVheat 670,965 acres 774,545 acres 283,383 acres 307,9û9 acres 

acreage' 

Average yield 

per acre2 

Pnœ per 

bushe13 

1 1 1 I 

Sources: ' Cerrsus of Canada 1911 and 1951 
  le vat or Reports. Alberta Wheat Pool 

Britnell and Fovike 1962. 

1 1 bushels 

lncome from 

In both CDS the total acreage in wheat inaeased over the decade, by 15.4 

$0.66 

percent in CD #1 and by 8.7 percent in CD #B. lnterestingly wheat yields happen 

9 bushels 

54,917,130 

to have declined sharply which helps to point to the real boon to the famers in 

$1 -70 

that decade and that proved to be the pria of wheat which inaeased 157.6 

12 bushels 

$1 2,382,100 

percent. The result was that income from wheat, Rom not a very large increase 

9 bushels 

$0.66 $1.70 

$2,662,290 
. 

$4,831,274 



in acreage, and a very modest yield, did, with much irnproved crop payrnents, 

increase farm income dramatically. If these inaeases are then measured against 

other cost inmases for the decade then the full impact of the wheat price 

increase can be seen. During the same decade, according to the Annual and 

Monthly Wholesale Prices, Fann Prices and Living Cost Indexes, the consumer 

price index rose 37.2 points, equipment and material costs rose 88.1 points, 

fam living costs rose 69.1 points and fam prices for agricultural products rose 

164 points (Economic Annalist, 1953). With substantially more income it is 

clear that mortgages would be paid off and that money was availaMe for the 

purchase of new equipment, as that equipment became available. 

Census figures show that between 1941 and 1946 the first two types of debt 

declined quite substantially. Farm mortgages in CD #1 were reduced by 47.5 

percent, and in CD #3 by 31 -2 perœnt and even more remarkably liens wre  

reduœd in that same time period, by 88.7 percent in CD #l and by 87.0 percent 

in CD #3 (Table 19). It is equally important to note in Table 19 that only 29 

percent of the farrns in CW1 and 39 percent of the fams in Cû#3 had 

mortgages in 1 936 and that percentage inueased only slightly by 1941 . S. J. 

Crawley, writing in The Monetaw Times in 1943 suggests that 'the burden of 

f a n  mortgage debt is not nearly as great as oRen pichireci.. The 1941 Census 

show that probably haif the fanners in Alberta have no mortgage debt" 

(1 943~90). The figures for CM1 and C W 3  show that 69 percent and 60 percent 

of fams, respedively, have no mortgage debt. A commentary in The Monetarv 

Times suggested that Yrom cold statisücs it can be dernonstrateci fairly - 
condusively that the Western farmer is getting back on his feet again after the 

trying years of the thirties" (1 943a:28). 

The dramatic nature of that change is illustrated in a story about Sig Fjeldberg 

who settled just one mile south of Bindloss. In 1945 Fjeldberg built a "4500 

bushel granary and said, 'Dot, when that is full, we811 be rich.' In 1951 he built a 



15,000 bushel granary and said the same thing. The granary was not aiways full 

and he was never flch, but from a $3,000 mortgage when he tod< over the fam 

in 1936 to a full granary in 1951 was a remarkaMe achievement" 

(Bindloss, 1985:14O). The payment of defemed taxes to the municipality and to 

the province and the repayment of relief costs w e  dealt with more 

expeditiously. One of the mechanisms that was used in both cases was 

TABLE 19: Mortgages and liens in CDm and C m ,  1936-1 946 

c-1 
Mottaa~e Debts 

Total amount 
Fams reporting 

ûebts covered by liens 

Total amount 

Fams reporting 

c m  
Mortaaae Debts 

Total amount 

Fanns raporting 

Debts covered bv liens 

Total amount 
Fanns reporüng 

Sources: Census of Canada 1941 ; Census of 

$363,990 

063 (23%) 

le Prairie Province 

for famers to provide time to the municipality in lieu of cash. Some of the 

famers paid off these debts by providing labour and by improving roads in the 

municipality with a scraper (grader): 



people worked off their taxes on road building (Hilda, 1974:O); 

. . . and was the mad foreman when the famen were doing road work for 
the municipality to help pay oSf theK taxes (Manyberries, i 9û3:7). 

In 1941 the Alberta govemment passed legislation that pemitted "the 

cancellation of municipal deMs to the provincial govemment for notes 

guaranteed for advances of seed grain and relief" (Bindloss, 1 985; 

Matte, 1 953: 1 ). This move freed farmers from those encumbrances at least 

A more substantial economic move was made by the federal govemment wïth 

the introduction in 1945 of the Farm lrn~rovement Loans Act. Prior ta the 

passage of this act, Hudson suggests, "much of the new investment in 

agriculture and of the reduction in fam indebtedness [Md] been fmni cuvent 

savings* (195455). A major problem, of course, had also been the shortage of 

materials as a result of the war effort Re-investment, particularly in tenns of 

cumulative replacement needs, began to increase significantly frorn 1 944 

onwards, as the producers began to tum their attention gradually toward the 

home market needs. The Farm lmprovement Loans Act was calleci "the most 

progressive step which [had] b e n  taken in the last 20 yean to adapt 

commercial credit to the needs of agriculture" (l&kt:56). Under the new a d  "the 

federal govemment guarantee[q a specified amount of the losses by the 

chartered banks and designated lenders resulting from loans made to farmers" 

(Binhammer, 1 982:209). Prior to this federal guarantee, banks had besn 

reluctant to loan money to famiers since they considered that the interest rates 

they were allowed to charge would not compensate them for their "peroeived 

higher risks" (lbitL126). The act, therefore, pmnmiitted farmers to bomow money 

more easily from chartered banks and other designated lenders, thereby 

perrnitting them to improve their productive capabilities.a 

35 'EligiMe projects for which bans may be made indude the purchase of agricuitural 
implements, equiprnent and livestock; the construction, repair or alteration of fam 

1 92 



In response to question 36 in the survey which asked respondents whether they 

had even taken advantage of a farm improvement ban, 30.6 percent of them 

indicated that they had and for a variety of purposes induding machinery and 

equipment, cattle and land. 

Persidence, "the stoicmess under adversiîy when they were subject to the whims 

and vagaries of both weather and market," allowed the dryland famen to "stick 

it outa' (Howe, 1 971 :hi). The decision of the govemments at both the provincial 

and federal level finally to corne to the aid of the western famers, to attempt 

through PFRA, PFAA, and the Wheat Board, to assist those who wanted 

assistance to continue to work the land and reœive a reasonable return on their 

wo&, rather than just simply abandon it, contributed significantly to the survival 

of the dryland wheat famer. But to continue to farm the land, to becorne self- 

sustaining, the drylanden would have to take advantage of the many changes in 

technology that ocamed duting and immediately after the war, and in some 

cases, as a result of the war. They would have to change their faming 

practices. In short, they would have to adapt For those who stayed, faming 

was not a stepping &one to prosperity; it was an end in itself. M i n g  the land 

was to provide economic seairity; it was to establish roots for sucœeding 

generations; and those who stayed were prepared to tolerate hardship with the 

unfailing belief that the land would produce. 

The most signifiant long-terni variable in the swvival of the dryland wheat 

famer was the re-establishrnent of the Canadian Wheat Board. The creation of 

a stabilized commodity price for wheat provided a guaranteed retum on the crop. 

Most of the other variables provided temporary assistance in the survival 

process. Items sudi as additional 'off farm' work and govemment assistance, 

buildings, induding the family dwelling: geneml works such as dearing and breaking 
land, irrigation systems, eledric systems, fencing and drainage . . . The maximum 
amount of ea& loan, the purpose for which the loans were made and the maximum 
term and rate of interest are set out in legislation" (8inhammer,i982:209). 



with the exception of PFRA, were short terni and made up a relatively small 

percentage of the famers' total annual incorne. Such short-term variables 

allowed famers to obtain hetp to s u ~ v e  in partiailady difficult years. The 

availability of f m  labour, both from within the region and outside, assisted in 

the sunrival procegs but the signifiant difference is shown ciearly in Table 18, 

where fhe amount of farrn incorne increased dramatically as a result af the 

inueased price for wtieat on the world market and aie resulting price for the 

fatmer via the Canadian Wheat Board- 



Chapter 7 

Adaptaüon 

Partly as a result of the will to survive and partly as a result of dissatisfaction 

with the way of life and a resolve to change it, the opportunities offered (a) as a 

result of govemment intervention toward the end of the depression, and (b) as a 

result of the war and its technological innovations, resulted in signifiant 

adaptations over a kief period of lime changing dryland faming dramatically. 

As one intenriewee put it Wter World War II ptices picked up, jobs were 

available, and people began getting higher retums for their work From then on, 

financially, we were better fixed." 

What emerged dwing this immediate p s t  war period was what Bennett and 

Kohl refer to as the Yhird generation.' In the longitudinal study of southwestern 

Saskatchewan, the Saskatchewan Cultural Ecology Research Program, Bennett 

distinguished oiree generations of settlers: "the first . . . had to establish an 

enterprise in a wildemess; the second had to maintain it under conditions of 

climatic and economic disaster; the third had to develop it to a 'modem' level of 



efficiency and produdiviv' (Bennett and Kohl, lWS:23). It is the transition from 

the 'survival' generation (genefation two) to the 'development' generation 

(generation thme) that is the focus of this chapter. 

The terni that b used to describe this transition is 'adaptation.' Bennett defined 

adaptation as how humans respond to severe constnints and having sunrived, 

what changes they then make to begin to thrive; 'Yhe changes in the posture 

and activities af human beings vis-à-vis the physical and cultural environment 

that enable them to cope with daily Iife and to improve their life changes'' 

(1 99O:43). Kloberdanz defined it also as 'a process whereby a population 

alters itself or its relationship to its habitat in order to make that milieu a more fit 

place to Iive" (1980:54). Bennett quiddy pointed out üiat in the case of the 

dryland fanners those adaptations were made more complicated by the cornplex 

involvement in the outside world. In summarizing this transition from 'survival' 

to 'development,' Morton dairned that 'Yhe West is a striking example of the 

adaptation of ideas, institutions and social aspirations to the lirnits and 

potential ities of a distinctive environment" (1 985:33). He saw the depression 

and the drought which had almost destroyed the West as completing the revolt 

of the West against "the irnported and the conventional." Yet lwking closely at 

the various adaptations of the 1940s and the 1950s, though many, especially 

related to soi1 conservation, were locally developed, some were late amivals 

h m  the United States. Fite talks about Ametican farmers who had managed to 

survive the droughts of the 1890s as realizing: 

the implications of semiaridity for successful faming. It was necessary to 
plant crops that would mature early and with a minimum amount of 
rnoisture; alsa faming practices had to be implemented that would get the 
maximum value from aie limited rainfall. Futhennore, larger acreages 
were also required to provide a decent family income, and a combination 
of crop and livestock enterprises seemed to Mer the best prospects for 
success (1 97ï:Z48). 



Fite descn'bed other examples in the 1920s in fUlontanqSand Webb in 1931 

emphasized that if famers were to succeed, they had to grow drought resistant 

crops, implement dry farming techniques, and obtain larger acre- than they 

had in the forested areas. So the changes that began in the earfy 1930s in the 

United States with govemment involvement in agricultural and consentatian 

methods wsre copied almost a decade later in Canada. By undertaking these 

measures govemment helped substantially to stabilue fam inwme. Risk was 

king reduced but it was never going to be eliminated, as one famer from 

Seven Perrons remarkeâ "in 1947 he had been frosted out, hailed out, drowned 

out and droughted ouî" al1 in a single year (Medicine Hat Dailv News, 

September 16, 1947). The constant reporting by the local newspaper of 

drought, hail, grasshoppers, &y and excessive heat, especially during the 

1940s, but also in the 1950s, indicates that additional adaptations had to be 

made to fming pradices to elirninate as many of the risks as possible, and 

simply to survive those like hail, drought and excessive heat, about which little 

muld be done. 

The pwpose of this chapter is to look at the adaptations that were made 

between 1940 and 1960 in southeastem Alberta and consider the degree to 

which they permittecl dryland farming to prosper. 

36 -In 1924. the Rockefeller Foundaîion financed a non-proM corporation knom as 
faiway Fams Inc., supervised by M. L Wilson [of Montana State College]. This 
O-on permittecl the estabiishment of eQM different famis in different psrts of 
Montana where maximum efficiency could be sought under varying conditions of size, 
mechankatibn, capital investment, land-use pradices and management advice" 
(Fite, 1 WXZSI). 



7.2 Farm Size 

One of the most significant adaptive changes was in the size of the f a m  lndeed 

Bennett suggested mat famiers 'respondeâ to increasing economic difficulties 

by accumulating land ftom those who leit the region in search of better 

opportunities. During the second generation of operation of the farms, this was 

really the sole adaptive stfategy" (1 969:2l3). However, Bennett was qui& to 

point out that enlargement of the fam unit, even though 1 pemiitted inaeased 

production, did not solve all the economic problerns and by itsetf, did not explain 

the persistence of many operations. In his study of the use and abuse of and 

lands, Heathcote pointed out "a fundamental problem of the initial tenute was 

that the unit size of land-ownership proved inadequate to support the family for 

which it was intended" (1983262). The land had been subdivided into 

townships, sections and quarter sections and the original homesteading had 

been by quarter section, 160 acres, and perhaps with a pre-emption, increased 

to 320 acres. Those selling the land initially failed to understand that these 

acreages while adequate for a f a n  in eastem Canada or western Europe, were 

totally inadequate in the dry prairies, that "unless [they] were supplemented by 

use of free range, [such lands] only vouchsafed a precarious existence at best 

and a womt ineant stantation and eventual abandonment" (Webb, 1 931 :398). 

Bennett claimed that in this extremely variable habitat, this type of land tenure 

rarely provided al1 the natural reswrces needed to operate a reasonably 

successful agriwltural enterprise and the result was signifiant attrition (1 963:2). 

He went on to suggest that the original quarter sedion homestead (160 acres) 

needed to be expanded to a two and a haf section (1600 acres) farm with al1 the 

necessary machinery and equipment Sudi an expansion took a minimum of 

twa generations, or about 55 yean (lbid:6). This figure of hm and a haif 

sections proposed by Bennett, as providing a modest living only with "hard 

manual labour," had already become the average in southeast Alberta. By 

1956, the census listeci the average area of fans for CD #1 as 1909 acres. 



almost three sections. an increase of 71 percent over 1941, when the average 

size was 1 1 16 aaes, and of 98.5 percent over the 962 average size for 1931. 

Table 20 shows the total number of fanns in CD #? and CD #3 from 1926 ta 

1951. There are at least two interesting feahrres The fimt is that the overall 

number in each case declines by 34.0 percent in CD #1 and by 37.8 percent in 
CD #3. The second is the slight variation from the downward trend around 

1941 when in both cases the number of fams increased slightly. 

TABLE 20: Total number of fanns, 1 926-1 9Sl 

I 
Source: Census of Canada, l Q 3 l , l 9 ~ l ,  and 1951 ; 

Census of the Prairie Provinces, 1926,1938 and 1946 

This phenomenon is largely the result of the apparent return of better uops with 

wheat yields in 1940 around 14 bushels an acre and up to 20 bushels in Mme 

areas in 1941. As was mentioned in a previous chapter the belief that the war 

in Europe might bring back wheat prices in the $2.50 range encouraged some 

to move to the land and try to 'cash-in.' The largest redudion in the number of 

fam units occurred between 1 926 and 1 931, with a much slower decline 

thereafter. During that same perïod the percentage of the population on the 



fams also declined from 46.5 percent of the total population in CD #l in 1931 to 

33.9 percent in 1951, and fram 67.3 percent of the total population in CD #3 in 

1931 to 53.6 percent in 1951. 

The inaeasing size of some of the farms is reflected in Vie Census data. Up to 

and induding 1 941, the largest category of farm size lists famis "over 640 

acres;" in 1 946, three additional categories were added, "Wb959 acres," 

"960-1 279 acres," and "1,280 acres and over." By 1951 three more categorïes 

had been added, the last one being '2,880 acres and over." 

The simplest way to look at this growth is at the percentage in each œnsus year 
of fams over 640 acres. Table 21 does that and indicates a difference in growth 

rates between the two CDS. 

TABLE 21 : F am sizePercentage of total farrns over 640 acres, 1 931 -1 95 1 

Cerisus of the Prairie Provinces 1936 and 1946. 

CO #1 

CD#3 
2 

The growth of larger units is much more evident in CD #1. The numben stay 

remarkably consistent in CD #3 reflecting a slower and more consewative 

adaptation in the area north of Medicine Hat Vian is found south and southwest 

of the City, resulting perhaps, not only ffom a more hilly, less cultivable terrain, 

but alsa from the reludanœ of subsistenoe farmen to give up their rural lifestyle 

and move to the city. There is no evideme to suggest that the formation of the 

British Block afFected the growth of farm sites in CD #3. lndeed much of the land 

taken over for the British Block had already, in the early 1930s, reverted badc to 

Source: Census of Canada lQ3I.lWl and 1951 ; 
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the Crown under the provisions of the Soecial Munici~al Areas Act 1934 and that 

'once the land cornes under the control of the [Special Municipal Areas] Board. it 

is considered public land and is not for sale, and settlement on same is not 

pennitted by individuals coming from outside the area' (Stapleford, 1 939~81) . 

This conservatism is fufthef fefiected by the fsct mat there were 2.3 thes more 

160 acre units in 1951 in CD #3 than there wem in CD #l. 

The final overall view deals with ownership. As will be seen fmm many of the 

comments about the acquisition of addiüonal land there are a variety of 

methods used to purchase the land as well as a variety of ownership 

arrangements. The relationship of part-ownerlpart-tenant makes up a 

significant portion of the omership in both CDS but may as easily reflect an 

arrangement of a son buying or renting the land from a parent, or other relative, 

as it may the more traditional werneMnt relationship. Table 22 presents the 

data on these types of land tenure. 

TABLE 22: Ownership of land, 1 9361 951 

s of Canada 1941 
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This table shows that by far the majority of the land, over 80.0 percent in both 

cases, is either owned outright by the famm or is in the pmcess of being 

bought O--ght or leased on a fairly permanent basis. Respondents to the 

surveys indicated that leasing was &en unofficial and was renewed annually. 

The Medicine Hat News notes that 'Tamiers are adâng to their present acreages 

or puràlasing pfoperty which they previwsly ocaipied as a tenant" (June 12, 

1943). 

7.2.2 Fam size from survey 

The questions in the survey provided the possibility of dividing land acquisitions 

into at least two categoRes, land that was acquired pnor to 1940 and that which 

was acquired &ter that year. The reason for the division is to attempt to find out 

whether it is possible to be very definitive about when the fam sue started 

increasing or whether a number of factors ocairring during and immediately after 

the war simply speeded up the process. 

When questionad about the acquisition of land 68.6 percent of the respondents 

indicated that they or their fathers had purchased additional land between first 

settling and 1940. Most indicated that their family had purchased their pre- 

emptioe fairly soon #ter 'proving up"3 and to that haif-section of land was 

added more as it became available or as arrangements could be made, usually 

Pi~ernpüon was the rigM of purchase of the adjoining quarter--on fiom the 
Dominion Govemment and was made available for $1 -00 per acre after title to the 
homesteab had been secured. Pre-emption had been abolished in 1885 but had been 
reinstated after 1908. (MacOonaîc!,1966). Pm-emption was a United States concept 
aimed at giviw =an advantage, or pmfemnce, to the actual setller or tiller of the soi1 as 
against the purchaser for speculative purposes' (Webb,193t :403). 

'Proving up8 is expiained as fdowa: 'lifter paying a $10 CEng fm, a male over the 
age of 18 or a widow coula get 160 acres ke, if he or she would emct a dweiling on R. 
reside on it for six months each year for three years, and under cultivatîon 10 
acres the first year, 1 S acres the second year, and 15 acres the third year. If al1 these 
~~nditions were met, the homesteader then was given free tiie to himer land' 
(Manybenies, 1 983:390)- 



of land that had reverted from private ta public ownership (Stewart and 

Porter, 1 942). Of those who could rernember specific dates of land purchases, 

there seem to have been two pafticular periods whidi were most popular, the 

first beiuveen 1925 and 1929 and the second between 1935 and 1939. The first 

of these coincides with the period immediately following what David Jones 

(1 9û6) calls the ''prairie dryland disaster of 191 7 to 1926" when the most serious 

emigration from the dry swtheast of Alberta tmk place. According to Dawson 

some of the fanners "added to their holdings dunng the l9Z%l93O period m e n  

land prices dropped, and they were fortunate enough to expriena two or three 

good crop years More  the onset of the depression in l9ZW' (1 94O:Q6). The 

second, though more diffiwlt to place, fits mth the much smaller movement 

away from the land associatecl With the 19305 depression. S o m  of the small 

scale famen who wanted to leave were able to seIl to those who were planning 

to stay. It is signifiant, referring back to Table 9, that in both œnsus divisions 

by 1941 more fams were ocarpied than at any time since 1921. The nurnber of 

ocarpied farrns in CD II rose between 1931 and 1936 and continued to rise 

through to 1941 white in CD #3 there was a slight drop in the number of 

ocaipied fams between 1931 and 1936. 

By 1940 al1 who indicated they had acquired more land had increased the sire of 

their farm to almost one section or 640 acres. Not al1 the land was contiguous 

and, indeed, Willis' study of fatm fragmentation in the HildalSduiler area gives a 

good overview of aie acquisition of additional noncontiguous properties. or as 

Willis calls them "detached pieœs" (1 960). It is interesting to note that Carlyle 

in his study prefers to use the terni 'oeparated' rather than 'fragmented' and 

maintains that the separatecl parœls tend to be large and are not excessively 

and widely scattered (1983:16).a Much of the land was purchased for cash. the 

'As used in the O# World. notsbly in Europe. fragmented farms are those which 
have been reduced to a site tw smai to be economically farmed, or which consist of 
an e x a s  number of widely dispersed pieces or both- The term has, however, been 
transfed perhaps too hastily to different conditions in the New World, wtiere it has 



amount varying ainsiderably from a reporteâ $12.00 per acre for a quarter 

section in 1915, $10.00 in 1924, $5.00 in 1936, and $3.00 per acre for a quarter 

section in 1938. Damon provides some figures for land purchase cos& in two 

locations relevant to the stwly area. He cites prices in Bow Island at $1 7-00 per 

acre be-n 1907 and 1916, dropping to 514.00 per acre fiom 1917 to 1921 

and dropping further to $8.00 per acre from 1921 to 1931. Figures for Hilda 

show much the same variation, $8.00 per acre between 1902 and 1906,513.00 

per acre from 1 907 to 191 1, $1 5.00 belween 1 91 2 and 1 91 6 and rising to $24.00 

per acre between 191 7 and 1921. mat was the high point because between 

1 922 and 1926 the prics had dropped to $1 1 -00 per acre and reached only 

$12.00 per acre in 1927 to 1931 (1940-.306). The pricing cited from the 

respondents to the survey S~CYWS a similar overall trend to that cited by Dawson, 

though the figures tend to be lawer , however, sinœ aie responses were based 

on memory, and depended upon a number of variables, such as quality of land 

and economic status of the seller, to name just two. 

It is not at al1 whe, therelore, to place too much emphasis on the dollar figures. 

There were, hwever, some additional purdiase arrangements that were 

interesting. One farmer, for example, who acquired 2.5 sections of land between 

1924 and 1937 indicated that the 640 acres he purchased in 1924 resulted from 

his paying off the arrears of the previous owner's acwmulated taxes. The haîf 

section, 320 acres, he purdiased in 1927 for $2030, and a further half sedion 

he inherited in 1937. There was no indication how he acquired a haif section in 

1935. The same farmer also indicated that he leased an additional two sections 

of land, one sedion from an absentee landlord living outside Alberta and one 

section from a store owner who Iived in the nearby town. In both cases the lease 

was paid by the famer providing each owner with 20.0 percent of the grain from 

that land that was delivered to the elevator. The most cornmon crop share 

been used to d-be any fami which consists of more than one piece, regardless of 
the size of the pieces or their degree of dispersionn (Cariyle,1983:16). 



agreement appears to have been one third of the crop to the landowner and two 

thirds to the famer. although there is at least one example of a 50150 

arrangement 

T w  partiaiter stories reveal the importance that m e  settiers felt for giving their 

children a good start in Ife. In an interview Grimn, talking of the seMers of 

Russian-Gennan background, suggests "the attitude that they had about 

developing things for their sons, that they should stay with agriculture, was very 

importanY8 (Interview, August 19,1995). Of the two stories, one occuned in the 

survey, the other in an interview. The survey response stated: 

Our father kept buying land from about 1927 to 1934 sa he could give each 
of the four sons as their own a half section of land at a time when they 
started out for thernselves. The accumulation of land amounted to three 
sections, 1920 acres, in the sumunding district and more was purchased 
by each son as he became established. It is of interest to note that one 
brother chose not to fann and that his land was sold to another brother and 
he was given the cash to start a business in Calgary. 

In the interview the famer made a sirnilar deal for his chikiren stating. "1 had four 

sons and one daughter . . . we were able to get a fann some place to put one of 

the boys on when they got marrieci and I put them on two quarters everyone. We 

bought more later but the two quarters were a gift from me." 

The acquisition of land conünued after 1940. In respanse to the survey 71 -4 

percent indicated that they acquired additional land between 1940 and 1960, 

anywhere from a single sedion (840 a m )  to. in one case 8.75 sections (5600 

acres). A great deal of land was available or became available duting the 1 940s. 

Land Midi had been abandoned in the 1930s or had reverted to the govemment 

or the finance company in lieu of taxes was already available. Govemment land 

was for sale and auction advertisements in the Medicine Hat Dailv News give 

some indication of prices: 



Audion of school lands and provincial lands announced between 
January 19 and 27, 1949. Priœ ranges from $5.50 to 58-00 per acre for 
schod lands and ftom $3.50 to 57-00 per a m  for provincial lands 
(December 18,1947). 

A similar advertisement ran in December 1949, indicating land with no 

improvement at $5.00 to $6.00 per acre and land with some property up to 

812.00 per acre (Ibid., December 31,1949). 

At the same time the early 1940s saw a movement h m  the land to the toms 

and cities. When questioned on the reason for this movement by far the most 

popular answer was that one generatïon had 'done their bit' and were ready to 

retire and if there was no family to teke over the fam then it was simply put up 

for sa1e.o One of the interviewees explained the move from the fams in the 

1940s in the following way: 

. . . so mechanization carne in after the end of the war and that would 
have meant that now the original settlers were getting older and there was 
a change in the meüiod of doing things. Mechanization meant they 
needed to make some adjustment . . . and so people would tend to look at 
their opportunities . . . not every kid wanted to be a fanner. The old folks 
would have said they couldnt afford the mechanization thing so their 
option was to sel! up. We shouldn't think of it as a failure when somebody 
stops fanning, rather we should look at it as people assessing #eir 
alternatives. 

Several examples of this movement ofF the fam are found in the Medicine Hat 

Dailv News: 

Hilda - quite a few fanners have wld out their fam equipment and 
livestock throirgh auaion sales and are either retiring to the Uty of 
Medicine Hat or are taking up other occupations. (November 13, 1946) 

40 If the fanner had setüed the land in 1910, by the time the 1940s rolled around he 
had spent 30 years faming and was ready to p a s  on the task to others. 



Fam 12 miles south west of Medicine Hat haif section deeded land, 160 
acres under altivation at $1 0.00 per acre - six quarters of lease land 
could be tumed over to purchasa. (Apfil 1 , 1947) 

In some cases, of course, the land was being tumed over to the family. A report 

in the Medicine Hat Dailv News from Severi Persons states 'the original 

homesteaders are slowfy leaving the district and in many cases the younger 

members of the family are taking over the fami" (October 6, 1947). 

An additional factor in acquiring land was the availability of cash. In a report 

delivered ta the Post-War Planning Conference in Toronto in 1943, Professor W. 

D. McFarlane commented on some of the problems associated with agricultural 

reconstruction fiom the famer's point of view. In part of his report he states: 

fann income must be raised to a level which will Mord a standard 
of living comparaMe to that of other classes. The famer has not 
received his fair share of the national income. In 1940, the average fann 
income (withwt deduding operating costs) was about $900 per annum, 
as compared to $1500 for the industrial employee . . . a way must be 
found to inuease rural purchasing power . . . no self-respecting fanner 
wants an industry dependent on Govemment loans (McFarlane, 1943). 

As one of the interviewees stated "and then finally you know in the 1 940s all at 

once we starteci to get up and we got up fast. Prices got better and it didnt take 

very long More you cwld help yourself." Most purchases took place in the late 

1940s and early 1950s Men bettei prices for wheat resulting from the 

establishment of the Canadian m a t  Board, better crops and better equipment 

meant that 1 was üme to reinvest in more land. There were a few purchases in 

the early 1940s and the Medicine Hat Dailv News reflecteâ this by commenthg 

''the prosperous position of the farming community is reflected in the demand for 

fann lands in this district. The younger men are on the look out for lands of their 

own" (February 14, 1944). In 1941, for example, one respondent puaiased a 

quarier section of land for $5.00 an acre and indicated Mat the owner joined the 



own" (Febwary 14,1944). In 1941, for example, one respondent purchased a 

quarter sedion of land for %5.ûû an acre and indicated that the owner joined the 

amy and was no longer interested in faming. The purchaser commented that 

the land was good, productive and cheap and that he used a family loan for the 

purchase. A second respondent indicated that he leased three sections (1920 

acres) of land after the owners moved away. The arrangement for the lease 

was cash, at W.40 cents an acre for a total of $768.00 a year. His patticular 

interest in the land was because it adjoined the home quarter. 

Two respondents indicated that aiter retuming from adive service in World War 

II they used the facilities of the Veterans' Land Act? to acquire land. In one 

instance the farmer bought 1.25 sections in 1947 at !&.O0 per acre and in the 

other a section of land on a crop share arrangement The Medicine Hat Dailv 

News also repo* on a retuming soldier who bought a haif section (320 acres) - 
of land from a local farrner in 1946 and leased a further 3.5 sections for Pasture. 

The vetefan's comments were "it's dry land but she's good and with are and 

attention will give us a living. It was fun down a year ago but I'm building it up." 

Commenting further on the fact that he was ploughing with homes, he added 

"maybe we'll have a tractor another year, but we've got to start modesta' (Apfll 

22,1948). The following week the newspaper pointed out that under changes 

to the Vetmns' Land Ad those in spring wheat g-ng areas would be 

allowed to pay over time for their land using crop share (Ibkt, Apnl 19, 1948)- 

Earlier in the same year the newspaper announced that the first family ftom 

war-tom Europe had amveâ in Hilda having been sponsored by a local farmer 

(/&M., Febniary 27, 1 948). 

41 The VacKsnsb Land Act m i v e d  royal asserit on August 1.1942 î t  provided for 
the appointment of a Director and empowred him to acquire land and imgrovemenîs, 
livestock, farm equipment and commercial fishing equipment, and to seIl them to 
appmvsd veterans to a total value of $4,ûW.00 pet veteran* (Britnell and 
Fow(te,i962:423). The ad alsa provided for loans to purchase livestock andlof land. 
The a a  was revised and amended several times parücularly to mng the amount of 
dollars availaMe to a more acceptable level. 



There is plenty of evidence fram the figures provided by the respondents that the 

pnœ of land, especially good productive dry land, increased significantly dunng 

the two decades, from as little as $4.00 per acre in 1946 to as much as S50.W 

per acre in 1960. These figures alone indicate how much more successful 

dryland fanning became over the 20 year petiod. Some of the land was 

purchased because it adjoined land already owned. S o m  was purchased 

simply because, as one respondent indicated, "1 wanted land." One respandent 

suggested that he naedsd more land to support a growing family. Hawever, the 

cornmonest reason was that the land was good, produdive and. above 

everything else, cheap. Famers were looking to expand their holdings and the 

land was available. Whatevet the reason the successful famers of the early 

1940s became even more succegsful as the hwo decades progressed and they 

acquired even more land. 

7.3 Mechanization 

Accwding to Baltensperger "one of the most important causes of fam expansion 

was mechanization" (1 977:256). It was the growing need for labour in the non- 

agricultural sectors, particularly during and after World War II,  and the growing 

availability of labair-saving fann technologies that prompted famiers to 

purctiase machinery. There is a direct Iink between fam size and 

mechanization. The availability of machinery replacing human and animal 

labour was partly caused by and the cause of increased fam operations. The 

increasing costs relative to retums meant that to make the operation economic 

more land was needed and at the same time the speed with which that land 

cwld be ploughed, seeded and harvested meant that more land could be famed 

more quiddy (Carlyle, 1 983). In other words, mechanization gave fanners 

greater control over the timing of their operations (Hewes, 1 979). It is worth 

recording that the Dominion Agriculture minister in 1941 is f8ported as having 



said that he wouldn't have a tractor on his fam since the land was not suitable 

for a tractor and "it is typical of a gaod many fams in western Canada" 

(Medicine Hat News, May 22, 1941). The Minister, J. G. Gardiner, was elected 

Rom Saskatchewan, farmed there and served as the Dominion Agriculture 

Minister fiom 1935 to 1957. His views on mechanization certsinly did not 

correspond to the views of the famers of southeast Alberta. 

The amval of machinery in southeast Alberta coincided in large degree with the 

arriva1 af the first Eumpean and American settlers. Shepard suggests that 'We 

immigration of Amencan famers to the Canadian plains was paralleled by the 

expansion of American implement companies into the area" (1 S86:254), and 

while there is indeed evidence of such mechankation, it is limitd. Local 

histories detail early mechanization: 

Christ's [Lippert] father bought his first steam tractor in 1919 and Christ 
bought his first gas tractor in 1923, a Ttan" (Hilda, 1 974: 1 78); 

By 191 5 . . . a new threshing outfit was purchased . . . in 1922 a new 
Massey Harris 12-22 HP tractor and a Massey Ham's three bottom plow 
(sic) were purchased. To this was added a Rumley 22 inch threshing 
machine in 1 924 (Wedeman, 1 973:35); 

In 1920 Gust, ?.O.Johnson and APAnderson bought a 25-45 Rumley oil 
pull engine and Rumley separator . . . they hooked seven plows(sic) 
behind it and ploweâ(sic) seven furrows down to Ole Wcks 
(Iddesleigh, 1 961 :l1); 

He eamed the name of 'Kerosene Johnny' by purchasing the first 
threshing machine outiit in the community. A Fairbanks Morse engine 
and separator was taken delivery of in Seven Persans in the fall of 1916 . 
. . over the next few years aiis engine was us& for ploughing and some 
field work (Manybemes, 1983: 106); 

[ln] spring [1911] Bill and Henry Krenzke, together with Gust Fyrk, Frank 
Bower, and Art Welke, bought a big steam engine, the first in the district 
They also purchased twelve plows (sic) and a threshing machine. This 



machinery was al1 brought out fram Warner. As weli as breaking their 
own land, they plowed (sic) many acres for others in the community with 
their stearn engine and plows (sic) (Pendant D'Oreille, 1 970:155); 

He staRed faming with oxen and horses, but soon acquired a huge 
Rumley tractor and plow (sic) and disc to go with it He was a h y s  on 
the lookout for things that were impmvements on the 'nom'gg 
(Bindloss, 1 985: 1 1 7). 

Hawever, of those interviewed and suweyed none had mechanization much 

earlier than 1927, though 22 percent had gasoline tractors by 1931 and the 

same perœntage had combine hawesters. 

There are definitely two interpretations as ta why there was not more widespread 

adoption of mechanization in the 1920s in southeast Alberta. The first was that 

the dryland fanners were too consektive, too 'stuck' in their ways, and very 

much tied to the old fashioned method of doing things. The aintrary view, 

expressed by Ankli, Helsberg and Thompson, was that the famien were very 

skeptical about the mechanical reliability and efficiency of these 'new machines' 

and recagnized the significant investment decisions in purchasing a piece of 

power equipment (1 9ûû:l3). They suggesteâ mat three conditions needed to 

ew'st simultaneously before the tractor could be adopted universally. The first 

involved the technological development of the machine itself plus the equipment 

for it to pull. The second the costs involved in using the tractor had to be 

significantly lower than those of horse operation. Finatly, 'Yami incornes had to 

be high enough to make heavy capital investment necessary, possible, and 

desirable" (Ibid.:35). In attempting to compare costs of horses and tractors. 

Ankli, Helsberg, and Thompson concluded h a  even 'by the end of the 1920s 

operating with tractors cost less than continuhg to fam with horses at alrnost al1 

acreage levels." (I&id.:33) It is interesting to note that, in 1922, a Massey Harris 

12-22 tractor sold for $1,200 and in 1947, a Fanall M tractor cost $1,600 

(Bindloss,I 985). However, what really held up the spread of mechanization was 



the depression of the 1 930s (F riesen, 1987; Gray, 1 967). As Morton suggested 

'Yhe considerable begimings of power faming and the mechankation of 

agriculture was delayed by the depression; capital was not available for the 

purchase of tractors and machinery" (1 985:29). The process af mechanization 

was not stopped. M e r  it was slowed dom. An additional 23.0 percent of those 

surveyed indicated they bwgM gasoline tractors in the 19308, mostly in the 

period beWeen 1937 and 1940; and 25.0 percent had purchased combined 

harvesters during that same pedod. Hawever, the rnost important inaeases in 

machine numbers per fam have oawrred since 1941 (Shaw and Gilstorf,l954). 

In the 1940s al1 three of AnW il Helsberg, and Thompson's conditions coincided 

and Table 23 shows the mechanization "explosion" that taok place between 

1941 and 1951 when the value of implements and machinery on fams in 

southeast Alberta rose by 157.8 percent in CD #1 while the total farm values 

rose by 97.6 percent, and comparative figures for CD #3 show a 186.2 percent 

increase for implements and machinery and a 137.8 percent increase for total 

farm values. 

The same kind of growth can be seen when looknig at the actual numbers of 

vehicles. Table 24 shows the number of farm vehicles in the two CDS. These 

figures show that in 1941 appmximately 50.0 percent of the fams had a tractor, 

actually 58.1 percent in CD #1 and 50.5 percent in CD #3. A smaller percentage 

had trucks, 37.3 percent in CD #1 and 22.0 percent in CD #3. Even fewer had 

grain combines, 24.0 percent in CD #1 and 9.3 percent in CD #3. By 1951 these 

figures had increased significantIy. There were more tractors than fams in bath 

CDS indicating that any one farmer might well have more thsn one tractor. In CD 

#1 almost al1 fams had a truck, 99.8 percent, though the figures were nowhere 

near as high in CD #3 at 66.4 percent The number of grain combines had also 

increaS8d significantly constituting part of the equipment in 56.3 percent of the 

fams in CD #1, and 34.6 percent in CD #3. So there had been big changes in 

fam machinery. 



TABLE 23: Value of implements and machinery, l94Gl9Sl 
(including automobiles) 

Total farm values ,092,408 1 $54,555,275 61 07,803,963 

lmpiement and 
machinery values 

Total fam values 520,139,524 $28,171,471 $û2,232,320 

machiney values 1 I I 
I 1 1 

Source: Census of Canada 1941 and 1951, 
Census of the Prairie Provinces 1946- 

TABLE 24: Fam machinery by Census Division, l94l-l9Sl 

1 941 1,532 2,387 985 31 2 4,107 

1 946 1,787 2,590 1,211 264 3,574 
- - - 

- 1%-  2,906 3,ess 1,641 282 2.91 3 

c0.m : t 1 

1941 624 1,432 265 361 2,837 
1 

1946 720 1,677 413 351 2,502 

1951 1,620 2,673 870 454 2,441 
; 

Source: Census of Canada 1941 and 1951, 
Census of the Prairie Provinces 1946- 

The home was replaced by the tractor and the grain harvester combine becarne 

popular as a huge time saver, reducing dramaücally the need for human labour 

(MacEwan, 1980). Friesen referred to this enonnous increase in mechankation 

as an "explosion" and suggests that 'how famers could work twenty-fourhout 



days, if they wished, and till their fields with large implements at speeds four or 

five times greater than homes owld manage" (1 987:43l). 

Macpherson and Thompson cOnt8nded that the decade of delay was an 

advantage to the prairie famienr "for the machines that they purcbasecl in the 

1940s were far superior to those available before the depression" (1 984:B). 

HowevwI according to a PFRA report 'Canadian fams were undersupplied with 

farm machinery and equipment The diversion of labour and matenal to war 

needs reduced the supply of fami machinery which was not suffïcient to meet a 

rapidly increasing demand for al1 kinds of f a n  equipment required for the largest 

agricultural produdion possible" (1 947:32). As indicated earlier most of the 

growüi in machinery was to occur between 1946 and the mid-1950s. For 

example. 65 percent af those surveyed who baight trackm in the 19408 bought 

them after 1945 and the major@ of the self-propelled combines were purchased 

between 1949 and f 955 as were the diesel tractors and the disc-seeâers. The 

pmblem, of course, was World War II. In 1941, Ottawa plaœd an official 

redudion on the production of fann machinery and equipment (Medicine Hat 

Oailv News, Oaober 6, 1942), and there was a significant shortage of repair 

parts (ibid-, July 14, 1942). In a letter to the editor of Tdav and Tornorrow in 

1943, H. E. Nichals, the secretay of the Alberta Famiers' Union was very 

concernecl about the difficulties faners were experiencing. His letter stated 

al1 famiers in the West know that it has been very dficult to obtain 
machinery and repair parts during the past summer. Some men 
have not b e n  able to obtain plough shares and rnany summer- 
fallows have been worked late or not received the wltivation that 
was necessary &ng to the shortage of machinery and tractor 
repairs. The Alberta Fanners' Union has received corn plaints from 
famiers who have waited for months for repairs and waited in vain 
(Nichols, 1943). 



In 1942 quotas were imposed on tractors and combines from the United States. 

making machinery only available to fanners on a permit system (MacPherson 

and Thompson, 1 984). The PFRA reports that 

the situation became somewhat alarrning during 1944. The 
findings of a wwey conduded by the Economics Division [af 
PÇRA] indicate that the demand for al1 knids of f a n  machinery and 
equipment will be quite large for 1946 and 1947 to meet the 
unfulfilled dernand during the war years as well as the need for 
replaœment of mxn out machinery kept in use because of an 
insufficient supply of new machinery. There is also a definite trend 
towards more medianiration, and greater use of power on fanns 
(PFRA, 1 947:32). 

So, by 1946, 'Men purchasing power and adequate supplies coincided for the 

first time sinœ 1 929, the basic devices of the 1 920s were available in a wide 

range of efficient machinery adapted to highly variable agricultural requiretnents" 

(Britnell and Fawke,1962:421). In addition, farm incorne was relatively high and 

labour was scarce and, when available, expensive, resulting in a great dernand 
for labour saving equipment of al1 kinds (Ibid:l88). One example of homemade 

equipment was the 'stook-sweeps mich was 'an answer to the famer's prayer 

now that help is scarœ in the prairies.' ûeveloped in Alberta in 1941, there 

were five or six operating in the province in 1942 and by 1943 there were 

upward of 400 in operation wïth a special course for instniding famers how to 

build them being held at the Olds Agricultural College. The 'stook-~~8eps" were 

pushed by a tractof, and made from old wheels af f  fm machinery, oaap steel 

and long 'teeth' made from two-by-four timber. It was daimed that '50 to 70 

percent of the man labour required to operate a threshing outfit" could be 

replaced by this piece of equipment (Govemment of Alberta, 1943; Monetary 

Times, 1943b:W). 

In a cornmentary in the Monetaw Times in 1943 it was pointed out that finally the 

govemment was recognizing the need for fam machinery. It reported that 'the 



ment order of the Farm Machinery Controller doubling the allowable production 

of fam machinery is a belated recognition of the importance of civilian goods to 

the national war efforL" The controller raised the Iimit on farrn implement 

produdion to 77 percent of the 1940-41 average. The article reported that the 

manufadurers wuld '7um out approxjmately 90 percent of the average total 

weight af machines, repairs and attachments produced in the 194041 penocP 

(1 943d:28). The supply was not available until 1 944 at the earliest and, indeed, 

for most of the dryland farmers of southeast Alberta it was to be 7946 before the 

rnachinery began to anive. 

The amval of new equipment was a matter of record in the local newspaper: 

Fred Springer has bought a new John Deere tractor with mbber tires, 
starter and Iights-fony Krassman has bought a John Deere tiller 
equipped with nibber tires, a first for the dimd (Medicine Hat Dailv 
News, March ?6,1946); 

Many new combines are cantinuing to amve in the district this week (Ibid. 
August 26,1946); and 

The self-propelled combine has amved (lbid. July 16, 1947). 

By 1956 in the new CD #l there were listed 21 91 fam ownen who owned 

between them 2,640 motor trucks, 2,970 tractors, 3,071 gasoline engines and 

1,667 grain corn bines. 

When asked which single piece of mechanical equipment revolutionized famiing 

in the dry areas, those surveyed indicated that the deep Mage culüvator and the 

discer seeder were more significant than the tractor or the combine. One 

respondent stated for example that the development of the one way discer 

meant that "fields did not have to be bumed ofF in order to cultivate with the old 

disc and plough". Nevertheless, they al1 agreed that technology had changed 



dryland farming dramatically by the mid-1950s and had reduœd the Rsk As one 

respondent suggested "in the yeam between 1940 and 1960 with the advent of 

24-0, the one-way disc and blaôe cultivator, Macwn was proved correct-" Thus 

it was possible to cultivate the land more sasily to avoid possible soi1 drifting and 

retain more soi1 moistute. It was possible to seed eariier to benefit from early 

spring rains and it was possible to hanrest more quiddy, thus avoiding early 

snowfall or heavy frosts. Mechanization had reduced the need for seasonal 

labow. It had increased produdivity and reduced the cost per unit of output, 

and it had increased the pressure for the expansion in the sire of the individual 

fam unit (Shaw and Gilstorf, 1954). It had also replaced the horse. 

7.3.1 The decline of8'horse paver" 

If it is at al1 feasible to assume that one of the vidims in this period of adaptation 

was hired labour, then an even more conspiaious vidim was the horse. 

Perhaps two sections from interviews best sum up the fate of the hone: 

lntenhbwer. . . I have talked to several people who have told me about 
exchanging horses for tractors and I asked a lady from down south mat  it 
was like to hand over the horses - . . was there a real sense of loss? 

Inte&- . . . No. No, it wasn't . . - because the homes they had to be 
fed year round. They ate up about a third of the crop so you Io& a third of 
a crop anyway by having hotses. They were slower and took a long time 
to do something . . . so it was an economic decision. 

Intentkwer . . . No sentimentality? 

Intendewee . . . No because in those days we had trouble with 
encephalitis. We lost some horses and sine we had a tractor and we 
had bought that extra piece of land and so on, we needed more m e r ,  so 
it was a thing that just worked togemer. 



lnte~ewer . . . Do you know what happened to the horses? 

Inten&we . . . Oh we're not sure . . . maybe the best ones went to 
Quebec and the worst ones went to Swift Current for rneat. 

and 

lnten&wer. . . so what happened to your hotses? 

InteNEewee . . . well we kept some around, they were handy in the winter 
time for hauling straw and stuff but they would have disappeared by the 
middle SOS. We had a couple of riding horses around but the rest went to 
the glue fadory . . . I have never thought about what happened to the 
home. Fam boys don't think about those things. Generally speaking 
fann people are extremeiy humane with their animals but they don't vi& 
them as pets either. 

TABLE 25: Number of horses, 1931-1 951 

CD #l 45,910 32,504 25,631 14,187 7,205 

CD #3 40,092 30,247 25,594 13,783 6,942 

Source: Census of Canada l 9 3 l , l W  and 1 951, 
Census of the Prairie Provinces 1936 and 1946 

Table 25 shows the very rapid dedine in the number of horses between 1931 

and igSl, a decline of 83.5 percent over the 20 year period. The previously 

related interviews explain most of the basic reasons far the disappearanœ of the 

horses. They were expensive to keep; they were slow; and, 'men wartime 

restrictions of the manufacture of fann equipment and rnachinery, induding 

tractors, were being relaxeci," they became surplus to requirements (Britnell and 

Fowke, 1 962:277). Rie question, of course, was what to do with the surplus 

horses? As early as 1942, the Medicine Hat Chamber of Commerce was 



discussing promoting the sale of horses (Medicine Hat Dailv News, Odober 16, 

1942). MacEwan reports that a proposa! to "convert swplus horses to saleable 

meattt was disaisseci in 1943 (1 980: 161 ). It was not, however, until Odober 

1945 that the Canadian Cooperaüve Plocessors Limited opened a plant at Swift 

Currentp with an initial order for 10,000 tons of pickled m a t  for Belgium, that a 

procsss was put in place (Ibid-). A second plant was also to be opened later in 

Edmonton. Not al1 the horses were sent for slaughter. The Medicine Hat Daily 

News reports that in 1945 there was a cornmittee in town from the Dominion - 
govemment to buy dimct horses and to arrange to have them shipped to 

France and Belgium. According to the report the horses had to be Young, solid. 

sound and well-broken (August 30, 1 945). 

By 1949, the Swift Current plant was reporting m e  supply and demand 

problems and although it was still advertising for homes in 1951, it dosed its 

doon in 1 G52.e having "pretty wel l cumpleted the task for which it was 

organized" (Mabwan, 1 980:162). Of those surveyed 48.6 percent indicated that 

in 1940 they had work horses on the fam. Only 21 .6 percent raised horses for 

sale either to Europe or to the United States or to Saskatchewan for food 

production. One respondent commenteci on this change by stating that he sold 

his horses in 194546 for 'Yox mat" when they were no longer needed for 

farming. Most indicated that by 1950 the only horses that remained on the fams 

were used for recreational purposes or far rounding up cattle and "riding the 

range." The 1954 annual report of the Department of Agriculture summed up the 

decline of the home in suutheast Alberta by stating 'conünued mechanization of 

farm operations, coupled with low value of horses, demand for meat horses and 

la& of interest in breeding, has resulted in a furaiet decline of the number of 

4* "Canadian Coopemtive Processors Limited at Swift Current are offering the 
following @ces for horses f.0.b. local points; A's 2.5 cents per pound, 6's 295 cents 
per pound, C's 2 cents per pound, off car weignts/freight paida Medicine Hat News, 
April19, WSI). 



horses on Alberta farms" (Govemment of Alberta, 1955:47). The horse was no 

longer part of the equipment needed to operate a dryland farrn. 

7.4 Land use 

One of the more signifiant adaptations that began in the 19- and canSed 

through right into the 1 95ûs involved the preparation of the land for altivation. 

In 1951 approximately 41 -0 percent of the whole of CD #1 was considerd 

improved land,Q a figure identical to that in the same œnsus division in 1921, 

whereas for CD #3 the percentage decreased from 42-0 percent to 29.0 percent 

primarily as a result of the aeation in 1941 of the Dominion Experimental Station 

for Defenœ Research established at SuffÏeld, details of which follow later in this 

chaptet. The arount of that improved land that was actually wltivated was 

about 60.0 percent in total, meaning that only about 22.0 percent of the total 

land area in both CDS was actually cultivated. 

In 1926, Wyatt and Stewart, in summarizing their soi1 survey of the Medicine Hat 

area, condudecl that "the unmodified grain farming pradice cannot be depended 

upon as a permanent systern of agriculture" (1 926:55). In their report they 

talked about the value of imgation, the importance of summer fallow and the 

significance of crop rotation, al1 as methods of preventing soi1 emsion and mil 

drifting. Certainly one of the problems of the 1 930s involved soi1 drifting and so 

one of the premier tasks was to stabilize the soi1 and reduœ such drifling to a 

minimum. The problem really revolved around the practiœ of 'bladr" summer 

fallowing. By the ealy 1930s about "one third of ouf land was black summer 

fallow with a dwt mulch cover" (Syrnes, 19û6: 1 O1 ). Bladc summer fallow meant 

the pradice of skipping the planting of a crop, ploughing the land HI that the 

"Improved landa means land that has at soma time been "broken" or plowed but 
may not cunently be cultivated (Britnell and F&e,1962). 



stubble was tumed in and Ming the soi1 Men enough to prevent the growth of 

weeds. This exposed the soi1 at the surface, allowing it to dry out and be blown 

by the wind (Hewes, 1979). The principal cause of the breakdcnm of the soi1 and 

thereby the mation of a greater propensity to drifting was the wntinuous 

aopping/summer fallowîng system that was used (Wyatt and Newton, 1926142). 

Even in 1987, an artide appeared on sauthem Alberta stating "it is widely 

agreed mat the practice of 'Ma*' or bare, summer fallm-ng should be stopped 

immediately (Stark, 1 98722). 

The rnethods for preventing soi1 drifting presented in Wyatt and Newton's report 

were in large measure to be adopted by dryland farmen in the late 1930s and 

1940s. They included leaving a 'trash cover', or stubble on uncropped land. 

ridging the soi1 at right angles to the prevailing winds, altemating strïps of crop 

and fallow at right angles to the prevailing wind (!Wp faming). rotating crops 

and irrigating. The two ideas that received the least support were the last two, 

rotating mps, which famers chose in large part not to accepP and expanding 

the irrigation areas which was a govemment 'money' issue. The gap between 

presenting the ideas and having them implemented simply supportecl the 

contention in a scientiic agriculture column in the Medicine Hat Dailv News that 

suggested that the gap between agricultural lcnowledge and agficultural practice 

was simply too great (July 4, 1941 ). Symes suggested that two major changes 

had to be made to tillage rnethods (lm). The first was the adoption of strip 

farming which began in the 191 7 and was promoted actively by Asael Palmer 

working out of the Lethbridge Experimentel Station. Even though he was mare 
that any one method of soi1 management was only a partial solution to the 

44 J.R.Clark, district 8gfic~Ruralist in Mapie Creek, exgmssed some fnisttaüon over 
the failure of dryland famers to adopt crop rataüon in a conversation with John 
Bennett. Clark suggested We fanner tries to coax the same plants year after year to 
gmw although the weather is against him. Eventuatly the proMem of the famer here is 
that he is fighting a cydical variable, he wants to grow the same plants every year 
aithough the dimate being variaMe hems best suited to a cycle of speciesm 
(Bennett, 962a). 



problem it seemed logical to Palmer that each method should be prornoted. The 

second was called 'trash wvet faming and simply meant that the soi1 was not 

tumed over. The Noble M a d e  with its four fod or eigM foot blade which "cuts 

off the weeds undef the surface and feaves the trash-stubble and weeds- 

anchored in the top layer of the soil," and the deep tillage ailtivator with ifs 16" 

ta 18" shovels, which peCrormed the same task, pemitted the famiers to keep 

their land weed free without exposing the soi1 to kind (hiid: 1 02; Gray, 1 967:230). 

Of the farmers surveyed 55.9 percent indicated they had soi1 drifting problems 

on Vieir fams, a further 23.5 percent indicated that there was not much problem 

with soi1 drifting and the remainder claimed that there was no problem at all. 

Most of the latter suggested that soi1 drifîing had been a problem in the 1930s 

but not in the 1940s or l9SOs. Several acknowiedged that though I was not a 

problem, it was a h y s  a threat The cornmonest practice to prevent soi1 drifting 

was stnp fanning with the area of the strip varying behween 20 aaes and 40 

acres, with two of the respondents indicating that if it was particularly dry they 

used the smaller strip. The second cornmonest practice involved 

summerfall~ng with a cultivator and included no stubble buming, preserving 

trash cover, using aie Noble blade and deep tillage ailtivator, al1 of Wich 

achieved the same result, that of leaving a trash cover on the land surface. 

Several of the respondents revealed their conservaüsm with statements such as 

"never over-ülled, very cautious with equipment I used," "[we did] not work the 

land more than neœssary" and '1 took as good car8 of it as I possibly cwld al1 

the tirne.' One tespondent indicated that he would haul manure to &lowing hill 

tops in order to try and anchof the soil. Anottmr m e n t i d  planting wind breaks 

and hnro others tumed the land badc to pasture by 'planting many aaes to 

crested wheatgrass" rather than continue altivation. Only three of the 

45 Named after its inventor Charles S. NoMe who fanned near NoMeford in southern 
Alberta. According to Asael Palmer, 'it is dou&tful if any other impiement manufacturer 
or farrner did as much to promote trash-cover faming,' (Symes,l986:102) 



respondents talked at al1 about crop rotation, using alfalfa, sweet clwer. fall rye 

or occasionally winter rye in altemate years with opring wheat 

Soil conservation was an issue for almost al1 the famers during the 1940s and 

1950s and al1 respondents daimed to take precautionary meawres to ensure 

that soil problems, still a very vivid memory of the l93Os, did not recur. All 

indicated they had changed their tillage practices using Noble and Victory 

blades, with the typical response k i n g  'the main one was the wide Made 

wlu'vator such as the first John Deere blade with 24 inch wide blades, then the 

now widely used Noble blade with six foot or seven foot blades that came out in 

the early 1950s.' Two respondents, however, indicated different views. One 

reflected a consemative approach taward govemment involvement of any kind, a 

view that was also evident when looking at PFRA work His comments were that 

he "grew crops suitable to [his] area [and] rejected govemment programs which 

often forced farrnen to ignore presewation of their land." The second exhibited 

a singularly noncommunal approacb claiming that he 'reported neighbors to the 

RCMP if they let their soi1 drift, otherwise the whole neighbohood would blaw." 

This latter response was unique, and refiected a view entirely at odds with the 

cooperative and consensual nature of the remainder of the responses, perhaps 

indicative of some personal dispute with a neighbour or neighbours. 

So, "sucœssful dry faming evdved, characteriteci by van'ous management 

strategies with regard to tillage, rotation" and other adaptations (Roe1,1985:174) 

but the risk remained. Not everything had been solved and the Medicine Hat 

News reported in 1949 "the same old refrain . . . summer fallow driffing again . . . - 
it is amazing that al1 the ploweâ (sic) fields are rot drifting as there is no 

moishre whatever in the soiln (September 23, 1949). Later in the darne year a 

further report read "heavy local fann losses when top soil blows away . . . worst 

dust stom in reg ion since 1 937" (Ibid., November 26,1949). The land still 

needed careful attention despite al1 the land use and tedinical adaptations. 



"Save the soiln campaigns were promoted throughout the 1950s by the district 

agricuituralists though most annual reports h m  the Department of Agriculture 

indicated limited participation. But the need to remind feirrners of the possibility 

of soi1 drifting was a conünuing task for the district agricuituralists and the 

diffiailties of wind erosion retumed in 1956 when the annual report sbted 'wind 

erosion took its toll in spite of the fad that most of the soi1 located in the high 

wïnd area is proteded by such fann pradiœs that provide for trash cover, s'trip 

faming, etc." (Govemment of Alberta, 1957:20). The dust stoms oaxirred 

again in late May 1959 and the newspaper spoke out strongly in an editorial 

against poor farming practiœs. In part the editorial stated: 

the plea from the provincial Department of Agriculture that sound 
soi1 practices be employed, can scarcely be ignored. The Wghtening 
thought that nature requires 5.000 years to rebuiM an inch of top soi1 
might spur into adion some of those whose tediniques of altivation 
have been lax-to put it mildly. Even wïth the aid of science, its research 
and its discoveries, man cannot provide rain whenever he wants it But 
wltivation practices, such as those suggested by the diad 
agriwlturalist, can reduce the damage done in the rain's absence 
(Medicine Hat News, June 4,1959). 

As Morton suggested "strip faming, the replacement of the plough by the disc, 

tree planting, are only examples of the ecological revolution in prairie 

agriculture" (1 9&5:29). 

7.4.1 Irrigation 

The solution M the problem of the uncertainty of the predpitation in the area 

and thereby to dimatic detminism was simple as far as the Medicine Hat 

newspaper was conœmed. It campaigned vigorously thtoughout the 1940s to 

have dominion and provincial govemments build irrigation projects east to 



Medicine Hat Irrigation was not a new solution to the problem of precipitation 

unpredictability. lndeed as earty as the 1890s the first irrigated land had been 

developed near Cardston in southwest Alberta and in 1894 the Dominion 

govemment passed the North-West Irririation Act thus initiating feasibility 

studies for the development of imgation projWs. The eatiy irrigation systems 

were developed in the soutmnest of the province (Bawser, Peters and 

Kjeamgaard, 1963). 

By 1903 the CPR also had an interest in irrigation 70 promote colonization and 

traffic on the üiree million acres of land it owned between Brooks and Calgary" 

(Palmer, 1 99O:l2O). By 1934 the scheme was to becorne the Eastern Irrigation 

District and, 'despite the high cost . . . proved its value in dry years, when 

nearby parts of southem Alberta were too dry for famers to survivev (lbid.: 1 21 ). 

It was quite natural, then, for those east of the irrigation projeds to look with 

some envy at the crops in the imgated amas and imagine that if only the 

irrigation wwld indude them, their problems would be solved. 

In 1926, Wyatt and Newton had proposed that imgation would provide a partial 

solution to the problem of water shortage, clairning that -out imgation it is 

necessary to have a considerable portion of fallow, M i le  with irrigation a crop is 

produced every year. The very poor years are failures under dry fanning, 

whereas they should be most profitable with irrigation" (1 926:48). The interest in 

expanding the irrigation area began again in 1941 when the St Mary and Milk 

River Development Cornmittee was established by the Dominion government to 

study the question of irrigation devebpment in southem Alberta. One of the 

tecornmendations of the cornmittee was for aie construction, at an early date, of 

a reservoir on the St Mary n'ver to store water for the irrigation proj8ds. The 

Dominion gwemment, through the PFRA, started work on the resewoir in 1946 

and completed the work in 1951. It was the work associated with this project that 

spurred the Medicine Hat newspaper to urge the governments, both Dominion 



and provincial. to expand the irrigable area to the maximum and undertake more 

projacts even east of the city of Medicine Hat itseK In 1949, for example, there 

were 33 editorials as well as numemus news articles promoting the need for and 

benefits of imgation. At the same time a debate was raging over whether the 

Dominion, or provincial govemment, should provide the funding for the extension 

of the imgation system. The âebate died down significantly in the 1950j as 

wheat yields ranged between 14 and 30 bushels an acre for eight consecutive 

years, 1951 through 1958, but surfad again in the 1960s as yields dropped 

once more. 

Following the completion of the St Mary's dam in 1 951 , the irrigation project 

proceeded fKKn Taber east to Medicine Hat Figure 5 shows dearly the belt of 

inigated land which followed the Seven Pemns Creek to the Medicine Hat city 

boundary. According to Bowser, Peters and Kjeangaard 'recent topographie 

and soi1 sumeys indicate that some areas that were originally included may not 

be suitable. Economics will play an important role in the developrnent of this 

project" (1 963: 1 1 ). Despite al1 the media hype about the need for expanded 

imgation there were experts who seemed hesitant. Gray reportecl that they 

preached caution. Irrigation was an art that had to be acquired the hard 
way for it was an &orn of the arid areas that it took two generations to 
make an imigator. It was definitely not sornething that drylanders could 
pi& up ovemight and succeed at So the original suggestion of 
immediate embarkation on ewwerting du& bowls into watet reservoirs 
was quietly filed and forgotten" (1 967:198). 

The debate was not just oawmng in the Medicine Hat newspaper during the 

19409, there were continuing attempts from other sources to urge the provincial 

govemment to increase the area of irrigable land. For example, a proposal was 

submitted by the Hanna Board of Trade in 1943 requesting the provincial 

govemment 'to distribute available water supply by natural and arüficial 

channels wbere necessary throughout a very extensive area north of the Red 



Deer River in Alberta and Saskatchewan primarily for the development of the Iive 

stock industry."e The genesis of this imgatïon projed was a proposal by 

William P e a r M  in 1 91 9. He reported that the dry area from Hanna east to 

Regina, Saskatchewan, could be imgated by the South Saskatchewan and Red 

Deer Rivers. His plan was to supply water for stock watering, irrigation and 
municipal purposes (Govemment of Alberta, 196Ck111). The project was still 

being discussed in the mid-1960s when there was tak of diverting water from the 

South Saskatchewan River through natural drainage channels south of Hitda 

and Schuler and ba& north to join the South Saskatchewan River in 

Saskatchewan. The plan was prirrtarily for stock-watering. lt has never corne to 

fniition. 

There was also a proposal to expand irrigation east of Medicine Hat, along the 

Ross Creek between the city and Irvine. A letter from the president of the Ross 

Creek Imgation Scheme M e n  to the Minister of Agriculture in 1943 evlained 

that the scheme was "a very urgent case to bring More the proper govemment, 

as a post-war improvement for the famen of the dimct," The president, Albert 

Anderson, explained that We idea was to divide this land in small acreages to 

be sold to dryland famers of the district to use for g r m g  fadder crops, thereby 

getting stock grmOWIng stabilired, and a better choice for the famiers to rnake at 

least a living from the& hddings. Grain fanning cannot be depended upon as 

this year has proven."" 

wr A proposal for Post-War Reconstruction in Alberta and Saskatchewan pfepared to 
be submitted by the PuMic Affaifs Cornmittee, Hanna Board of Trade, July 12,1943. 
P M  68.328 172. 
a William Peam was a puôiic land manager for the Department of the Interior of the 
Dominion Govemment in 1874 and was priamoted to superintendent of mines in 1884. 
He was pmti~ulafly concerneci witt\ aribland administration and developed the federal 
irrigation a d  g-ng policies in southern Alberta (The Canadian Encyclopedia, Volume 
lIl:l378). 

Hand-written letter fmm Albert Andemn. president of Ross Crwk Inigaüon 
Scheme ta Alfred Speakman in Red Deer, Odober 14,1943. PAA 68.328 94. 



Despite the fact that the debate in the newspaper died domi in the 1950s, there 

was still some limited adivity with regard to irrigation concems because although 

there had been good precipitaüon years through the 19509 there were süll 

concems about the uncerLainty of that predpitation and irrigation was seen as a 

way of eliminating that unœrtainty. 

The easterly most extension of the St Mary and Milk Rivet Irrigation system 

(SMRID) was to reach the cïty of Medicine Hat (Bawser, Peten and Kjearsgaard. 

1963:ll). The extension of the inigable area, however, took time and it was 

on1 y in 1 954 that Yor the f irst tme water was delivered to the fanners in the 

Medicine Hat area and some imgated crops were producecl" (Govemment of 

Alberta, 1955:86). Studies wntinued to take place into the feasibility of 

expanding the imgable area in southeast Alberta. In 1958, a cornmittee reported 

on the possible extension of the Baw River Irrigation Scheme into an area nom 

of the South Saskatchewan River between Medicine Hat and Ralston. The 

authon of the report saw pmblems with the extension: 

new developments in Alberta, however, have been wnceived in 
ternis of the maximum imigation possible. It means a change of 
farming for famers who battled through the depression and the 
dmught to consolidate their land and to integrate Ath it crown 
lands which wre given up by settlers forced off the land . . . for 
some time to corne it does not seern to us that the market for 
agricultural products will be large eriwgh to warrant putting settlers 
on crown land and taking away valuable grazing land from units 
which have proved themselves profitable# 

So the report goes on to suggest that 'no new projects should be contemplated 

for some time to corne." Hawever, there was to be one notable exception. The 

authors of the report did encourage 'stockwatering projects or small scale 
projeds which can provide a farmer in a dry or semidry area with the protection 

Report of the Irrigation Study Committee to the Government of Albetta, Sepember 
19,1958. PAA 70.414 3061. 



of a limited acreage of imgated land at reasonable cost" for they were seen as a 

good investment for t h  fanner and for the country- Thus the extension d the 

Bow River Irrigation scherne was put on hold and has never bem acted upon. In 

the 1950s the annual reports of the Department of Agriculture noted that "an 

agreement had been reached with 'Ducks UnlimitWs in ligM of the comments 

from the irrigation study to develop a series of dugouts funded 50/50 by the 

provincial govemrnent and 'Ducks Unlimited.' The projeds could be described 

as 'intemiediate si& aimed at consewing an average of 100 acre fset of water 

(Governent of Canada, 1959:92). By the end of 1960,22 such projects had 

been campleted. There was also a series of irrigation pasture projects that were 

approved by the Provincial Cabinet for the southeast in 1960. In these schemes 

the land was levelled, al1 rocks were picked off and the land was cultivated. 

seeded in fall rye and then irrigated. mer8 were seven schemes ranging in sire 
from 55 acres near Burdet to 635 acres in the Medicine Hat area, the others 
being at Grassy Lake, Bow Island, Seven Persons and two in the Bow River 

Development area. Cabinet authorized the spendhg of $50,000 annually until 

all seven pastures were completely developed (Govemment of Alberta, 1961 : 

173). 

Of those surveyed. about 70.0 percent believed that irrigation would indeed 

have been a satisfactory answer to the "variable and uncertain" precipitation of 

the area. Significantly aiose respondents who famied north of Medicine Hat 

were much less convinced of the value of irrigation than those living south and 

west of the city- Their readions r8fl8ded very much the topography af the land 

they farrned. In the nom the land tended to be more rolling whereas in the 

south and west it was much flatter. Typical of the anmers from those living 

north of 'the Hat" were 'not in the Schuler area . . . in this rolling country the cost 

of installing an imgation system would have been prohibitive," 'it would have 

*Du& Unlimited (Canada)' is a private agency aimed at conseMn9 wetlands to 
provide breeding grounds for waterfawl. 



been almost impossible to imgate this part of the country because the river is so 

far below the lay of the landn and 'our area was not suitable for irrigation due to 

too many hills and rough country.' South and west of the city the conœms were 

more related to water availabiliQ and costs, with responses such as 'it is much 

too costly and too much work for the advantage you would get fromJrïgation," 

"yes it probably would have helped but ülere was not a lot of M e r  or lakes to do 

thisv and We projects that were under discussion at the tinte were far too 

expensive to be practical." In addition, several respondents fdt that some of 

their fellow dryland famers were opposed to irrigation and had decided against 

having inigation since they felt that they were better aff  without it. Three of the 

respondents believed mat having imgation areas to the West of them, on the 

windward side, had made a âÏÏerenœ to the climate in their own area, as one 

put it 'water draws water.' When asked why irrigation was not developed more 

aggressively parücularly in the 1 9409, at least half of the respondents cited cost 

as the primary factor. 'of costs k ing  prohibitive in relation to land valuesv and 

"of Iack of govemment funds to develop such projeds." The second factor was 

the la& of available water and aie diffiwlty of the topagraphy in certain areas. 

A small perœntage of respondents blamed either the Dominion or provincial 

govemment for not pursuing the expansion of the irrigation areas more 

aggressively, some suggesting that PFRA could have played a more active role, 

others suggesting that the 'two levels of govemment never did a proper analysis 

of the potential d watef in their area. 

When asked whether they had Wied small scale irrigation on their own fams 

either by using the "irrigation spfaying pipes and pumps" that were adveTtized in 

the local newspapet, or by any other method, some 40.0 percent indicated that 

they had tried one or more methods. None of those who tried irrigation 

persevered with i t  Comments such as "some of the famiers in this area 

[Schuler] tried it in the 1950s but gave it up as too much work and expense," 'not 

very gwd, also too much work for too little retum." IYried fiood irrigation, got 



good oats crops,' We tried damming and draining but the area became alkali ao 

we abandoned if' and "too troublasorne and time consuming" suggest that for 

those who had leamed effective dry faming methods the change to the expense 

and labour of irrigation did not seem logical or economic. 

Mel Camem, the former assistant district agriwlhnalist in southeast Alberta, 

appointed in 1958, perhaps summed up the situation best when he was asked 

the question "would irrigation have wwked had there been more money?" He 

replied 

it could have wwked but you see again there is more to irrigation than just 
getting water on the land. There is maintaining and improving the 
productivity and there is also a market need for the produce. In some 
cases you grow more of what you've got and l what you've got isn't 
making a profit, there is not much sense in growïng more unless you get 
some technological breakowough or something that means that you can 
produce it at haîf the price of somebody else . . . irrigation is high cost, 
high input and requires a market for specialired crops (Interview, July 15, 
1994). 

The problem with irrigation in the southeast is explainad by Dr. Leonard Bauer of 

the Department of Rural Economics of the University of Alberta when he states 

Men you do a cost benefit analysis on these kinds of things, its pretty 
''iffy" s tm and if you have got to move water long distances, IR it for long 
distances and put it on soil that has an alkalin problem in the first place 
. . . then it is just not economic (Interview, July 11, 1994). 

Bauer summed up M a t  he saw as the attitude of many of the dryland famers in 

the HildalSdiuier area toward irrigation by saying: 

The pmblem of salinkation (alkali deposits) is evidem in the southeast and 
according to some reports has increased significantly due to irrigation and summer 
fallow (Stark, 1 987). 



people had figured out the lowest cost dryland faming thing and 
economics works that way . . . the ones that aren't doing it right die off 
and the ones that are doing it right they tend to survive . . . the guys who 
are doing it ngM naw on dryland have figured out the cornpetitive ways of 
doing it and are unlikely to want to change ( I W ) .  

Irrigation though promoted as a solution was limited because neithet the 
provincial nor the Dominion govemment could raise the money. In addition it 
was not viewed as necessary by rnany of the famers accustomed to the dryland 
conditions. 

7.4.2 Rain making 

Precipitation is everyaiing to the dryland famers and on occasions they have 

gone to extraordinary lengths to try and conjure up more. The story of Charles 

Hatfield and his 1921 rainmaking experiment at Chappice Lake on the road from 

Medicine Hat to Schuler is well laiawn to local people (Gershaw, 1 967; 

Jones, 1986). In 1921 Charles Hatfield, a professional rainrnaker from the United 

States was hired by the United Agricultural Association of Medicine Hat to 

genemte the greatest possible increase in precipitation. He was offered $2,000 

for every inch of rein that fell between May 1 and August 1. Interestingly, the 

long-tm average during that period, even in the driest part of the region, was 

over four inches! Hatfield's 'a& was as follows: 

near a pond or lake and on the highest ground in the vicinity, he ereded 
hnro ta four towers on top of whidi he placeâ many shallow pans. . . into 
the pans he sprinkled a potion of secret chernicals which were mnneded 
to earth for what one savant called 'radio-activity although H rnay be 
nothing more than galvanic elWcity" (Jones, 1987: 128). 

Hatfield ailledeci his 58,000 in 1921. M e r  much muttenng of discontent among 

the farmers of the area huwever, he retumed $2,500 and when invited back in 

1922 by the same organization. he declined. 



Less well known, perhaps, is a further attempt at rain making in the 19409. The 

Medicine Hat Oailv News cWed a report in 1947 that a group of Medicine Hat 

farrners wanted to king a Regina 'scientiste with his 'universcope"~ to Medicine 

Hat so that he could induœ more min (June 5, 1947). Acoording to the report 

ten local famiers had paid for him to corne in 1945 but the results of the visit 

were incondusive and thwe was no record in the local papers of the visit. 

Coincidentally in the spring of 1948 the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) 

decided to try same cioud seeding tests using dry iœ. Bath experirnents took 

plaœ in June and July and both ciaimed succeos. The 'scientist,' Donald 

Johnston, amved in early June and the newspaper reported his presence in 

Medicine Hat on June 8. It suggested that his timing could not have been better 

since the dried out rye aops were suffeting from a severe lad< of moisture (lbid, 

June 8,1948). 

The first report on the rainmakef s experiment ocairred on June 16 when the 

newspaper reported that it had rained for seven of the last eight days. By mi& 

July the RCAF was daiming that their dry iœ ewrirnent was also working and 

mat the expriment would cantinue through the next four years. An assessrnent 

in the newspaper of the two exercises ocwrred early in 1 949. An article in the 

January 3, 1949, issue daimed that Donald Johnston and his 'universcope" 

produced 1.75 inches of moisture during the month of July cornpared to 0.08 

inches during the corresponding period the previous year. An editorial in the 

same paper on April8, 1949, was entitled "No doud burst from dry iœ," making 

it very obvious which system the newspaper's editors believed worked best. 

lndeed by April20 the newspaper was advocating the retum of Mr. Johnston 

with an article entitled ''What is needed is a good old fashioned deluge-why not 

The univencope . . . is a simple device. It consiolo of two magne, one fixed, the 
other sm'nging freeiy, and weighted so that it keeps rnoving like a pendulum, 
sommes for hours, This machine, says Johnston, produces a magnetieekdnc 
gravitaüonal pull on the moon as a medium to draw air currents, rain cloods, and min 
fmm the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico" (Saskatoon Star Phoenix, June 19, 
1958). 



bting in Regina's precipitation producer?" There was no further evidenœ of 

himg charlatans tu try to influence precipitation supplies, particularîy sinœ the 

precipitation from mid-1950 to mi61 957 proved to be significantly above 

average. Nonetheless, the rain making strategies, whether successfd or not, or 

whether totally scienüfic or not, certainly typified the desperation uf gome of the 

dryiand f a m .  It would nd be the last üme fain making experiments would be 

attempted in the souaieast cornet of Alberta. 

7.4-3 British Block 

In disawsing adaptation, brief mention should be made of the decision by the 

Dominion govemment in 1941 to take 700,000 acres of land (approximately 30 

townships, over 1,000 square mites) out of the hands of famers and set up a 

national defence experirnental range. The whole area lies between the Eastern 

Irrigation District and the northward flowing South Saskatchewan River and was 

classified by Stewart and Porter as comprising Class 1, sub-marginal land 

(1 942). Their classification was based on certain ranges of esiimated net 

revenue and meant that Class 1 land had an "estimated annual production of 

marketable wheat per quarter available for sale less than 375 bushels, [an 

average yield of lem than two to five bushels an acre], and estimated revenue 

less than costs" (lbUi.:65). Their assessrnent was that the land was only suitable 

for gr=-ng. Most of the land was purchad from the Canadian Pacific Railway 

and the Hudson's Bay Company for $1 an acre (Canadian Wildlife 

Serviœ,1995). Nonetheless sections of the land had been settleâ and sa when 

the Dominion govemment announced on April 1 1,1941, that the land had been 

expropriated "for immediate occupation" and that it was going to be used "as a 

proving ground for artillery, mechanical transport and explosives," 125 families 

had to be moved out of the area (Medicine Hat News, April12.1941). A bnef 



debate over the removal of the families ocamed in the newspaper. Some of 

those who were tu be moved indicated that they had m waming of what was to 

happen. Othefs claimed that at Ieast two provincial cabinet ministers had begun 

negotimons with individual farmen with regard to their removal. But whatever 

the ciraimstanœs, "arrangements will be made immedietely to contact al1 

landawners, lease holders and agriailniral Iease holders within the area and 

their removal will be effected as quiddy as possibler8 (IbiU). Gershaw suggested 

that "the govemment dealt with t h e ~ ~ ~  [hem settlers] fairly generously, for although 

many w r e  only squatters they were paid for the land just the same8' (1 967: 189). 

Certainly the Medicine Hat newspaper campaigned for "a fair deal" with 

editorials on April30 and May 2, 1941. The settlers received assistance in 

relocating f r m  the Canadian Colonization Association, which was a land 

settlement subsidiary of the CPR Company. Some of the settlers moved to 

Medicine Hat, some went into Saskatchewan and some went to northem Alberta 

to start over again. The land became k n m  as the 'British BI& because of its 

World War II funcüon of assisting with the British and Commonwealth war effort. 

The area has b e n  used continuously as an experimental range, being 

concemed after World War II with biological and chernical warfare and the 

effeds of shock and blast phenamena. More recsntly it has, once again, 

becurne a training ground for British soldiers. However, fmers  and ranchers 

living arowid aie edges of the 'British BI& have been permitted to grare cattle 

on parts of the range duting the summer rnonths. 

7.5 Agricultural diversification 

7.5.1 Cmp diversification 

One of the major problems with a single crop economy in this habitat, according 

to Bennett(t963), was its uncertain and variable nature which had been 



exacerbated to some extent by the vagaries of the market place. In desdbing 

the changes that have ocairred, it is neœssary to deal specifically with scientifïc 

agriculture and tedviological improvements, induding Vie developrnent of more 

specialized m p  varieties that proved more suitable to the habitat Hewes 

maintained that in the U.S. Great Plains, "the use of improved adapted varieties 

of wheat has contributed to ththe inaease in wheat yields* (1 979:173). Table 26 

shows the gradua1 change over the study period from a virtual single crop 

monopoly to a more diversifiecl cropping picture. 

The problem with relying exdusively on spring wheat was two-fold. The firrt was 

its susceptibility to damage by drought, by M y  and by rust The second was 

the pria, which, despite the stability aeated by the establishment of the 

Canadian Wheat Board, was only to break $2.00 a bushel twiœ in the hno 

decades from 1940 to 1960, and that was in 1948 and 1949. Yields might be 

larger in the eariy 1950s but the wst of faming had increased significantly as a 

resul of mechanization and famets were looking for better retums. Despite al1 

this, wheat remained the crop of aioice. 

Hawever, the question of which type of wheat to grow is also relevant to 

adaptation. The dominant vaMy in the early 1940s was Marquis, a variety that 

had been developed in the early 19ûûs in Manitoba. However, Marquis wheat 

had one major drawback; it was susceptible to stem nist. This problem caused 

the agriwltural scientists to expwirnent and in 1 931 the Amencans released a 

new variety of wheat that could withstand stem rust It was called Thatcher 

(MacEwan, 1 980). Unfoftunately it too eventuall y proved susceptible to rust and 

new varieties wiere developed on prairie experimental fams. The wide variety of 

wheats that was available is shown in Table 27, which indicates the popular 

varieties in southeast Alberta ftorn 1944 to 1959. Table 27 shows the ddine of 

Marquis as the wheat of choice and its replacement by Thatcher and Chinook, 

the latter being solid stem wheat which was not troubled by &y. The 



responses to the survey questions on wheat varieties indicated that 73.0 percent 

of the famiers tried difkrent wheats namely Chinook, Thatcher, Reswe and Red 

Bobs. In al1 cases Vie famers were looking for better yields and al1 claimed they 

wwld try new vatieties as they came out 

Mel Cameron (1994) explained that there was an enthusiasm amongst the 

'innovators' in the community for new things. The provincial govemment 

promoted enthusiasm, innovation and experimntation ta irnprove fann 

conditions. Information on new varieties af seeds and different agricultural 

practiœs was dimbuted by the Department of Agriculture through publications, 

talks and broadcasts, the latter at first on CKUA radio but later using other radio 

stations. visual instructions, short courses and field days (practical 

demonstfations held on the ground). The radio programs started in 1952 and 

the series was entitled 'Call of the Land.' The aim of the program was to share 

new ideas with famers. 

TABLE 26: Perœntage of crops grown in CD #1 and #3,1941-1956 

oats 
Barley 

R Y ~  
Flax 

H ~ Y  
Aifatfa 

Mustard Seed 
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By 1956 the program was aired on seven stations, induding one in Medicine 

Hat, 261 times in a year. According to the 1956 annual report of the Department 

of Agriwlture "one of the areas of 'greatest responset' was the Medicine Hat 

arean (Govemment af Alberta, 1 957: 1 86). As well as radio broadcasts there 

were al= regular artides entitled 'Fami Noted and 'Science and the Land" in 

local newspapers. All these programs wem aimed at promotirtg innovations in 

agriculture. In addition under the agriadhrral extension services of the 

Department, f m  fairs, tillage competiüons, livestodc sales, seed fairs, fam and 

home improvement competitions, junior dub display competitions and nuitrition 

programs were al1 part of the growth and modemiration of agriculture. Cameron 

explained that one of the reasons for involvement in the 'childrenSs' grain clubssJ 

was that parents wanted the newer crops. They wwe "looking for technology. 

They were looking for new things. You know down in that part of the country I 

remember one famer that I worked with, and no matter where you would meet 

him, whether it was on the street or at a function, or wherever it was, the 

fint question he asked you was what was new, and he meant it" (Intenriew, July 

15, 1994). Of the 27 percent who daimed not to have Wied other varieties, al1 

expressed satisfaction with a particular variety, usually Marquis or Thatcher. 

Seed for the crop was usually obtained through the wheat pool or fmm 

neighboun though in a couple of situations new varieties were obtained through 

the grain club. 

At the same time as new varieties of wheat were being tried, as Table 26 shows, 

wheat itseif was losing ground. The Vaditional wheat famet was beginning to 

53 Grain dubs were sponswed by different organizations. For exampie. the Meat  
clubs' wre sponsored by the Alberta Wheat Pool, the 'oats dubs' by the United Grain 
Growem -on, and them were 'barley dubs' and 'fia dubs.' In 1941 the annual 
report of the Department of Agicuiîure mported 78 M e a t  dubs', 18 bats du W. 8 
'b8rley dubs' and 2 Wax dubs' in the province. The purpose of the dubs was to 
introduce and muttipiy pure seed of suitable varieties. The voung fanners leam the 
technique of successfully handling a seed plW and demonstrate 'a pracücable tnethod 
of providirig superior seed for use for the faming cornmunities* (Government of 
Alberta, 1941:18). 



diversify his cfops. In al1 cases the motivation was the market place, sinœ 

dryland famiers were prepared to grow other crops if there was a market 

available. Oats, for example. never really increaseâ that much in popularity 

primarily because while wheat was fetching $1 -91 per bushel in 1 950, oats was 

only fetching SI90 cents (Uquhart and Buddey, l965:359) and by 1959 the 

differential remained the same, wheat $1 -67 and oats S0.81 cents. Bariey, on 

the other hand, was more attractive fetching $1 -49 at its peak in 1949 and was 

still at $1 .O8 in 1 959- 

As early as 1946 a Dominion-Provincial agricuitural conference was 

recommending smaller acreages af wheat and increased aaeages of oats and 

barley (Medicine Hat Dailv News, Deœmber 4, 1946). The dryland farrners of 

souttieast Alberta did not respond to such rscommendations in any dramatic 

way refleding a basic distnist of govemment@s faming suggestions and an 

interest in gruwing aie crop that would yield the best price with the minimum of 

effort. In addition, wheat was favoued as a chance cash uop because even in 

the case of Mure as in any grain crop, a certain amount of winter feed is 

obtained (Janzen and Corben, 1 9iO). But the really attractive crop economicall y 

was flax which in 1950 was selling at $4.48 a bushel and even by 1959 it was 

süll bringing $3.34 a bushel. The Medicine Hat Dailv News urged farmers to 

grow more flax in its editorials of Mardi 25,1950 and January 12,1951 but, as 

was pointed out in the previous chapter, flax was a troublesome aop to harvest 

leaving behind trash =ver that was difficult to cultivate. 

The aop af choice remained wheat and the improved yields in the early 1950s 

suggested that al1 the previous problems could be overame. Even unusual 

weather conditions awld not stop aie prosperity that was sweeping the 

province. Writing in the Monetarv Times, Homer Ramage reported 

early frost and snow gave Alberta the worst harvesting conditions 
in history. The inclement fall weather left the Western Prairies with 



250,000,000 bushels of moist grain to market before March 31 
[1952] and another 285,000.000 bushels in snowcavered fields to 
harvest in the spring. It was the greatest problem ever to confront 
a major gtain-producing nation. But the problem was licked with 
the cooperation of famers utilking specïal drying equipment, 
grain men, transportation campanies and Canada's customers who 
accepted large shipments of Yough" grain . . . as a result Alberta's 
famers continue to enjoy a high level of income . . .'(1952:64). 

There were other reasons for diversification in the 1950s. The 1952 annual 

report of the Department of Agriculture records that 

yields were of record proportions. and with ideal harvest conditions 
elevator storage was filleci to capacity, with quotas as low as five 
bushels in many districts. The movement of grain to markets or to 
terminal storage had no opportunity of keeping Pace with farm 
harvest operations, consequeritly fann storage was filled to capacity and 
in southem Alberta much grain was piled in the fields. By Oecember 31 st 
few elevator points had quotas up to 15 bushels per acre and most of 
them had much less (Govemment of Alberta, 1 953:8). 

With record yields, averaging 18.7 bushels an acre aaoss the southeasf 

therefore, the handling became congested and famers were canying yields over 

ftom one year to the next and having difficulty finding suitable storage. And 

before the 1952 crop could be dispersed there was another record crop in 1953 

with even higher yields, averaging 25.7 bwhels an acre. The Medicine Hat 

News reported that the wheat wop in the area for 1953 totalled 12 million - 
bushels worth $22, S00,000, and that "the Medicine Hat area H i l e  not ordinarily 

thought of as a highly produdive dry faming area, actually is a production and 

marketing territory of considerable importance" (January 9, 1954). However, the 

significanœ of two successive record crops simply compounded the problem of 

handling and storing the grain. According to the Department of Agriculture crop 

yields were 40 percent for wheat and barley and 32 percent for oats above the 

long-tenn average (Govemment of Alberta, 1 954: 5). 



The impact of these successive high grain crop yields was significant but as the 

newspaper stated: 

while many bemoan the fad that Canada enioyo a surplus wheat position 
and nurses a tremendous carryover of grain, we are among those who 
wish fw arother bumper crop. Wheat in the bin is Iike money in the 
bank Admittedly there are major problems of marketing, and only a 
proportion of our huge annual wheat production can be absorbed within 
the country, but there is still no cause for lamentation. The &orage is a 
hedge against the cycle of dry years which are bmnd to retum (Medicine 
Hat News, April21,1954). 

Dornestic and wwld surpluses of grain, limiteci purchasing m e r s  of importing 

countnes and increased cornpetition fmm other grain producing countries 

resulted in lower prices for grain crops and strictIy imposed quotas restricting 

farm revenue. At the same time costs of labour, services, and goods continued 

to rise. Plentiful hmests did not necessarily result in prosperity. For example 

the wholesale price for field proâucts (with 193539 = 100) reached a record 

high of 223 points in 1952 and dropped to 158.7 points in 1953. Dunng the 

same period the consumer price index stayed amund 1 16-1 1 7 points (1 949 = 

100) (Economic Annalist, l955:2). So grain farmers saw their incorne reduced. 

with no redudion in oveheads. Famers had good crop years but 

the bouyant atmosphere aeated by high yields was offset by the 
inability of the farmers to market their grains and by the lower pnce 
levels in other farm products. This dedine in prices, at a time 
when the rest of the Canadian economy was enjoying a high level 
of pmsprity, was most depressing . . . (lbEd.,1956: 5). 

Premier Manning had expressed concern in 1954 that 'a wet and baclmard crop 

season, coupled with the continuation of markeüng difficulties, seriously affected 

agriculture, ow most important industry.' In pointing out that only livestock sales 

held finn during the year, he explainecl Mat the revenue from other agriailtural 

products had fallen so badly that the Alberta fannen' cash incorne declinad by 



approximately 20 percent This reduction ir i  purchasing power caused a six 
perœnt decline in retail trade, especially in the smaller centres (1955: 62). 

The local newspaper, however, reported th& 

famers have continuecl farm irnprovements as in the previous three yean 
of good crops. Dwellings have been paintecl, new &orage sheds erected 
and fann machinery and automobiles are of modem vintage. While ready 
cash is at a premium and credit has tightened in recent weeks, mortgage 
fimis state that district residents 'are not too greaüy in debt and Iiquid 
assets more than M e t  credit risks' @îledicine Hat News, August 4,1954). 

The 1955 annual report of the Oeparbnent of Agriculture suggested that "the 

fam optimism which has prevailed since the early forties has given way to an 

attitude pessirnistic in nature because of inaeasing costs of fann operations and 

because of limited grain markets at low prias* (Govemment of Alberta, 1956:8). 

The continuing dÏfFiculty in the cash marketing of grain causal a van'ety of cmp 

diversifications. In 1956, 1957 and, to a lesser extent, in 1958 there was an 

increase in the growing of dunim wheat. Table 27 shows the crop area in CD #1 

and CD #3 devoted to durum as inweasing from three percent in 1954 to 18 

percent in 1956 and 21 percent in 1957. The reason for this increase was that in 

1955 the market for durum wheat had opened and 'consequently farmers in 

southem Alberta readily changed at least part of their spring wheat aaeage to 

dunim. So. too, in the case of flax"(Govemment of AJberta,1957: 8). Famers 

were also prepared to try speciaity aops, though usually anly under contract 

Some of these crops had a market advantage over spring wheat and they 

included crops such as mustard, rape, safflower and canary seed. The 1 956 

censw data for the new CD #1 shows inaeasing aop diversification. Of the 

total area under aop in the district only 52 percent is in spring wheat, with a 

further 14.5 percent in the traditional small grains, oats, bariey and rye. Other 

crops grown include durum wheat taking 13.2 percent of the crop land, flax seed 

at 8.6 percent and mustard seed at 6.7 percent (Census of Canada, 1957: 6-1 ). 



By 1960 there were reports of drought conditions again in parts of southeast 

Alberta with wheat yields ranging around 13 bushels an acre and by 1961 to 

below I O  bushels. 

During the mid to lae 50s two new Dominion and Provincial govemment aid 

prograrns were developed. The first ocairred in 1955. Because fanners were 

unable to seIl much of their grain, the Federal govemment announced a policy in 

Noventber uncler which farmers could b o m  up to $1 SOO h m  a bank of their 

choice using their stored wheat as seairity (Govemment of AlbertaJ 956:s). The 

purpose behind this loan was to provide needed cash for the daily operation of 

the farm and for living expenses unül the quotas pemiitted stored wheat ta be 

sold. There is no indication in any of the surveys or the interviews that any of 

the respondents twk advantage of this opportunity. A second aid pmgram 

occurred in 1959 as a result of an early snow which resulted in much of the 

wheat not being harvested. The government of Canada and the govemments of 

each of the prairie provinces introduced an Unharvested Grain Assistance Act. 

This Act provided funding for suwival and Yarmers who had less than haIf of 

their crop threshed and where the average yield was 10 bushels or less but 

more than five bushels per acre, or whose aop average was less aian five 

bushels per acre were paid respectively two dollars and three dollars per 

un harvested acren ( fbiü., 1 960: 8). 

Throughout the 1950s some of the correspondence to the various ministers of 

agriculture was from people seekîng help to buy a fam. It seemed that 

according to one response to such a letter in 1952 from the Honourable 0. A 

Ure, Minister of Agriculture, that 'the Premier indicated on a previous occasion 

that we were studying the possibility of introducing legislation . . . to assist 

young famers financially in setting up their own farms.' However, the letter 

goes on to explain that 'no legislation has been introduced . . . my suggestion 

[would bel that you might go to a Treasury Branch, Bank or Mortgage Company 



and seek a loan."" Farm purchase legislation was adopted by the Social Credit 

govemment in 1957. In August of that year the Fam Purdiase Credit Act was 

transfemed from Alberta's Treasury Department to the Department of Agriculture. 

The plan called for insurance to a -mm uf $15,000 on aie applicanfs Iife 

with the Fami Purchase Board being the beneficiary. This insurance scheme, it 

was claimed, would provide protection for public m y  and at the same time 

would give dear title for the land to the applicanî's benMicary. Local Fam 

Purchase Boards were set up in each distnd and in the case of the southeast 
there were individual boards for the County of Forty Mile, which covered the 

Mole of the Municipal District uf Forty Mile #2 and also for lmprovement District 

#Il (Government of Alberta, 1958: 1 86-7). By 1960 the annual report of the 

Department of Agriculture showed the staiistics to date on the operation of al1 

Boards of al1 applications after 1957Vable 28). The number in brackets in the 

column under "applications" indicates those made in 1960. 

TABLE 28: Status of applications to F a m  Purchase Boards for County of 
F o ~  Mile and 1.D.M 1, 1960 

~ i l e  _ lm 1 14 (9) 6 5 3 $QS,SOO 343,280 
Source: Govemment of A i H  1981 @) 

7.5.2 Mixed fanning 

An alternative approach in adapting for survival was to change fmm being simply 

a crop famier to being a mixed fanner raising sorne catie as a hedge against 

A latter dated Odober 1,1952 in dponse to one by Edwin B. Welkr of Hanna 
regarding a request for a loan to purchase a fam. Fmm Miscsllaneow W file, PAA 
72.302 1664 



possible failing wheat prices. There appeared to be more stability in livestock 

prices in the early 1950s as Premier Manning pointed wt in his report in the 

Monetarv fimes in 1954- That stability lasted throughout the decade and 

therefore many farmers lod<ing for a more stable source of fam income tumed 

to some livestock marketing. By 1960, the annual report of the Deparbnent of 

Agriculture stated that "revenues ftom livestock produdion tontinued as the 

steadiest and most readily available source of fam incomeD (Govemment of 

Al berta, 1 95?:8). This combination af grain and cattle faming Bennett called 

rnixed fanning as opposd to straight wheat faming or ranching (Bennett* 1963; 

Scatt, 1956). This choice of faming style proved particularly useful to the smaller 

operator who did not wish to risk purchasing, or could not Mord to acquire, large 

amounts of additional land. In a field report, Bennett suggested that 

the rate of economic change from grain to cattle has been highly seledive 
and appears to be diredy related in the independent variable of land 
class or soi1 type. The more prosperous f a m  located in the superior 
soi1 zone is less likely to convert to more cacat production, even though 
he is fully aware of the larger profits, Vian is his counterpart on poorer 
land who is stniggling against undercapitalkation, land shortage, and 
other problems, and trying to inaease his cattle population at all costs. 
This inverse relationship between land reswrces and rate of economic 
change and motivation suggests that resource deficiency (sub-standard 
soils) a& as a spur to economic change (1 962b:Z). 

The vast majority, 85.7 percent, of VKNe wrveyed agreed that diversification 

was necessary to suMve the dificulties of Iimited wheat quotas and declining 

prices and they tumed primaril y to cattle. Of those who indicated that they had 

not felt it was necessary to ddnrersify in the 1940s and 1950s' al1 were located in 

the s4uViwest section of the study area around Emkom and Forernost. Of those 

who did divers@ 75 percent indicated that they chose to adopt the grainlcattle 

combination of mked faming, shown specifically on Figure 5 as the area south 

and southeast of Medicine Hat, dassified as 'mked grain and cattlen and then 

the area east and north of the 'British Block,' designated "wheat and cattle." Two 





farmer's desire to provide suffident income for his family makes him aware of 

aiment lucrative crops. As an insurance against crop failure, these famers also 

maintain a small herd of beef catllen' (Flwer. l972:719). 

7.6 Community pastures 

The idea of retuming sub-marginal land to the provincial govemment and 

removing it pennanently fKwn wltivation, emerged again in Saskatchewan in 

1936. The terni "emerged again" is used because in September 1929 the 

Alberta govemment placed under the administration of the Tilley East Area 

Board "244û square miles or 1 -5 million aues of land' (Jones,1 986:183). That 

board leased a large part of the land it acquired either for private or for 

community grazing and, in fact, by 1935, almost one ha& of the land was leased 

out to 319 individuals. No atternpt was made to regrass the land. In 1936, then, 

the Saskatchewan agriculture minister, after visiting some of the drier areas in 

the southwest of the province, proposeci to the Dominion agriwlhire minister the 

possibility of setting up grazing leases. The hivo govemments agreed that the 

establishment of community pastures, as they were to be called, should ôe the 

responsibility of the PFRA, but only if petitioned for by the provinces 

(MacEwan, 1 980: 156). Neither of aie other hvo provinces agreed initially and, 

although Manitoba came on side eventually, Aiberta refused to either "deed or 

lease its land to the Dominion govemment" and stayed out of the plan 

(Gray, 1967: 1 36). Bennett. commeMing on community pastures, suggested that 

it was "a kind of reversion to the old open range principle. mis was an ideal 

principle sinœ it resulted in a kind of automatic balance of pasture utilization, 

providing not tao many stodc were congregated in one place" (Bennett, 1962[b]). 

The original plan was that the carrying capacity of the submarginal regrassecl 

lands should be an average of 58 acres per animal pet year. By 1950, with 

careful management of the pastures, that average had been reduœd to about 20 



acres per animal per year (MacEwan, 1 980). In Saskatchewan, then, and 

eventually in Manitoba. 

the PFRA tmk a different approach to regrassing, seeking out large, 
contiguous amas of abandomci aopland, buying hem h m  aie local 
municipalities and seeding them d m  with crested wheatgrass to mate 
pastures for Iivestodc grazing (Gayton, 1 996:77). 

The Specïal Amas Board mated a community pasture south of Bindloss in 

1941 on a pieœ of grazing land known as the Remount Reserve. This land had 

been set aside by the govemment to raise horses for the anny during Worid 

War I but nothing had came of it, so the land had been used by settlers for their 

cattle and horses (Bindloss,1985:57). Wth the establishment of a community 

pasture local famers and ranchers could, for a fee paid to the Special Areas 

Board, nin their cattle on the Remount Reserve. A range rider was hired to look 

Mer the cattle and in 1955 there were between 800 and 900 head of cattle on 

that particular community Pasture and about 50 horses (1bW283)- Other 

grazing associations were also established during the 1340s and on into the 

19509. An example cornes from one of the local histories, "at the 1938 annual 

ratepayers' meeting, it was recommended that lands adjacent to Etzikom 

Coulee, souaiwsst of Forernost should be made into a community pasture area 

by the Dominion govemment" (Butterwick, 1 9?5:158). As indicated earlier the 

Alberta provincial govemment was reticent to give contrd of its lands to the 

Dominion govemment, and so raoier than a community pasture under PFRA a 

local grazing association wauld be fonned. 

An example of the formation of a grating association can be follcnmd through 

reports in the Medicine Hat Dailv News 

July 8, 1944 The formation of a grazing association was 
completed at Hilda on Tuesday June 27. The 
purpose of the associ-ation is to operate the 



assist in stabilizing agriculture in the district. It is 
expected that the lease will be available for the 
famiers' catüe very shortly. 

Apn'l24,1945 Monday, April16, will go dom as a red letter day in 
aie history of fam co-operation in this district as 72 
famiers af the Hilda and Sandy Point d iMa 
delivered 600 head of cattle at the corrals at the old 
Jenkinson lease n w  m e d  by the Hilda and District 
Gr=-ng Association. 

Nov. 13,1946 500 head of cattie rounded up on the Hilda 
Community graring lease. This lease is a great asset 
to fatmers of the Hilda and Sandy Point districts and 
many more famers should make themselves 
available to this lease in the M u e  years. 

Of the respondents, 47.0 percent indicatd they had cattle on a grazing lease at 

some time at costs that varied f m  50.05 cents per day to $5.00 per head in the 

1940s to $1 O.ûû+lS.OO per head by the mi61 950s. It would not be correct to 

assume that the remaining 53.0 percent did not have cattie, rather that in many 

cases they leased their own gmzing land or, on occasion, owned such land. 

Less than one percent of the respondents indicatd they had no cattle in the late 

1 940s and 1 950s. When asked whether the establishment of a grazing lease (or 

cornmunity pasture) axild be considered a succ8ssful venture, al1 47.0 percent 

who made use of the amenity aaed categorically that it was. Perhaps one 

comment sums up the feeling of mixed famers in partiwlar toward these grau'ng 

associations: 'The deveiupment of the D m i n g  Ford Grazing Association twenty 

five years ago has been a big asset to the district and certainly has 

supplemented every member's incorne who has ever used it" 

(Wiedeman, 1 973225). 

lncreased beef prices also helped out in the Iate 1940s for those with sufficient 

stock to sell. On August 16,1948, the Canadian embargoes on exports of beef 

cattle and beef to the United States were removed. Of those surveyed, 41 .O 

percent indicated that the Ming of the embargoes increased priœs for beef by 

as muai as $0.03 cents a pound and, in addition, made marketing beef much 



easier. The embargoes were reimposed briefiy in 1952 when there was an 

outbreak of foot and mouth disease in Saskatchewan but otherwise the opening 

up of the United States market provided an additional revenue source for those 

with cattle to sell. A brief comment from the newspaper in early 1951 on the 

price of beef indicates the advantage of the smaller farmer moving towards a 

mixeci, wheatrbeef, operation: 

the proceeds just received by m e  famers for their cattle shipped 
through the local cooperative [were] fabulous . . . many famers and 
ranchers are of the opinion that the ewberant prices now paid for mie 
are way out of line with other fam produœ and should be curbed 
somewtiat. One 1200 Ib. steer nearly brings as muai as 20 sudi stem 
in 1937 when farmers in Hilda received just one or two cents a pound . . . 
but the astonishing fact is that only about 20 percent of the famers have 
any cattle for sale" (Medicine Hat News, March 1 4, 1 951 ). 

Cattle provided an alternative source of income for many whose wheat yields still 

provided insufficient revenue for the fam, or where because of quotas, the 

famen were unable to seIl al1 their wheat crop. 

7.7 Chernicals and fertilizers 

Probably the most vehement response on the survey came in answer to question 

66. It asked 'men did you first Hart using fwtîlizers regularly on your fields?" 

The answer in several cases was written in blodc capital lettem and followed by 

one or even more exclamation points indicating the unpopularity of the question. 

That answer was "never." Soma respondents were less dogrnatic and indicated 

that fertilirers wera not appropriate in dry land conditions, others indicated that 

they had used them later in the 1960s and 1970s but even in those latter 

instances there were concems that ferülizer bumed the crop because the land 

was too hot and dry. One interview talked of his only experience with the idea 

of fertilizer: 



when our boy, the city guy, came out he said to me and his brother 'ke've 
got to use fertilizer." VVell," I said, "I'm âead against fertilizers." I says, "1 
don? want nothing to do mth fertilùing. I don? believe in it" But I says, 
"Jim, aiere's a meeting at Faremost next week and there's going to be 
three fertilizer guys oiere" . . . when he went and found out what the price 
of fectiluer was he hasn't mentioned the worâ Yertilizet to this day. 

This rejection supports a comment in the local nempaper mat "nothing in 

experiments in Swift Current shows that the application of fertiluer to the soi1 is 

necessary to ensure a good cmp" (Medicine Hat Dailv News, June 26, 1945). 

But equally it points perhaps to a delay in the use of fertilirer rather than an 

outright rejedion of its use since statistics on sales suggest evidenœ of more 

frequent use by the 1960s and 1970s in prairie fanning in general (Alberta Land 

Use Forum, 1 974; MacEwan, 1 9ûû; Friesen, 1987). There was some indication of 

the use of animal manure as fertilizer when it was available. One of the 

interviewees indicated that his father cover the land where soi1 rnight blow with 

pig manure also indicated Yhat was the only fertilizing we did and I think still in 

that area [Etzikom] there is very little." 

However, there were some chernicals being used. Dr. Leonard Bauer talked 

about his own experienœs as a member of the 4-H club at Hilda when they 

mixed grasshopper bait with bran and 

you drive around with a pickup truck or wagon and homes or vuhatever 
and you toss this stuff, spread this stuff, amund the edges of the field so 
that the grashoppers would not corne wandering in. They would move in 
from the outside and so you mwld try to nail them before they got very far 
(Intenriew, July 1 1, 1 994). 

Grasshoppers had been a curse in the 1930s and were again in the 1940s, so 

insecticides were used to try and control them. The grasshopper outbreaks, 

howevet, continued. The outbreak in southem Alberta that started in 1948 and 



reached its peak in 1950 declined to a very low mark by 1953. fhe successive 

wet summers 'in conjunction with extensive cultural and chernical mntrol 

measures . . . wwe factors which contnbuted significantly to the dedine in 

grasshoppef infestation* (Govemment of Alberta, 1 9SUl) .  Weed spraying was 

also starteci in the mid-19408. Ail those suweyed indicated that they used 2 4  

D and, for some, it was considerd one of the signifiant changes of the 

decade. One intewiewee and his wife when asked 'Mat was special about the 

1 940s and 1950sr' responded: 

Oh! the 40s were wonderfui. 

Oh! I think the change over to mechanization plus the coming in later on 
of the weed spray and the controlling of grasshappers and al1 that. The 
weed spray starteâ in about 1948149. Noüiing on diemical fertilizers 
because you have to have enough rnoisture otherwise it just bums up the 
W P -  

But that was such an improvemnt, that weed spray. Oh! now you could 
get rid of Russian thistle. 

You see in the 1930s you needed the d s  because that was the only 
feed for the cattle in the winter. Then, later on, aiey were a detriment to 
the crop and you wanted to do without them. 

Another interviewe talked briefly about aerial spraying or dusting for weeds 

though he cwld not remember too rnany specifics; hawever, he did believe that 

the arriva1 of spraying for weeds was another reason for not diversifying the 

aap. He believed that wheat, oats and barley could be sprayed but that, at that 

time, at least, mustard. tape seed and flax could not be since the spray would 

kill them. Yet another interviame te- 2-49 "a god-send." Thwe was also 

insecticide used as much of the wheat was treateâ with a mercury compound of 

some kind at seeding time. 



The chernical age, the results of scientific developments in World War II, was 

wming to dryland faming slowiy, but it was coming in the very late 19408 and 

on into aie 1950s. The information was spread through newspaper advertiring, 

by elevator agents, by the distri agriwlturalist, and naturally by worâ of mouth. 

If the diemicals did what they claimed they wwld they were used by the dryland 

famers as yet one more methad of adaptation. 

7.8 Changing faming 

The adaptations that were being made on the dryland fams during the 1940s 

and 1950s led to the emergence of two dianges that are still very much a part of 

what the Medicine Hat News refers to as that "dust bitten, dried out corner of the 

province" (February 25, 1950). The first was the emergenœ of classic examples 

of 'sidewalk famiers.' These are famers who Iive in an urban centre and who 

cultivate the land rome distance away, their equiprnent k i n g  stored in buildings 

on the land and whose sole crops are cereal crops which require no day-today 

management (Kollrnorgen and Jenks, 1951 ; Flower, 1972; Johnston, 9986). There 

is very clear evidenœ of the emergenœ of sidewalk famers particularly 

northeast of Medicine Hat in the Schuler-Hilda district as early as 1943. The 

numbers of such famers grew in the 1950s though people Men moved ta the 

nearest community not necessarily the nearest city. The process was obvious 

and the Medicine Hat Dailv News pointed to at least one of the reasons when it 

reported that ''people [are] leaving the fams for the winter months and moving 

into town" (April26,1947) and later that ' m e r s  a long distance from town do 

not care to repeat the experiences of last winter when roads were blocked for 

weeks at a time and are planning to spend the winter in Medicine Hat" (Odober 

17, 1947). The step Rom moving into town in winter was only one away from 

sidewalk faming. If there was no livestock to be tended, then the fam cauld be 

safely left for winter and the family could benefit from the amenities of the town 



or city. In addition. many more miles of improved grave1 roads and the 

increasing affordability of car or truck transportation. distance was becoming 

less of a problem. The œntennial histories for Saiuler and Hilda provide some 

examples of the emergence of sidewalk fming: 

They sold out some the later and retumed to fanning until1951 when 
they moved to the 'Hat, fanning the place only in summer 
(Wedeman. 1 972: 1 ); 

I decided to quit buying grain and we moved to Medicine Hat in 1947. By 
this time brother Bill could no longer operate the fann, so 1 famied it ffom 
Medicine Hat (Hiida. 19741 58); 

In 1943, Carl and Carrie built a home in Medicine Hat The four younger 
members of the family attended school in the city. Carl now anmnuted to 
his f m  (Wiedeman, 1 973:67); 

In 1948 my parents retired to Medicine Hat but my father continued to 
farm the homestead at Hilda for many yean (HildaJ974: 224); 

They remained on the farm until 1941 when they took up residence in 
Medicine Hat Arthur continued fm ing  as well as wning a tire repair 
business [in the city] . . . he sold his land in 1 971 (Wîedeman, 1 973: 101 ); 

They famied there unh'l November 1953 then they moved to their new 
home in Medicine Hat and still famed for two years from town 
(Hilda, 1 974229). 

Yet t was this very emergenœ of the ability to sidewalk fam which was to lead 

to the second major change. Swierenga desaibes it as an agrarian transition, as 

the proœss whereby isolated rural communities are transfomed into modem 

cosmopditan socMies (1 981 :219). In southeast Alberta the "turality as a 

distinct way of life" began its decline in the late 1940s and although the pro- 

still is not complete the changes from the pre-Worid War II faming styles have 

been dramatic (Md-: 21 1 ). The adaptations that t& place transfomed dryland 



farming from what in essence, as a result of the depression, had becorne a fom 

of subsistence farming to commercial agriculture. 

The adaptations themselves w e n  men the reault of the %ontiersman becoming 

an innovatoi (Webb,lS3'î 385). Many ideas that were to change dryland 

faming came Rom individual farmen such as the Koole brothers who fanned 

north of Lethbridge and who in 191 7 invented stnp faming (Gray, 1967). Their 

farming pradice spreaâ from Alberta into the Great Plains of the United States 

and eventually was adopted there (Hwes, 1979). Anorner example was the 

development by Charles Noble in the mid-1930s of the Noble blade which 

allowed that land to be wltivated whik leaving a trashcover to prevent soi1 

erosion. Othef adaptations in Canada came from individuals working out of 

Dominion Experimental stations. The value of summer fallowing, for example, 

was tested at Indian Head Saskatchewan Experimental station between 1888 

and 1890 and by the tum of the œntury was in use throughout much of the 

northwea (Ankli and Litt, 1 978). Summer fallowhg became a common procedure 

in Montana even while the United States Department of Agriculture was 

promoting what it considered a less wastef'ul faming pracüw, notably aop 

rotation (Norrie, 1 977). Another example of adaptation from experimental 

stations was the development of Marquis wheat in 1909 by Charles Saunders. 

This wheat variety was to prove popular well into the 1950s. Hwever, the flow 

of adaptaüons was not al1 one way. Nome suggests that me flow of agricultural 

technology from the United States into Canada thmughout aie settement period 

was very signifiant and rapid' brought primarily by immigrants from the 

Arnerican plains states (1 977:144). Syme has a list of equipment devekped 

both for horse dmuîng and later for tradw pulling which originated in the United 

States; equipment such as disc harrows, disc ploughs, moldboard ploughs, and 

one-way cultivators (i 986). Many of these pieces of equipment were modified 

by reswreeful dryland famers 'obsessecl with the need to find a profitable way 



of cultivating their land without bringing back another dust bowl" 

(Gray. 1967:233). 

As a result of these adaptations, there was, parüculariy during the 1940s and the 

early 1 950s, a "relatively ofâerly reconstruction of prairie agriculture" 

- (MacPherson and Thompoon. l984:29). This "fec0nstruction1' by a series of 

adaptations made accessible to farmers and eageriy adopted by them has led to 

the transfmation of the dryland area but it canmt be over emphasized that the 

climatic hazards süll remain and as was proven in the 1980s can still cause 

major economic upheaval. 

So the transition from the 'survivaIn generation whidi had stayed in dryland 

fanning through the 1930s. using whatever coping rnechanisrns they caild find, 

such as 'off-famis labour, to the "development" generation was complete, 

probably by the mid-1950s. The swvivors were in place to take advantage of 

the changes that began to appear at the end of the 1930s. Those changes 

included altivation innovations that had been developed to cope with drought 

conditions; some crop diversification though wheat was never really threatened 

as the crop of choice; a definite increase in cattle as a hedge against the 

problems of wheat sales; govemment assistance to improve fanning practices 

and stabilize aop prices; the availability d medlanization which speeded up the 

whole process of dryland wlüvation; and the availability of cash or wedit to 

acquire m e  land and thus make the whole proœss more profitable. The 

technical adaptations of the l94tOs and l9SOs were needed to fann the land 

more economically and more eff8Cfivefy (WhiteJ985). The motive had k e n  to 

establish 'a home and an inheritancem-the adaptations available to those who 

suwived made that process a reality (Bennett, l969:32l). 

There is little doubt that the principal change which was to propel the dryland 

famers into BennetYs 'third generation', where fanning was developed to "a 



modem level of efFiciency and produdivity" was mechanization (1 975:23). It 

was as a resuit of benig able to cultivate more land, both earlier and more 

quiddy, that fann site increased. ûther changes to fming practice were. in 

xwne cases, expefimerttal, and in others, prwided a possible source of cash if 

the wheat crop caild not be sold. However. none of these fadors had the 

impact that mechanization was to have. Imgation, although an option, never 

did becorne a reality, pfincipally because of a lack of govemment money, 

topography, and to a degree, famer rehictance. Chemicals, apart from weed- 

killers, were not considered appropriate for extensive d; yland wheat production. 

The real adaptation which moved the dfyland farmefs out of subsistence 

agriculture and into the agrï-business, was mechanization in al1 its foms. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

That there was a dramatic change in dryland faming and in the prosperity of 

dryland f a m  behNeen the 1930s and the 1950s, there can be no doubt. As 

we saw in Chapters 1 and 2 difFerent scholars have put forward different 

"explanations' of the process involved in this transformation. According to 

Swierenga it was the result of an "agrarian transition" which he defined as "the 

proces by which isolated rwal carnmunities are transfomed into modem 

cosmopolitan sodeties'' (1 981 :219). Against mat, MacPherson and Thompson 

saw it as being 'We relatively ordetly reconstrudion of prairie agriculture 

resulting fiom World War 11" (198429). Alternatively, Bennett and Kohl daimed it 

was simply the natural next stage in their thme paft process of the coping 

strategies developeâ by the generations of settlers to deal with changing 

conditions (1 9?5:23). Final ly, there was the view expressed by Cronon, Miles, 

and Gitlin that it was the last of the "six frontier-to-region processes," the one 

referred to as "seif-shaping," the process which gave the region a smal 

cultural identity (1 992:3-27). 



The evidence l have presented in this thesis supports the view mat, in the Wst 

place it was the result of a confluence of a series of events which caused those 

who wanted to continue to fami to take certain adaptive measures and thus to 

achieve the maximum benefit af the scient'ic and technological improvements 

simply to suwive. All the fadors came togeaier dunng the same period, 

stimulated by wartime activities, to change dryland fanning pemanently. World 

War II was the catalyst for that change. As Cronon states 'in the change that 

took place in the 1940~~ the impact d outside global adivities played a major 

role* (1992:46). World War II provided the manufaduring base; the aftemath of 

the war provided markets and the dryland farmers were qui& to take advantage 

of both the machinery and the markets. It was the stabilization of the wheat 

prias in the 1940s; the availability of machinery; the availability of herbicides 

and insedicides; and the availability of money, al1 of which were spurred further 

by the War and al1 d which were to provide the necessary adaptations that 

would change the practice of dryland faming. 

So was it the result of extemal forces such as the outbreak of World War II that 

caused the transition fmrn suMval to development? The war did have a direct 

impact on the dryland farrner; however, it did not prove to be the bonanza as 

was first believed by the economists. Wheat prices did inaease but they did not 

break the 52-00 barfier as they had in the latter stages of World War 1. The 

Canadian Wheat Board was established before the war primarîly in response to 

the dramatically low wheat pnœs in the mid 1930s. The war did rewlt in some 

diversification. The need for some animal produds ovemeas, in particular pigs. 

led to some changes in traditional farming practices but those changes proved 

temporary, for the rnost part, lasting only as long as the dernand existed, and 

then the dryland farmers reverted to the aop that pmved to be ieast nsky and 

the easiest to grow, namely wheat One major impact was the availability of 

labour and it was the scarcity of that labour that led farrners to look for altemate 

mechanical methods to replace it lndeed Gilchrist suggested that 'the war and 



postwar demands for manpower have brought about a greater degree of 

mechaniration at a faster rate than might have oaxirred otherwisen (195538). 

There was a huge unfulfilled demand for fam machinery. 

Would it be correct to suggest that the technological and scienüfic advances 

sumunding World War II did indeed change the method of dwaming? The 

real impact came twards the end of the war when the manufacturing industry 

could tum its attention from producing war materials to the needs of the home 

market and the developments necessitated by the war were put to domestic use 

manufaduring machinery, fertilizers, herbicides and insecticides. Higher pnœs 

for wheat, good yields ôetween 1940 and 1943 and stable consumer prîtes 

meant that many famen were able to pay ofF debts and begin buying up extra 

land so that when machinery became available there was a mal 'impetus to 

satisfy the 'delayeci gratification' that had been pent up" since the beginning of 

the decade (Bennett, l969:216). The dryland farmers were mady for machinery 

that would make their jobs easier. They had seen what machinery could do 

More the war but, in many cases, could not afford to buy it, so when it became 

available after the war and they had money, or easier access to credit, they 

wanted whatever they could get and it seemed as if the manuFaduring industry 

could hardly keep abreast of the demand for equipment 

But the question still has to be asked whether the process would have occurred 

a decade earlier had the priœ of wheat been stabilized in the 1930s. Was the 

real cause of the problem the price of wheat dwing the depression? Certainly 

machinery was available in the late 1 920s and improved dMand tillage pradices 

were being introduced but with wheat as low as S0.19 cents a bushel, the small 

famer simply could not survive. The question is relevant because although the 

priœ of wheat was stabilized in 1943, the priœ in 1960 was no higher than it had 

k e n  on the open market in 1924 and was also $0.38 cents a bushel less than it 

had been in 1948- However, larger acreages meant that crops of eight to ten 



bushels an acre were not the disaster they had been on the small quarter 

section or half section f a n  when the price was only $0.1 9 cents a bushel. 

Would an earlier stabilization of the of wheat have pemitted more of the 

smaller farmers to have survived? The answer probably is no because there 

were tao many other variables which affectecl aop yields in the 19309 which 

science and technology were to help sdve in the late 19409. Nonetheless the 

possible impact of ptice stabilization for wheat a decade earlier might well be an 

area for further research. So the process of developing an appropriate faming 

style and fam size simply took over in the late 1940s where it had stalled when 

the depression set in but at a much faster paœ thanks to the developments 

during the war. MacPhenon and Thompson refend to this lag as the "decade 

of delay" (1 9û4:23)- Wheat price stabilization precipitated the transition ftom 

survival to development The evidence is clear in Table 18. Wth a k n m  pnce 

for wheat, the risk associateci with dryîand fanning was eased and the famer. 

confident of at least a base price for his commodity, was able to look at some 

longer terni plans, especially those related to medianimtion. 

Homesteaders had fied the land in the 1920s and 1930s and although as 

evidenced in Chapter 6 some of those who stayed began aquiring land in those 

two deCades, the really rapid growth in fam size ocairted in the late 1940s and 

i950s, when machinery meant that more land could be worked quiddy and 

efficiently. With more land to cultivate a more extensive type of faning could be 

practiced and lower yields, as indicated earlier, would still allow a margin of 

profitability. What was to emerge was a "sleeker, more productive, more 

spedalizd edfamiing style" (lbw-:28). Baltensperger suggested that 

fann eqansion was made possible by technological developments that 
penitted famers to substitute capital for labour. Expansion became 
essential because larger famw Onered a number of economies of scale. 
Larget fams were more efficient at canverting inputs to output, a least up 
to a point They also benefiteâ from volume buying and selling, 



economies of fundional specialization, and reduction of fixed costs 
relative to total output (1 987:257). 

But as Bogue suggests lYarms were not going to becorne pennanently larger 

until fam mechanization and the stabilization of the population . . . was well 

undeway" (1 981 310). As is shown in Chapter 7 land priœs remained fairly 

stable during and immediately &ter the war encowaging the more sucœssful 

famers b buy out their less succegsh~l neighbours, or in many case neighbours 

who were ready to retire and had no one to inherit their land (Macpherson and 

Thompson, 1 984; Myers, 1 990). Those who remained, it appears "shared a 

common belief in the values of improvement and expansion1' (Farragher, 

l992:lO6) and fann sizes continueci to gmw. There is little doubt that the size of 

the farm unit played a major role in the sucœss of the dryland farrner in 

xiutheast Alberta. There are sugg8stions that a half section, three quarters or 

even a section of this dryfand would have b e n  more appropriate for 

homesteading and would have offered more chance of sucœss in this semi-arid 

area. It mwld be interesting to speailate on the potential for success had the 

original homestead been a larger land unit Simulations muld certainly be done, 

using the variables of the time, to see what fam size was needed for a 

sustainable farm. An additional area of research interest would be to trace in 

detail the growth of a family homestead to its wrrent status as an agribusiness. 

Was it the huge increase in the availability d mechanized equipment that was 

the most important factor? 'Wat startecl our prosperity," claimed one 

interviewee, ' h s  the trador that we bought at an audion sale in 1940 for $305. 

That and improvd yields and better priœs, that's what started our prosperity." 

Mechanization certainly had a major impact In fact Baitensperger (1987) and 

Bogue (1981) both put mechanization ahead of inaeased femi size as the 

principal factor leading to prosperity, for without machankation, they claimed, 

the wltivation of more land was simply impossible. Myers (1990) too suggested 

that it was technological irnprovements in f a n  rnachinery which encouraged the 



farming of ever larger areas. The mechankation came to a hait in 1939 and did 

not restart until after 1946, but once the technology developed during the war 

was redireded toward farm machinery for home consurnption the speed of 

development was rapid and aie desire of the farmes to keep abresst of the 

latest equipment praved dramatic. The Mole impact of World War II, induding 

its eff@ on prias and the impact of war time demand on the livelihood of these 

dryland famers, is an area worthy of more study. 

Was it the Wentific and tachnological breakthrough with improved varieties of 

wheat, with chemicals and fwigicides that led to prosperity? MacEwan (1 980) 

suggested that bringing the chernicals to the aid of the famers proved to be 

pivotal and he pinpointed 1960 as the aucial year. But dryland fannefs 

although they wed chernicals to control grasshoppers and herbicides to control 

Russian thistle were apparently quite leery of fertilizers. Saarinen supporteci 

that view by suggesting that pracüce of fertilization is one which loses its 

effectiveness when conditions are dry" (1 966:86). 

Were there other influences which generated prosperity for the dryland famers? 

Certainly large scale agri-businesses were developing in place of the family fam 

by the late 1950s but still in that decade there were many one-section famiers 

who by their ingenuity were able to stay on the land. They became the 

backbone of the ml community driving school buses. owning the local grocery 

or hardware store, running the post office, delivering fresh water to fam cistems 

and continuing to fan. And there was anoüier boon for some of them on the 

horizon. Majw oil companies began explorhg for oil and natural gas. The 

exploration in the area started as early as 1948, north of the British Block, and 

spread aaoss aie land in the next two decades Exploration rights m e  ta 

provide famiers with unexpected incorne. Finding oil or natural gas and installing 

a pump (a donkey engine) meant an annual fee to the fanner on whose land the 

well was located. This revenue could be significant but most of those surveyeâ 



indicated that the benefits of oil or gas wells on their lands, if any, were not felt 

until the early i96Os. Those who did indicate that wells existed on their property 

in the late 1 950s received annual revenue of around $1 50.00 per well. 

However relative to the oil boom that hit Alberta in 1947, 'southem Alberta 

gained little diredly from the h v y  exploitation of petroleum thet occurred 

further north" (Jankunis, 1972:81). 

One thing is certain; in the tWO decades under study the climate had not 

modified signifcantly enough to have a major impact on crop production. The dry 

1940s were followed by a series of wet years in the 1950s and drier conditions in 

the 1960s. The cyciical pattern of altemating wet and dry periods continued 

unchanged. The weather remaineci as Fite (1979) suggested 'uncertain, 

unde pendable and often destructive.' Historical microggricl imate studies to 

understand the relationship between weather and grain aops might well prove 

very rewarding research in the dry southeast 

The farming methods changed with increased availability of machinery, and as a 

result of the lessans leamed from the 1930s about farming practiœs, they 

changeâ too though offen only temporarily. Larger crop yields resulted from 

improved varieties of wheat and better prices from the establishment of a central 

marketing system. lncreased fann size however, did not always encourage more 

carehl attention to the land. Soil drifting conditions resembling those of the 

1930s have reoccurred. 

All of these factors played a role in aeating the relative prosperity of the dryland 

farmers of southeast Alberta with whom we lived in the mid-1960s. As Sprout 

and Sprout suggest 

the consequences of achieving a higher level of production par capita is 
that this enables a people to pay a higher price for overcorning 'natural' 



obstacles which, at a lower economic and technoiogicai level [seemed] 
insurnountable. The more efficient a people's equipment, and the 
greater their skills, the greater becomes their potential capacity to master 
the limitations af the non-human environment, and do so at a price 
compatible with their conception of a tolerable standard of living. 
(1 960: 1 56) 

Each dryland f a m q  however, developed a fami to suit his personal desires and 

availabfe revenues. For soma it was an abiding faith in the land, that the land 

could produce, and that one year of successful crops could œrtainly 

compensate for twa or three years of dry conditions. Their families had built the 

fami and Ehe persistence, the cornmitment made to that land and passed on to 

each generation, had proved important Even fann families who moved to the 

city have k e n  reludant to give up their lard and the numbers of sidewalk 

famers attest to that attachment to the land. The resources were applied to the 

land in the cwitext of the particular dimatic and soi1 characteristics found on the 

individual farm- 

The family fann changed from a subsistence fann of the Depression years of the 

1930s to a business orientecl unit conœmed rnuch more with efficiency and 

effectiveness in the 1950s. In making the transition significant help has been 

received from various levels of govemment The political cornmitment to avoid 

the economic and social custs of oie 1920s and 1930s meant that gants and 

subsidies were made readily available to famiers to keep them on the land. By 

the end of the second decade of the study the subsistence fam was becoming 

only a memory, though the operation of that f a n  and, in particular, the role 

played &y wwnen and children, would œrtainly be worth more study. Machinery 

replaced people, reducing the need for farm labour. Specialization and 

transportation reduced the chores that necessitated people k ing  on the fam. 

The famers had ceased to be seIf-sufficient and had become like town or city 

dwellen, consumers (Friesen, 1987). The family fam had become a business 

rather than a way of Me. But equally after so many yean of frustration it was 



quite natural mat the surviving famers would behave like urban businessmen, 

taking avantage of the scientific changes and direding al1 their adaptive efforts 

at efficiency (Bennett and Kohl, 1975; Reeq19ûü). Uitimately the attraction for 

many was to the urban centres where modem convenienœs for the family, 

especially during the long M e r  monoN. made Ife much less of a hardship. 

Electncity, telephones, natural gas and radios became available on the fam but 

for many the isolation of rural life was now unnecesary, farrning for them 

œased to be a way of Iife and simply became a means of eaming a living. Were 

these famers "arcadians" or 'imperialists''? They would be the first to adml that 

they have never amquerd the dimate and far too Men in theif enthusiasm they 

have forgotten the devastaüon of soi1 drifting. They would not see themselves 

as conquerors of the land, but mther as utilitarians seeking a farming Iife, caught 

up eventually in the late 1950s and the eariy 1960s in the urge to modernize. 

These famen, in such a marginal region, were especially cognizant of climatic 

variability and thus wee more concemeci with survival than wealth, thereby 

emphasizing risk-avoidanœ over rnaximizing outputs (Diggs, 1992). The rural 

life style, the sense of community, the threshing bees, the beef rings, the 

community dances, al1 were gradually disappearing. Those who stayed on the 

land did so out of 'a genuine liking for the country and for the occupation of 

faming' (Bennett, l969:52). 

For those who survived into the 19409 and I9Ws1 they had done what they set 

out to do, to establish a home and an inhwitance. Survival was the result of 

their patience and flexibility. They had adapted as quickly and as effectively as 

they muld and had adjusted wII to the environmental realities. The general 

perœption of hose who famied the land in those two decades fmm 1940 to 

1960, and who can look badc from the comfort of the 1990s, was that it was an 

exciting, creative pend when finally 1 seemed they had begun to get the upper 

hand. As one interviewee reflected 'prices picked up and retums from work 



However, despite al1 the adaptations, dryland faming remains a variable and 

highdsk undertaking, for 'nothing so dominates life on the plain as rain, or the 

la& of if' (Fite, 1 977; Symes, 1986). Yet for the fanners prepared to risk the 

variability of the semiarid dimate, the wltivated lands of swtheastem Alberta will 

continue to be attractive because both the tenain and the soi1 enabie a high 

degree of mechanization, favouring an agri-business approach to dryland 

faming. 

This study is a contribution to the historical geography of the semiand plains area 

of North America, and provides for the first time, evidenœ for and an explanation 

of the dramatic changes that took place in the 1940s and 1950s in the dryland 

faming region of southeast Alberta. By conducting a field survey of the living 

exponents of this human legacy, I have provided an explanation for the sustained 

fann settlement of an area which many consider should not have k e n  settled in 

the first place. I believe that the most apt de--ption of the prucess that evolved 

in southeast Alberta was that described by Bennett and Kohl as the mthird 

generation', the one that developed dryland faming from the subsistence level to 

a modem level of efficiency and prductivity. With the amval of mechanization, 

the stabilization of wheat pricea through aie Wheat Board, improved varieties of 

wheat and adaptive faming pradices, it was possible for the dryland famer not 

to amquer the environment, but rather leam to use it to his advantage. The 

aeative and coping mechanisms that the dryland farmer leamed out of necessity 

and the tools that were made available to him alter the end of World War II made 

the transition possible. The faming pattern was established by the early 1950s 

and the changes since have b e n  mostly technologicai. The changes that 

occurred through the two decades after thedepression were to give southeast 

Alberta a stable cultural identii, an identity which is still evident today. 
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Appendix A-Research Questionnaire 

Survival and Adaptation: 

An Anaiysis of Dryland Faming 

in the 1940s and 1950s in Southeast Alberta 

David J. Flower 

Graduate Student 

Department of Geography 

University of Alberta 

87 Glenhaven Crescent 

St, Albert, Alberta 

T8N 1A6 



Reason for the Research 

In 1966, my wïfe and l amved from England b teach in Schuler, Alberta. Thme years 
earlier. I had conducted soma agriculhiral geographical msearch in northeast Iran. I 
was fascinateci by the relafionship betwm dimate and agrïculhim oiot I had seen on 
the eâge of the lranian desert and same paraliels that I thaught might exist in the 
dryiand farming region of soutneast Alberta. My interest was increased fuvther as I 
iead about îhe philorophical mnflia btween Palliser and Mewun over the agriwltural 
potential of the region. 

in his book, 'Men Against the Desert,' James Gray desaibes the suNival and 
adaptation of the dryland fannefs of sautheast Alberta and southwest Saskatchewan 
thmugh the 1930s. 40s. and 509, as uone of aie great Canadian sucœss stories of al1 
tirne-" 

Although a great deal has been m e n  about the 'di@ thirties," IiMe has been 
researched or mittan about îhose who Himied the land through the 1930s and carried 
on farming into the 1950s. These survivors, rnany of whom are still alive, are aie focus 
of this study. The debate over what happenad in the 1940s and 1950s may provide a 
difFerent view of the land and its people. 

Apart from same histon'd questions iniaally, the remainder of the attached 
questionnaire relates to the tM, decades between 1940 and 1960. 1 would be grateful 
if you wuld answer al1 the questÏons and would appmdate very much receiving any 
additional mrnments that you might like to make on any of the topics. In addibon, if you 
have any documentary matefial that I migM read or view which is related to this period. 
I would be delighted to make arrangements to see it 

This research questionnaire has been revigwed by the Fawlty Review Cornmittee on 
Human Research Policy and has been appnwed as k i n g  in accord with the procedural 
and policy guidalines for the University of Alberta. I haw endosed an addrsssed and 
prepaid envelope for you to rehim the questionnaire when it is completed. 

If you have any questions or cbnœms mgarding any part of the questionnaire, I can be 
reached in the evenings and on mkends COLLECT at (405) 4583245. 

Thank you very much foi your cooperalion. I assure you that al1 answers will be treated 
in the strictest confidence and that no individual names will be used in the writing of the 
thesis, without prior consent 

David J. Çlower December 1992 



Section 1 Histon'cal lntrpductbn 

7. In which year did your family first settle in Alberta? 

2. On which quarter sedion of land did they homestead w if they didn't 

homestead, on Midi quarter section did they build th& first home? 

- Quarter Section Township - Range 

3. How much land did they homesteadllam initially? 

Quarter section? 

Hatf section? 

Other? 

if OTHER, what sire was the initial homesteaMarm? 

4. From where did the family corne to homestead in southeast Alberta? 

(please give as exact a location as possible) 

(A) from another part of Canada 

(6) from the United States 

- - 

(C) from overseas 

5. If in question 4 you answered (A), what was the country of origin of your 



family and how long had its members lived there before moving to 

southeast Alberta? 

If in question 4 you anwred (B), how long did they live in the United 

States and from where did they corne prior to arriving in the United 

States? 

Section 1 me Land 

One of the suggested masons lbr fhe su~ival of dwland fanning was the 

increase in the Sac of indiwuaf &nns. 1 am i i rested in M i n g  out whether this 

mason is valüî kK soofheast Alberfa, and if= whether fhe land aquired was 

aaacent to the otiginal &nn or whether the farm was fragmented. A second 

intemst is in the poss~Ble ~veloprnent of suitcase and SidewaIk fanning in the 

study am.  

6. Please give the location of the home quarter in 1940. 

Section Township - Range 

7. Please indicate how many quarters to which you had clear title in 1940, if 



possible, their location, the year in which they were acquired and, if at al1 

passible, the approximâte priœ per acre when acquired. 

Quar. 1 -- Sect Twnshp. Range Price 
Qua?. 2-- Sect Twnshp. Range PrÏœ 
Quat- 3.- Sed. Twnshp. Range Price 
Quar. 4,- Sed, Twnshp. Range Price 
Quar. 5.- Sect. Twnshp. Range Price 
Quar. 6.- Sect. Twnshp. Range Price 
Quar. 7.- Sect. Twnshp- Range Price 
Quar. 8.- Sect. Twnshp. Range Prim 

8. In 1940 did you have any land which was leased for crop growing? 

O Yes O No 

if YES-how mucti land? 

what was the lease arrangement? 

(A) cash rent 0 

(B) share crop U 

(C) m e r  

why was the land being leased? 
(A) absentee landlord O 

(outside Alberta) 

(B) m e r  moved away O 

(in Alberta) 

(C) land abandoned U 
(D) lessee could not 

Mord to purchase O 

(E) other 



if you answered (C), do you know when the land was 

abandoned, by whom, and why? 

9. In 1940. did you have any land under a private grazing lease? 

O Yes 

if YES, how much? 

10. Did yw have a grazing permit in: 

0 Yes 

Cl Yes 

1 1. (A) Was the amount of land owned affected directly in any way &y World 

War II? O Yes O No 

if ES, how? 

(B) Was the amount of land leased affeded directly in any way by World 

War II? D Yes O No 

if YES, h W  

12. Were you still farminglrandling the land in 19603 

O Yes 



(A) if NO-did you seIl the land? O Yes 

In what year did you seIl the land? 

Why did you seIl the land? 

Did you lease out the land? O Yes O No 

if the land was not sold or leased, how did you dispose of it? 

(B) If YESdid you aquire more land between 1949 and 1960? 

O Yes 0 No 

How much land did you acquire? 

What was the location of the land, the year of the purchase, and the price 

pet acre that you paid? 

Quar. 1 -- Sect, Tmshp. Range Price 

Quar. 2.- Seci- Twnshp. Range Price 
Quat. 3.- Sect- Twnshp. Range Priœ 
Quar. 4.- Sect, Twshp. Range Pnce 



Quar. 5.- Sect Twnshp. Range Pnce 
Quar- 6.- Sed- Mshp. Range Price 

7. Quar. Sed Twnshp- Range Price 

8- Quar. secî. Tmishp. Range Pria 

(f ytnï ucqirired more ezght qumtet secliim, pikase use rhe k k  of the &et 

to list the rt?nmhab of ~VE hnd acpired) 

(C) if the land was not purchased was it leased: 

for cash? O 

cmp shared? 13 

for othef? 

(D) How did the land becorne available for purchase or lease? 

(E) if you purchased additional land beWeen 1 940 and 1 960, could you 

please tell me how you financed the purchase of the land. 

(i) general farm revenue O 

(ii) off-farrn employment eamings O 

(iii) commercial loan O 

(iv) femily loan O 

(v) govemment loan 0 

(vi) sale of assets C1 

(vii) other (please specify) 



(F) What prompted you to aqoire the land? Was it: 

(i) adjacent to the home quarter? 

(ii) cheap? 

(iii) good proaidive land? 

(iv) other? (please s e )  

13. How would you classify the type of fanning that you practiced in 1940? 

(A) commercial wheat faming? 

(B) cattle ranching? 

(C) wheat faming with some cattle? 

(O) mixed grain fanning? 

(E) rnixed grain faming with sorne cattie? 

(F) sheep faming? 

(G) mixed grain faming with some sheep? 

(H) other+what combination? 

14. Did your type of farming (as Iisteâ in Q. 13 above) change by 1960? 

O Yes 

If ES, to what? 

1 5. if you did fam in 1940 but had ceased farming by 1960: 



(A) what year did you leave the fam? 

(8) what was the total size of the fann when it was sold? 

(C) how much of the land was uwned? 

(D) how much of the land was leased? 

(E) why did you decide to seIl the fam? 

(i) financial difficult ies 

(ii) drought 

. (iii) better opportuniües outside 

fanning in Alberta 

(iv) better opportunities outside 

faming and outside Alberta 

(v) retirement 

(vi) poor health 

(vii) providing opportunity for 

younger family member a 
(viii) other (please specify) 

16. Ta whom did you seIl your land? 

(A) family member 

(B) an immediate neighbor 



(C) another dryland fanner O 

(D) someone from outside Alberta O 

ffom where did they corne? 

17. If the land was not sold, was it inherited by a membet of the immediate 

family? If so, by whom (e-g., son, daughter, brother, etc.) 

- - 

18. If you still fanned the land in 1960, did you Iive on the fam year round? 

O Yes 

if NO-had you moved into the local comrnunity? 

had you moved into Medicine Hat? 

did you move back and live on the fann during the spnng 

and summer? 

did you travel out to altivate, seed, etc. as the season 

demandeci, but retumed home each night? 

how many miles wre  you (approximately) from your land? 

if you did not use the original fam house during the growing 

period, what happened to it? Was it left to decay, moved 

elsewhere, used as a granary, etc.? Please specify. 



in the ptaies was t h  di- and, irhdeed, the ahte over whedherthe !and 

shouid ever have been seftled by diyiand farmers 13 sîY' a matter of wntmversy. 

A change in di- mbht be parf of the teason why fanng appeared to 

pmsperin the 1940s and 1950s. 

19. What f o l l m  are a senes of comments from a variety of sources about 

the dry land in southeast Alberta. Would you please comment on each? 

This area has no agricultural future whatsoever." 

Cqtcnn John PuIliser, 1863. 

'much of the southem district. . . will yet be known as the best of 

wheat lands." 

John M m ,  1886. 



(C) "in throwing open to settlement the[se] relatively dry regions . . . the 

Canadian govemment was taking a great risk" 

Ger& Fn'esen, 1987. 

(D) 'people believed in the next year country,' that every crop they 

planted might be a 'million dollar aop*. 

Jean Buniet, 1951. 

20. In the 1940s there was a great deal of talk at local, provincial, and 

Dominion govemment levels about inmeashg the area of im'gated land in 

southeast Alberta. Do you believe that irrigation would have been a 

satisfactory answer to the "variable and uncertain precipitaüon* that 

typifies the area? 

if YES-why was irrigation not developed during the 1940s? 



In your opinion, did the fauk for Ming to expand irrigation into the rest of 

southeast Alberta rest with: 

(A) the Dominion govemment 

(8) the Provincial govemment 

(C) other 

If (C), Who or what? 

21. References are made in The Medicine Hat News to demonstrations of 

%rigation spraying pipes and purnps" usïng water from individual 

reservoirs. Did you consider mis, or any other, method of imgation as a 

method of improving your aop yield? 

O Yes 

If YES- did you actually try small scale irrigation and if so what were the 

results? 

if NO- why not? 



22. The popular belief is that poor crop yields in the southeast were due to 

drought conditionî-the terni dmught meaning insufficient moisture. From 

your mernories of the 1940s and 1 S O S ,  what were the primary causes of 

aop failure? 

(A) la& of moisture O 

(B) b a t  a 
(C) wind U 

(D) heil O 

(E) SMY a 
(FI twt O 
(G) other (please speciry) 

23. Did you feel that there were any measures thet you could take on your 

farm as a possible protection against drought? 

24. Did you keep any records of precipitation for your own pemnal interest 
dunng the two decades in question? 

If YES- what happened to them? 



25. There is aiways a great deal of debate about precipitation in faming 

circles. ln pur oplnhn: 

(A) Which peflod of precipitation has the most effed on crop yield-fall 

and winter, or spring? 

(B) How much precipitation is needed to produœ a good wheat crop? 

(C) What are the most crucial periods for precipitation during the year? 

26. What was the general classification of the soi1 on your famwvas it dark 

brown, brown, or grey? 

(A) Did you ever get your soi1 tested in the 1940s and 1 %Os? 

O Yes O No 

if YES-Hhat were you interested in finding out? 

(9) Who tested the soi1 for you? 

(C) Was the soi1 tested at your request, or was it part of a soi1 study in 

the whole ara? 



(D) Did you receive a copy of the test results? If so, what did they 

show? 

27. In 1950 in an editorial, The Medicine Hat News referred to southeast 

Alberta as "mis dusbbitten, driedout corner of the province.' Do you 

believe that adequate attention in tenns of funding, research, or pradical 

assistance was provided to the dryland famers Rom: 

(A) the Dominion govemment O Yes O No 

(6) the Provincial govemment O Yes O No 

(C) municipal govemments O Yes O No 

Please explain your answers. 

The tetm "suNivo~s"is Ming useci to desctibe those who seW the dyand 

amas in the eady yeam of the œntury, who /d thmugh the 1920s and 7930s 

and who confinueci fanning through the 1940s and 7950s. This m o n  is an 
attempt to rind out who stayed and why. 

28. Estimate the importance of the following reasons for staying in fanning 

after the 'dirty thirties." 

(1 ) not important 



(2) not very important 

(3) important 

(4) very important 

(A) Because you caild not Mord to bave the land 

(Le., money tied to land)? 

(8) Because y w  beiieved that despite everything that 

had happened the land would produœ gaod crops 

(Le., the m'Il to succeed)? 

(C) Because al1 your friends and relatives lived in 

the area (Le., attachment to place)? 

(D) Because despite failures, the land provided 

security (Le., economic security)? 

(E) Because owning land provided social status? 

29. Were there any pressures to relocate? 

O Yes Cl No 

If YES- (A) fmm family? 



(B) from fnends? 

(C) from govemment agencies? 

If there were such pressures, why did you choose to ignore them and 

-Y? 

What alternative locations were possible for you if you had decided to 

30. Do you believe that for you the ability to survive and continue to fam the 

dryland had anyoiing to do with: 

(A) Previous eqmience 

(B) Stubbomness 

(C) Ethnic background 

(D) Pfide 

(E) Other (please specify) 

31. On November 13, 1946, the Medicine Hat Dailv News, in its Hilda colurnn, 

reported that "quite a few famers have sold out their fam equiprnent and 



livestock through auction sales." Was this a cornmon occurrence 

throughout the region in the mid-1940~3 

tf Y E M y ,  having survived the 'dirty thirties" and the dry years of 1943- 

1945, did famers decide to seIl up? 

if NO-then what, in your opinion, was unique about the Hilda area for the 

situation to happen there? 

32. In order to survive, did you attempt to diversify your farming with the 

addition of animals or by experimenting with different crops? 

O Yes O No 

if Y E M a t  animals or what crops and with what success? 

33. Was your family able to survive on fam income alone or did survival 

mean having to eam income elsewhere to supplement faming pradiœs? 

13 Yes O No 

if YES-were your additional sources of revenue during the 1940s and 



1950s ftorn: 

Assisting with seeding/hamesting locally? 

Assisting with harvesting elSBWhere in Alberta? 

Working in another occupation during aie 

winter months? 

Travelling with a harvester team to the US.? 

Other (please speufy)? 

if you were involved with off-fam work dunng the winter months, how was 

this affecteci by war-time pemits? 

if members of the family went to work in other parts of the province during 

hanrest tirne- 

(A) Which members of the family went? 

(B) For how long? 

(C) What were the wages like? How much was paid per day in 

1940? 1950? 

34. Did your fami benMt during the 1950s from gadoil disccweries on your 

land? 

Ci Yes 

If YES- 



(A) How many wells did you have on your land? 

(6) What was the cash benefit per year when the 

well(s) was (were) in place? 

35. Was govemment faming assistanœ a significant source of annwl 

revenue? 

(A) Do you rernember participating in the wheat acreage reduction 

plan which lasted from 1 941 142 to 1 943/44? 

O Yes 

if Y E W y  how much did you reduce your wheat acreage? 

And what did you g n m  instead of wheat? 

(6) Did you receive payments as a rasult of poor wheat yields? 

(C) Did you need to access the 'drought bonusn as established under 

the PFRA in 1939? 

These masures were implemented to assist famers in the drier areas- 

do you consider them to be a factor in your survival? Or was such 

compensation so small as to be of no benefit? 



36. Did you take advantage in the 1940s and 1950s of 

(A) Farm improvemnt loan from the govemment? O Yes CI No 

If YESin what year and for what purpose? 

(B) Aid under the National Housing Act to axistnid a new home on the 

fatm? 

O Yes 

37. Farm labouraid the family provide sufficient labour year round to 

operate the fm? 

O Yes 

if NO-did you use outside paid labour? 

0 Yes O No 

did you rely on local assistance? 

O Yes 0 No 

If you used outside labour, did you employ 

(A) Students? 

(B) Displaced Japanese? 

(C) Military personnel? 

(O) Prisoners of war? 

(E) Others (please specify)? 



At what rate of pay per day were they ernployed 

(A) in the 194ûs? 

(B) in the 1 QSOs? 

when was such help usually needed? 

(A) At seed time 

(6) At hanrest time 

38. (A) In 1940, approximately Hat was the total inanne needed to keep 

your farm econornically worksble? 

What peroentage of that income came 
(i) from the farm? 

(ii) from off-farm wark? 

(iii) from government payments? 

(8) By 1950. approximately what was the total income needed to keep 

your fann afioat? 

What percentage of that incorne came 

(i) from the fam? 

(ii) from off-fam work? 

(iii) from govemment payments? 

39. The price of No.1 NorViern Wheat, basis in store Fort WilliamlPort ArViw 

rose from $0.70 pet bushel in 1939140 to a high of $1 -858 per bushel in 

1950/51. Did such an increase in wheat priœs 



have an impact on your decision to stay in farming? 

have little or no impact because of rising @ces in other sectors of 

the economy? 

along with improved consistent yields, provide you with the incorne, 

and thereby the opportunity, to expand the fann? 

40. Was the establishment of the Canadian Wheat Board as a marketing 

agency a benefit to you as a fanner? 

U Yes 

Please give reasons for your answer- 

Was there any financial advantage to you in receiving inlial, interim, and 

final payments from the Canadian Wheat Board for crops soid by them? 

O Yes O No 

41. if aie price for No.1 Northem Wheat, basis Fort WilliamlPort Arthur in 

1 950151 was $1 -858 per bushel . . . 

What was the priœ you received on the fan? 



Why the difference? 

Could you name a single fador which, in your mind, tumed things 

around for the farmers in the 1940s and 1 950s in the dryland area of 

southeast Alberta? 

Because of the dmuit fannng oonditrons in the 1930s, changes in &m,ing 

pracficce 0cicunedned mese changes, whether in cmps, animals, mechankationf or 

femkets, a/\ wuld be dassed as adaptatbns to the environmental conditions- 

This SeCZEcOn aims at explorhg some of these adaptations. 

Did you consciously change your faning style by the end of the 1930s. 

Yes O No 



44. What changes, if any, in the types of crops grown ocwrred beîween 1940 

and 1960? Please give approximate percentages of land devoted to 

crops. 

1940 

umeat 
Bariey 

Oats 

Flax 

Spring Rye 

Winter Rye 

Mustard 

Other 

(piease specify) 

45. During the 1940s and 1950s, did you experiment with any crops other 

than wheat? 

a Yes 

if YES-what and why? 

46. Did you ever consider, for example, growing ffax, which by 1947 was 

fetching $5W per bwhel? 

O Yes 



if Nû-why not? 

47. Did you practice monoculture, that is growing only one wheat? 

O Yes U No 

48. Was there a temptation during this period after a particularly wet 

falllwinter to seed every possible acre of land? 

a Yes CI No 

If YEWid you sow or not sow every available acre? 

49. Did you have animals for your own family use (i.e., not commercial use)? 

Milk cows 

Beef cattle 

S ~ = P  
Pigs 

Hens - pouw 



50. Did you keep animals for commercial purposes? (Please give 

approxirnate numbers. ) 

Milk cows 

Beef cattle 

Sheep 

Pigs 

Poultry 

51. If you kept horses, did you mise them for sale? 

O Yes 

If ES- did you seIl horses just after Worid War II for shipment to 

Europe? 

did you seIl horses to Saskatchewan for food production? 

did you seIl homes D the United States (in particular 

California)? 

If you did seIl horses, about how many and haw often and what kind of 

pdce did you get for them? 



52. With regard to raising cattle, did the opening up of the United States 

market in 1947 make a signifiant difference to your enterprise? 

O Yes 

If YESl'n what ways? 

if N M y  not? 

53. Did animals become an increasing part of your fam operation between 

1940 and 1960, or a lesser part? Why? 

54. Was soi1 drifting a problem on your fan?  

O Yes 

What measures, if any, did you take to attempt to stop soi1 drifting? 



55. Was the issue of soi1 consecvation one with which you concemed yourself 

in the 1940s and 1 %Os3 

O Yes 

If YES-did you do anything about it? 

O Yes O No 

56. Did you hear of or own a Graham-Hoeme plough-cultivator, which it was 

clanned would prevent soi1 emsion? 

U Yes 

57. Did you ever purchase any special piece of equipment that was marketed 

as aiding in prevenüng soi1 erosion or soi1 drifting? 

O Yes No 

58. Did you employ any particular ploughing pradices or tillage pradices 

which were aimed at preventing soi1 erosion or soi1 drîfting or were 

supposed to assist in retaining moisture in the soif? 



O Yes 

if YES-what were they? 

59. How did you leam about changing fann rnethods during the 194ûs and 

1950s? 

From your neighbors? 

From PFRA? 

Through agricultural meeting sponsored 

From the district agriwlturalist? 

From VVheat Pool lecturefilm show? 

- - - - - - - - - - 

From a fann demorwtration by a 

commercial Company? 

Other (please specify)? 

60. Did you use the services of the PFRA in your famiing enterpn'se? 

O Yes 



If YES-for what purpose? 

(A) Dugout? 

(B) Shelter belt? 

(C) Land purdiase ban? 
(D) Information? 

(E) Other (please specify)? 

61. Mechanisation increased significantly during the 1 940s and 1 950s. In 

what year did you purchase your first: 

(A) Gasoline tract00 

(0) Combine hanrester? 

(C) Self-propelled combine? 

(D) Diesel tractor? 

(E) Disc-seedef? 

How was it paid for? 

62. Was there any other commercial eguipment which became available 

during the 1940s and 1950s that assisted you in becoming a more 

eQCicient faner? 



63. Was there one piece of mechanical equipment which, in your mind, 

revolutionized fanning in the dry areas of sbutheast Alberta and, if so, 

what was it? 

64. During the 19409 and 195ûs, did you experiment with difFerent types of 

wheat? 

O Yes 

if YES-what varieties? 

Why did you by them? 

Were they successful? 

65. From where did you obtain your seed? 

Was it paid for when it was picked up or were some other arrangements 

made for payrnent? 



66. When did you first start using fertilizers regulariy on your fields? 

What other chemicals, for example, for weeâ control, did you use in the 

1940s and 1950s and approximately what year did you first use them? 

From where did you purchase these chemicals? 

Where did you leam about them? 

What kind of payment arrangement did you have with the supplier? 

67. Were you involved in any way with the operation of a community pasture? 

O Yes 

Mat  was its name? 

when was it established? 

how many cale did you keep there? 

what were the costs? 



was it, in your view, a suecessful 

venture' 

TlNnk yw vety much îbr trking tlh dl' to a n s w  fhis questhnnaim and 
thus awkt me in my reamnh pm- P h s e  î k d  free to add any 

addsond commenfs, obsemtiùns, or inibmfibn. 

~omments, observations, information 




